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HOMOSEXUALITY AND SELF-IMPOSED EXILE IN THE SONG
OF EVERLASTING SORROW
Aiqing Wang / 王艾青 aɪtɕʰiŋ waŋ, University of Liverpool,
Aiqing.Wang@liverpool.ac.uk
Original scientific paper
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Abstract: In this paper, I hermeneutically scrutinise a 1995 award-winning
masterpiece The Song of Everlasting Sorrow and investigate its homosexual
motif that lacks sufficient critical analysis. The author Wang Anyi features
emotional and erotic entanglements between an archetypal yet extraordinary
Shanghai woman Wang Qiyao and an array of male characters. I propound that
apart from the protagonist’s unceasing melancholia, as illuminated by the title,
the narrative also concerns lifelong dolorousness of two female supporting
characters, viz. Wu Peizhen and Jiang Lili, both of whom establish bonds with
Qiyao at puberty. I postulate that analogous to schoolgirls depicted by Ailing
Zhang, Peizhen and Lili demonstrate same-sex adoration of Qiyao, yet disparate
from spurious, proto- or quasi-homosexuality portrayed in Zhang’s writing, their
zealousness and loyalty to Qiyao are not fugacious. Moreover, Peizhen’s
perpetual animation is also inextricably intertwined with acrimony triggered by
her failed pursuit of heterosexual romance with Qiyao’s committed admirer,
leading to Peizhen’s unremitting self-mutilation and self-banishment.
Keywords: The Song of Everlasting Sorrow, Wang Anyi, homosexual intimacy,
acrimony, self-banishment

1. Introduction
The 1995 novel 长恨歌 Changhen Ge ‘The Song of Everlasting Sorrow’
(henceforward Song) is the chef-d’oeuvre of an illustrious female
novelist and screenwriter 王安忆 Wang Anyi (1954- ), a leading figure of
Neorealism and post-Mao literary genres such as 伤痕文学 Shanghen
Wenxue ‘Scar Literature’ and 寻根文学 Xungen Wenxue ‘Root-Seeking
Literature’, who is celebrated for romantic self-expression, modernist
style, critical realism and avant-garde narration (Feuerwerker 1998, Jing
2007, FitzGerald 2008, Zeng 2010, Castelli 2019). Wang endeavours to
construct a language untainted by Maoist discourse and its ideological
prescriptions and expounds psychological wounds and the devaluation
of femininity during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) that leaves
post-Mao women scarred for life (Wu 2013, Denton 2016). The 2017
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Newman Prize for Chinese Literature was bestowed upon Wang for her
outstanding achievement and mega-writing of literature (Chiang and
Rollins 2009, Newman Prize for Chinese Literature 2019); in the
nomination statement, she is adulated as the most preponderant
contemporary Chinese writer featured by mature and emotional
insightfulness, who has illuminated the seismic transformations of China
in the previous decades by means of innovative and consistent literary
experiments, thereby elaborating Shanghai and even the whole country
in literature (Dai and Feeley 2017). As a thought-provoking storyteller
and a philosophical thinker, Wang’s writing ‘addresses not only China,
Chinese life, and problems that Chinese people confront, but also
grapples with universal modern conditions, taking long and broad views
of human civilization and the evolution of people’s living conditions.
Shedding light on modern culture gone awry, she brings back the spectra
of the past to weigh in on the present. She has invented ghosts of the
past that come to haunt, derail, and critique modern life’ (Wang 2018:
12).
Wang’s writing bears similitude with that of 张爱玲 Zhang Ailing
(aka Eileen Chang, 1920-1995), an iconic figure of urban modernist
literature and public culture, who possessed splendid literary aptitude
and literary prominence, as embodied by her sophisticated writing
replete with stylistic devices and aestheticised details as well as an
unparalleled mode of sensitivity and a multifaceted narrative
configuration of temporality (Shen 2012, Wang 2012, Lee 2017, Weng
2018, Qu 2019). To be more specific, Wang demonstrates ambivalence
towards Zhang’s aesthetics of and penchant for detail: she lauds Zhang’s
devotion to details in life, whereas censures Zhang’s aesthetic leap from
the sensuous, viz. detail, to the nihilistic, viz. meaning; she deploys
nostalgic details as signifying conduct to embrace idealism and
reconstruct kaleidoscopic portraits of Shanghai in its previous
incarnations, and strives to circumvent the dichotomy between detail
and ideation (Xiao 2008). Moreover, notwithstanding the disparity that
Zhang alternates between the real world and an illusory sphere in a
nihilistic fashion yet Wang addresses real life and societal reality
exclusively, both writers highlight nostalgia in old Shanghai by means of
expatiating upon sumptuousness, cramped alleyway houses and the
minutiae of everyday life, as well as typical indigenous women and their
assiduousness, trivialities and travails (Gan 2004, Sun 2011, Bracken
2013, Bao 2017, Martin-Enebral 2017, Song 2017, Zhou 2018). Wang,
therefore, is acclaimed as ‘Eileen Chang’s literary successor’ of the
‘Shanghai School’ (Wang 1996, 2003, Xiao 2008, Basu and Guang 2010,
Scheen 2015: 44).
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Song is construed as Wang’s most well-established work, in that it
attains critical accolades, commercial success and media adaptations, as
well as the prestigious literary award Mao Dun Literature Prize in 2000
(Callil 2011, Lau 2011, Scheen 2015: 159, Jia 2014), and its publication
marks new attention to female subjectivity (McDougall 2005) and
nostalgia as a personalised remembrance emerged in the Chinese
cultural scene of the mid-1990s (Jiang 2003, Wang 2016). Spanning four
decades of eventfulness and political turmoil between 1945 and 1985,
Song has its setting in evocative alleyways of pre-liberation and reformera Shanghai and concerns cathartic vicissitudes and dolorous
denouements of the inconsequential petty bourgeoisie (Basu and Guang
2010, Hou 2014), so it is regarded as a post-revolutionary allegory of
Shanghai in the 20th century (Wang 1996, Zhang 2000, Xu 2011, Scheen
2015: 176) represented via male-female relationships (Lei 2013, Yin and
Lin 2013). This embroidered narrative features the extraordinary life of
the protagonist 王琦瑶 Wang Qiyao notwithstanding her identity as a
quintessential ordinary city-dweller (Fong 2012, Lynton 2013): born into
a working-class family in the crowded, labyrinthine alleyways, Wang
Qiyao is crowned ‘Miss Third Place’ in the Shanghai Beauty Pageant,
upon which she is reduced to a mistress of a powerful bureaucrat of the
Nationalist regime; despite complex entanglements with several men at
different stages, Wang Qiyao has no matrimonial relationship but an
illegitimate daughter, and she is murdered by a thief for a box of gold
bars left by the deceased bureaucrat (Long 2007, Wang 2016, Li 2017).
In this article, I investigate the everlasting sorrow encapsulated in
Song, focusing on the unremitting melancholia of two supporting
characters, i.e. 吴佩珍 Wu Peizhen and 蒋丽莉 Jiang Lili, which deserves
more critical attention. Hermeneutic interpretation indicates that both
characters exhibit homosexual adoration of the protagonist, and Lili’s
devotion is additionally intertwined with her heterosexual affection for
the protagonist’s faithful admirer.
2. Title and sorrow
The title of Song, viz. 长恨歌 Changhen Ge, is identical to that of a
celebrated poem composed by a renowned realistic poet 白居易 Bai
Juyi (aka Po Chü-I, 772-846 AD) of the Tang (618-907 AD) dynasty (Yang
1996, Shang 2011, Buswell and Lopez 2013, Luo 2018), a pioneer of an
innovative genre dubbed as 新乐府 xin yuefu ‘new music bureau/folksong’ (DeBlasi 2002: 25, Chen 2015, Tan 2017), whose verse is
characterised by a wide range of themes, styles and forms, as well as
exquisite rhythm, plain language, deep nostalgia and elaborate
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depiction (Shields 2006, Chan 2011: 144, Zha 2015, Wang et al 2019).
Bai’s poetry can be categorised into four groups, concerning allegorical
signifiers, leisure life, sentimental feelings and various metrical patterns
(Fang 2010, Zhai 2019), and Changhen Ge is a paradigm of the third
category, viz. 感伤诗 ganshang shi, in that this narrative chronicles the
legendary love tragedy between Emperor Xuanzong (reign. 712-756 AD)
and his royal consort, the notorious beauty Yang Guifei (aka Yang
Yuhuan, 719-756 AD) (Mao 2016, Yu 2016, Sun and Gong 2017). This
elaborate and aesthetic ballad is constituted of 120 lines in sevensyllable verse (Waley 2005: 44) and is replete with cultural images
bearing implied connotations with and without figurative senses (Zhang
2002, Yang 2019). Moreover, there are sensual lines encapsulating
obscenity that is fundamentally visual and hence invites voyeuristic
imagination, thereby being perceived as the quintessence of erotic
literature and inspiring following textual and visual works portraying
Yang (Li 2008, Wang 2018). As an epitome of classical Chinese poetry
that integrates aestheticism with sentimentalism, this poem manifests
abstract aesthetic feeling with distinctive oriental colour in concrete
imagery and narration, and thus substantially impinges upon East Asian
poetry (Jiang 1999, Wang 2015, Zhang 2017).
Apart from the identical title, the correlation between Bai’s poem
and Wang’s novel also lies in the latter’s quotations of verses from the
former, as well as analogous literary allusions pertaining to flora and
fauna abounding in cultural connotations (Zeng 2013). More
significantly, Wang’s imitation and enrichment of the poem as an
archetype can be embodied by her similar source of inspiration, political
stance, depiction of male-female relationships, as well as unravelling of
individuals’ doomed victimisation in the event of destiny and time
(Zhang 2000, Sun and Gong 2017). Furthermore, there is an intertextual
correlation between Song and a 1688 drama 长生殿 Changshengdian
‘Palace of Everlasting Life’ composed by a Qing (1644-1912) playwright
洪昇 Hong Sheng (1645-1704) concerning this love tragedy of the Tang
dynasty (Sun 2009, Stuckey 2010, Wang 2010).
As indicated by the title, Song concerns ‘everlasting sorrow’, which
has been hermeneutically scrutinised from the perspective of the
protagonist Wang Qiyao. Nonetheless, I postulate that apart from the
perpetual melancholia and yearning of Qiyao, the narrative also alludes
to that of two female supporting characters, i.e. Wu Peizhen and Jiang
Lili.
In addition to a list of distinctive male characters romantically or
erotically entangled with the heroine (Lee 2005, Liu and He 2010, Lei
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2013), Song entails female characters who have established
multifaceted and fragile friendships with Qiyao since the bureaucrat’s
decease: Madame Yan, who perceives herself as ‘a crane among
chickens’, demonstrates complex integration of conniving reverence
and covetous disdain for Qiyao; the supercilious yet self-abased Zhang
Yonghong extols Qiyao’s fashion sense whereas endeavours to eclipse
her (Wang 1996, Mao 2010, Dai 2014). At puberty in an all-girls school,
however, Qiyao’s female friends are exclusively Wu Peizhen and Jiang
Lili, both of whom exhibit strong and sincere bonds with Qiyao prior to
and after she becomes the renowned 沪上 淑 媛 Hushang Shuyuan
‘Proper Young Lady of Shanghai’ (trans. Berry and Chan 2008)1 in 1945
Shanghai.
3. ‘Sisterly love’ and homosexuality
In this section, I explore the female-female friendship between the
protagonist and the two supporting characters, and I propound that the
‘sisterly love’s is analogous to female same-sex bonds depicted by Zhang
Ailing. The schoolgirl homosexual bond manifested by Jiang Lili is
correlated with carnal intimacy, rather than just spiritual love. In terms
of Wu Peizhen, her adoration of the protagonist is featured by unceasing
melancholia and loyalty, as opposed to fugacious infatuations.
In Song, female-female friendship is referred to as ‘sisterly love’ (小
姊妹情谊 xiao zimei qingyi) that might be lifelong between girls and
women in Shanghai. In Zhang’s fiction composed in the US, such as the
highly anticipated and contentious 相见欢 Xiangjianhuan ‘Ecstasy of
Encounters’ and two posthumously-published narratives 小团圆 Xiao
Tuanyuan ‘Little Reunion’ and 同学少年都不贱 Tongxue Shaonian Dou
Bu Jian ‘Schoolmates and Adolescents are All Meritorious’ (trans. mine),
there is an element concerning spurious, proto- or quasi-homosexuality
between pubescent and mature females. In works appertaining to
lesbian representation and sexuality, Zhang unravels fugacious impulse
and precocious play of normal instinct among schoolgirls at the
evolution of puberty in a form of sexual irritation fostered by physical
intimacy (Chen 2004a, 2004b, Wang 2014).
In Song, Qiyao’s girlhood friend Wu Peizhen has ardour for her,
functioning as a paradigm of ‘sisterly love’. Nonetheless, Peizhen’s
passion for Qiyao should not be analysed as pure friendship, but rather
1

Unless specified otherwise, translations of all expressions and examples are
cited from Berry and Chan (2008).
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female-female homosexuality, as illustrated in Example (1).
Furthermore, I posit that parallel to Zhang’s representation of schoolgirl
homosexual romance as the incarnation of celebrity worship (Yan 2012),
Peizhen’s zealous fondness for Qiyao encapsulates her reverence and
fantasy, as shown in Example (2). Nevertheless, given the fact that Qiyao
also embraces Peizhen’s worship and presumes herself to be an ideal
idol, her failure to enter the film industry triggers her humiliation and
reprehension against Peizhen, and hence the cessation of their
friendship (Lei 2013, Dai 2014, Zheng 2019).
(1)
这晚上, 吴佩珍竟也做了个关于片厂的梦, 梦见水银灯下有个盛
装的女人, 回眸一笑, 竟是王琦瑶, 不由感动得酸了。她对王琦
瑶的感情, 有点像一个少年对一个少女, 那种没有欲念的爱情,
为她做什么都肯的。
She dreamed of an elegantly dressed woman under the mercuryvapor lamps. When the woman turned to her and smiled, Wu
Peizhen saw that she was none other than Wang Qiyao; she was so
excited that she woke up. Her feelings for Wang Qiyao were a bit
like the puppy love that a teenage boy feels for a girl for
whom he is willing to go to the edge of the earth.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 29)
(2)
由这谦虚出发, 她就总无意地放大别人的优点, 很忠实地崇拜,
随时准备奉献她的热诚。…吴佩珍的粗心其实只是不在乎, 王
琦瑶的宽待她是心领的, 于是加倍地要待她好, 报恩似的。
In her modesty, she tended to exaggerate other people’s strengths,
place them on a pedestal, and offer them her devotion…Wu
Peizhen’s carelessness was the function of an uncalculating mind.
She appreciated Wang Qiyao’s magnanimity and tried even harder
to please her as though repaying her kindness.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 27)
In modern Chinese culture, female-female same-sex love is
escalated by emotionally intense and physically intimate friendship and
is inextricably intertwined with women’s memory of adult femininity
(Martin 2010: 12). That is to say, schoolgirl homosexual bonds are
interconnected with carnal intimacy, as opposed to purely spiritual love.
As mentioned previously, apart from Peizhen, same-sex closeness in
Song can be attested from another girlhood friend, Jiang Lili. In Lili’s
initial encounter with Qiyao, physical contact accelerates her ‘sisterly
love’ towards Qiyao, as shown in Example (3). Although I propound that
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Lili adopts a gender-separatist mode in which female femininity is a
prerequisite shared by both partners (Rohy 2000: 4), rather than a
gender-transitive framework entailing secondary genders of butches
and femmes (Roof 1991: 5), Lili might subconsciously assume a gender
role of a tomboy, triggered by Qiyao’s inordinate feminine attraction
while her own lack of it.
(3)
蒋丽莉还时不时将她的手紧握一下, 似乎有什么你知我知的秘
密。这陡然而起的亲密, 是叫王琦瑶 发窘, 可她面上并不流露,
也是知己的样子。
Meanwhile, Jiang Lili would give Wang Qiyao’s hand a little squeeze
from time to time, as if there were some secrets that only the two
of them shared. But such forced intimacy only made Wang Qiyao ill
at ease. However, no trace of uneasiness showed on her face and
she continued to act as if she and Jiang Lili were the best of friends.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 51)
It is noteworthy that the vast majority of female-female
romantic/erotic practices are reduced to a temporary adolescent phase
of spurious homosexuality, and only a trivial proportion of girls are
congenitally predisposed to homosexuality in the presence of
heteronormative sexual objects (Ellis 2001: 126, Ellis and Symonds 2008:
163). Nonetheless, I postulate that as manifested in the title, the ‘sorrow’
is ‘everlasting’ not only for the protagonist Qiyao, but also for her two
female friends. Discrepant from Qiyao, whose sorrow is attributed to
her emotional/erotic entanglements with various men as an ill-fated
femme fatale, the ‘everlasting sorrow’ of Peizhen is triggered by her
same-sex homosexual devotion to Qiyao. In stark contrast to spurious,
proto- or quasi-homosexual relationships between pubescent girls in
Zhang’s fiction, the vast majority of which are fugacious, Peizhen’s
adoration of Qiyao is not an infatuation but characterised by unceasing
melancholia and loyalty, as in Example (4), albeit Qiyao’s irrational
estrangement.
(4)
吴佩珍感觉到王琦瑶的回避, 不由黯然神伤。但她却并不丧失
信心, 她觉得无论过多少日子, 王琦瑶 终究会回到她的身边。她
的友情化成虔诚的等待, 她甚至没有去交新的女朋友, 因不愿让
别人侵占 王琦瑶的位置。
Sensing that she was being avoided, Wu Peizhen felt heartbroken,
but she held on to the hope that Wang Qiyao would eventually
come back to her. Her friendship changed into a kind of pious
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waiting; she did not even look for any new girlfriends, afraid that
they might take Wang Qiyao’s place.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 38-39)
The temporariness of schoolgirl same-sex love indicated in Zhang’s
writing accords with the mass-cultural representation of temporary
lesbian love between pubescent girls and youthful women in Chinese
modernist literature during 1920s and 1930s, which predominantly
entails excruciating incursion imposed by socially mandated crossgender matrimonial relationships (Martin 2010: 12) and portrays
idealised and failed romances featured by utopianism (Martin 2010: 51).
In Song, however, Peizhen’s homosexual adoration of Qiyao still exists
after marriage: it can be seen from Example (5) that Qiyao has been
serving as Peizhen’s sole object of ‘sisterly love’, which cannot be
circumnavigated or supressed by a heterosexual/matrimonial
relationship.
(5)
她收起些局促, 身子坐正, 抬起脸, 对着王琦瑶说: 她这次冒昧地
上门, 是来向她告别的, 她本来不准 备打搅她, 可临到要走, 总觉
得不见她一面就走不了, 这一走, 不知什么时候才能见面, 王琦
瑶是她 最好的朋友, 也是唯一的朋友, 她对于王琦瑶也许情形不
同, 可王琦瑶对于她确实如此, 上海这地方 叫她留恋的, 除了父
母家人, 就是王琦瑶了, 和王琦瑶做朋友的那一段, 是她最快乐,
最无忧虑的时 光。
She recomposed herself and sat up to face Wang Qiyao, to tell her
that she was sorry for the sudden visit but that she could not
possibly leave without saying goodbye. Once she left, she said, she
did not know when she would see her best friend, and her only
friend, again. This might not be how Wang Qiyao viewed their
friendship, she realized, but she herself had always done so. Apart
from her own parents, Wang Qiyao would be the only person in
Shanghai she was going to miss; their carefree time together had
been the happiest in her life. Wu Peizhen was overstating the case,
but it was true for her then and there.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 135)
4. Reprehension and self-imposed exile
In this section, I focus on the character Jiang Lili and illustrate her
reprehension and self-imposed exile triggered by her homosexual
devotion to Qiyao and heterosexual adoration of Qiyao’s admirer. Albeit
merely assuming trivial roles in the narrative, such as sponsoring the
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protagonist’s participation in the beauty pageant, Jiang Lili is
represented as a multifaceted character with distinctive attributes and
mindset (Berry 2017, Zheng 2019).
Parallel to Peizhen, Lili has been treating Qiyao as her only girlhood
friend, and her loyalty and veneration for Qiyao does not vanish after
the beauty pageant which marks the end of their puberty. Owing to her
arrogant characteristic, mediocre appearance and thus lack of friends,
Lili is eager to ingratiate herself with Qiyao. Additionally, her
zealousness is enriched and fantasised by fictional works, which
entertains herself and touches her own heart yet functions as a form of
moral coercion for Qiyao, as in Example (6). Moreover, notwithstanding
an affluent background, Lili is void of familial rapport and thus falls prey
to loneliness and resorts to fiction prior to Qiyao’s presence (Dai 2014,
Zheng 2019), rendering her to deem Qiyao as the only beneficiary of her
care and love (Example (7)). Analogous to schoolgirls embroidered in
Zhang’s narratives, Lili’s admiration for Qiyao should also be perceived
as fantasy projection, instead of her own homosexual recognition or
identification.
(6)
这爱不仅是她自己的, 还加上小说里看来的, 王琦瑶真有些招架
不住了。
But this love issued not only from Jiang Lili. Much of it came from
the novels she had read. Wang Qiyao could hardly bear it.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 57)
(7)
上海小姐” 这称号对她无关紧要, 要紧的是王琦瑶。她想得王琦
瑶的欢心, 这心情是有些可怜见的。她对父母兄弟都是仇敌一
般, 唯独对个王琦瑶, 把心里的好兜底捧出来的, 好像要为她的
爱找个靶子似的。
The title of “Miss Shanghai” actually meant nothing to her—all that
was important to Jiang Lili was Wang Qiyao. She wanted to win over
Wang Qiyao’s favor; it was, in fact, a little sad to see. Her parents
and siblings she treated like enemies, reserving all her affection for
Wang Qiyao, who seemed to be the longed-for target of her love.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 57)
In addition to worshipping Qiyao in a quasi-homosexual manner,
Lili exhibits complete adoration of an exemplary Shanghai gentleman Mr
Cheng, which contributes to her lifelong sorrow and reprehension. Mr
Cheng assumes a dual role as both a dedicated amateur photographer
and aesthete who presents Qiyao’s beauty to the old Shanghai, as well
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as a faithful admirer of Qiyao since her puberty, who adamantinely
remains single until committing suicide after the advent of the Cultural
Revolution in 1966 (Zhang 2000, Prose 2008, Martin-Enebral 2017).
Nonetheless, Qiyao’s aspirations lie in glory and upper-class
extravagance (Lee 2005, Castelli 2019), so she declines yet exploits Mr
Cheng’s genuine love (Liu and He 2010, Fong 2012, Lei 2013). In a word,
as illustrated in Example (8), Qiyao has always been treating Mr Cheng
as a backup. Therefore, upon discovering Lili’s deep affection for Mr
Cheng, she ridicules Lili’s reverie due to her self-confidence in retaining
Mr Cheng’s loyalty (Example (9)) and keeps deploying both of them.
(8)
倚靠的是哪一部分命运, 王琦瑶也不去细想, 想也想不过来。但
她可能这么以为, 退上一万步, 最后 还有个程先生; 万事无成, 最
后也还有个程先生。总之, 程先生是个垫底的。
To what extent Wang Qiyao was willing to put her fate in his hands
was something to which she gave little thought; she couldn’t.
Perhaps she was thinking: Even if I take ten thousand steps back, in
the end I’ll still have Mr. Cheng; even if everything comes to naught,
when all is said and done, he will still be there. Mr. Cheng was her
cushion.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 85)
(9)
王琦瑶这么撮合蒋丽莉和程先生, 有一点为日后脱身考虑, 有一
点为照顾蒋家母女的心情, 也有一 点看笑话的。她再明白不过,
程先生的一颗心全在她的身上, 这也是一点垫底的骄傲。看着
蒋丽莉 心甘情愿地碰壁, 虽也是不忍, 却还是解了一些心头委屈
似的。
By bringing together Jiang Lili and Mr. Cheng, Wang Qiyao was
partially setting things up for her own retreat. It was also her way
of looking out for Jiang Lili and her mother, as well as an
opportunity to sit back and laugh at them. She knew better than
anyone that Mr. Cheng had already invested his heart in her, which
gave her self-esteem a padding she could always fall back on.
Although it was painful to see Jiang Lili throwing herself against a
brick wall, it was also a means for Wang Qiyao to vent some of her
own pent-up resentment.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 87)
In the narrative, there are paradigms illuminating Mr Cheng’s
wholehearted love for Qiyao and Lili’s love for him. However, as is
axiomatic for all three of them, Mr Cheng remains adamant and even
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intransigent in terms of his love for Qiyao, rendering Lili dolorous and
despondent (Example (10)).
(10)
她痴痴地想了半天, 觉得了自己的可怜。从小到大, 都是别人为
她做的多, 唯有两个人是反过来, 是 她为他们做的多, 这就是王
琦瑶和程先生, 偏偏是这两个人, 是最不顾忌她, 当她可有可无。
The very idea depressed her, and she spent the rest of the day
feeling sorry for herself. Since she was a child, everyone had tried
to please her; the only people she had ever tried to please were
Wang Qiyao and Mr. Cheng. And in the eyes of these two people,
she might as well have never existed.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 120)
As a consequence of her ignored sincerity and failed pursuit of
heterosexual romance, Lili harbours a grievance against Qiyao and Mr
Cheng, thereby resolving to retaliate against them by means of
punishing herself. Although born into a moneyed capitalist family with
an extravagant lifestyle, Lili becomes an ardent communist in a Lenin
suit, baggy khaki pants and shabby, dusty pigskin shoes. More
significantly, apart from dishevelled appearance, Lili demonstrates
recalcitrant defiance against her original social class and substitutes
previous self-indulgence with self-discipline and political re-education:
she ceases education to work as a factory labourer, marries a military
representative she abominates and is keen to join the Communist Party.
From Qiyao’s perspective, Lili’s radical transformation is self-fulfilling
and self-deluding, as manifested in Example (11).
(11)
听她说着这些, 王琦瑶恍您看见了那个对月吟诗的蒋丽莉, 不过
那时吟的是风月, 如今却是铁骨热 血, 有点献祭的味道。两种都
带有夸张的戏剧的风格, 听起来总叫人不敢全信。但别人再是
怀疑, 蒋丽莉自己却是全心投入。听她说完, 王琦瑶便再无话可
说了。
Listening to her, Wang Qiyao could almost see the old Jiang Lili, that
romantic poet she had known in her youth, reappear before her
eyes. Times had changed, however, and Jiang Lili’s odes to the wind
and moon had been replaced by devoted words about steely
determination and selfless sacrifice. Now, as then, however, the
style smacked of theatrical exaggeration and was not entirely
persuasive. Nonetheless, Jiang Lili’s sincerity and dedication were
not to be doubted. After listening to her lecture, Wang Qiyao was
at an utter loss as to what else she could say.
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(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 263)
Furthermore, as can be seen from Example (12), Lili is fully aware
of her anathema to the novel prevailing social and ideological norms,
along with her work and marriage that are characterised by salient
political connotations; she even disdains her three sons, in that as
‘diminutive copies’ of her husband, the three boys are ‘rambunctious,
foul-mouthed, disorderly, and dirty’ and speak Mandarin ‘with a thick
rustic accent, reeked constantly of onions and garlic, and ha[ve] smelly
feet’ (Berry and Chan 2008: 264). However, Lili resolves to force herself
to endure the abhorrence, so as to punish her previous animation for
Qiyao and Mr Cheng. By means of torturing herself as self-imposed
banishment, Lili surmises that she has managed to avenge on Qiyao and
Mr Cheng with her ‘whole life’. As a result, even if Lili is entrusted by Mr
Cheng to attend Qiyao and her illegitimate newborn, she is still selfcontradictory between adoring Qiyao and Mr Cheng as well as resenting
them along with the previous self inevitably intertwined with them
(Example (13)).
(12)
这十多年来, 她过的是一种截然不同的生活。她以她历来的狂
热, 接受这生活里不堪承受的一面。从前放纵任性的冲动, 这时
全用在约束检讨自己。她的积极性令她左右上下的人都感到跟
不上。什么样的事情, 她都要做得过头。她自知是落后反动, 于
是做人行事就都反着她的心愿来, 越是不 喜欢什么, 就越是要做
什么。比如和丈夫老张的婚姻, 再比如杨树浦的纱厂。她变得
越来越不像自 己, 有点像演戏, 却是拿整个生活作剧情的。
For more than ten years now, Jiang Lili had been leading a radically
different life. She had redirected her passion toward accepting
everything that she had once found repugnant. Where she had
been impulsive and self-indulgent, she was now self-critical and
disciplined. Her ardor left everyone else straggling far behind. She
took everything to the brink—and then some. To make up for her
bad political background, she was determined always to go against
what her heart truly desired—the more she abhorred something,
the more she insisted on doing it. Marrying Old Zhang was one
example, choosing to work at the cotton mill in Yangshupu another.
As time went by, the old Jiang Lili grew increasingly distant; it was
as if she was playacting, and her whole life was the play.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 245)
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(13)
如今, 蒋丽莉每过十天半月就会来王琦瑶处坐一坐, 她对自己说
是为了受人之托。其实那只是一 半。另一半是因为对旧时光
的怀恋, 这个怀恋甚至使她忽略了王琦瑶是她的 “情敌” 这一事
实。但 这是她不能正视的情感。她是要与旧时光一刀两断的
新人。
From this time on Jiang Lili began coming by to visit Wang Qiyao
every two weeks or so. She told herself that she was merely holding
true to the promise she had made, but that was only the half of it.
The other thing that kept drawing her back was nostalgia; this
nostalgia was so strong that it even allowed her to overlook the fact
that Wang Qiyao was actually her rival in love. At the same time,
however, she fancied herself as a product of the new society,
someone who had made a clean break with the past.
(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 263-264)
Although both Qiyao and Mr Cheng fully understand Lili’s integrated
love, acrimony and self-abasement, neither Qiyao or Lili unravels her
ambivalence till Lili is diagnosed with fatal cancer. Being in her death
throes, Lili eventually expresses her reprehension by means of chastising
Qiyao and Mr Cheng for ruining her life, yet she still rejects Mr Cheng’s
visit as a gesture of atonement (Example (14)). In other words, Lili’s
paradoxical emotions and self-imposed exile last till her decease.
(14)
王琦瑶流着泪说: 蒋丽莉, 你多么不值得, 为了一个男人, 就不好
好做人了, 你简直太傻了！蒋丽莉 泪如泉涌地说道: 王琦瑶, 我
告诉你, 我这一辈子都是你们害的, 你们害死找了！王琦瑶忍不
住抱 住她, 说: 蒋丽莉，你以为我不知道? 你以为他不知道? 蒋
丽莉先是将她推开, 后又一把拉进怀里, 两人紧紧抱住, 哭得喘
不过气来。蒋丽莉说: 王琦瑶, 我真是太倒霉太倒霉了！
‘Jiang Lili…’ Wang Qiyao spoke through her tears. ‘It’s not worth it.
Don’t throw your life away for a man. How could you be so foolish?’
Jiang Lili’s tears were coming down in a steady stream. ‘Well, let me
tell you, Wang Qiyao. It’s the two of you who have ruined my life,
totally ruined it!’ Wang Qiyao couldn’t suppress the desire to
console her; she reached out to hug her. ‘Jiang Lili, do you think I
don’t know? Do you think he doesn’t know?’ At first Jiang Lili tried
to push her away, but Wang Qiyao pulled her back into her arms
and held her tight. They embraced and both were crying so hard
that they could barely breathe. ‘Wang Qiyao, I have had such
wretched luck…such wretched luck!’ Jiang Lili sobbed.
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(Wang 1996. Trans. Berry and Chan 2008: 279)
5. Conclusion
It is overwhelmingly acknowledged that the everlasting sorrow in
the narrative, as indicated by the title, is correlated with the protagonist
Qiyao. Nonetheless, the unremitting melancholia of Peizhen and Lili is
prone to be neglected, so in this article, I explore these two multifaceted
supporting characters, illustrating their complex homosexual bonds with
the protagonist.
I propound that as Qiyao’s girlhood friend, Peizhen exhibits ‘sisterly
love’ and deep fondness for Qiyao in a homosexual fashion, which bears
similitude to female characters in Zhang Ailing’s writing appertaining to
lesbian representation and female-female sexuality. Nevertheless,
discrepant from schoolgirls depicted in Zhang Ailing’s fiction, whose
spurious, proto- or quasi-homosexual bonds are fugacious, Peizhen
adores Qiyao even after she has established a heterosexual matrimonial
relationship. After Qiyao vents reprehension against Peizhen by virtue
of her failure to enter the film industry, she is worshipped by another
schoolgirl, Lili, whose ardour, I argue, is intensified by emotional
intensity, physical intimacy and fantasy projection. Nevertheless, I posit
that Lili’s devotion to Qiyao is entangled with her zealous affection for
Qiyao’s faithful admirer Mr Cheng, rendering Lili acrimonious for the
rest of her life. Impinged upon by social transformations and haunted by
agony, Lili resolves to go into self-imposed exile by means of defying
against her original social class and family, converting to Communism,
as well as substituting previous indulgence with political intransigence.
That is to say, Lili’s reprehension and self-imposed exile are caused by
her homosexual devotion to Qiyao as well as an unsatisfied heterosexual
desire.
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《长恨歌》中的同性情愫与自我放逐
本文旨在探讨王安忆发表于 1995 年的长篇小说《长恨歌》。作者描绘了
一位典型的上海女性王琦瑶与不同男性角色之间的爱恨纠葛, 而书中的同
性恋情愫却少有研究。如题目所示,《长恨歌》不仅揭示了主人公王琦瑶
的凄惨命运,还暗示了其他两位女性角色的毕生痛苦, 即王琦瑶少女时期的
亲密女伴吴佩珍和蒋丽莉。与张爱玲笔下的女学生相似, 吴佩珍和蒋丽莉
对王琦瑶展现出同性间的爱恋。而与张爱玲笔下短暂的迷恋不同, 两位女
性配角对主角的情感更为炙热而忠诚。此外, 蒋丽莉对王琦瑶的毕生追求
者爱而不得, 这份失败的异性恋情进一步加剧了她的悲剧色彩, 并最终导致
了她的自我毁灭与放逐。
关键词
长恨歌》, 王安忆, 哀恸, 同性情感, 自我放逐
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Abstract: Defined as the union of the most striking opposites and associated
with Platonic perfection, the term hermaphrodite has a fondness for elevated
places. The constellation of the hermaphrodite through the union of the male
subject and the female object is a recurrent motif in Percy Bysshe Shelley's
poems. Such a hermaphrodite in Shelley's repository usually leads to a sort of
Platonic perfection in a paradisiacal realm or Elysium. The hermaphrodite in
Shelley's Alastor, or The Spirit of Solitude, though constellated, does not lead to
such a Platonic perfection but a purgatorial state for the visionary Poet as the
Shelleyan hero. Focusing on the first part of the poem and using the concept of
the hermaphrodite, this article strives to bring under scrutiny the destruction of
Shelley's hero and his fall into the depth of a purgatorial state when the
hermaphrodite is broken apart leading to the release of its either aggressive male
or poisonous female energies which results in the transformation of the hero to
a worm-like phallus at the end of the poem.
Keywords: Alastor, Elysium, Hermaphrodite, Female object, Male subject

Introduction
Referring to the process of composing a poem, Percy Bysshe Shelley
writes in his A Defence of Poetry (1821) that "the mind in creation is as
a fading coal" which has the potentiality of being awakened to
"transitory brightness" through "some invisible influence" such as "an
inconstant wind" (656). This invisible influence which "arises from
within" (ibid) is in fact the poet's feminine soul as the origin or source of
poetry whose union with the poet engenders the paradise of poetry.
Asia in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound (1819) is such an anima-like
feminine power whose union with Prometheus constellates the
hermaphrodite the final result of which is an Elysium "All overgrown
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with trailing odorous plants, / Which curtain out the day with leaves and
flowers" (III. iii. 11-12). The union of the poet and Emilia in Epipsychidion
(1821) similarly leads to the constellation of a hermaphroditic
wholeness and perfection in an "Elysian isle" where they are united to
an original oneness which never parts again: "Two overshadowing
minds, one life, one death, / One Heaven, one Hell, one immortality, /
And one annihilation" (539; 585-7). The inseparable state of the lovers
in this Elysium will provide them with "an awareness of that abiding One
which overcomes mortal distinctions and individual differences"
(Gurney 303). Although Shelley's Alastor, or The Spirit of Solitude (1815)
also enjoys such a feminine power whose union with the visionary male
Poet (as the poem's hero) constellates the hermaphrodite, the union is
not an everlasting inseparable one leading to an enchanted paradise,
but an impermanent separable one resulting in a purgatory. Reading
Shelley's poem one may pose the question why the hermaphrodite in
Alastor does not lead to a paradise like that of Shelley's The Revolt of
Islam (1817) and Epipsychidion. False or negative hermaphrodite can
provide the best answer to this question. Put concisely, the
hermaphrodite in this poem is a false or negative one whose
discrimination breaks apart the hermaphroditic wholeness to release its
either aggressive masculine will or poisonous feminine will which are
destructive. This article is thus an attempt to investigate the transition
of Shelley's hero to a perfect wholeness and his consequent purgatorial
state in the light of the hermaphrodite concept. In order to discuss the
constellation and bifurcation of the hermaphroditic form in Shelley's
Alastor and the purgatorial condition into which the hero descends, the
very concept of the hermaphrodite needs to be elaborated upon
succinctly.
The Hermaphrodite
Defined by Carl Gustav Jung as the "union of the strongest and most
striking opposites" (CW9i 173) and associated with Platonic perfection,
the term hermaphrodite has "a fondness for elevated places" (Jung,
Aion 206). Frederic Colwell maintains that "the hermaphrodite knows
nothing of the imperfections of the divided sexes and their lack of
completeness" (175). The origin of the term can be traced back to "the
sexual duality of early fertility deities of Asia Minor" and later to the
mythological figure Hermaphroditus who as the bisexual child of
Hermes and Aphrodite, and the symbol of androgyny and effeminacy
was often portrayed as a female figure with male genitals (Paglia 125).
As Jung relates, the religions of "Dionysus" and "Orpheus" bring forth
"symbols associated with a god-man of androgynous character" (Man
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and His Symbol 141). For Jung, not only does the term refer to the
bisexual nature of gods such as Osiris, Dionysus and Zeus, it also stands
for a primitive state of mind which has been eliminated with the
development of civilization. Talking about the concept, he claims that
In the first place this union refers back to a primitive state of mind,
a twilight where differences and contrasts were either barely
separated or completely merged. With increasing clarity of
consciousness, however, the opposites draw more and more
distinctly and irreconcilably apart. If, therefore, the hermaphrodite
were only a product of primitive non-differentiation, we would
have to expect that it would soon be eliminated with increasing
civilization. (CW9i 173-4)
Furthermore, Dionysus, with his half-male half-female appearance,
"retains nothing male except a beard" (Paglia 89), making Roberto C
Ferrari hail him as "a patron god of hermaphrodites and transvestites"
(para. 3).
In Hermetic philosophy, the hermaphrodite is an Adamic one who
despite having a masculine appearance "always carries about with him
Eve, or his wife, hidden in his body" (Jung, CW11 para. 47). The
alchemical-related "hermaphroditic rebis" (Jung, CW9i 174) played a
crucial role in the natural philosophy of the Middle Ages where the term
was defined as the reconciliation of spirit and matter, a being of both
male and female qualities as indicated by the male and female head
within a single body. Jung brings this duality to his psychology and
argues that "anima" as "the female element in the male unconscious"
gives rise to an "inner duality" that "is often symbolized by a
hermaphroditic figure" (Man and His Symbols 30). This duality or the
reconciliation of male and female aspects, however, was disintegrated
"in the seventeenth century with the growth of a more rationalistic
outlook" (Von Franz 235). Referring to the bifurcation of the
hermaphrodite by philosophy, Ross Woodman relates that "translated
into a philosophical concept it simply as androgyne ceases to be" (226).
Given the fact that rationalism is a masculine Apollonian principle, it can
be implied that the male-female equality of the hermaphrodite has been
imbalanced by the growth of rationalistic philosophy in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. As a final point, it should be noted that the
two terms of "androgyne" and "hermaphrodite" can be used
interchangeably. While Paglia maintains that "the words hermaphrodite
and androgyne should be virtually synonymous" (292), Samuel Foster
Damon makes a distinction between these two concepts and argues that
while the sexes are equal in androgyne "in which man's bisexual nature
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is perfectly harmonized," the female dominates in hermaphrodite (182).
Using the words "perfectly harmonized," Damon implies that, regardless
of being called androgyne or hermaphrodite, the dominance of either
male or female sexes will erase perfection from the being. Examining
Shelley's Alastor, or The Spirit of Solitude at length, this article explores
the concept of negative or false hermaphrodite in this poem and shows
how the bifurcation of the hermaphrodite leads to the purgatorial or
liminal state of the poem's hero and, finally, his transformation into the
worm-like phallus at the end of the poem.
Discussion
"Let us believe in a kind of optimism," wrote Shelley in one of his
letters, "in which we are our own gods" (Essays II. 188). Referring to this
letter of Shelley, Ross Woodman puts it that "Shelley's vision of sexual
love is man and woman uniting to become their own god" (228). The
visionary character of Shelley's Alastor rejects "the established social
order" (Scrivener 84) and undergoes a backward and eastward journey
leading to the union of the male subject and the female object at the
end of the poem's first part. Undergoing a shift from society to nature,
the visionary Poet tries to "leave the influence of society" and build a
"direct contact with nature" (Richardson 176). Considering the Poet's
contact with nature and his union with a female object, Michael
Scrivener relates that "the union of subject and object, and the
reconciliation of nature and man […] are both Utopian images that
promise a happy resolution sometime far in the future" (86). The union
of the Poet and his anima (the veiled maiden) in the Poet's vision with
its "irresistible joy" (186) in Alastor is such a union of the striking
opposites of male and female or the male subject and his anima which
results in a hermaphrodite. In this regard, James Hillman defines anima
as "the carrier and even the image of 'wholeness'" that "completes the
hermaphrodite both psychologically and as representative of man's
biological contrasexuality" (99). However, as the sign of perfection, the
hermaphrodite in Shelley's poem is bifurcated immediately after being
constellated leaving the Poet in a purgatorial state. Functioning as the
Poet's anima, the veiled maiden, thus, destroys him though she
contributes primarily to the constellation of the hermaphrodite. Having
in mind the seductive and destructive power of anima, Jung writes that
"the insinuations of the anima, the mouthpiece of the unconscious, can
utterly destroy a man" by making him "neglect reality" (Memories 187).
As such, when his vision is swallowed up and he is awakened from his
trance, the Poet finds himself surrounded by "The cold white light of
morning, the blue moon / Low in the west, the clear and garish hills /
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The distinct valley and the vacant woods" (193-5). The perfection or
paradise created by the constellation of the hermaphrodite thus
disappears making the narrator to ask "Whither have fled / The hues of
heaven that canopied his bower / Of yesternight?" (196-8). Although
called by Richard Holmes an "unrealized sexual desire" (248), the result
of this union in the form of sexual love is the creation of androgyne or
hermaphrodite as a bisexual god, as elaborating upon the concept of
hermaphrodite, Jung maintains that "the majority of cosmogonic gods
are of a bisexual nature" (CW9i 173), that is, hermaphrodite. Such a
sexual love, adds Woodman, "is the idealized sexuality of the hieros
gamos imaged in Revelation as the New Jerusalem descending from
Heaven as a bride to meet the bridegroom" (228). In other words, such
an idealized sexual love or union is supposed to lead to the creation of
the New Jerusalem as a perfect paradise through the constellation of
the hermaphrodite. This union of man and woman in the form of sexual
love to make them their own god – given that creation is the most
prominent feature of gods – is the union of the poet and his own
feminine soul "in a divine and unapprehended manner, beyond and
above consciousness" which results in a Garden of Eden or rather
paradise of poetry created "out of the wrecks of Eden" (Defence 640-41;
650). Put in other terms, the final outcome of this union is an
imaginatively but fleetingly created paradise in Alastor by the union of
the Poet and his feminine soul when the Poet becomes androgyne.
Nonetheless, in order for the hermaphroditic form to achieve
perfection, the two genders should be equally involved or, in Paglia's
words, gender has to be "eradicated and biology defied" (374).
Accordingly, when one of the genders is dominant and assumes control,
the hermaphrodite becomes a false or negative one that being broken
apart releases its either poisonously feminine power or "the aggression
of masculine will" (Paglia 291) both of which are poisonous and/or
ruinous. This is especially the case in Alastor where the eradication of
the male gender leads to the dominance of feminine will as the male
subject is dissolved or assimilated into his anima and is thus controlled
or subordinated by her. In his Myth, Truth and Literature (1989), Colin
Falck introduces two faces of Romanticism, namely, "heroism" and
"submissiveness" (2). Heroism, according to Falck, is associated with
revolution that is reminiscent of "a Promethean conspiracy to steal fire
from the gods" and encourages us "towards mastery" (1-2). Given the
fact that "the fire was consciousness" (Falck 1), heroism brings the
Romantic hero to a state of consciousness represented, for example, by
the purgatorial state of Prometheus being chained to the rocks of
Caucasus at the onset of Shelley's Prometheus Unbound. By contrast,
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submissiveness encourages us "towards submission" (Falck 2) or
passiveness called by Coleridge "the dignity of passiveness to worthy
Activity" (307). John Keats' "negative capability" defined as "when a man
is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any
irritable reaching after fact and reason" (60) corresponds to this
submissiveness. The subordination or subjugation of Shelley's male
heroes to their female souls or animas is such a submissiveness through
which the male hero falls into the depth of unconscious. Withdrawing
the male subject's masculine subjectivity, it transforms the male subject
to a passive object capable of uncertainty, mystery and doubt. As the
projections of Shelley's mind that, according to Paglia, "enjoyed
subordination to female power" (372), Shelley's male heroes such as
Prometheus, the Poet in Alastor and the hero of Epipsychidion intend to
be subjugated or controlled by a female power. This subjugation, though
not everlastingly, results in a paradise or a state of perfect union of male
and female like the union of the Poet and the veiled maiden in Alastor
as a result of reverie. Showing this tendency, Shelley writes in a letter to
Mary that "Your thoughts alone can waken mine to energy […] My
understanding becomes undisciplined without you" (qtd. in Paglia 372).
In both Epipsychidion and Alastor, the male subject becomes a
completely passive one being controlled by the female power. In
Epipsychidion, the perfect hermaphrodite is achieved by a passive poet's
glorification of Emilia as "an incestuous twin" and "a genderless spirit"
and the formed hermaphrodite is a hermaphroditic rebis of alchemy
that is often shown "as incestuous brother and sister" (Paglia 373; 210).
Becoming one with his "vestal sister" (390) functioning as his anima or
feminine soul, the Shelleyan hero descends to an idyllic Greek island
where he and his anima become "The living soul of this Elysian isle, /
Conscious, inseparable, one" (539-40). The remarkable feature of this
union that distinguishes it from that of Alastor is that this
hermaphroditic union of the poet and Emilia is perfectly inseparable as
gender eradicates and the resulting hermaphrodite is a genderless one.
The very fact that Shelley's hermaphrodite does not lead to a
permanently perfect state in Alastor enhances the idea of the female's
poisonous dominance in the unions of the genders. The delusive union
of the Poet and the veiled maiden lasts only for few lines and the Poet
awakens disappointedly to a cold place where "The cold white light of
morning" is spread, the blue moon is "Low in the west" and the woods
are vacant (193-6). Thus, when the Poet is awakened from his reverie to
this reason-dominated situation, the hermaphrodite has been painfully
bifurcated into male and female genders. Rationality or reason
presented by the moon image is the agent of this bifurcation because
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the faculty of reason in Shelley's repository is offered, as Carlos Baker
notes, through the "moon-symbol" (234). Reason is the faculty, writes
Baker referring to Shelley's Epipsychidion, that rescues the soul from
"false imagination" (235). Under the influence of reason, represented in
Shelley by the moon-symbol or its cold light, "the soul in a creative sense
is neither alive nor dead, but occupies some middle purgatory" (Baker
235). Accordingly, reason, as the faculty that rescues the soul from false
imagination, rescues the soul of the Poet from the false hermaphrodite
through breaking apart the false hermaphrodite form to release its male
and female energies. It is false hermaphrodite as, first, its female energy
is dominant and, second, as it is constellated in the Poet's reverie. In
other words, after a short moment of perfect wholeness through the
eradication of the sexes, the hermaphrodite is broken apart leading to
the release of the poisonous feminine will the final result of which is
destruction. This released feminine power can be witnessed in the
ardent or rather tantalizing desire of the Poet that tickles and excites his
soul for having a boat journey conducting him to his final phallic
annihilation with the boat representing the Poet's ardent and at the
same time perishing desire. "Then the boat," writes Hughes, "is desire
or hope represented as in a state of pining, scarce seaworthy, driven by
an improvised sail" (469). After the release of poisonous feminine power
and being transformed into a worm-like phallus or "creeping worms"
(622), the Poet becomes a dying and resurgent god like Dionysus or
Osiris whose annihilation and resurrection is associated with "the
permanence and continuity of life" (Jung, CW9i 117) which can be the
subject of another study. However, it should be noted that the poem
ends with annihilation, and the mentioned resurrection and continuity
of life are postponed to an unborn future when a divine life is promised.
Conclusion
The creation of the hermaphrodite through the perfect union of the
male subject and the female object resulting in a Platonic perfection or
paradise is a recurrent theme in many of Shelley's poems. As a symbol
of perfection, the hermaphrodite knows nothing of the imperfections of
the divided sexes and their lack of completeness. Although constellated
at the end of the first part of Alastor through the union of the visionary
Poet and the veiled maiden, the hermaphrodite is not a positive one
conducting the lovers to an either earthly or heavenly transcendental
region but to a cold place leaving him in a purgatorial, uncertain or
liminal state. Nor is it perfect as the sexes are divided in it, releasing its
poisonous feminine will. The Platonic perfection is achieved only when
the male subject is subjugated by the female power and the genderless
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or bisexual hermaphrodite is formed which has a fondness for elevated
places. Such a paradise or elevated place is also created in Alastor when
the visionary Poet is withdrawn from his constrained male subjectivity
and bestows the control to the veiled maiden in an act of sexual
dissolution. This paradise is not, however, an everlasting one and
disappears immediately leaving the Poet in a cold place. This article was
an attempt to show that the lack of a perfect paradise in this poem is
due to the fact that the hermaphrodite constellated through the union
of the male subject and the female object is a false one. Such a
hermaphrodite, although eradicates gender and defies biology, has
nothing to do with perfection as it is ephemeral and without any
procreation or regeneration as the features of the perfect
hermaphrodite. Imperfection of the hermaphrodite in this poem makes
the Poet reach perfection in death at the end of the poem which
probably will conduct him to a posthumous paradise in an unknown
future. The hermaphrodite Shelley puts on display in this poem is no
longer representative of Platonic perfection but, on the contrary, it
offers an urgent warning against the inevitable poisonous and
destructive consequences of such false hermaphrodite whose
imbalanced sexes may lead to its hazardous bifurcation.
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FAUX HERMAPHRODITE DANS ALASTOR DE P. B. SHELLEY, OU L'ESPRIT DE LA
SOLITUDE
Défini comme l'union des contraires les plus frappants et associé à la perfection
platonicienne, le terme hermaphrodite a un penchant pour les lieux élevés. La
constellation de l'hermaphrodite par l'union du sujet masculin et de l'objet
féminin est un motif récurrent dans les poèmes de Percy Bysshe Shelley. Un tel
hermaphrodite dans le dépôt de Shelley conduit généralement à une sorte de
perfection platonicienne dans un royaume paradisiaque ou Elysium.
L'hermaphrodite dans Alastor de Shelley, ou L'esprit de la solitude, bien que
constellé, ne conduit pas à une telle perfection platonicienne mais à un état
purgatoire pour le poète visionnaire comme le héros Shelley. En se concentrant
sur la première partie du poème et en utilisant le concept de l'hermaphrodite,
cet article s'efforce de mettre en lumière la destruction du héros de Shelley et
sa chute dans les profondeurs d'un état purgatoire lorsque l'hermaphrodite est
brisé conduisant à la libération de son soit des énergies masculines agressives,
soit des énergies féminines vénéneuses qui entraînent la transformation du
héros en un phallus semblable à un ver à la fin du poème.
Mots-clés: Alastor, Elysium, Hermaphrodite, Objet féminin, Sujet masculin
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Abstract: The recent decades have brought an intensified reconsideration of
home, its concept, values, and importance, investigated not only as an actual
physical space but also as a representational space and a place in memory.
Contemporary scholarship has increasingly approached the domestic space as
socially constructed, representing power negotiation and contestation. Drawing
on concepts from cultural and feminist geographers, this paper seeks to
interrogate Marilynne Robinson’s novel Lila and its understanding of belonging
and isolation while questioning the concept of home. The purpose of this paper
is to illustrate how the gendered place of home is renegotiated in this novel that
revises concepts of femininity as its protagonist struggles with adapting to a life
of domestic dynamic in the heartland of America, which Robinson prefers to call
“the middle west”. In other words, this paper establishes the relevance of
approaching the novel’s representation of home and homelessness as a spatial
study with a gender lens. 1
Keywords: American novel, domestic womanhood, homelessness, sense of
place, belonging, gender relations, female subjectivity

Introduction
This paper engages home and the loss or lack of it through the findings
of cultural and feminist geographers to interrogate Marilynne
Robinson’s novel Lila, and, more specifically, on home, belonging,
vagrancy, exclusion, and isolation. When Robinson’s latest and fourth
novel Lila was published in 2014, most critical and popular opinion
hailed it as the third of the Gilead trilogy since it is set in an eponymous
midwestern town, like her two previous ones – Gilead (2004) and Home
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(2008)2. Although this novel centers on the relationship between Lila
and the Reverend John Ames, it also offers flashbacks to Lila’s girlhood
on the margins of society, of a life of fear, want, and longing. All the
Gilead novels, including Robinson’s first novel Housekeeping, are
infused with references to loneliness, the heroines’ and that of the other
characters, because most of them, such as the title character of Lila, are
on a quest for a home and identity. In the words of a critic, this novel
revisits “the themes of alienation and separateness (and the possibility
of belonging) that animated her astonishing debut novel, Housekeeping,
more than 30 years ago” (Kakutani 1). But Lila also offers other staple
elements of Robinson’s work, most of them bound to identity formation,
nature, faith, and memory. Ever since Robinson’s debut novel in 1980,
critical attention has alerted to the author’s preoccupation with faith
and modern disaffection. In his review of the novel, largely devoted to
the issue of religion in Robinson’s oeuvre and its immanence in Lila,
Colm Tóibín notes that the novelist “deals with hunger and violence and
carnality, but she also wishes to dramatise religious questions” (23).
Another reviewer, Joan Acocella, who evaluates the novel as “an
unflinching book”, admires the point-of-view narration, employed to
underscore the characters’ vision and sense of self: “because they don’t
see the same reality, they are consigned to solitude” (n.p.). But this
article moves away from a textual analysis of Robinson’s narrative
strategies and directs its critical examination to the experience of home
and womanhood as challenged by the protagonist’s renegotiation of
place and sense of belonging. To that end, an outline of several main
approaches to the spatiality of home is offered in the next section as an
introduction to the proposed analysis of the novel.
Home: A Gendered Place
In times of surging migration and overall individual vulnerability,
the centrality of home and belonging looms large in popular and critical
perception. The prevailing concepts of home signify belonging, intimacy,
and a sense of place and self, but they also invoke a range of other
interpretations and implications, principally those concerning space,
culture, and identity. Since the 1970s, the consideration of the domestic
space in the field of geography has resulted in new research across the
humanities and social sciences, rooted in humanistic geographers’
investigations, and unsettling previous positivist and abstract spatial
notions. Early theorizations of spatiality were phenomenological
2
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interpretations by Gaston Bachelard in his study The Poetics of Space.
Establishing that the primary response of people to space, dwelling and
home is crucial in the development of their sense of themselves related
to a place of wellbeing and rootedness, he proposes that “our house is
our corner of the world” (Bachelard 4) and exalts home as being “our
first universe” (Ibid.). For Bachelard, a house is manifestly a permanent
construction which is conducive as a shelter but also as a retreat, with
the capacity to fulfill the fundamental human needs of peace, nurture,
comfort, intimacy, and solitude, so it allows us to “dream in peace”
(Bachelard 6). Following his reasoning, home is the locus decisively
vested with our beginnings, departures and returns, a place individuals
claim and make their own, infused with the feeling of self and hope.
Bachelard’s studies have served as an inspiration to other authors in
spatial studies, including Edward Relph, who also maintains the primacy
of the home in our lives as “the most central reference point of human
existence” and “an irreplaceable centre of significance” (20, 39). Infused
with a nostalgic afterglow of remembrances of events and people that
impart an affectionate connection to a particular place, Relph contends
that home is “the foundation of our identity as individuals and as
members of a community, the dwelling-place of being” (Relph 39). It is
evident that these ideas of home approach it not only as an actual
physical space but also as a representational space and a place in
memory.
At the same time, these phenomenological notions of our intense
and sensual attachment to a place, and of home as a personal, intimate,
and poetical place have overlook important categories of power
dynamics and categories of gender, class and race. The ideological
construction of home as peaceful, welcoming, and safe has established
the domestic space as the central site of success in the American
understanding of progress and self-realization. To have a stable home
has been constructed as instrumental to the feeling of normalcy,
achievement, and the sense of self. A critical re-evaluation of home in
contemporary scholarship has challenged the ideal home according to
Bachelard, for whom the domestic space is peaceful and nurturing while
“the outside has no more meaning” (85). In contrast to these views,
recent research has recognized the importance of external influences
upon the dynamics of home as socially constructed, representing power
negotiation and resistance. Evidently abstract, Bachelard’s theorization
of home elides the voices of others, particularly women, who inhabit the
space. These understandings of home, particularly of its contradictory
nature, has been more widely recognized in recent feminist studies,
aiming to contest and debunk the masculine account of autonomy and
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power structures. Humanistic geographers have neglected the fact that
“[c]oncepts of place and space are implicitly gendered in geographical
discourse”, according to Gillian Rose (56). Failing to recognize the
workings of power relations of difference and inequality, home is
reduced to a place of safety, support and care exclusively, eliding the
potential of opposite experiences. Under the influence of feminist and
other theories, cultural geographers have examined the contested
aspects of home that have been often associated with the politics of
location and identity. These studies have analyzed the ways in which
topographies of home are shaped by difference, not only in terms of
gender but also race, class, and sexuality.
In the deconstruction of these man-centered and gendered
projections of place generally, and home specifically, traditional
approaches to the study of these spatial categories were scrutinized,
especially in gender studies of space. In her book Gender, Identity and
Place Understanding Feminist Geographies, Linda McDowell warns of
the complexity and importance of investigating domestic space,
particularly to “[t]he meaning of the home, the nature of a house and
the consequences of homelessness across space and time in different
societies and regions” (93). Intent on avoiding an essentialist approach
to spatial issues, feminist politics must reenvisage both space and
gender as “a network of relations, unbounded and unstable” (McDowell
36). Through these critical lenses, domestic sites are reevaluated from a
new vantage point, in defiance of the previously dominant and
entrenched views. As McDowell contends: “And although the house and
the home is one of the most strongly gendered spatial locations, it is
important not to take the associations for granted, nor to see them as
permanent and unchanging” (93).
Another prominent author in the field of feminist geography,
Doreen Massey, notes in her study, Space, Place, and Gender, that in
academic study as well as wider culture there has been a propensity to
the idea of place as “bounded, as in various ways a site of authenticity,
as singular, fixed and unproblematic in its identity” (4). Massey suggests
that limits placed on the mobility of space, the confinement of particular
places as bounded and static, have played a role in defining the mobility
of identity. She contends that while time and history have been
traditionally regarded as dynamic, as becoming, and thus coded
masculine, space has been viewed as static, as being, as absence or lack,
all of which are coded feminine (Massey 6). Evidently, the
conceptualization of space as the absence of the dynamic, containing
both space itself and women, intersects in the home, or, in Massey’s
view: “the identity of ‘woman’ and of the ‘home-place’ are intimately
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tied up with each other” (180). As a long-standing symbol of stability and
self-realization, home for Massey is the site of a physical, geographical
or architectural construction as well as identity formation (151). As a
space of belonging, alienation, intimacy, violence, desire, and fear,
home is charged with meanings, emotions, experiences, and
relationships that lie at the heart of human life, which she terms a
“place-called-home” (Ibid.). However, conversely, for those who have
no place that can be safely called home, there must be a struggle for a
place to be. To have no “place-called-home“ goes against the customary
codification of domestic space for women: “Homelessness for women
challenges every assumption about a woman’s place […]” (McDowell
90). The exploration of home and the topics related to it has therefore
been increasingly centered on its meaning as a site of inclusion,
exclusion and contestation, but also on the importance of home, and
particularly the roles of women within it, in shaping memories and
identities. The intersection of the physical and the sensorial aspects of
home in contemporary scholarship differs from Bachelard’s idealization
of home, as exemplified by Alison Blunt and Robyn Dowling, who have
developed a critical geography of home. In their study Home (2006),
they explicate their approach to home as involving three main
intertwined constituents: “home as material and imaginative; the nexus
between home, power and identity; and the multi-scalarity of home”
(254). Affirming that “[h]ome is much more than a house or the physical
structure in which we dwell. Home is both a place or physical location
and a set of feelings” (254), Blunt and Dowling suggest that the material
and imaginative geographies of home are fully interlaced. Home is a
connection between the material and imaginative spheres and
practices, with the physical locus, perceptions and feelings linking and
shaping each other. Consequently, home is a development of both
inhabiting such a space and making sense of belonging to it. Recent
scholarship also calls attention to the nexus of home, power and identity
and how they are intimately linked:
Home as a place and as a spatial imaginary helps to constitute
identity, whereby people’s senses of themselves are related to and
produced through lived and metaphorical experiences of home. These
identities and homes are, in turn, produced and articulated through
relations of power (Blunt and Dowling 256).
Such arguments demonstrate that home is no longer understood in
terms of a static and restricted location that is the foundation and site
of identity. Home and identity manifest how they are mutually grounded
and relate to each other.
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Home: Lost and Found in Gilead?
Robinson, whom a New York Times critic calls the “moralist of the
midwest” (O’Rourke 63) acknowledges her strong affiliation to that
region also in the dedication of Lila. It reads “To Iowa”, which Alex
Engebretson appropriately calls Robinson’s “literary home, her very own
Yoknatatawpha County” (78), that has rendered to her oeuvre “a quality
of roundness and continuity” (79). In addition to the setting, unity is
achieved through various elements of style, character, thoughts, and
mood, but also thanks to a shared concern in Robinson’s work with the
sense of place, drawing the conclusion that “much of her writing
explores particularly female spaces, places, and times” (Mariotti and
Lane, Jr. 9). While Lila revisits the setting and characters Robinson’s
Gilead and Home, its homeless protagonist also recalls the ending of her
first novel, Housekeeping, in when its heroine Ruth opts to leave her
hometown and adopt a life of drifting. In the novel Lila, the eponymous
heroine was an abandoned and neglected toddler until her liberation by
a transient young woman named Doll. Lila grows up under her care in a
group of itinerant workers and the two shape a life on the run, living
hand to mouth. One day, after years of roaming the countryside, living
a hardscrabble life, Lila steps inside a small-town Congregationalist
church in Gilead, Iowa, to shelter from the rain, and there she meets the
local reverend John Ames. A romance develops between them and they
get married, but while Lila embarks on a new life of household routine
and a safe environment, she tries to make sense of her past and the
various constructions of “home”.
While Lila and Ruth, as the main characters of Lila and
Housekeeping respectively, are both transients a good part of their lives,
they are substantially different since Lila has no actual domestic location
and no immediate kin, unlike Ruth and her aunt who have a family house
but end up burning it. As such, Lila takes a different road to Ruth as she
“comes to terms with her vagrant and sometimes criminal past, converts
to Christianity, and struggles to make Gilead her physical and spiritual
home” (Sykes 2019: 429)3. While the pursuit of home in Lila comes in
the form of a narrative that speaks of striving for domestic peace and
3
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contentment, the story also brings images that impart the sense of
displacement, making us question the normative ideas of home. Given
the importance of the domestic space and the private realm of family
life in Marilynne Robinson’s fiction, it hardly comes as a surprise that she
has been labeled a “domestic novelist”. But, as Alex Engebretson (12)
warns, such pigeon-holing of this writer is reductive and “does not
capture the visionary qualities Robinson finds in the domestic. […] On a
metaphysical level, each of the novels assumes that at the center of
every human is the need for home.” In Lila, there is an engagement of
the domestic space from a less common perspective, with a distinctly
female focalization, that speaks of an “evident shift to the female rather
than male-centredness initiated in Home but even more explicitly
portrayed in Robinson’s latest novel, giving rise to the conclusion that
this is ‘a return to origins’” (Engebretson 79). In a similar vein, both
novels oppose the customary understanding of home as a private, free,
safe, and secure place and present how patriarchal pressure may be
countered as domestic destruction and liminal spaces.
The quest for a home is a burdensome process for Robinson’s
heroines, including Lila, who is grouped with “her most vivid characters
[…], all of whom are outsiders, strangers, exiles who are forced to
negotiate the tensions of a newfound domesticity” (Engebretson 12).
Robinson’s novels tend to revolve around finding a place of belonging, a
place that can be “home”, that represents both a site and an idea,
imbued with meaning for the largely hapless heroes and heroines of her
fiction. Following Shannon Mariotti’s argumentation about “home”
representing the ideological space of settled conventions, firm
foundations, comfort, and certainty, the main characters in Robinson’s
novels, who are outsiders, homeless strangers, “take on an air of
homelessness all the while never fully leaving the more familiar places
and spaces of home” (Mariotti 24). Lila has no deep attachment to a
single, clearly specified place or home area and therefore no sense of
continuity or enduring relationship with a place to call home, even when
she settles in Gilead as the Reverend’s wife. Her long years of growing
up displaced and deprived have marked Lila, and this experience affects
her sense of self and the understanding of feeling at home. Lila is
introduced to the readers as a toddler, abandoned on the front porch of
what seems a boardinghouse or workhouse, suffering from the
elements, hunger, and despair. The novel’s opening sentences
poignantly depict the misery of the domestic scene as an ironic recasting
of home as “natural shelter”:
The child was just there on the stoop in the dark, hugging herself
against the cold, all cried out and nearly sleeping. She couldn’t holler
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anymore and they didn’t hear her anyway, or they might and that would
make things worse. Somebody had shouted, Shut that thing up or I’ll do
it! and then a woman grabbed her out from under the table by her arm
and pushed her out onto the stoop and shut the door and the cats went
under the house. They wouldn’t let her near them anymore because she
picked them up by their tails sometimes. Her arms were all over
scratches, and the scratches stung. She had crawled under the house to
find the cats, but even when she did catch one in her hands it struggled
harder the harder she held on to it and it bit her, so she let it go. Why
you keep pounding at the screen door? Nobody gonna want you around
if you act like that. And then the door closed again, and after a while
night came. The people inside fought themselves quiet, and it was night
for a long time. (Robinson 3)
The violent and striking opening of the novel captures the liminality
of the stoop as a border between the outcast state and the unwelcoming
inside of the dwelling, which is far from the place of repose cast by
Bachelard’s house that enables “dreaming in peace” (cf. 1994: 6). There
is no atmosphere of safety around this house, even though it may be the
child’s “first universe” (cf. Bachelard). The synecdoche of the described
human interaction indicates the opposite: there are just voices,
unidentified, “expressing exclusion and dehumanized hate […] These
truly hellish conditions leave the reader little room to believe that Lila
would be better off staying” (Engebretson 83). These early traumatic
childhood experiences instill in Lila a sense of multiple deprivations: of
shelter, trust, nurture, and with a feeling of loss, marking her for life in
interpersonal dynamics. In the words of a critic: “This sense of
rootlessness and dislocation will stay with Lila, making her skittish and
wary, a wild child, afraid of belonging to anyone or caring too much”
(Kakutani 1). But clearly, Lila was saved by Doll, who had tried to attend
to Lila before she took the child away with her in a desperate effort to
make up for the dismal life in that house with little acts of kindness,
looking after her as much as she could:
When the child stayed under the table, they would forget her most
of the time. The table was shoved into a corner and they wouldn’t go to
the trouble of reaching under to pull her out of there if she kept quiet
enough. When Doll came in at night she would kneel down and spread
that shawl over her, but then she left again so early in the morning that
the child would feel the shawl slip off and she’d feel colder for the lost
warmth of it, and stir, and cuss a little. But there would be hardtack, an
apple, something, and a cup of water left there for her when she woke
up. Once, there was a kind of toy. It was just a horse chestnut with a bit
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of cloth over it, tied with a string, and two knots at the sides and two at
the bottom, like hands and feet.
The child whispered to it and slept with it under her shirt. (Robinson
4)
This scene signals the loneliness and yearning for a domestic space
that constitutes a “place-called-home” (cf. Massey) while initiating the
themes of home, belonging, and intimacy. In her recollection later as a
grown woman, Lila connects the workhouse with being outcast, wary
and miserable, and deems Doll her savior:
Doll had taken her up in her arms and wrapped her shawl around
her. “You just hush now,” she said. “Don’t go waking folks up.” She
settled the child on her hip and carried her into the dark house, stepping
as carefully and quietly as she could, and found the bundle she kept in
her corner, and then they went out into the chilly dark again, down the
steps. The house was rank with sleep and the night was windy, full of
tree sounds. The moon was gone and there was rain, so fine then it was
only a tingle on the skin. (Robinson 4-5)
To Lila, Doll seems like “an angel in the wilderness” (Robinson 30),
but these passages also introduce the wild that Lila embraces – as a child
in the shape of the gifted horse chestnut as a makeshift toy, in her
sensory alertness to natural elements, then as a lonely drifter, through
the hut outside Gilead and even later in her life, when she marries John
Ames. After she becomes Mrs. Ames, she still clings to Doll as a role
model and evaluates her current domestic arrangement against her past
experiences: “[…] she just imagined how all of it would seem to Doll—a
very good life, a comfortable life that she had because Doll had stolen
her, and had taken care of her all those years. She lived for Doll to see”
(Robinson 97). Soon after Doll takes Lila, they join a small group of
itinerant farmhands. But within this band, they are not fully accepted,
and this feeling of marginality is amplified by their homelessness and
precarious existence. An important stage in Lila’s quest for “home” is
the year she and Doll spent in Tammany, Iowa, when Lila went to school
and experienced “a real house” (Robinson 41) for the first time. The
following passage reveals how the domestic space – even if just a
temporary collective abode – is problematic and serves as an ambivalent
element in the process of grasping notions of belonging and marginality:
A respectable boardinghouse in the town of Tammany, Iowa. Doll
took a job there so Lila could go to school for a year, long enough to
learn how to read and do some figures. Mrs. Marker, whose house it
was, did the cooking, but Doll did the cleaning and laundry and looked
after the poultry and the gardens, and Lila helped with all of it. Doll
wanted her to know what it was to have a regular life. Not that Doll knew
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much about it herself, but Mrs. Marker would yell about everything she
did wrong, so she got better at it with time, until school was almost out.
Lila liked school. She liked sheets and pillowcases. They had a room
of their own, with curtains and a dresser. They ate their supper at a table
in the kitchen, where Lila did her lessons while Doll washed the dishes.
Doll never did complain, so Lila was surprised when she said they were
going to leave, but she didn’t say a word and she didn’t look back,
though the house had seemed pretty to her. It was where she had
learned to tend roses. (Robinson 42)
The household routine, material comfort, and education
opportunity define Lila’s sense of home, but they do not bend her loyalty
to Doll, underlying the notion that intimacy is the key to developing a
sense of belonging in a space, not the actual locus itself. The detail of
learning to take care of something (in this case, roses) affects Lila’s
identity construction and represents the habit of domestic life she
continues when she arrives in Gilead and tends to the roses on the grave
of Ames’ first wife. Almost embarrassed, she seems to make excuses to
herself for doing more gardening, signifying the process of taking roots
in town: “When she came there at first to tend the roses and clean things
up, she had made a little garden in a corner and planted a few potatoes,
just for herself” (Robinson 10).
Lila’s chance arrival in Gilead is the key event in the novel: alone,
after years of drifting, taking up menial jobs, including a short-lived
engagement at a brothel, Lila makes her “home” in “a little house sitting
a way off by a cluster of cottonwood trees, a sort of cabin someone had
built and abandoned along with the fields around it” (Robinson 15),
surviving by fishing, foraging and doing house chores in the town. The
deserted shack might be a type of dwelling, humble as it is, where Lila
sees “the poetics of space” (Bachelard 4) and accepts it as “a center of
concentrated solitude” (Bachelard 32). This hut has the interliterary
connection of recurring images with Housekeeping as Sylvie and Ruth
also end up in an abandoned cabin in the woods. However, in Lila, the
shack is an important space of liminal domesticity, encoding the
unconventional nature of the dwelling and her lifestyle: “She had the
likeness of a life, because she was all alone in it. She had the likeness of
a house, with walls and a roof and a door that kept nothing in and
nothing out.” (Robinson 68). Her unusual temporary “home” in the
“wild”, in the natural world, allows her to establish a link with nature as
the domestic space and the natural world intersect. Also, this abode
introduces the focus of the novel, which is the troublesome adaptation
of the heroine to the husband’s house and the town.
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Prior to her arrival to Gilead, Lila seeks, albeit hesitantly,
companionship, kindness and intimacy, evident in her frequent
attempts to experience “home” and the related feelings at least
vicariously: “It was probably loneliness that made her walk the mile or
so into town every few days just to look at the houses and stores and
the flower gardens” (Robinson 27). The same desire for “home”
emerges in her recollections of Doll and the time in Tammany when she
“sometimes would walk out at night, because then you can see into
people’s houses” (Robinson 196). This inspection of other people’s
homes connotes her marginality to domestic experience, indicative also
of the drifter evaluation of houses. These family houses signify
normality, stability, and conventional and normative living standards.
But, as a vagabond, Lila is far from a traditional family person, and her
character seems also to contribute to the debunking of the previously
male-centered rendering of a transient. In Linda McDowell’s words, “At
one time, the stereotypical homeless person was a rathe r romanticized
version of the hobo or the tramp: a masculine figure who was unable to
settle down and shoulder the responsibilities of home and work”
(McDowell 90). Homeless for most of her life, Lila is anxious lest she
succumbs to feelings of hope for the possibility of a different life, free
from hardship and uncertainty, filled with safety and affection. She
struggles with these divergent pulls, troubled by her unknown origins:
“No point wondering about that cabin Doll took her from, or who it was
that had kept her alive when she was newborn and helpless” (Robinson
36). New ways of thinking and living, including those related to domestic
space, shape Lila’s sense of belonging, formed around “[t]he good
house, the kind old man” (Robinson 106). These adaptations to her new
living arrangements also exert pressure on her to dismiss her previous
living practice and attitude in favor of social conventions and
expectations that at first make her feel banded and awkward: “She had
never been at home in all the years of her life. She wouldn’t know how
to begin” (Robinson 107).
Since Lila has had very few experiences of domesticity, and those
hardly harmonious, her sense of self cannot easily adapt to the
mainstream norms of community life and household routines: “She
wished sometimes he would tell her what to do, but he was always so
careful of her. So she watched the other wives and did what they did, as
well as she could figure it out” (Robinson 11). These words clearly imply
the gendered construction of home but also suggest that she is on the
margins of what Edward Relph designates as “existential insideness”:
“To be inside a place and to experience it as completely as we can”
(Relph 55). Or, in more elaborate terms, Relph defines the sense of
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“insideness” as something “most people experience when they are at
home and in their own town or region, when they know the place and
its people and are known and accepted there” (Ibid.). Married and
pregnant, Lila is drawn back in her thoughts and feelings to the reaches
of her transient past, to “the wildness of things” (Robinson 106). 4
Uneasy that she might lose her bond with nature in her new home
because “in that quiet house she was afraid she might forget” (Robinson
106), Lila visits her old shack on the outskirts of Gilead, where she finds
that it has been taken over by a homeless boy, maybe twelve years old.
Since he is a transient like Lila used to be, she bonds with him, faster and
easier than with Ames. She returns to town to get him some provisions
as winter is imminent, but while she is gone, the boy, alarmed and
desperate, leaves his “home” and goes back to his renegade existence.
Lila returns to her home in town, heavy-hearted. A blizzard is coming so
Lila and Ames shelter in their house, waiting for their baby to come.
While they are excited that their child is about to become part of their
world, they are unsettled over the homeless boy, out in the snowstorm,
probably dying. Lila may have found her “home” and an “insideness” (cf.
Relph) with her husband, but this episode can also be read against the
background of Ames’s old age and weak heart, raising the question of
whether Lila will continue to make her home there after he dies or
become homeless again. Such a possibility raises what was recognized
by a critic as a common feature of Robinson’s work – the understanding
“that any true home—a space of complete comfort, stability, firm
foundations—is an illusion” (Mariotti 24). Towards the end of the novel,
while nursing their son and contemplating her domestic self against her
homeless past, Lila struggles to accept the possibility of her happiness
against “that old life”: “Stepping back into the loneliness, a dreadful
thing, like walking into cold water, waiting for the numbness to see in
that was the body taking the care it could, so that what you knew you
didn’t have to feel” (Robinson 256). An increasing realization emerges
that earlier spatial models and the limitations of “home” are to be
reevaluated as these cannot constitute a foundation for a universal
idealistic conceptualization of domestic space and womanhood: “We
can be homeless—recognize and appreciate our essential instability,
4

Lila’s wary and withdrawn nature is also noted by reviewer Colm Tóibín who
points out that “Lila has a strange, almost feral innocence.” He further ascribes
this trait to her past abandonment and inherent goodness which Robinson
describes as “the tension between someone who seems lost in the world, a sort
of waif, yet who carries a glow, […] a striving for sanctity, the aura of someone
destined by virtue of grace for another world” (22).
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foundationlessness — while still house-keeping, while still within the
space of the home” (Mariotti 24).
The novel draws to its conclusion as Lila finds a way “home”: her
longing for “a real house” and a home is less a search for a site than a
feeling of belonging in the sense of intimacy and comfort in her
relationship with Ames. As Alex Engebretson suggests, the quest for
home in Robinson’s writing is realized in interpersonal terms and “[t]he
central drama of each of her novels is the slow, painstaking journey
toward intimacy between two individuals” (13). The closing thoughts
offer Lila’s focalization on her family life, warding off her thoughts of
leaving Gilead: “Well, for now there were geraniums in the windows,
and an old man at the kitchen table telling his baby some rhyme he’d
known forever, probably still wondering if he had managed to bring her
along into that next life […].” (Robinson 261). It is a “real house”, Lila’s
real home, at least for the time being, developed around her accepting
her sense of domesticity as a redemptive condition that gives her the
advantage of contemplation and care, contrary to her previous transient
and vulnerable life. Domesticity seems materially and symbolically
encoded in Lila’s gardening, but gardens, even geranium pots on
windowsills, appear liminal to the house itself.
Concluding Remarks
Based on ideas of cultural and feminist spatial studies, this research
has shown that the eponymous heroine of Robinson’s novel Lila, an
outsider and former transient, is forced to renegotiate the dominant
notions of domesticity and womanhood. Her understanding of what
constitutes her place of belonging resists conventional ideological
constructions of home as the absolute place of nurture and well-being.
Lila’s history of displacement from her earliest childhood and later
experience of deprivation and loneliness instilled in her not only a deepseated distrust of other people’s ability to care for her, but also disbelief
that she might actually deserve to have a home anywhere and in
anyone’s heart. This analysis has established that the protagonist’s
sense of self and identity is shaped by reservations about the space of
home itself, triggered by loss, neglect and violence of her time when she
was a toddler in the harsh workhouse where she was taken from by Doll.
Consequently, Lila has no place that she can safely claim as home, no
“place-called-home“ (cf. Massey), and lives on the margins of society,
exemplifying the opposition to typical (and gendered) classifications of
home as a woman’s place. This liminality seems to impart in her an
enduring guardedness and drifter’s inclination, also echoing the feminist
geographers’ conceptualizing of home as a locus of attachment,
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rejection and contestation. The paper’s findings further elucidate how
the protagonist is affected by her experience of the stable household
and its material advantages during the year at the boardinghouse in
Tammany where she likes attending school but does not challenge Doll’s
decision to leave the place without any apparent reason. Lila’s reaction
confirms that her sense of loyalty to her savior Doll is stronger than the
comfort and certainty of the house, leading to the deduction that Lila’s
subsequent abandonment by her role model and care-giver Doll
exacerbates Lila’s sense of marginality and precarity in her adulthood.
Moreover, this act of desertion contributes to her conflicted feelings of
loneliness and yearning for intimacy, while also strengthening her
inclination to the wild.
According to social and cultural geographies, home contributes to
the shaping of a person’s sense of self and functions in a dual manner,
as a site and a spatial imaginary, where both home and identity are
hinged on power relations (cf. Blunt and Dowling). This research
determines that Lila’s struggle to accept the customary expectations of
domestic dynamics in the capacity of a Reverend’s wife is also motivated
by her care for her husband, and precludes her acceptance of the new
arrangement based on the social construction of womanhood. This
paper detects how her resistance to the gendered space of home
manifests itself in her attachment to the shack in the woods outside the
town, connoting her transitional dwelling and connection to the
transient liberatory potential. To Lila, the shack appears like a house,
with elements that make up a house: walls, roof, a door, but this analysis
highlights the significance of how she sees that the door of the shack
“kept nothing in and nothing out” (Robinson 68). Prior to her arrival to
Gilead Lila has had very few experiences of domesticity, and those
hardly harmonious, on account of her homelessness, so her attempts in
the adaptation to the mainstream norms of community life and
household routines signify the disputed configuration of home, framed
by feminist geographers’ theory of home as a locus of attachment,
rejection and contestation. The contending forces of the character’s
transient homelessness of the past and her new domestic positioning
reflect the understanding of home as a site where the material and
imaginative areas and practices intertwine and where the process of
inhabiting a space and of developing a sense of belonging to it are
interlocked (cf. Blunt and Dowling). This analysis has led to the
conclusion that Lila resists her new domestic arrangement and union
with Ames lest she lose her connection with nature and hence her
identity. For Lila, the process of creating a sense of place and belonging
is conditioned by intimacy, and an important part of that intimacy is
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learning to take care of something of her own will, such as the flowers
in Ames’ garden when she first arrives in Gilead, and then, later, the
potted geraniums on Ames’ windowsills. Lila Illustrates both the
construction of gendered subjectivity and the status of the domestic
space while reminding us of the need for each individual to pursue and
find “home” for themselves, in their own subjective understanding of
what each person considers a “homeplace”.
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PONOVNO ODREĐENJE DOMA I BESKUĆNIŠTVA U ROMANU LILA
MARILYNNE ROBINSON
Posljednja desetljeća donijela su snažnija promišljanja doma, njegovog pojma,
vrijednosti i značaja, i to sve više s pristupom proučavanja koji dom ne razmatra
samo kao stvarni fizički prostor već i kao prostor predstavljanja i mjesto u
pamćenju. Novija izučavanja razmatraju kućni prostor kao društveni konstrukt
koji predstavlja pregovaranja i nadmetanja moći. Polazeći od koncepata iz
kulturalne i feminističke geografije, ovaj članak se bavi analizom romana Lila
Marilynne Robinson i njegovim shvaćanjem pripadanja i osamljivanja uz
propitivanje koncepcije doma. Članak analizira dom kao orodnjeno mjesto i
ponovno određenje ženskosti u otporu ka pomirenju sa životom kućanske
dinamike u srcu Amerike koje Robinson voli označiti kao „srednje od zapada“.
Drugim riječima, rad potvrđuje važnost da se predstavljanju doma i
beskućništva u ovom romanu pristupa izučavanjem prostornosti iz rodnog
očišta.
Ključne riječi: američki roman, dom, beskućništvo, osjet mjesta, pripadanje,
rodni odnosi, ženski subjektivitet
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Abstract: In Brave New World, Aldous Huxley shows us a society in which
technological advances have changed the entirety of human life on earth. The
opening of the novel does not strike the reader as dystopian and certainly neither
does the title. But as we go on, we find that free thinking is limited or nonexistent by the manipulation of scientific advances like hypnopedia and genetic
conditioning. On one hand, Huxley paints a picture-perfect society that is at the
height of civilization with genetic and scientific advances. On the other hand, he
shows us the nightmarish utopia by the lack of moral values in the society. Utopia
turns into dystopia when we witness the inferior role of women and the
humiliation of the intellectual. In addition, the natural process of childbirth is
controlled in test tubes. Furthermore, there is no place for religion, literature, and
family values. Lastly, Huxley warns the readers about what technology devoid
of value could do to human beings. What is more, is the effect of technology on
women which is portrayed through the image of utopia turned into dystopia: a
society that mandates promiscuity in the name of civic duty in addition to the
removal of the female body from childbirth. Dystopian literature is by nature
critical; hence, women’s inferiority along with the misuse of a gendered
approach to technology highlights toxic patriarchy in the society. It shows
Huxley’s warning about the destructive effect of dystopia on women.
Keywords: dystopia; women; patriarchy; science; moral values; literature;
family

General Overview
Plato’s Republic and St. Augustine’s City of Gods are two early important
classic books in the genre of utopian literature. Later books in the genre
include Sir Thomas More’s Utopia which is probably the most famous in
the genre. While the former texts offered a rational and religious version
of an ideal world, the latter “describes an ideal world in satiric contrast
to the faults of his contemporary culture.” Therefore, “[t]he complex
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task of holding up two mirrors—one reflecting contemporary
tendencies while the other shows how the world should develop—is so
difficult a task that aesthetic success in the genre is rare” and Jonathan
Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, along with Huxley’s Brave New World are
among the great examples of dystopian novels (Sion 125). Written in the
same year as H.G. Wells’ Men Like Gods, Huxley wrote his book in 1932
as a reaction to Wells’ optimism in the future of technology and genetic
science. Wells’ hope in the future of science was destroyed by the
misuse of technology in World War II and the nuclear destruction of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (ibid 127). We pass through Victorian optimism
to what H.G. Wells calls the confusion of a nightmarish twentieth
century. The slaughter of the First World War, displaced the
Enlightenment optimism in science and reason by a sense of humanity’s
incapacity to restrain its newly created destructive powers (Cleays 107).
While utopian fiction sometimes gives alternatives of egalitarian
societies in an attempt to give women a better position, they are often
unrealistic and impractical. The dystopian genre is a depiction of a
plausible reality in the world that the author lives in; hence, by nature it
is critical. The issue of women in dystopian literature becomes a place
of criticism for the writer.
This essay discusses the treatment of women in a society that
encourages meaningless relationships. Female characters are oscillating
between the double standards of traditional gender roles and new
forms of “conventionality” in the Fordian state. In the first section, we
shall discuss the contradictions regarding the role of women in the
society. Next we unravel how feminism views the place of women in
reading Brave New World. In the following section, we shall investigate
the matter of the genre of Huxley’s book. In doing so we hope to tackle
the question of whether we are dealing with a dystopia or a utopia.
Moving on, by borrowing the word usotpia from Atwood, we can grasp
an understanding of the confusion created in regards to women as well
as the genre itself. Finally, by looking at the male heroes as utter failures
intended by the author, we see how the contradictions in all three
arenas of male and female characters in addition to the genre start to
make sense.
Women and Traditional Roles
The World State in Brave New World is an example of a patriarchal
society that shows the effects of values based on distorted traditional
gender roles. Such gender roles which consider men as rational, strong,
decisive and protective, cast women as the opposite: emotional,
irrational, weak and submissive (Tyson 81). “Feminists don’t deny
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biological differences between men and women, many feminists
celebrate those differences;” (ibid 82) however, in Brave New World,
these gender roles are distorted in a way that is harmful for women.
Brave New World portrays a society that has eradicated all emotional
values and in general everything that by traditional gender roles, is
considered feminine. As a result, such adjustments lead to the
hopelessness of the main characters. Firestone says “if women are a
parasitical class living off, and at the margins of, the male economy, the
reverse too is true: (male) culture is parasitical, feeding on the emotional
strength of women without reciprocity.” (127) Later she mentions that
the continued economic dependence of women makes a situation of
healthy love impossible and that, “women can’t afford the luxury of
spontaneous love. It is much too dangerous. The love and approval of
men is all-important” (138-39). She believes that men are not
emotionally-driven and if they pursue romance, it is because they see it
as a luxury. On the other hand, women who are considered emotional
and romantic see it as a way of securing their lives (ibid). Brave New
World shows that these traditional belief systems about feminine and
masculine stereotypes are harmful. And it is shown through the
sentimental male characters like Bernard and John who suffer for not
conforming to masculine standards. Furthermore, female characters are
constantly oscillating between traditional gender roles and new notions
of conformity that includes promiscuity. The society that lacks feminine
values fails to function properly. At the end of the chapter Firestone
concludes that,
We have seen that a woman needs love, first, for its natural
enriching function, and second, for social and economic reasons
which have nothing to do with love. To deny her need is to put
herself in an extra-vulnerable spot socially and economically, as
well as to destroy her emotional equilibrium, which, unlike most
men’s, is basically healthy. (145)
By changing the traditional role of women, the “Controllers” of the
Fordian state hoped to free themselves from their traditional
responsibilities and at the same time benefit from distorted female
gender roles. Considering that values like marriage and commitment are
feminine, the “Controllers” have created the patriarchal utopia which
misuses technology. As a result, one man’s utopia turns into a nation’s
nightmare and the woman’s dystopia.
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Brave New World and Feminism
De Beauvoir asserts that woman herself recognizes that, “the
universe as a whole is masculine; it is men who have shaped it and ruled
it and who still today dominate it” (725). That is the case for Brave New
World; a masculine society made by men, ruled by men in which women
are treated as inferior. The patriarchal society relies on the hierarchy of
power in which women are unequal; hence inferior. De Beauvoir then
adds that woman herself knows that, “she is inferior and dependent; [.
. .] she has never emerged as a subject in front of other members of the
group; [. . .], she grasps herself as passive opposite to these humanfaced gods who set goals and standards.” She believes that women have
always been required to establish themselves against a “counteruniverse”. As a result, there is always a paradox in regards to their
situation. “[T]they belong both to the male world and to a sphere in
which this world is challenged; enclosed in this sphere, involved in the
male world, they cannot peacefully establish themselves anywhere”
(ibid).
June Deery in her feminist reading of Brave New World, examines
the impact of technology not only on the whole society but also on the
female citizen (254). She argues that Huxley has failed to directly
address issues regarding women and that he is oblivious to his
perspective regarding the inferior role of women. Deery also wisely
points out the genre and its relevance regarding gender. A dystopia is
for sure a negative picture of reality; however, it is not a simple reversal.
She believes that Huxley does not completely condemn the inequality of
women and the narrator is an evident example; the point of view is that
of a man, for the descriptions of Lenina are highly sexualized. Moreover,
values like family and marriage are considered as unimportant in a
heavily controlled society like the Fordian state. A patriarchal, manmade society with hopes of freedom that utilizes gendered eugenics,
harms women and marks them as castaways. In “Freudianism: The
Misguided Feminism”, Shulamith Firestone writes:
At the turn of the century, then, in social and political thinking, in
literary and artistic culture, there was a tremendous ferment of ideas
regarding sexuality, marriage and family, and women’s role.
Freudianism was only one of the cultural products of this ferment. Both
Freudianism and feminism came as reactions to one of the smuggest
periods in Western civilization, the Victorian Era, characterized by its
family-centredness, and thus its exaggerated sexual oppression and
repression. Both movements signified awakening: but Freud was merely
a diagnostician for what feminism purports to cure. (Firestone 44)
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Firestone argues that Freud failed to solve any problems with his
psychotherapeutic solutions and he definitely failed to address any
issues regarding women. She mentions that, “psychoanalytic therapy
has been proven ineffective, and Freud’s ideas about women’s sexuality
[. . .] [were] literally proven wrong” (42). Later, in “Down with
Childhood” she adds that, “it was woman’s reproductive biology that
accounted for her original and continued oppression, and not some
sudden patriarchal revolution, the origins of which Freud himself was at
a loss to explain” (73-74). Although at its core, the Fordian state claims
to have a practical alternative solution to human life, it fails to satisfy
the needs of its residents, or at least the intellectual ones. In the same
chapter, Firestone talks about the ever-presence of a patriarchal nuclear
family in every society. She argues that any form of biological family
brings about the suppression of women and children (73). Thus, it would
seem that with the eradication of pregnancy and the absence of family,
people should be satisfied with their position in the Fordian state;
however, it is not the case. Huxley makes his point by the failure of what
only seems like a ridiculed version of a hero, Bernard, and with the tragic
death of John that was followed by his frustration with their “brave new
world”. Firestone in the third chapter of her book named “Love”, writes:
That women live for love and men for work is a truism. Freud was
the first to attempt to ground this dichotomy in the individual
psyche: the male child, sexually rejected by the first person in his
attention, his mother, ‘sublimates’ his ‘libido’ – his reservoir of
sexual (life) energies – into long-term projects, in the hope of
gaining love in a more generalized form; thus he displaces his need
for love into a need for recognition. This process does not occur as
much in the female: most women never stop seeking direct warmth
and approval. (127)
Therefore, if we consider qualities like sentiment and emotion as
feminine, and regard logic and reason as masculine, as has been an
established belief by western culture, we can say that the Fordian state
is a patriarchal society with masculine values. Thus we expect that this
highly civilized society would at least benefit a minority, men if not
women. What Huxley tries to portray is that when such values like
family, monogamy and love that are supposed to benefit women, are
eradicated, not only do women suffer but the whole society declines.
Simone de Beauvoir (qtd. Firestone) argues that, “The word love has by
no means the same sense for sexes, and this is one cause of the serious
misunderstanding which divide them” (135). Later, she states that
women are generally monogamous, better at loving and more
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interested in relationships (ibid). While the World State is the perfect
depiction of a society deprived of all these so-called feminine values, it
fails to serve its purpose and it is doomed to failure, for without such
values societies cannot function.
Dystopia or Utopia
Despite being one of the best examples in the genre, many readers
and scholars find it difficult to categorize Brave New World as dystopian
or utopian. Brave New World, opens with introducing the Conditioning
Center in London with the World State’s motto that reads: “Community,
Identity, Stability”. The opening chapter of the novel seems to be
promising a perfect society in which everything is in order and everyone
is happy; however, human cloning and conditioning prove us otherwise.
In “Paradise Transformed: Varieties of Nineteenth-Century Utopias,”
Keneth M. Roemer defines a literary utopia as a detailed narrative
description of an imaginary culture that “invites readers to experience
vicariously an alternative reality that critiques theirs by opening
intellectual and emotional spaces that encourage readers to perceive
the realities and potentialities of their cultures in new ways” (79). If the
imaginary culture is better than reality, the work is a utopia; if worse, it
is a dystopia (ibid). “Brave New World is a profoundly unsettled text. It
appears ambivalent—sometimes even confused or confusing in its
attitudes towards power, freedom, and the nature of community”
(Greenberg and Waddell 2). The confusion and ambiguities do not stop
there; readers are baffled when the civilized is contrasted with the
uncivilized as they move from London to “Savage Reservation”. Also, the
ambiguities exist in Lenina and Linda’s battle with World State’s
conformity and patriarchal traditions. Margaret Atwood (qtd. in
Greenberg and Waddell) coined the term ustopia which is a word made
by “combining utopia and dystopia – the imagined perfect society and
its opposites—because each contains a latent version of the other” (78). The woman’s place in a man-made utopia gone wrong can be
explained by considering ustopia. Huxley plays with the idea of equality
in a utopia, then gives us a look into a patriarchal dystopia that enslaves
women.
Women in Utopia
From the beginning of the story we are faced with ranks; people
are ranked in a hierarchical order; Alphas, Betas, Gammas, Deltas and
Epsilons. Yet the highest rank a woman can occupy, is a “beta-plus
female” (184). In the caste system there are also “Alpha plus
intellectuals” (18) who are obviously the better caste to be in, for
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“Gammas are stupid . . . Epsilons are even worse. They are too stupid . .
.” (29). In addition, there are male characters who are clearly in higher
positions than women, like Helmholtz and Bernard. “[T]hat is the secret
of happiness and virtue–liking what you’ve got to do. All conditioning
aims at that: making people like their unescapable social destiny” (16).
These are the lines that the Director says to the students in the tour. The
goal of such a society is to keep everyone in control with the illusion of
happiness. Ranks in the civilization of London, signifies the power
structure that makes any equality impossible. Those in lower ranks
including Deltas, Gammas and Epsilons are conditioned and
consequently expected to do the hand work. Consequently, the Alphas
and Betas are the future leaders of the society. The Director of
Hatcheries explains a process called Bokanovsky’s Process in which one
egg will produce ninety-six human beings:
One egg, one embryo, one adult-normality. But a bokanovskified
egg will bud, will proliferate, will divide. From eight to ninety-six
buds, and every bud will grow into a perfectly formed embryo, and
every embryo into a full-sized adult. Making ninety-six human
beings grow where only one grew before. Progress (5).
Thus, not only are the machines mass produced but so are human
beings. This mass production brings about the eradication of
individuality and freedom. As readers, we cannot help but notice the
lack of a female hero, but at the same time we are deprived of any
heroes at all. Anytime we think that Bernard or John has any
resemblance to a hero, Huxley takes that all away to emphasize the
helplessness of this “brave new world”. While everyone else is referred
to by their caste, the main characters have names that allude to
important figures in history. This emphasizes the critical approach of
Huxley in writing his novel. Bernard Marx is a character whose search
for identity is doomed to failure. His name is the reminder of the
Prussian philosopher Karl Marx “whose classificatory arrangement of
human classes according to access to resources may be regarded as the
literary implication that his name brings to the text” (Butler 103). Lenina
Crowne’s name alludes to Vladimir Lenin and her name is a “feminized
form of Lenin, leader of the Bolshevik Revolution, an ironic association
for she feels strongly, as she is programmed to do, about the social caste
system, which is far from equality for all” (ibid 103). Helmholtz-Watson’s
name is the amalgamation of two names; Herman von Helmholtz, a
German Scientist and John B. Watson, a psychologist known for his
psychological work on behaviorism (ibid 104). Despite having iconic,
personalized names, they are all doomed to failure. So the question is,
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was the inferior state of the female characters intentional? And for what
purposes? In Brave New World: Contexts and Legacies the main
characters are explained to have served an important function:
The key fact of daily life in Brave New World is its infantile banality,
about which Bernard, Helmholtz, John, and Mustapha Mond all
have their say. These four males singled out for their critical
awareness are set off against the stereotypically unreflecting
females Lenina and Linda, and the rest of the supporting cast. The
range of characters in Brave New World (there are more characters
here than in most utopias) results from Huxley’s combination of
two narrative models, that of the utopia in which a naïve visitor is
shown around by an experienced guide, and the dystopia centring
[sic] on the developing awareness of one or more dissident
intellectuals, and leading to a one-on-one confrontation with
authority. (Greenberg, Waddell 22-23)
The example for the naïve visitor (or rather visitors) from the utopia
is the students’ tour of the lab of “Hatcheries and Conditioning Center;”
John’s visit to London is an example of the intellectual facing the
hardships of dystopia. Each character simultaneously serves a purpose
to the utopian and the dystopian society. The utopian promise of
equality is shattered by Bernard and John’s discomfort with the
conditions that this “brave new world” has caused. Similarly, Lenina and
Linda’s treatment in such a society makes us question the utopian
qualities of this dystopia.
Once again, using the word ustopia can help us understand the
polarities in Brave New World. Deery writes that, “it is possible to argue
that in some areas, despite its being a dystopia, Brave New World offers
women a better deal than the contemporary British society of the 1930s.
There is no housework, no wifely subjugation, no need to balance
children and a career,” then she adds “if women do not appear to have
the vote (which in Britain they had gained only six years earlier), then
neither do the men” (260). In contrast, there is also the ugly truth about
sexual activity regarding women. What is the purpose of such portrayals
by the author?
Despite the encouragement of the woman’s promiscuity, we also
see her discontent. Lenina is seen as desirable only in a sexual way.
“‘Lenina Crowne?’ said Henry Foster, [. . .] ‘Oh, she’s a splendid girl.
Wonderfully pneumatic. I’m surprised you haven’t had her.’” (47) On
another account the Director says, “charming, charming” while “giving
her two or three little pats” (17) and later Lenina admits that, “He patted
me on the behind this afternoon”. (44) Afterwards, “Fanny was
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triumphant”, and she says, “That shows what he stands for. The strictest
conventionality.” (ibid) The normal and conventional lifestyle for
women is to be treated like meat and as Deery says, meat that in our
society should be lean not fat (261). Furthermore, double standards
exist regarding women’s behavior since Fanny says, “I really do think you
ought to be careful. It’s such horribly bad form to go on and on like this
with one man. At forty, or thirty-five, it wouldn’t be so bad. But at your
age, Lenina! No, it really won’t do” (43). In “Docile Bodies, Dangerous
Bodies,”Sara K. Day mentions interesting remarks about the portrayal of
the woman’s body and the existing double standards:
The adolescent woman’s body has long been the site of
contradictory cultural expectations and demands. Occupying the
space between childhood and womanhood, between innocence
and experience, between purity and fertility, such a body unsettles
the ostensibly clear boundaries that dictate, among other things,
gender roles and romantic relationships. In response to the
tensions located in and projected onto the adolescent woman’s
body, Western culture has largely taken to portrayals of young
women as simultaneously desirable and dangerous, presenting
them as creatures whose sexuality must be controlled by implicit
or explicit rules and regulations. (75)
In opposition to the well-conditioned, conformist character of
Fanny is Lenina who detests promiscuity by showing monogamous
tendencies, something that should be avoided at all costs. Fanny says,
“it’s not as though there were anything painful or disagreeable about
having one or two men besides Henry. And seeing that you ought to be
a little more promiscuous” (45). Preceding that, Lenina shakes her head
and says, “I hadn’t been feeling very keen on promiscuity lately. There
are times when one doesn’t. Haven’t you found that too, Fanny?” Fanny
nods her head in “sympathy and understanding” and she replies, “one’s
got to make the effort” (46). The struggle between their own desire and
conforming to society is clear when Fanny states that, “one’s got to play
the game. After all, every one belongs to every one else” (ibid). In this
situation, Fanny and Lenina are foil characters and by contrasting these
images, Huxley diverts our attention to the treatment of women in such
societies. The contradictory expectations from a woman’s body along
with their discomfort is in accordance with the duality of the genre, and
a tool to criticize values of the Western culture.
In Brave New World, there is no place for women in leadership and
the only intellectual men are either emasculated like Bernard, or have a
tragic death like John. The privilege of learning about the lab and the
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opportunity of receiving knowledge is only given to boys. In “Of Scrivens
and sparks,” Rachel Dean-Ruzicka talks about the preconceived notion
that girls are not good at STEM fields (51); it is only for men and boys.
As we see in the Fordian state, science is being handed to boys by men.
“Meanwhile, it was a privilege. Straight from the horse’s mouth into the
notebook. The boys scribbled like mad” (3). Girls and women do not
have any learning opportunities. The position of women is significantly
lower than men and one cannot help but notice such discriminations.
The reason for such portrayals can be put into perspective only when
we once again consider the term ustopia. Women are especially lower
in status, for in a novel that criticizes the social norms by the medium of
the dystopian genre, they cannot be imagined to have a place equal or
higher than men. When the civilized is put up against the uncivilized, it
is a point of revelation for both the audience and characters, especially
Linda and Lenina. When we realize that both worlds are no different
when it comes to treating women, it becomes clear that we are dealing
with a dystopia. The gendered approach to genetic improvement puts
women at a high risk. As a result, women, who are naturally
marginalized, undergo harsher circumstances.
Hero-like Men
Although the common behavior is to objectify the woman and view
her as meat, as readers, we also encounter Bernard’s disapproval. One
of the main behaviors advocated in the Fordian state is sexual activity as
a civic duty. Promiscuity which is taught by conditioning from a young
age through the means of sexual games, formerly was objected to by
Lenina. Following that, it is pointed out by one of the other main
characters, Bernard: “‘Talking about her as though she were a bit of
meat.’ Bernard ground his teeth. ‘Have her here, have her there’ [. . .]
He would have liked to go up to them and hit them in the face–hard,
again and again” (48-9). From the beginning, Bernard Marx is seen as an
outcast; he is different from the men in his caste. “He stood eight
centimeters short of the standard Alpha height and was slender in
proportion. Contact with members of the lower castes always reminded
him painfully of this physical inadequacy” (66). In addition, “They say
somebody made a mistake when he was still in the bottle–thought he
was a Gamma and put alcohol into his blood-surrogate. That’s why he’s
so stunted” (49). All these emphasize how he does not conform to the
norms of the society. Bernard is an intellectual whose thoughts
challenge the system, making the reader see the fault in it; however, he
is ridiculed and emasculated for not resembling the qualities of his caste.
It is also mentioned how shy he is, or how he spends time alone, which
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is considered as horrifying. All his qualities are against the traditional
gender roles of masculinity. His objections challenge the ideologies of
viewing women as “meat”; however, he is also an unfit member of the
Alpha plus community. Therefore, while the norm is to have a degrading
look towards women, even those who do not conquer such values and
behaviors, are too feeble to do anything about it. In Millett’s explanation
of patriarchy, she asserts that patriarchy is “two fold; male shall
dominate female, elder male shall dominate younger” (25).
The Fordian state is the result of a patriarchal, egotistical man’s
wish of becoming a god-like creator. Reproduction is controlled by the
removal of the woman’s role. Here, the traditional gender role of a
woman is distorted to benefit men’s patriarchal system. Introducing the
idea of test-tubes, Huxley portrays a society in which childbirth is not a
natural process anymore. The Director explains that, “the parents were
the father and the mother,” later continuing that, “These are unpleasant
facts; I know it. But then most historical facts are unpleasant” (25). The
role of a mother is lowered to disgust and disapproval in the following
lines: “Maniacally, the mother brooded over her children (her children)
[. . .] brooded over them like a cat over its kittens; but a cat that could
talk, a cat that could say, ‘My baby, my baby,’ over and over again, [. . .]
That smutty word again” (37-9). This refusal of the natural process of
reproduction is emphasized in the story of John’s mother, Linda. She
tells Bernard and Lenina the story of how she got pregnant when she
was on the “Savage Reservation” with the Director. Afterwards, she was
abandoned by the Director after finding out about her pregnancy. In like
manner, she has an abusive relationship with Popé in the “Reservation”.
Consequently, this raises John’s disgust about this relationship. Linda’s
journey proves the confusion of the female characters. First, she is
conditioned to be promiscuous and abandon her traditional gender role
as a woman when in the “Civilization”, then she is asked to obey them
by being submissive and monogamous when in the “Reservation”. Once
again she is another female figure who is treated inhumanely and
unequal to men, and John is the only one who attempts to harm Popé.
Although he fails and is ridiculed by him. Both John and Bernard notice
the unfair treatment of the women that are dear to them, but they are
unable to socially take any action. In addition, they are mentally
immobilized.
Evidently, the search for a hero is impossible, for an intellectual like
Bernard is no more a viable option. Things change when Bernard Marx
meets John the savage in the “Reservation”. What we saw from Bernard,
gives us hope for a chance in a rebellion or change in the society. After
finding out about the Director’s secret, Bernard brings John back to the
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“Civilization” with him. Upon revealing the truth about John being the
son of the Director, Bernard gains reputation among the Fordian
citizens. On the other hand, John shows discomfort living in a society
that lacks individuality and freedom. He hates living among the people
who do not value religion, family and art. Thus he decides to isolate
himself in exile. Little by little, people start to lose interest in Bernard
when John refuses to take part in social gatherings with him. So it seems
that the only hope of having a hero is lost when it is revealed that
Bernard used John for gaining others’ approval. Considering the
revisions that Huxley made, Donald Watt takes a look at the early
worksheet version of Brave New World and compares it with the later,
more finished version of it. Watt examines the challenges and
complications that Huxley faced while writing his book by comparing the
autograph revisions of the book which were added to the typescript. He
categorizes these changes into five groups, one of which is the recasting
of John’s and Bernard’s character (369). Watt writes: “Huxley’s script
suggests that he thought first of making Bernard an orthodox rebel
against his society, and then, instead, of making john a potentially
redeeming noble savage hero brought into that society from the
outside,” but the later revisions show that he abandoned both ideas “to
create the collapsing structural ironies” (374). “Huxley’s initial
conception of Bernard’s role changed significantly during the course of
his revisions” (375). Such changes in the novel and especially the search
for a hero seems to have been a challenge for the writer; however, he
decided to leave the readers with no heroes to show the World State’s
hopelessness.
Linda’s character emphasizes the clash of World State’s ideals with
the traditional belief system of the “Reservation”. Family values have
vanished along with the degrading place of the mother. “The world was
full of fathers–was therefore full of misery; full of mothers–therefore of
every kind of perversion from sadism to chastity; full of brothers, sisters,
uncles, aunts–full of madness and suicide” (41). When she comes back
to the “Civilization” by Bernard, Linda is faced with the repulsive
reaction of the people about her having a child in a natural way, in
contrast to the genetically conditioned production of babies in testtubes. Of course, this is the same reaction she had when she first found
out about her pregnancy, for she too once belonged to the “Civilization”.
For that reason, she has a complicated relationship with her son.
Buchanan relates this complication to John’s Oedipal complex saying
that, “Yet even after he has encountered the many attractive and
available women there, John remains obsessed with his mother”
(78). One example of their complicated relationship is when Linda is
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crying and John hugs her and she pushes him away, getting angry when
he calls her “mother”. “I’m not your mother. I won’t be your mother,”
(137) then she starts to slap him multiple times. “‘Turned into a savage,’
she shouted. ‘Having young ones like an animal [. . .] If it hadn’t been for
you, I might have gone to the Inspector, I might have got away. But not
with a baby. That would have been too shameful,’” although when she
sees that John is terrified if she were to hit him again, she puts her arms
around him and kisses him “again and again” (137-8). Such emotional
upheavals show that the confusion has roots that run deep within the
characters. Linda, who used to be a well-conditioned member of the
“Civilization” and spent twenty years in the “Reservation”, cannot
function properly in either of the places. She is punished for her
promiscuity in New Mexico and humiliated for being a mother in
London. She is forever fluctuating between traditional gender roles and
Fordian state’s new rules of conformity. Such polarities in the portrayal
of women emphasize the destructiveness of societies that abuse science
in the name of autonomy.
The World State is a society in which people are conditioned to hate
values like family, religion, art and literature. The “Controllers” of the
Fordian state use soma, sexual games, and feelies as a form of
entertainment and as a result, people are occupied with trivial matters.
The biological inventions that produce children in bottles is the answer
to rid the child of potential Freudian complexes that the family is
responsible for (Buchanan 76). Soma has “All the advantages of
Christianity and alcohol; none of their defects” (55). Every time the
brave new worldians find themselves in emotional situations, they take
“delicious soma, half a gramme for a half-holiday, a gramme for a weekend, two grammes for a trip to the gorgeous East,” (57)for they are
conditioned to do so. From a young age they practice sexual games and
when they get older, they attend a kind of cinema known as feely which
gives them sensual experiences. All of these are taught and practiced in
order to stop people from thinking and protesting. In the same manner,
literature is also prohibited because “We haven’t any use for old things
here,” Mond explains. “Particularly when they’re beautiful. Beauty’s
attractive, and we don’t want people to be attracted by old things. We
want them to like the new ones” (243). “Controllers” of the Fordian state
rule over people by keeping them from reading and learning. John
argues that, Othello is better than feelies. “Of course it is,” Mond agrees,
“But that’s the price we have to pay for stability. You’ve got to choose
between happiness and what people used to call high art. We’ve
sacrificed the high art. We have the feelies and the scent organ instead”
(245). People are also deprived of religion. “‘Art, Science–you seem to
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have paid a fairly high price for your happiness,’ said the Savage, [. . .]
‘Anything else? ’Well, religion, of course,’ replied the Controller. ‘There
used to be something called God–before the Nine Years’ War.” and
when John asks why they are not given books like the Bible, Mond says,
“For the same reason as we don’t give them Othello: they’re old; they’re
about God hundreds of years ago. Not about God now” (257). James
Fisher writes that Huxley’s novel is a warning for the inevitability of
technological advancements in which he presents his concern in “an
ironic voice and with a satiric gaze” (172). Huxley shows that conditioned
human beings without emotions do not have control over technology
rather, they are controlled by it. Such a technocratic society is
programmed to rule out those that do not fit into the system. Those like
Lenina, Linda, Bernard and John who show humane values and
emotional tendencies are naturally thrown out; Bernard and John for
not conforming to traditional gender roles and Linda and Lenina for
conforming to them.
Conclusion
Aldous Huxley satirizes the society’s path towards the eradication
of values like family, marriage, religion and literature. He warns the
readers about the future of the societies that were leaning towards the
full control of technology; gendered eugenics. In Brave New World, we
see that with the absence of values, everyone is harmed. Most of all
women are harmed since they have been marginalized for centuries in
addition to a gendered approach towards genetic reform. Brave New
World shows the effect of societies ruled by a minority’s control over
technology on marginalized characters; both women and intellectual
men. Women are harmed by the double standard of gender roles set in
societies while the men who see the flaws in those treatments cannot
do anything about it. The hierarchical nature of such societies does not
allow for any protest. Bernard cannot stay a hero anymore and he is sent
to exile. John’s death is not heroic either, for his death is so abrupt
without arousing any sense of sympathy in others. The female
characters in the story also have tragic endings. Linda dies in the hospital
after overdosing on soma, and Lenina is humiliated after being rejected
by John. Therefore, the portrayal of women in Brave New World is a
warning for a nightmarish utopia and what it could do to its citizens.
In De Beauvoir’s words, women’s situation has remained the same
throughout history, a condition which is called the woman’s character.
She is argumentative, cautious and petty, and she does not have the
sense either of truth or of accuracy (724). This is why it is important to
read Brave New World in this era of vast media consumption. More than
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any time in history, we are consuming media as much as we are
producing it. As a result, we are affected by it and at the same time
affecting others. More and more women from different cultures and
backgrounds are affected by the distorted and narrow ideals of
womanhood. Teenagers and young women have been the target of
meaningless ideals for many years. They are called either petty and
cautious or immoral and vulgar. Hence, awareness of existing double
standards can eliminate the sense of inadequacy of what it means to be
a woman.
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ŽENE U UTOPIJI KOŠMARA: EFEKTI TEHNOLOGIJE U VRLOM NOVOM SVIJETU
U Vrlom novom svijetu Oldos Haksli nam prikazuje društvo u kojem je tehnološki
napredak u cjelosti promijenio ljudski život na zemlji. Početak romana čitaocu
se ne čini distopijskim, a svakako ni naslov. Ali kako idemo dalje, otkrivamo da
je slobodno razmišljanje ograničeno ili da ne postoji zbog manipulacija naučnim
dostignućima kakva su hipnopedija i genetsko uslovljavanje. S jedne strane,
Huxley oslikava savršeno društvo koje je na vrhuncu civilizacije uz genetski i
naučni napredak. S druge strane, on nam pokazuje košmarnu utopiju zbog
nedostatka moralnih vrijednosti u društvu. Utopija se pretvara u distopiju kada
posvjedočimo inferiornu ulogu žene i poniženja intelektualca. Osim toga,
prirodni proces rađanja kontroliše se epruvetama. Dodatno, nema mjesta za
religiju, književnost i porodične vrijednosti. Na kraju, Haksli upozorava čitaoce
na to šta tehnologija bez vrijednosti može učiniti ljudskim bićima. Štaviše,
učinak tehnologije na žene je prikazan kroz sliku utopije pretvorene u distopiju:
društvo koje nalaže promiskuitet u ime građanske dužnosti uz uklanjanje
ženskog tijela iz procesa rađanja. Distopijska književnost je po prirodi kritična;
dakle, inferiornost žena zajedno sa zloupotrebom rodnog pristupa tehnologiji
naglašava toksični patrijarhat u društvu. Tako izgleda Hakslijvo upozorenje o
destruktivnom učinku distopije na žene.
Ključne riječi: distopija; žene; patrijarhat; nauka; moralne vrijednosti;
književnost; porodica
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Abstract: Drawing upon ecocritical principles, this article makes an attempt to
demonstrate the development from shallow ecological thinking towards a deeper
ecological wisdom in the main character of Hemingway’s The Old Man and the
Sea. It argues that the marlin (the hooked fish) with ‘instinctive intellect’ and
incredible traits throws a challenge to certain philosophical assumptions and
cultural values held by the old fisherman, in a way that it makes him reconsider
his long-held assumptions about his own intelligence, manhood, heroism and
superiority over other creatures. The fisherman suffers from pangs of conscience
when he realizes that his violation of spatial boundaries of the ocean and
intrusion into the serene ecosystem of deep waters to find and kill the ‘noble
creature’ was a great mistake and, by suggestion, an ecological sin. By
challenging the arrogance of humanism and questioning human’s “unique
position” in the universe, Hemingway suggests that any attempt driven by
cultural motives intending to bring nature under control is against ecological
spirit, and is eventually bound to failure. However, he simultaneously suggests
that deep engagement with nature provides an opportunity to fathom the depth
of human relationship with the natural world that brings deeper ecological
awareness, as is the case with the old man of the novella.
Keywords: Ernest Hemingway, eco-criticism, culture-nature relationship,
ecological sin, instinctive intellect
.

Introduction
Renaissance philosophy reinforced the proposition that the proper
source of human knowledge must come from the study of human
nature. By considering human nature as more significant and giving the
physical nature a subordinate position, it laid the foundation of the
binary opposition: culture/nature. Consequently, anything related to
human ideals and artefacts represented culture and was celebrated, and
everything natural became a sign of untamed barbarity that had to be
controlled to serve humans. Drawing upon renaissance ideas, Rene
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Descartes (1596-1650) offered an influential account of the discrepancy
between mind and body. “While separating mind from body, Descartes
denied to animals the faculty of reason, and the whole range of feelings
and sensations that he had attributed to thought. As a result, he saw
animals as basically different from and inferior to humans” (Niazi, et al.
2013, 161). As an influential modern philosopher, Martin Heidegger
blames Socratic philosophy “for constructing a rational subject that
approaches the natural world as an object that serves a purely utilitarian
purpose, a process that culminates (or reaches a disturbing nadir) in the
Cartesian split” (Borlik, 2011, 9). In the early nineteenth century, a rigid
separation between the ‘natural’ and the ‘human’ sciences began to be
drawn. The compartmentalization of knowledge effected by this divide
is, according to Bruno Latour (1993), central to what he terms the
‘Modern Constitution’, which he also believes “has sundered the human
from the non-human realm, while defining society’s relationship to
nature predominantly in terms of mastery and possession” (Quoted by
K. Rigby, 152). It is until relatively recently that some cultural and literary
theorists influenced by post-humanist scholarship dared to cross the
divide, bringing two realms of knowledge together and establishing
interdisciplinary fields of studies with the aim of making better
understanding of complex philosophical, cultural, social, and political
issues of our time. Ecocriticism, ecofeminism, and postcolonial
ecocriticism are good cases of the synergistic interaction of the ‘human’
and the ‘natural’ sciences. By moving beyond the deadlock of
modernism and the arrogance of humanism, ecocriticism has made an
effort to regain a sense of the inseparability of nature and culture, earth
and artefact. William Rueckert is known to be the first to use the term
‘ecocriticism’ in his paper Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in
Ecocriticism, in 1978. As a relatively recent approach to the study of
literature, ecocriticism remains open to debate. However, researchers
in the field still regularly cite Cheryll Glotfelty’s pioneering statement
made in Ecocriticism Reader (1996). She observes:
Simply put, ecocriticism is the study of the relationship between
literature and the physical environment. Just as feminist criticism
examines language and literature from a gender-conscious
perspective, and Marxist criticism brings an awareness of modes of
production and economic class to its reading of texts, ecocriticism
takes an earth-centred approach to literary studies. (xviii)
Arne Naess, a Norwegian philosopher, originated the term ‘deep
ecology’ in his paper, The shallow and the Deep, Long-Range Ecology
Movement, in 1974. He defines deep ecology as a protest against
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anthropocentrism that underlies contemporary models of existence and
life-styles. By laying out eight basic principles of deep ecology, he made
great contributions to the richness of ecocriticism. Among those,
relevant to our analysis of the novella under discussion, are principles
such as: Validation of the inherent value of human and nonhuman life
on Earth; Refusal of excessive human interference with the nonhuman,
as it worsens ecological conditions; Protection of biodiversity or
diversity of life forms; Condemning the reduction of the richness and
diversity of life forms except to satisfy vital needs.
Based on the checklist provided by another eminent ecocritic,
Lawrence Buell (1995, 7-8), an ecologically oriented work of literature
should exhibit all, or some of, the following features:
1. The nonhuman environment is present not merely as a
framing device but as a presence that begins to suggest that
human history is implicated in natural history. […]
2. The human interest is not understood to be the only
legitimate interest. […]
3. Human accountability to the environment is part of the text’s
ethical framework. […]
4. Some sense of the environment as a process rather than as a
constant or a given is at least implicit in the text. […]
For the last few decades, almost every academic field of study has
taken it upon themselves to actively play a constructive role in tackling
global environmental degradations. As can be deduced from the above
principles and definitions, ecocriticism is a literary response to a range
of growing ecological issues of the late 20th century. As a critique of
anthropocentric modes of existence, this critical approach is committed
to the protection of the natural world by actively engaging itself in
raising awareness about cultural and philosophical issues that are
known to be chiefly responsible for the status quo. It encourages literary
writers to come up with creative-pragmatic ways to save the planet from
ecological collapse. “All ecological criticism shares the fundamental
premise that human culture is connected to the physical world, affecting
it and affected by it. Ecocriticism takes as its subject the
interconnections between nature and culture” (Glotfelty, xix). Thus,
authors with ecological thoughts, by redefining the concept of nature in
their artistic creations try to correct certain philosophical and cultural
misconceptions by showing the tiny place of humans on the vast map of
the universe. Also, by showing the interconnectedness of humans (their
culture) and nature, they try to establish public support for the
protection of the natural environment and harmonious coexistence
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between human and nonhuman, because they see the imbalanced
relationship as the root cause of the ecological crises of our time.
Ecocriticism as a fairly recent critical approach to literature has
been a part in the Hemingway studies, opening a new avenue for a fresh
reading of the author’s major works including The Old Man and the Sea.
Valuable academic research has been conducted in an attempt to bring
out green layers of the novella. Almost all published research conducted
on the novella within ecocriticism framework can be divided, except for
a few, into two opposing groups. The first group consider the novella as
a pure representation of ‘deep ecology’ and have gone to such an extent
to deem Santiago's epic return from his ocean voyage as an ecological
triumph. The second group try to demonstrate Santiago's anti-ecological
consciousness, taking it to represent Hemingway's ambivalent
ecological thought. At the heart of the novella, however, lies a constant
tug of war between culture and nature that is manifested through
Santiago’s thoughts and behaviour. I argue that any critique of
Hemingway’s ecological thought in the novella has to account for the
dynamic, complex and paradoxical relationship between culture and
nature as presented by the old fisherman and the marlin. Hollenberg’s
paper (2012) and Stephan’s paper (2013) are among those few articles
that have made commendable efforts to capture the dynamism,
complexity, and the paradox that exists in the old man’s relationship
with the marlin. However, the present paper is an attempt to cover
certain topics such as ‘animal heroism’, ‘imperfection of human
intelligence’, ‘Santiago’s essentialist thinking’, among other topics,
which need to be dealt with specifically for a deeper appreciation of the
work. It also introduces certain ecological concepts such as ‘ecological
repentance’, ‘ecological sin’, and ‘ecological aesthetics’ that can
appropriately be added in an ecocritical discussion of the novella. It is
the aim of this paper to examine the relationship between culture and
nature as is portrayed in the novella within the ecocriticism framework.
Using a descriptive method for analysing the novella, the research
endeavours to explore Hemingway’s particular perspective on human
(culture)-nature relationship which can then be used as a criterion for
evaluating the novelist’s ecological concerns. Since it will be impossible
to explore all aspects of the novella’s changing dynamics of culturenature relationship by applying a single theoretical framework, the
research freely draws upon various theoretical concepts of ecocriticism
that are relevant to the purview of the present study in order to provide
a wider avenue for exploration of the novella’s hidden green layers.
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General tension between culture and
The Old Man and the Sea is a three-day epic account of the
adventurous voyage of an old fisherman into the deep waters of Gulf
Stream, and the challenges he has to face in struggling with a huge
marlin and many hungry sharks. Hemingway introduces a poor
fisherman who had to patch the sail of his skiff with flour sacks. He
rowed in the Gulf Stream for nearly three months, day after day, and
caught no fish. The narrator tells us that one evening, while he was
sitting on the Terrace, "many of the fishermen made fun of the old man"
(p. 3). In the very beginning, Hemingway portrays a competitive society
where success and respect of a fisherman depends on the number of
fish he can manage to bring into the market. Younger fishermen,
representing modern culture, " spoke of her (the sea) as a contestant or
a place or even an enemy" (p. 21). They respected her "only when the
shark livers had brought much money" (p. 21). Thus, the sea is deemed
merely as a resource for material exploitation. On the other hand, the
old man "always thought of the sea as la mar which is what people call
her in Spanish when they love her" (p. 21). His conviction in the ‘law of
the sea’ or Nature's law is reflected by his thoughts: "If she (the sea) did
wild or wicked things it was because she could not help them. The moon
affects her as it does a woman, he thought" (p. 22). The old man may
look at the sea as an animate being with a romantic soul, but his love for
the sea, as we come to know, is not deeply rooted in ecological thinking.
He loves many natural elements for their beauty, company, help,
guidance as well as sustaining his life, for their instrumental utility. They
give him a sense of superiority as well, of heroism as a fisherman, all of
which reflects shallow ecological thinking. However, in his last voyage,
he is deeply moved by nature’s indomitable forces and mysterious
intellect in a way that certain philosophical misconceptions as well as
baseless cultural values are demolished in his mind. The following
discussions are an attempt to substantiate such claims.
Violation of spatial boundaries of nature
Fishing for the old man has always been a basic form of sustenance
which, in Naess’s sense (1974), is ecologically acceptable. However, the
idea of proving himself “as the best fisherman” and “regaining his long
lost pride” are grounded in cultural concepts and values that function as
driving forces that propel Santiago’s small skiff into deep and dark
waters of Gulf Stream. For Santiago, small fish were of no account
anymore and he searched only for a fish of enormous size to prove
himself as the greatest fish hunter. A brief glance into his thoughts
clearly reflects the fact: “Today I’ll work out where the schools of bonito
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and albacore are and maybe there will be a big one with them” (p. 22).
Santiago violates his usual contact with the sea by crossing its spatial
boundaries and entering the aquatic wild life with a conscious effort and
an aggressive assertion of will power. His statement bears witness to the
fact: "His choice had been to stay in the deep dark waters far out beyond
all snares and traps and treacheries. My choice was to go there to find
him beyond all people. Beyond all people in the world” (p. 42).
Consequently, his usual attempts as a fisherman turn into an
adventurous voyage, throwing a challenge to the natural world of the
ocean. In an epic fashion, and with astonishing endurance, the old man
manages, after three days, to catch the huge marlin. His demonstration
of professionalism, heroism, endurance, and determination are highly
valued from cultural perspective. However, any attempt driven by
cultural motives, intending to bring nature under control, as Hemingway
suggests, is deemed against ecological spirit and is, therefore, bound to
failure. The sharks as other forms of natural forces, however, do not let
Santiago leave the scene of murder without first being punished.
Although, with great anger, he refers to a galanos and says, “Eat that,
galanos. And make a dream you’ve killed a man” (p. 111), his confession
to Manolin reveals a different fact: “They beat me Manolin. They truly
beat me” (p. 115). Eventually, the sharks take his ‘trophy’ away and he
is left with sheer disappointment and a reduced sense of masculine
pride. As Stephen rightly puts it, “The attenuation of the marlin’s flesh
corresponds to the attenuation of Santiago’s manhood” (p. 89). We
hear the old man repeatedly regretting his unwise decision to enter
deep waters: "I shouldn't have gone out so far, Neither for you nor for
me. I'm sorry fish" (p. 102). And a little further, he tells himself: “You
violated your luck when you went too far outside” (p. 108). Santiago’s
offer of apologies to the marlin, as Hollenberg observes, are
“constructed through spatial terms […] hinging on the violation of space.
To have gone ‘too far out’ is to navigate vast space without any selfawareness” (p. 41). Now, Santiago’s statement, “The ocean is very big
and a skiff is small and hard to see” (p. 116), conveys the fact that human
culture, as symbolized by the small skiff, occupies a tiny place in the
expansive space of universe as symbolized by the ocean. At this point,
there is neither any trace of pride that Santiago showed at the beginning
of the story while talking to Manolin and proudly calling himself “a
strange old man”, nor the blatant anthropocentrism that was reflected
by statements such as, “Man is not made for defeat” And “A man can be
destroyed but not defeated” (95). Having lost the battle to the sharks,
he tells himself in a humble way: “It is easy when you are beaten. I never
knew how easy it was. And what beat you he thought.” Nothing,” he said
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aloud. “I went out too far” (p. 112). The old man’s intrusion into the
serene ecosystem of the ocean and the severe response he receives
from the indomitable forces of nature in return reflect Jonathan Bate’s
idea of natural forces, which he maintains “are responsive to our
interventions in ways we can neither foresee nor control” (p. 447). The
old man will certainly continue to fish in the Gulf Stream after his ordeal.
However, as Stephens Observes, “the humbled state of grace he has
achieved is a mature man’s submission to a natural order in which
humans can not presume dominance” (p. 92).
Santiago’s Essentialist Belief in his Profession
At the very core of Santiago’s thinking lies a great paradox, namely
commingled senses of love and antagonism towards the marlin: “Fish I
love you and respect you very much. But I will kill you dead before this
day ends” (p. 46). The killing of a creature that Santiago loves and
respects cannot be justified merely by reason of making a living, because
people like Manolin and the proprietor of the Terrace are always ready
to cater to his gastronomic needs. Santiago’s thoughts confirm the fact:
“The boy keeps me alive. I must not deceive myself too much” (p. 98)
Therefore, there must be stronger motives which are to do with social
and cultural practices that can explain Santiago’s paradoxical
statements as well as behavior. Perhaps a most convincing explanation
lies in the fact that, as a fisherman, he holds an essentialist view towards
his trade. Despite his interspecies love and sympathy, calling the marlin
“my brother”, he is still adamant to kill the fish at any price: “I wish I
could feed the fish, he thought. He is my brother. But I must kill him and
keep strong to do it” (p. 51). Santiago’s love for the marlin is easily
defeated by his essentialist - cultural mode of thinking. He is convinced
that he is born to fish and that he cannot do otherwise: "Perhaps I should
not have been a fisherman, he thought. But that was the thing that I was
born for" (p. 42). In this way, the old man’s essentialist thinking as a
fisherman has become an integral component of his social identity that
he feels obliged to protect. Killing the marlin, therefore, becomes
indispensable despite Santiago’s love for the ‘noble creature’. Fishing for
the sake of sustenance, in Naess’s sense (1974), is compatible with the
spirit of deep ecology. However, Santiago’s competitive pursuit for the
biggest fish in remote waters is not in line with ecological philosophy.
The codes of his profession demands that he should not emotionally get
involved in the act of killing, as it deters him from achieving his goal. The
narrator sheds light on the fact in the following statement: “He was sorry
for the great fish that had nothing to eat and his determination to kill
him never relaxed in his sorrow for him” (p. 67). Professionalism, as a
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highly valued cultural practice, eclipses Santiago’s sympathy for the fish.
His maxim “I was born as a fisherman” can be understood as an attempt
on his part to philosophically justify, at least for himself, that despite his
willingness the marlin was destined to die. On the other hand, since
Santiago’s love for the lions is not affected by such essentialist thinking,
he appreciates their inherent worth irrespective of their usefulness, and
thus makes no distinction between his love for Manolin whom he treats
like his son, and the love he has for the lions: “The lions played like young
cats in the dusk and he loved them as he loved the boy” (17). However,
towards the end of the story, Santiago starts seriously questioning his
act of killing the marlin by considering it from broader ethical
perspective.
Imperfection of Human Intelligence
Anthropocentric philosophy celebrates human intelligence and
deems it as a determining factor that distinguishes human beings from
animals. Santiago’s intelligence puts him in a superior position by
enabling him to devise clever plans against a giant fish that apparently
has no plan and acts merely on instinct. In this way, a binary opposition
takes shape between the fisherman as an intelligent being, and the fish
as non-intelligent. Santiago values his own intellect highly and praises
god for endowing him with more brainpower than the marlin and the
sharks. However, in the course of the novella, new realities emerge as a
result of the old man’s engagement with the great fish that makes him
question certain human values such as heroism and human intelligence,
and by doing away with illusions about his right for dominance over the
marlin and the sense of superiority he feels over other creatures. When
Manolin asks the old man if he is still strong enough for a big fish, he
says: “I may not be as strong as I think. But I know many tricks” (p. 15).
Here, the word tricks refers to the intelligent plans the old man makes
to subdue the fish that seemingly is without a plan. When Santiago kills
the marlin, he tells himself: “I am only better than him (the fish) through
trickery and he meant me no harm” (p. 91). As a stylistic strategy, the
author repeatedly employs words with negative connotations that
convey the meaning of ‘intelligence’ to undermine the positive cultural
concept of the term. While addressing the marlin, the old man says:
“Thanks God, they are not as intelligent as we who kill them; although
they are more noble and more able” (p. 55) The suggestion is that
human beings are better killers due to their intellect. Thus, a redefinition
of the concept of intelligence is offered in terms of its destructive power
in the natural world. It makes Santiago astonished to notice that the
marlin had kept his mouth shut on purpose, having no food for two days,
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and patiently followed his own plan. After observing how marlin’s
‘instinctive intelligence’ guided the fish to fight back in its own way,
Santiago realizes that he has over-valued his own intelligence. In the
following statement, he confesses that his idea of being more intelligent
than a shark is perhaps an illusion: “The dentuso is cruel and able and
strong and intelligent. But I was more intelligent than he was” (p. 95).
And then comes the confession: “Perhaps not, perhaps I was only better
armed” (ibid). On the other hand, despite years of experience, the old
man is shown not fully prepared for the challenges he faces in the course
of his expedition. Santiago’s poor management for the big challenge
raises questions about his intelligence capability. He suffers partly
because of his failure to take the very basic stuffs that he will need
during his journey: “I wish I had a stone for a knife. I should have brought
a stone. You should have brought many things. But you didn’t bring
them” (p. 102). While having to eat the unsalted and row dolphin that
made him feel ‘miserable’, he says: “I will never go in a boat again
without salt or limes”, and blaming himself for that, he continues: “If I
had brains I would have splashed water on the bow all day and drying,
it would have made salt” (p. 71). In this way, denouncing
anthropocentric philosophy, Hemingway exposes the inherently
imperfect nature of human intelligence and redefines it in terms of its
damaging impact on the natural world.
Towards Animal Heroism
‘The great DiMaggio’, captain of the Yankees’ baseball team, is
Santiago’s favourite player and source of inspiration. Apart from
DiMaggio’s great skill in playing baseball, what makes him in the eyes of
Santiago so great a hero is his fighting spirit despite suffering from a
bone spur in his heel. The narrator tells us: “He felt very tired now and
he knew the night would come soon and he tried to think of other
things” (p. 59) and immediately his thoughts are revealed: “I must be
worthy of the great DiMaggio who does all things perfectly even with
the pain of the bone spur in his heel” (ibid). He further recalls the time
at Casablanca when he had gone one day and one-night arm wrestling
with the strongest man on the docks. After beating the man, he
remembers everyone on the docks calling him the champion. The old
man shows great admiration for qualities like fighting spirit, heroism,
strength, and tolerance. His idea of manhood is defined by such traits
and finds expression in statements such as: “Man is not made for
defeat” and “A man can be destroyed but not defeated” (p. 95). While
struggling with the marlin, he proudly says: “I wish I could show him (the
fish) what sort of man I am” (p. 55). However, this sense of superiority
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does not last long and is deflated by Hemingway’s huge marlin,
exhibiting almost all the traits and qualities the old man has valued
throughout his life, and believing to be specific to ‘Man’. When the
marlin demonstrates such qualities, ironically enough, the fisherman
becomes more determined to kill him: “I have never seen or heard of
such a fish. But I must kill him” (p. 66). This is while he greatly regrets
that “he has to kill his true brother” (ibid), and adds: “There is no one
worthy of eating him from the manner of his behaviour and great
dignity” (p. 67). What is significant here is the marlin’s active role as a
player in bringing about changes in Santiago’s attitude towards other
creatures. Santiago’s confession, in this regard, is a case in point: “Man
is not much beside the great birds and beasts. Still I would rather be that
beast down there in the darkness of the sea” (p. 60). Having appreciated
the marlin’s inherent worth, but still being under the influence of his
essentialist thinking to kill the fish, Santiago finds himself on an equal
footing with the marlin. Addressing the marlin in his thought he says:
“You are killing me fish. But you have a right to. Never have I seen a
greater, or a more beautiful or a calmer or more noble thing than you,
brother. Come on and kill me. I do not care who kills who” (p. 84). It may
seem anti-ecological that Hemingway’s marlin is denied a voice to speak
for itself as some researchers including Yu Yan (2011) have argued.
However, Hemingway portrays a marlin that speaks through action. The
marlin is a silent actor, and the profound impact it leaves on the main
character as well as the reader, conveys volumes of meaning. While still
struggling with the fish and suffering greatly from fatigue and confusion,
the old man, as usual, looks for ways to boost his morale. This time, he
wishes to tolerate the circumstances like his animal hero, the marlin. He
tells himself: “Keep your head clear and know how to suffer like a man.
Or a fish” (ibid, my emphasis). Santiago’s utterance presents a balanced
consideration of human heroism along with animal heroism, a removal
of human / non-human binary opposition, and thus points to a shift from
anthropocentric mode of thinking towards biocentrism.
Santiago’s Feeling of Kinship with the Marlin
Santiago’s growing feeling of kinship with the marlin reaches its
climax towards the end of the novella. This is particularly significant as
it marks his highest level of ecological appreciation. Having been guiltstricken over the killing of the fish, he tells himself, “I want to see him
(the fish), and to touch and to feel him. He is my fortune, but that is not
why I wish to feel him. I think I felt his heart when I pushed on the
harpoon shaft the second time” (p. 87). The old man does not look at
the marlin merely as a ‘fortune’, a bulk of meat to be sold in the market
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any more. As is evident, through ethical relations with the fish, a heart
to heart connection has been established. Referring to the fish, he says:
“I am sorry that I went too far out. I ruined us both” (p. 107). He can no
longer defend his act of killing based on old justifications. His interior
monologue sheds light on the fact: “You did not kill the fish only to keep
alive and to sell for food, he thought. You killed him for pride and
because you are a fisherman” (p. 97). Here, the old man’s accountability
to the fish resonates with Buell’s (1995) idea of human responsibility to
the natural world, and becomes part of the novella’s ethical framework.
Suffering from the pangs of conscience, he keeps on questioning
whether his act of killing was tantamount to committing a sin. Earlier he
had confessed, “I am not religious”, and his prayers appear mechanical
and void of religious spirit, looking more like a business deal: “I promise
to make a pilgrimage to the Virgin of Cobra if I catch the fish” (p. 56). It
would be hard to see Santiago’s sense of guilt emanating from a strong
religious belief. Moreover, based on Christianity’s doctrine, to kill a fish
does not make one a sinner. Santiago’s killing the marlin is an act against
creation, because his sense of guilt results from what he has done to a
fish as part of the natural world. Therefore, it can be deemed as an
‘ecological sin’. He justifies his killing of a dentuso who attacked the
marlin, and says aloud, “I killed him in self- defence” (p. 97). Marlin has
now become ‘self’ and fisherman’s feelings of pity and sorrow for the
fish have reached their climatic point, and thus completed his sense of
kinship with the creature. The concept of ‘ecological aesthetics’ as
defined by Berleant (2013, 11), finds full expression through the old
man’s total immersions with nature (the marlin). According to Berleant,
ecological aesthetics, as opposed to traditional artistic aesthetics, by
rejecting the dichotomies between subject and object, involves the total
immersion of the appreciator in the object of appreciation, which he
calls engagement approach.
Last Observation
The observation made at the very end of the novella by a female
tourist at the Terrace can be understood from an ecocritic’s perspective.
While looking down to the water among the empty cans of beer and
dead barracudas and seeing the long massive spine of the marlin, the
woman taking it for a shark, observes: "I didn't know sharks had such
handsome, beautifully formed tails" (p.118). In response, her male
companion says: "I didn't either". The statements metaphorically
demonstrate the misconception that exists between the world of
culture and nature. While the old man's deep contact with nature has
given depth to his ecological awareness, such consciousness in the
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common culture, as presented by the two tourists, does not seem to
exist. The marlin, as the 'noble soul of nature’ is now turned into garbage
among the empty beer cans polluting the water and doomed to be taken
out with the tide. In the last line of the story, the narrator describes the
lions moving freely and peacefully in the old man's dream. This could be
a metaphorical portrayal of man- nature reconciliation.
Conclusion
The old man, with a conscious effort and an aggressive assertion of
will power violates his usual contact with the sea by crossing its spatial
boundaries and entering the aquatic wild life. His navigation over deep
waters in search of the biggest fish is a competitive effort motivated by
certain cultural concepts and values that have little to do with the
fisherman’s intention of earning a livelihood, but more to do with his
idea of proving himself as the best fisherman and regaining his long lost
pride. The old man’s love for natural elements, as we come to know, is
not deeply rooted in ecological consciousness in Naess’s sense (1974),
as he deems himself more intelligent than other creatures and shows a
strong sense of superiority over them. In the course of his voyage, as a
result of his confrontation with the huge marlin and many hungry
sharks, the old man is deeply moved by nature’s indomitable forces and
mysterious intellect. The old man gradually develops great love and
respect for the huge marlin as it exhibits traits and qualities that he has
valued throughout his life, and believed to be specific to ‘Man’. The old
man’s commingled senses of love and antagonism towards the marlin
creates the core paradox in the novella. A most convincing explanation
for such paradox, as was discussed, lies in the fact that, as a fisherman,
Santiago holds an essentialist view towards his trade. It is manifested in
statements like, “I was born as a fisherman” and has become a part and
parcel of his social and cultural identity in a way that he feels obliged to
protect.
Santiago’s voyage from shallow waters into the deep ocean looking
for an enormous fish, ironically enough, symbolizes the movement from
shallow ecological thinking towards deeper ecological wisdom, by
looking more profoundly into the actual reality of human relationship
with the natural world and arriving at philosophically deeper
conclusions. The marlin, as an active player in the novella with
extraordinary fighting spirit and instinctive intellect, demolishes, in
Santiago’s mind, the pillars of anthropocentric edifice built on
misconceptions about human intelligence, superiority and uniqueness
in the world, before the fish is killed by the old man. The emphasis on
the smallness of the skiff and the vastness of the ocean is a symbolic
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manifestation of this fact, suggesting the tiny place human (culture)
occupies on the massive map of the universe. Having lost the battle to
the sharks, the old man greatly regrets his violation of spatial boundaries
of the ocean and killing the creature he loves. The growing sympathy for
the fish reaches an empathetic point, where a spiritual connection is
established between the fisherman and the fish. Santiago starts
seriously questioning his act of killing the marlin by considering it from
broader ethical perspective. Since the old man’s feeling of sin and
repentance cannot be justified based on Christianity’s doctrine, the
concepts of ‘ecological repentance’ and ‘ecological sin’ bear legitimate
relevance for discussion in the novella.
Based on the preceding discussions, it can be concluded that
Hemingway challenges anthropocentrism by redefining human
intelligence in terms of its devastating impact in the natural world, and
by questioning human’s “superiority” and “unique position” in the
universe. He shows that any attempt driven by cultural motives
intending to bring nature under control is against ecological spirit, and
is eventually bound to failure. However, he simultaneously suggests that
deep engagement with nature would also provide an opportunity, as is
the case with the old man, to fathom the depth of human relationship
with the natural world and gain a deeper ecological awareness. Thus,
Hemingway presents a spectrum of ecological consciousness starting
from shallow ecological thinking towards an ever deepening ecological
wisdom
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La relation changeante entre la culture et la nature dans
Le Vieil homme et La mer d’Hemingway : Une étude éco-critique
Cet article est une tentative de démontrer, d'un point de vue éco-critique, le
développement d'une pensée écologique superficielle vers une sagesse
écologique plus profonde dans le personnage principal du vieil homme et de la
mer d'Hemingway. Il fait valoir que le marlin avec « intellect instinctif » et des
traits incroyables jette un défi à certaines hypothèses philosophiques et des
valeurs culturelles détenues par le vieil pêcheur d'une manière qu’il lui faut
reconsidérer ses hypothèses de longue date sur sa propre intelligence son
héroïsme et sa supériorité sur les autres créatures. Le pêcheur souffre de
douleur de conscience lorsqu’il se rend compte que sa violation des limites
spatiales de l'océan et son intrusion dans l'écosystème serein des eaux
profondes pour trouver et tuer la «noble créature» était une grave erreur et,
par suggestion, un péché écologique. En défiant l'arrogance de l'humanisme et
en remettant en question la « position unique » de l’homme dans l'univers,
Hemingway suggère que toute tentative motivée par des motifs culturels visant
à maîtriser la nature est contraire à l'esprit écologique et est finalement vouée
à l'échec. Cependant, il suggère simultanément qu’un engagement profond
avec la nature fournirait également l'occasion de sonder la profondeur de la
relation humaine avec le monde naturel qui apporte une conscience écologique
plus profonde, comme c'est le cas avec le vieil homme de la nouvelle.
Mots clés : Ernest Hemingway, éco-critique, relation culture-nature, péché
écologique.
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Abstract: Postmodern art emerged as a critical compulsion in response to the
domineering institutions of modern era which were suffering from conceptual
absolutism and hesitant aesthetic outlooks. Being ascribed to chaotic qualities,
the approach stood as the social and aesthetic antithesis of its qualitative unity,
so as to reach an authentic understanding of the intrinsic reality. Hence,
postmodern art embarked on negation, as its determinative trait in reception of
modern aesthetic debates. Correspondingly, the current study ponders on lives
of the margin in works of two prominently modern autobiographical artists,
Pablo Picasso’s Cubist painting Arlequin à la guitar accompanied by Eugene
O’Neill’s modern American drama, Beyond the Horizon, further to approach the
interconnectedness of the masked with the concept of determinate self-negation
in marginal existentialities. The discussion further concentrates on the role of
society on modern individual’s imprisonment and spiritual remoteness.
Regarding this, the paper has concerned itself with presenting modern artists’
intended application of metanarratives adjacent to dialogue scarcities in
artworks. In addition, postmodern negation of aesthetic ideals provide readers
with a more unifying and authentic perception of subjective truth content while
dealing with hesitant yet overlapping representations of multilayered reality.
Keywords: Post Modernism, Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic Negation, Modern
Drama, Beyond the Horizon, Modern Art, Arlequin à la guitar.

Introduction
Literary forms in postmodern apprehension posit divergence from
realism and intellectualism of the modern era, recognizing them as
fragmentary and insufficient for understanding the spirit of human
experience. In theatre, Eugene O’Neill’s absurdist tragedy celebrates the
eliminating absence of an authoritative agent, while enjoying
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autobiographical narrative explorations. Further, the era proposes
negation as a redemptive arm which results in pleasure. In painting, the
“complete negation of style seems to reverse dialectically into style. The
discovery of conformist traits in non-conformism” (Adorno 207), which
takes place within its integrated framework, representative social and
conventional disintegrations.
As a “cultural and intellectual phenomenon” (Oktay 5) rooted in
socio-economic movements, postmodernism encourages uncertain
augmentation and emergence of relativism, so as to target modern
ideological and scientific certainties. Postmodernism favors a hesitant
approach, while introducing metanarrative, fragmentation and
multidimensionality in cultural, philosophical and literary spheres. The
transitory variant nature of postmodern administrates the
“transformation of cultural codes and systems of values” (Oktay 1).
Proposing that modern objective reality is pretentious, postmodern
literature finds great pleasure in tracing faulty representations of the
language such as identity manipulations, while offering fluid verity and
hesitant sense of the real self. Aesthetic negation enjoys an uncertain
transient nature in artworks that “threatens to become allergic to
itself” (Adorno 36). Negation transformed the qualitative essence of
postmodern art, by “attacking what seemed to be its foundation
throughout the whole of its tradition” (Adorno 2).
Modern aesthetic was perceived to be socially and empirically
determined, suggesting that the approach “absorb[ed] what
industrialization has developed under the given relations of production
. . . [manifested through] a set of prohibitions against what the modern
has disavowed in experience and technique; and such determinate
negation is virtually the canon of what is to be done” (Adorno 34). Art
hold “no truth without determinate negation” (Adorno 129) of the
historical reality disguised beyond aesthetic works, where the truth
content could be achieved only mediatory. In fact, artworks sought to
challenge the empirical realism “as the determinate negation of the
existing order of the world” (Adorno 89).
Contemporary art seeks redemption and refuge in self-negation,
while clinging to existential reality through its own death. Following
this, Adorno writes “[t]he non-existing in artworks is a constellation of
the existing” (Adorno 135). Thus, aesthetic negation in postmodern
perception, mediates alongside with the truth content to determine the
artworks’ inherent resonating criticism. Noting that artworks achieve
“their content [Gehalt] through the negation of meaning . . . [However,
he persists] [e]verything depends on this: whether meaning inheres in
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the negation of meaning in the artwork or if the negation conforms to
the status quo” (Adorno 154).
Roida Rzayeva Oktay (2016) believes that postmodernism is “a
transition from the categoricity of positive science in modernity to a
generalized uncertainty” (35). The era introduces “uncertainty and a
multi-variant approach” (13), as modern mentality witnessed
ideological crisis, fragmentation, relativism and deconstruction in its
institutional basis. In another research, David Peat (2007) refers to
postmodern meditation on the “‘end of objectivity’ in which we realize
that we do not stand outside of the systems we study” (920), noting
that “[t]he opening years of the twentieth century were marked by
optimistic expectations of ever-increasing certainty and scientific and
technological progress” (920).
Concerning this, Theodor Adorno approaches the absurdist
theatre of Samuel Beckett as it presents “the destruction of meaning as
self-evident” (Adorno153), while encouraging the audience to go
beyond the abstract theatrical negation as “his plays force the
traditional categories of art to undergo this experience, concretely
suspend them, and extrapolate others out of the nothingness” (ibid).
This determinate negation in turn, “becomes its formal principle and the
negation of content altogether” (Adorno 250). Adorno further proposes
that “the very success of modernism in calling into question the
demands of traditional art through its negations of the constitutive
elements of the autonomous and unified work deprived it of a foil
against which those negations might function” proving that the out
coming “dissonance, shock and incomprehension no longer result from
modernist practices” (Adorno22).
Joel Whitebook (2004) calls this postmodern self-negation, a
“negation of the will” (68), Samir Gandesha (2004) correspondingly
writes that “[t]he path of experience, understood in terms of a
metaphysics of the subject, is, in contrast, a pathway of self-destruction”
(119). The negating tendency in modern and postmodern artworks as
Max Paddison (2004) asserts, is an “aspect of the ideological character
of the technical consistency of the work” (210); an inherent tendency to
negate the heteronomous origin. Aesthetic negation in modern works
deals with “the self-negation of the contemplator who is virtually
extinguished in the work” (Adorno 265), while transcending the space
and time.
In dramatic spheres, Bess Rowen (2020) ponders on the “[t]he idea
that Eugene O’Neill’s plays were influenced by his particular psychology
and personal experiences” (92). Reflecting on Eugene O’Neill’s plays as
“the consistent chronological record of this [O’Neill’s personal]
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torment” (93), Rowen notes the way character’s real identity has been
misplaced falsely either through social impositions or due to character’s
own idealist perspective, as being “forced in a given context to present
a different side of their selves” (94). This provides a false image of the
self, since “[m]asks are metaphors for humanity’s false performance of
identity in various social situations” (ibid). Correspondingly, the existing
hesitant atmosphere of uncertainty in artworks of the twentieth century
demanded an approach which is more subjective for the discovery of
fragmented reality and the concealed truth. Postmodernism viewed
determined repression as satisfaction reflected through self-negation.
Thus, the scarcity of such approaches in modern dramatic and artistic
fields has inspiringly encouraged the current research in studying the
works of two pioneering figures in modern art and theatre, proposing
that the works’ residing negations, make them capable of revealing the
inherent sociocultural and political criticism that the contemporary
world demands for a change.
In addition, the scarcity of studies in aesthetic domains, demanded
more studies to be done in this area of art, knowing that the Aesthetic
Theory has originally approached the aesthetics in musicology.
Accordingly, the current study has sought to ponder on distinguished
autobiographical theatre of Eugene O’Neill, in relation to Pablo Picasso’s
prominent Cubist painting, through postmodern interdisciplinary
approach, to reflect on the way aesthetic negation has been successful
in recognizing the socially imposed masks on characters, as false identity
representations to be discussed about in modern literary and artistic
domains.
What associates O’Neill’s Beyond the Horizon to Picasso’s Arlequin
à la guitar, is the illustrative application of aesthetic negation in both
autobiographical artworks. The concept of determinate negation was
primarily introduced and discussed by Theodor Adorno in his Aesthetic
Theory. In postmodern context, Adorno’s aesthetic theory is foremost
the desired critique of modernism that liberated art from previous
institutionalized chains of thoughts in aesthetic discussions. Adorno
believed that art encompasses a bipolar spirit which desires social
embeddedness and social autonomy simultaneously. This negation is
the very quality that recognizes modern art as the social antithesis of its
originating society and the expressive agent of inescapable social
conflicts. In addition, modern art as Adorno perceives, struggles in
presenting these socio-conventional tensions both toward and in
evasion from the emanating society. Correspondingly, postmodern
approach to modern works of art provides us with a profound
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understanding and appreciation of the concealed layers of truth,
detected through the negotiation of conflicting realities.
As a play which celebrates relationship complexities Eugene
O’Neill’s Beyond the Horizon dramatizes tragic familial experiences in
which characters hold social and biographical significance. The play is
concerned about “[r]epeated theme of the ‘drive toward selfdestruction as a manifestation of the family fate’” (Rowen 95). Once
more in Beyond the Horizon, O’Neill ponders on father figure obsession,
dramatizing him in margin, as he holds minimum connection with land
family members, thus a distant Other. O’Neill further reflects on
uncertainty, identity fragmentations, marginality as serious concepts
imposed on the reality of modern American individual through social
and imperial institutions so as to “dig at roots of the sickness today”
(Moovendhan 22).
O’Neill’s play epitomizes a dark familial tragedy “burdened with
unresolved tensions” (Scheick 293), through aesthetic negation of the
former melodramatic theatres. The use of binary oppositions reflected
in the image of farm life stability versus the idea of restless sea voyages
paves its way toward an expressively intelligent application of aesthetic
techniques in a serious tragic realism, to glance at the truth content
from a new perspective, through “bewildering and persistent
skepticism” (Logan 68). Still, the futility and damage of dysfunctional
family is of great importance. O’Neill’s concern with identity crisis as a
“futile quest of belonging” (Moovendhan 22) and issue of marginality
has been best reflected in his choice of Mayo brothers. The intended
choice of love triangle in characters with strong sense of selfdestruction, placed in romantic confrontation.
Originating from his innermost personal experiences and sailing
memories, including the choice of two brothers in characterization,
Beyond the Horizon is an autobiographical story of uncertainties,
marginal selves and suppressed feelings, “which springs from the tragic
sense of life” (Moovendhan 22). In social spheres, an unbalanced power
distribution leads to oppressions of people whose orientations oppose
the social canonical standards, in the way “[t]he truth content of
artworks is fused with their critical content” (Adorno 35). This
unbalanced relationship in turn stimulates suffering in individuals. From
the very beginning in the play, Andrew and Robert Mayo are introduced
to the audience as O’Neill’s intended application of binary oppositions,
characterizing Andrew as “wedded to the soil,” while adjusts Robert as
the one simply “not made that way” (O’Neill 19).
Coming from two different worlds, Robert with his literary, illusive
and poetic nature is set in confrontation with Andrew’s physical and
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terrestrial nature. Robert is the man of aesthetic imagination and art
who seeks “the freedom of great wide spaces, the joy of wandering on
and on in quest of the secret which is hidden over there, beyond the
horizon” (O’Neill 20), while Andrew is subordinate to facts and logics,
believing he’s got all he’s “looking for right on this farm. There's wide
space enough . . . there's plenty of horizon to look at, and beauty enough
for anyone” (O’Neill 21).
O’Neill seeks to communicate “the idea of negativism offered by
great modern pessimism” (Logan 5). Beyond the Horizon continues with
a one-dimensional view to Mayo’s marginal barren farmland as O’Neill’s
selected setting, to reflect on disjunction cracked in every domains of
modern urban and rural life. All characters including the Mayo brothers
and their beloved girl Ruth Atkins, is introduced in relation to this
farmland. The setting and stage directions in Beyond the Horizon plays
important role, as they now and then reflect the atmosphere of
uncertainty, chaos and confusion in characters, as Logan notes;
Little significant details give evidence of carelessness, of
inefficiency, of an industry gone to seed. The chairs appear shabby
from lack of paint; the table cover is spotted and askew; holes show
in the curtains; a child's doll, with one arm gone, lies under the
table; a hoe stands in a corner; a man's coat is flung on the couch
in the rear; the desk is cluttered up with odds and ends; a number
of books are piled carelessly on the side-board. The noon
enervation of the sultry, scorching day seems to have penetrated
indoors, causing even inanimate objects to wear an aspect of
despondent exhaustion. (26-27)
Holding that “the truth content of artworks is the unconscious
writing of history” (Adorno 192), O’Neill invisibly invites his audiences to
see beyond the lines, suggesting a cold familial relationship between the
family members, exploring brotherhood, captivating two brothers with
one beloved in a love triangle confrontation, when Ruth professes her
love to the leaving brother, Robert. Andy as the previously supposed
fiancé is described to accept Ruth and Robert’s decision on staying
together thus gets determined to negate his love, his truest nature and
his farmland beyond the horizon to see the world, quoting: “I can wish
you [Robert] and Ruth all the good luck in the world…but you can’t
expect me to stay around here and watch you two together, day after
day” (O’Neill 110).
The unbalanced power distribution of love in this play brings about
suppression for both the older brother Andrew, as Mrs. Atkins thus
reflects: “Andy was the one would have been the match for her” (O’Neill
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60) and for Robert, love affords suffering, as he becomes disillusioned
by his hasty immature decision in negating his dreamy nature and
marrying Ruth Atkins. The unbalanced relationship has made the sickly
poetic dreamer called Robert who wanted to “keep on moving” (O’Neill
2), chooses stagnation and hesitation over dynamism. O’Neill ponders
on hesitation and uncertainty as “the unbridgeable gulf between reason
and experience, the self and the non-self” (Moovendhan 22). Quite
contrary for Andrew, this romantic suppression provides a chance for
him to move away from his physical dimension, suppressing and
negating his creator personality transforms him to a destroyer, who
suffers from loving Ruth and having a part in his brother’s failed
marriage; a self-negation his father warns about: “You're runnin' against
your own nature, and you're goin' to be a'mighty sorry for it if you do.
You're tryin' to pretend to me something that don't fit in with your
make−up, and it's damn fool pretendin'” (O’Neill 22).
All characters seem to be suffering from negating their essence at
the end of the play, though suffering “is not negative, rather it is the
positive element of existence, while pleasure, satisfaction and
happiness are the true negative ingredients, since they are but brief
deliverances from the normal state of suffering” (Logan 8); parallel to
what Adorno believes, [n]egation may reverse into pleasure, not into
affirmation (Adorno 40). Andrew, Robert and Ruth suffer from
hesitating feelings and self-negation. O’Neill manipulates characters’
promised destiny by negating, relocating and interfering in their fate as
an external disruptive force in nature, worsening the outcome, utilizing
the technique of aesthetic negations. He introduces Ruth as the catalyst
and the interfering negating power in Mayo’s life, persisting on Robert
marring her: “Oh, Rob! Don’t go away! Please! You musn’t now! You
can’t! I won’t let you! It’d break my –my heart!” (O’Neill 91).
Ruth’s inattentive interference, ultimately incurs both physical
destruction for Robert who dies from a fatal disease and psychological
destruction for Andrew as he becomes a parasite, condemned to live
with guilt for having a part in his brother’s failure. However, “Robert’s
death is an escape, not a victory” (Moovendhan 25). Andrew is no longer
a creator and Ruth is no longer a lover. O’Neill artistically illustrates his
point by noting Robert’s “initial articulateness when speaking of his
dream and the truncated nature” (293) showing his ambiguously fluid
fascination with his dream. The vagueness and unattainability O’Neill
refers to as aesthetics, when Ruth fails comprehending Robert yet
responds “You [Robert] tell things so beautifully” (O’Neill 90).
Next, in the second act, Robert’s “language reflects the prosaic
reality encountered on the farm, and he instinctively seems more aware
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of both the limits and the dangers of language” (Scheick 294). While, in
the third act, O'Neill “intends a direct correlation between loss of dream
and diminishment of language, a tendency toward silence,” quoting:
“for God's sake, let's not talk about it!” (O’Neill 135). In act three, Robert
seems “too ill to talk at length, and what he says is disjointed or
fragmented because his ‘brain is muddled’” (Scheick 294). O’Neill’s
application of Robert’s illness is “metaphoric as well as literal; his
inarticulateness in the last act is not only appropriate to his physical
ailment but also indicative of his loss of vision, the loss of a sense of
control over the contour of his life” (ibid).
Finally, to go beyond the horizon is to go beyond the margin and
the known, in search of the underlying truth of life, and “in quest of the
secret which is hidden over there, beyond the horizon” (O’Neill 85). It’s
a call for aesthetic recognition in art as it is “just beauty . . . the beauty
of the far off and unknown” (ibid). O’Neill confirms to the audiences’
direct encounter with character’s fatalism while tragedy pervades them
all. Both brothers are considered artists in their own respect - Robert
being a poet who is “unable to express with poetic language that which
deserved the poetic” (Logan 70) and Andrew being a creator - Mayo
brothers are not allowed to experience true happiness in Beyond the
Horizon, as they proceed in self-negation. Correspondingly Bailey Logan
writes; “[Beyond the Horizon] illustrates every one of our criteria for life
negation: despair, Chekhovian inertia, exhaustion, quantative inferiority
of human happiness in comparison with human misery, escapism or a
desire to move away to some distant place, moral and spiritual cynicism,
absence of the heroic, frustration, time running out, and even in its
conclusion a certain romanticism of despair” (Logan 67).
Modern painting and drama encompass the same visual gaze and
concern for details and abstractions in aesthetic realms. Dramatic
painting challenged the existential nature of modern world, introducing
itself an aesthetic empirical form through which drama and painting
integrates, as holding social, philosophical and aesthetic significance.
This is where the appreciation of negated reality finds its way out and
beyond the institutionalized social, political, cultural and religious
conventions through serious sharp tone that intends at using
metanarratives, neutrality and/or dialogue scarcity as it wishes.
Proposing that reality as a philosophical and aesthetic concept, is a
mosaic construction that demands subjective apprehension. Thus, the
on-going debates in dramatic and visual domains sheds light on the
intellectual relativism and stylistic adjacency in social, psychological
and aesthetic experimentations with forms, characters, subject matters
and the events within dramatic and visual artists of the era.
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Models in art can refer to internal or external subjects. As Blum
eloquently notes, “the artistic production may incorporate the fantasy
distortions of internal models and unconscious representations within
the psyche of the artist” (P Blum and J Blum 181). External models,
“modified by the rich imagination of the artist can represent aspects of
the self and other internal object representations, or a composite
representation” (ibid) with different communicative qualities. For an
artist like Picasso, dramatic model can “represent all developmental
levels from merger to highly differentiated and rather realistic self and
object representations” (P Blum and J Blum 183). As a result, models in
Picasso’s works hold psychological significance. Originating from his
unconscious traumatic experiences, illusions and unresolved complexes,
critical analysis of Picasso’s works best explains his aesthetic choices and
technical innovations.
Parallel to O’Neill, Picasso’s “numerous changes of style during his
long life were codetermined by his unconscious conflicts and the
vicissitudes of his artistic temperament, endowment, and evolution . . .
[representing] his remarkably flexible and fluid artistic capacities” (P
Blum and J Blum 184). However, his works enjoy extensive application
of autobiographical models, such as family members, lovers, painters
and harlequins, connoting their psychological stance within the life and
memories of the painter. Stylistically speaking, Harlequins are
recognized as the land mark of the Rose Period and Picasso’s favorite
painting models. Many art critics hold that the application of harlequins
in Picasso’s different painting phases, signals a sort of personal
identification.
Though the harlequin image underwent technical, stylistic and
compositional transformations during Picasso’s artistic life, its social
identity and historical significance remained untouched. The rose period
models originating from the sixteenth century European Commedia dell'
Arte, were usually travelling “[n]omadic actors . . . [playing] comic
entertaining roles in stereotypical romances,” socially marginal and
psychologically alienated outsider individuals with “mysterious classical
origins” (P Blum and J Blum 188) and uncertain identity. Young Picasso
was charmed by saltimbanques’ exclusive literature and theatrical
performances. He was inspired by modern experimentations with
fragmentation in form and narrative techniques, utilizing “warmth and
light” and to “convey a bitter–sweet relatedness to the external world
of the spectator,” in which the “figures make and break contact with
each other” in an uncertain bipolar fashion (P Blum and J Blum 188).
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Arlequin à la guitare [Arlequin jouant de la guitare] or Harlequin Playing
the Guitar1

Painted in 1914, Arlequin à la guitare [Arlequin jouant de la guitare]
or Harlequin Playing the Guitar (98 × 77cm.), an oil on canvas work and
Picasso’s alter-ego harlequin model retuned this time in Cubist fashion.
It seems that Picasso was still in much identity hesitations during the
Blue and Rose periods, due to his recurring fascination with harlequins,
saltimbanques and jesters’ transformative life styles. Likewise, Picasso’s
psychological examinations with saltimbanques and harlequins as
models seemed to be generic of the Rose era, yet harlequins appeal as
emotionally neutral individuals capable of psychological complexities,
has been best manifested in Picasso’s professional uses of many
fragmented yet concentric cubes, providing vision-like images and
contradictory perspectives, yet, even in “purest aesthetic
determination, appearance, is mediated to reality as its determinate
negation” (Adorno 103).
Theodor Adorno notes art “is defined by its relation to what it is
not” (Adorno 3). He continues, “[a]rt acquires its specificity by
separating itself from what it developed out of; its law of movement is
its law of form. It exists only in relation to its other; it is the process that
transpires with its other” (ibid). Picasso’s oil color cubist painting, from
critical art’s perspective seems to have portrayed an emotionally
neutral, yet sober and observant figure. The application of neutral
individuals in association with warm colors of red, orange and pink
1

- https://www.pablo-ruiz-picasso.net/work-2832.php
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suggests an uncertain conflicting view toward the painting that reveals
its underlying aesthetic negation.
The truth content in Picasso’s current artwork suggests spirited and
vibrant emotionality concealed in the harlequin’s seemingly neutral
psychological remoteness, as the work “gains its content [Inhalt]
through the latter's determinate negation” (Adorno 140). The
application of linear lines with their definitive artistic enclosures, along
with the use of high-contrast colors, which is not only for the means of
giving depth to this two-dimensional painting, but to attract attention
and exaggerate the warm (e.g. orange color) cold (e.g. gray color)
contradiction on the surface. This recurrent negotiation of warm and
light colors, in turn, enters in form and content of Picasso’s Arlequin à la
guitar to convey bi-polarism or psychological uncertainty and the more
the color contrast, the “more energetic the negation, the more artworks
organize themselves according to an immanent purposiveness, and
precisely thereby do they mold themselves progressively to what they
negate” (ibid).
Reflecting on form and content, the intended mutual incarnation of
Picasso in harlequin, complicates and criticizes the basics of modern
social status, due to its inability in deciding on the real identity of the
artist in portrait, thus becomes a social antithesis of its own society,
proposing that the character’s “feeling of its insufficiency caught blindly
in the spell of art, to which art's own truth content is opposed” (Adorno
121). While the work “indicts the concealed essence, which it summons
into appearance, as monstrous, this negation at the same time posits as
its own measure an essence that is not present, that of possibility;
meaning inheres even in the disavowal of meaning” (Adorno 105). Also,
in comparison to other works, the explicitly vivid application of the
background seems intentional as it can denote a sense of sharpness,
accuracy and directness in his intended cubist point of view. Located
exactly in the center of the painting, behind whom the thematic curtain
seems pale and mute, the figure is quite indicative of the centrality and
significance of the artist’s social role. Arlequin à la guitar, enjoys a great
deal of Picasso’s cubist geometric and conceptual abstractions.
However, providing shadow for the flat two-dimensional model can
in turn convey an objective third person point of view, as Picasso is
reflecting on an issue, as marginal outsider artist. Proposing that the art
works’ aesthetic negation “make a promise, just as the gesture with
which narratives once began” (Adorno 135), the anatomical and colored
bipolarities in eyes’ depiction, as the mighty means of communication
and perspective, accompanied by the directness of the model’s eye
angle makes it quite vague and complex to decide who the omniscient
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and marginal outsider artist is and what perspective is the right one to
view from, thus reflecting on artist’s identity crisis, presenting two sides
of the reality, while offering no agency or advantage on any sides of the
work’s truth content.
Also, as the “truth content presents itself in art as a multiplicity”
(Adorno 131), the choice of two-dimensional, one-layered shallow
pieces and segments in the harlequin painting which finds greater joy in
reflecting on complex perspectives than providing psychological and
aesthetic depth, along with its seemingly minor or highly simplified
resolution in the harlequin’s outfit, suggests psychological
fragmentation and identity crisis. The choice of cubism along with the
use of montage as its applied technique in relating the cubes of image
in the painting is in line with its thematic message and its consciousness
of organic fragmentation and distortions. The very fragmentation
consciousness, itself is an aesthetic negation. Hence, the work in its total
entity, meaning its conceptual subject matter, techniques, genres and
etc. has best contributed to the underlying truth content, while at the
same time criticizing it and testifying the authenticity of Picasso’s work,
as it “seeks justice for the repressed, but rather by revoking the violent
act of rationality by emancipating rationality from what it holds to be its
inalienable material in the empirical world” (Adorno 139).
Seeking to negate its existential identity, for the “pleasure is sensed
in its specific negation” (Adorno 15), the work reaches its truth content
as it reflects on its own [both the painting and the artist] selfconsciousness, since “the negated is nevertheless retained in the
negation” (Adorno 148). Critics believe that the insertion of a seemingly
white little square at the heart of Picasso’s harlequin cubist paintings,
can symbolize the artist’s white empty canvas which offers the truest
view to the artist’s internal side. Yet, similar to the guitar, the white
empty canvas seems to enjoy a dual bipolarity in its organic and
aesthetic unity. Artworks “stand in the most extreme tension to their
truth content. Although this truth content concept less, appears
nowhere else than in what is made, it negates the made” (Adorno 131).
The existence of any bipolarity or fragmentation within an
artwork’s totality is indicative of an aesthetic negation. The work
“exercises is its own negation. Through correspondences with the past,
what resurfaces becomes something qualitatively other” (Adorno 36).
This duality has rooted in unbalanced nature [society] - individual
relationship and has become the source of artist’s oppressions and
sufferings, the answer to which would be aesthetic and creative
expressions such as Picasso’s nun-discursive cubist painting of Arlequin
à la guitar, seeking “the fulfillment or redemption through the negation
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of its elements” (Adorno 139), as it calls for major social
transformations, following the demands of Theodor Adorno’s Aesthetic
Theory on the critical role of art, holding that the society “inheres in the
truth content” (Adorno 131).
Conclusion
The late modern skeptic movement emerged in literary and
philosophical spheres, appreciating relativism and subjectivism, while
challenging the dominant socio-political ideologies and foundations.
Postmodernism disclaimed the authenticity of politicized logic and
objective truth, asserting that the two are the products of social and
psychological institutions. Thus, attention to internal world of
individuals and identity explorations reflected in art and literature of
the era, provides metanarratives and subjective truth in postmodern
aesthetic analysis. For sure, postmodern autonomous negation of
aesthetic ideals, paved the way toward a more coherent apprehension
of social reality, reflecting on binary oppositions with arts’ aesthetics in
one side and modern society’s monstrosity on the other. The aesthetic
negation in turn led to the scarcity of dialogue, communicative loss, and
character uncertainty, making it prone to critical negotiations in literary
and artistic domains. However, the artist remains extinguished as the
autobiographical contemplator’s self-negation transcends the artworks
intended temporal and local limitations, proposing literary and social
significance. Following this, concerns about social identity of the
marginal and aspects of postmodern uncertainty within modern
individuals have been investigated.
The dramatic application of aesthetic negation in Eugene O’Neill’s
Beyond the Horizon, concerned itself with major character analysis of
Mayo brothers and Ruth Atkins as negating agents suffering from
hesitations and uncertainties, hence prone to tragic failures in life.
Reflecting on life’s barrenness in loss of dream, characters become
depressed and doomed as they try to negate their nature, suggesting
that to fully live is to follow your dreams. O’Neill warns about
psychological and physical dangers of identity fragmentations,
individual negations, and marginal life applied through his choice of
rural setting, imprisoned by mountainous hills of wasteland. The
physical and spiritual remoteness of the characters, resulted from
modernity, have led them endure a socially marginal life and has
psychologically paralyzed them, leaving them as hesitant fragmented
characters with absurd existential realities, parallel to postmodern
literary identities.
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As for Picasso’s alter-ego model, Arlequin à la guitare [Arlequin
jouant de la guitare], existing uncertainties and bipolarities have been
illustrated through two-dimensional cubist montage of images in
association, which tend to negate and relate to unifying truth content.
Every segment in this painting has been intentionally put in adjacency to
what it is not related, further to highlight the underlying hesitations in
different layers of the truth. Sometimes this negation reveals itself
through abstract lines and geometry, sometimes through emotional
uncertainties and color neutrality. Portraying masked harlequins in
carnival custom further connotes Picasso’s resignation to social class
distinctions. Picasso often locates his model exactly in the center of the
canvas, covered with explicit sharp line background to ponder on the
seriousness and directness of his points on socially marginal characters.
His extensive use of conceptual and geometric abstractions and identity
obscurity associated with his intentional refusal in providing a direct
view angle in paintings, have reflected through model’s reluctance in
communication and fragmented pictorial segments. The cubes of image
and colors overlap in Picasso’s painting, while fragmented pieces do
compensate the totality of the image. The centrality of harlequin among
the two other figures is indicative of Picasso’s critical orientation.
Picasso suggests music as the consolidating power for psychological and
social fragmentations in modern era, the way it preserves fragmented
cubes together and provides us with an integrated image.
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ی
نواخت
عوامل ینف کننده در نمایشنامه فراتر از افق اونیل و همتایان آنها در اثر دلقک در حال
گیتار پیکاسو
سیده سارا فروز یان ،بیه حدائق
چکیده
ر
هن پست مدرن بعنوان انتقادی الزایم در پاسخ به نهادهای سلطه جوی مدرن که از مطلق گر یای ادرایک
ی
ر
ی
یبای شناخت در رنج بود ،ظهور کرد .وجود ویژگ هرج و مرج و بینظیم
و چشم اندازهای تردید برانگن ز ی
در این رویکرد آن را از نظر وحدت ر
ی
شناخت قرار میدهد ،که این
یبای
ز
و
اجتمایع
بعد
مقابل
در
،
کیف
ی
خود منجر به درک و دریافت صحییح از حقیقت ی
ذای یم گردد .از این رو ،ر
هن پست مدرن ،رنف را
ی
ر
یبای شنایس مدرن بکار گرفت .براین اساس،
بعنوان ویژگ تعیی کننده ای ی در برخورد با مباحث ز ی
ر
مطالعه ی ر
حاض به برریس زندگ شخصیت های حاشیه ای ،در آثار برگرفته از زندگینامه ی دو هنمند
یر
نواخی گیتار از پابلو پیکاسو به همراه نمایشنامه ی مدرن
برجسته مدرن؛ اثر کوبیسم دلقک در حال
ر
ر
دروی مفهوم محدود کننده ی
یوجی اونیل یم پردازد .این رویکرد بیانگر ارتباط
آمریکای فراتر از افق
ی
.
نقاب و رنف نفس ،در شخصیت های به حاشیه رانده شده است تمرکز این بحث بر برریس نقش
جامعه در موضوعات حبس فردی مدرن و انزوای رویح است .این مقاله کوشیده است تا به ارائه ی
هنی ر
رویکرد عامدانه ی فراروایت درکنار فقدان گفتاردر آثار ر
هنمندان مدرن ربندازد .این درحالیست
ر
ی
شناخت ،باعث ایجاد درک صحیح و یکپارچه تری از محتوای
یبای
که نف پست مدرن ایده آل های ز ی
ی
ر
ی
ی
ر
ر
مخاطت یم شود که با نمایش مشنک و در عی حال تردید برانگن از حقیقت
حقیقت ذهت و فاعیل در
ی
چندوجیه مواجه است.
ر
ی
شناخت ،نمایشنامه مدرن ،فراتر از افق،
یبای
کلمات کلیدی :پست مدرنیسم ،تئودور آدورنو ،نف ز ی
هنر مدرن ،دلقک در حال نواختن گیتار.
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Abstract: Chinese postmodern literature, or post-Mao fiction, comes with
disillusionment among the intellectuals and cynicism among the fictional
characters. According to this line of thinking, narrative enters a theoretical
discourse that leaves aside the former ideological imprint and moves within the
frame of realism. As in the experience of the nineteenth century French realism,
Su Tong’s and Yu Hua’s fiction describe a process of Bildungsroman that is
never accomplished. A crude Darwinian weltanschauung seems to be the key to
understanding.
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The object of the present study is not another jargon on the raison d'être
of Chinese postmodernity, but to observe the narrative Bildungsroman
produced by the neo-realistic fiction of Yu Hua (1960) and Su Tong
(1963), highlighted by another novel of education, that of French realism
in the nineteenth century. The events that occurred in France after the
revolution, and their effects in terms of socio-economic changes, caused
modern self-conscious realism to develop there first. After Napoleon’s
fall, the Restoration had forced the old aristocracy and the new
bourgeois to live together: A party devoted to the defense of old
privileges, but paralyzed by the fear of a second revolution, and a party
filled with enthusiasm by the ideas and events brought in by the French
Revolution and Napoleonic decades. 1 French society battles for

1

The French Restoration, also known as Bourbon Restoration, is the historical
period that saw the restoration of the monarchy (Ancient Regime) after
Napoleon’s defeat (1815). With the support of the aristocracy, but without that
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democratic reforms and land reforms, simultaneously the class struggle
between revolutionary and conservative forces, between the new
bourgeoisie and the working class has become the novel’s central issue.
Fiction becomes about scooping full hands from the materialism of
everyday life where ordinary people are intoxicated by the myth of
Napoleon, by the book they read, either obsessed or horrified by the
sight of a money-making society. Notwithstanding the temporal gap
between these two expressions of realism, it seems to me that both of
them, Chinese neo-realism and French realism are grounded on
historical forces whose agent is a fatal Darwinian struggle for life. As
Daniel R. Schwarz observes there is a Marxist element in the nineteenth
century French narrative which bridges the temporal gap with China:
“French novelists tend to be more aware than other European novelists
of the way that economic contexts and social milieu shape characters”
(72). Therefore, by considering the main texts of French realism and
perhaps the two main authors going under the label of ‘Chinese neorealism,’ I believe my area is sufficiently broad to make a case for few
general conclusions about French and Chinese literature.
Postmodernity and its cultural application, postmodernism, in
China gather uneven understandings. Starting as a historical
periodization referring to the post-Mao period, in the aftermath, it
became post-revolution, post-colonialism, post-grand-narrative, postutopian, the blend of post that shapes the maze of Chinese
contemporaneity.2 My understanding is that Chinese postmodernism is
the implosion of Maoist civilization, a space of clash between the
residual of the socialist past (Chinese modernity) and the expectations
of the present.3 At first, shaped by an economic trend at odds with the
planned economy, it developed into an aesthetic moment of
differentiation, division, disaggregation, the disintegration of ideological
utopias, virtually the secularization of Chinese society. Arif Dirlik and
Xudong Zhang in the introduction of Postmodernism & China inspiringly
of the Catholic Church and the peasantry, the regime fell in the July Revolution
of 1830 de facto ending the Bourbon Restoration.
2
As Mao went down in history as the experience of Chinese modernity, post1976 is commonly regarded as the beginning of Chinese literary
postmodernism. Scholarships are virtually endless and very much controversial.
For details see the essay collection edited by Kang Liu and Xiaobing Tang (1993);
Ning Wang (1997); Arif Dirlik and Xudong Zhang (2000); Xiaobin Yang, (2002);
Yiwu Zhang and Michael Berry, (1997).
3
I have extensively written on the topic. See Alberto Castelli, The Modernity of
Chinese Postmodern Literature: A Step Beyond Ideology (2020) and A Letter to
China (2020).
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condense the issue: “Chinese communism was arguably the most
forceful, and ultimately most successful, expression of an ideological
commitment to modernity. Since 1978, a radical break with the
revolutionary past has called into question the earlier framework of
experiences, values, and ideologies” (8). As far as I am concerned there
are many reasons for viewing the post-1989 age as a turning point in the
history of Chinese culture, in short, a Post-New Era crystallizes itself as
a departure from the critical tradition. De-politicized, more often
ambivalent in its meaning, the 1990s met alienation and political apathy
instead of Maoist revolutionary passion. In brief, the beginning of
Chinese contemporaneity. With the Open-Door-Policy, the creation of
private enterprise, and the access of China to the open world market,
the Party-State slowly withdraws from the economic arena and to some
extent from the private scene, while maintaining its presence in the
public sphere. 4 Asceticism and egalitarianism crack open and in that
unfastened space flourished postmodernism, a component of postsocialism, dealing with the residual of socialism and an emerging
subjectivity.5 Post-1989 narrative enters a new dimension; it borders,
stylistically and ontologically, depending on the authors, the occurrence
of European realism, and the fragmentation of modernism. As European
modern realism benched romantic idealizations of nature and life to
place back in the middle the rational, scientific, Voltairian roots, so did
China; the excesses of the revolution are sidelined and subjectivity
rebuilt. Chinese identity is defined by a past of injured and scars; this is
up to now the most evident message lingering behind post-Maoist
production. As in the French experience, the episodes of loneliness that
all the protagonists suffer cannot be read as a personal affair or the
vicissitudes of a family saga, but as a national allegory waiting to be
interpreted.
Allegedly, we are dealing with two very similar methodological
approaches. The novels, save a few occasions on the side of the French
texts, are never launched in medias res. Realist authors have a clear
beginning and ending, for them life begins and ends at some self-aware
moment. This is how I explain pages of detailed descriptions going back
4

Begun in December 1978, the watershed in China’s recent history is Deng
Xiaoping’s (1904–1997) policy of “Reform and Opening” ( 改 革 开 放 ,
pinyin: Gǎigé kāifàng), also known as Open Door Policy, the enlightened project
of free market economy.
5
A definition of ‘post-socialism’ presupposes socialist culture and elements of
modernism. For a throughout understanding see: Jason McGrath (2008); Paul
Pickowicz and Zhang Yingjin (2006); Xudong Zhang (2008).
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generations of names. The plot is well encaged in a specific historical
enclosure, the Restoration period on one side, and the epic of Mao’s
revolution on the other side, so that Europe and China are taken for a
few decades between revolutionary forces. The author is everywhere;
he is the witness narrating the whole, character’s intimate thoughts,
events in the past and the future, adding from time to time his judgment.
Two are the defining elements: Bildungsroman and Darwinism.
Bildungsroman is the combination of two German words: Bildung,
literally
education,
and Roman, meaning
novel.
Seemingly,
Bildungsroman is a novel of education that deals with the formative
years of the main character, the changes he/she goes through before
reaching adulthood, psychological development, moral education, and
social entanglement. Following the hero’s moral path in his progression,
the plot moves throughout three main steps: The alienation of the
subject from society and to some degree from himself, his journey
(symbolic or physical) as a process of self-discovery, the accommodation
with reality intended as a compromise and an accomplished maturity. In
a broad sense, Bildungsroman is a path toward adulthood yet to be
achieved. Darwinism seems to be the existential ghost framing the
entire fiction. The basic idea of social-environmental conditions and
hereditary traits, acting as inescapable forces shaping human nature, is
entangled with the biography (Bildung) of ill-fated protagonists plunged
into a sordid society described in its darkest aspects. Paris is a jungle
where the struggle for survival is on every moment for those who sink.
Or sin. Paris is a world dominated by self-interest and greed, an
assemblage of victims and murders, a place ruled by money lenders and
hidden plots, where corruption is great, and talent is scarce, where
women choose their husbands according to the title and their lovers
according to a whim. Not just a city of opportunity then, but the setting
of poverty, alienation, vice, misery, and loneliness. Hence, the survival
of the fittest governs biological and social evolution, species and
societies evolve from homogeneous to heterogeneous leading to a state
of increasing individualization and fragile equilibrium. Similarly, Chinese
postmodern literature cuts its ties with the grand narration, the national
allegory, and the rhetoric of writing serving the people, to stage a tale
of sorrows and disenchantments. The texts come with an emphasis on
external socio-economic conditions such as shabby working
environment, human exploitation, and the lack of human touch, so to
reduce the emerging human nature to animalistic instincts. Coming out
of an age that taught China how to survive, life is lessened to basic needs.
Family growth is interrupted by illness, hunger, and injuries; men are
depicted as unscrupulous, brutal, cruel, and vulgar, while women as
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deserted. Yu Hua’s novels all follow this trend. Sun Guanlin’s mother,
after her husband’s affair, is made public, cannot but sit by the kitchen
stove wiping away her tears. Fugui’s wife, Jiazhen, is a monument to
resignation: She must accept a man who loves gambling, whoring, and
beats her mercilessly just before ruining his family. Baldy Li and Song
Gang’s mother, Li Lan, is debased from the start: She spent half her life
in shame and the last few years in sorrow.6 Women fated to surrender
as when taken by force: Lin Hong by Baldy Li, Wang Qiyao by Director Li,
Niuniu by teacher Ti, Grandma by Grandpa;7 or savagely raped, as for
Grandmother Jiang by the landlord Chen in Su Tong’s Nineteen ThirtyFour Escapes (1996). Beaten, starved to death, with their back bent on
the crops, their hands broken by the winter, improbable protagonists
must be selfish to the extreme if they want to escape the process of
human selection. Emotionally incapable, they are characters between
human and monster, between heroes and idiots, the last expression of
Darwinian selection with no trace of humanism left behind.
Given that, the path towards a fulfilling adulthood is somewhat
troublesome. Single characters’ lives are cocooned within the fate of
France; the collapse of personal integrity is linked to the alternate
vicissitudes of the political regime. The social evolution in France has
provided the political and economic growth of the bourgeoisie, but with
Napoleon’s fall and the return of the Bourbons, the heroic period of the
French revolution came to an end. The literary critics Georg Lukacs and
Franco Moretti do not hesitate to define the new novel as ‘novel of
disillusionment’ which in Lukacs’ words “shows how the conception of
life (…) is shattered by the brute forces of capitalism” (47). Both Balzac
and Stendhal regret much of all that was lost after the French Revolution;
they miss the world Napoleon represented, where ambition, passion,
and bravery had a place. Instead, their contemporaneity treats ideals as
superfluous ornaments on the path towards capitalism, while previous
heroes have to make way for exploiters, speculators, a new generation
of post-Napoleonic young men who either perish during the Restoration
(Julien Sorel) or adapt themselves to the filth of the age (Lucien,
Rastignac). Unlike in the classical Bildungsroman, the bourgeois
dilemma of modern societies, that between individual autonomy and
social integration, the clash between individual freedom and the logic of
socialization, no longer reaches a cultural synthesis but remains an
incompatible choice. Moretti acknowledges the panel discussion in
6

Respectively: Cries in The Drizzle, To Live, Brothers.
In order: Brothers (Yu Hua), The Song of Everlasting Sorrow (Wang Anyi), A
Private Life (Chen Ran), Red Sorghum (Mo Yan).
7
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these terms: “Here youth does not find its meaning in creating countless
connections with the existing order, but in breaking them. It is not
appeased by the happiness of synthesis, but lives and dies, in the
harshness of conflict” (75). Correct. Fictional characters never become
mature in the ways indicated by the classical Bildungsroman. Men are
described as dreamers, narcissistic, self-complacent figures whose
dreams are as sterile as the outcome they produce. On the other hand,
women, do not seem to have much esteem under realism considering
that they play out either as adulterous or courtesans. Intoxicated by the
second-rate books they read, they trade literature for cheap
romanticism for housewives. Emma Bovary is kept awake by stories of
orgies and violence; on her part, Madame Roland in Maupassant’s Pierre
and Jean (1887) is awakened by the melancholic pleasure of her reading.
Turned on by her imagination, she saw in her lover the embodiment of
travel, kisses, and evening shadows. Nana, in Zola’s homonymous novel,
out of sheer ennui, reads romantic ballads and erotic novels matching
her personality; her counterpoint is Madame Arnoux who does not read
much, but when she does she is ready to give herself up to Frederic.8
Even more inadequate is Zola’s Thérèse Raquin who reads so to be able
to compare her reality. Soon those romances will arouse passions and a
nervous crisis and in the end, incapable of distinguishing between
different layers of reality, she will confuse the tales she read with her
life. Potentially, it is the whole of the bourgeois scaffold to come down.
Possibly, Balzac is the first painter of reality representing the whole
category of mankind, not just the ranks of the aristocracy as it was a
convention in earlier literature. The Human Comedy (1829-48) comes
with a carriage of people feverish with vanity, self-absorbed, selfish,
frivolous, and shallow. Lucien (Lost Illusions, 1837-43), Rastignac (Father
Goriot, 1835), Eugenie’s father, cousin, and husband (Eugénie Grandet,
1833) are intoxicated with ambition, fascinated by the splendor of
aristocratic symbols, willing to sacrifice it all to secure a social rank, a
convenience, a fabulous income. The society of Lost Illusions is an
intellectual brothel where virtually everything is for sale; bodies,
identities are installed in a circuit of exchange where money is the
universal measure of value, and because the exchange of sex for money
is the foundation of a contractual relationship, prostitution stands as a
metaphorical matrix. Lucien, the main protagonist, is the dandy moving
between social classes in the attempt to negotiate his legibility in the
landscape of the modern city. He is moved by ambition for glory and
money, yet as he switches from the idealistic provincial Angouleme to
8

Gustave Flaubert, Sentimental Education (1869).
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the cynical Paris, he suffers a metamorphosis that makes the point of a
loss. Idealist and innocent at first, he becomes a man weak of will and a
gambler in Paris where he does not hesitate to write against his
conscience. Same as Dostoevsky’s St. Petersburg, Joyce’s Dublin,
Dicken’s London, Paris persecutes its protagonists. Guy de Maupassant
(1850-1893) tortures Bel Ami turning his hero from a shy Don Juan into
a greedy, unscrupulous capitalist until he has nothing left to betray.9 He
plans to marry Madeleine on the deathbed of his friend Charles Forestier,
and he gets rid of her once he has found a more suitable match. Envious
and maneuvering, he extorts money and pleasure from everyone;
Maupassant does not refrain from addressing him as an intriguer, a
scoundrel, a villain, and a rascal. In his second novel, Sentimental
Education, Flaubert as well deals not much with the rebuilt Paris, but
with modern life itself. The novel is dull, life is turned into an apology of
vanity, the characters are not permitted to rise to any great high, but
they sink into themselves. Frederic is an idler who observes the history
of France unfolding from a balcony with a prostitute by his side. He does
not look for reasons; he is at ease with the surface. All in all, a mediocre
character drifting aimlessly through life. When asked by his mother what
he is going to do in Paris with the inheritance just received, he plainly
answers: ‘nothing.’ His fate was then drawn; he will end up squandering
almost all his fortune and having an illegitimate son who will soon die. A
faceless man in the crowd, far from resembling Lucien or Rastignac, he
does not have the same passion, neither the same social ambition. He is
not even on par with Julien Sorel, Frederic does not feel contempt for
the void of the salons he attends every night, he is not bored to indulge
in gossip, he rather feels at ease among commonplace topics and
aimless voices. Endlessly roaming the capital, he hesitates between
professions and artistic projects, making nothing out of himself;
consequently, entropy is the setting of his whole biography. And yet, in
his insignificance lies his significance. His uneventful existence within an
unmemorable plot reflects Flaubert’s commitment to truth, Frederic is
just an average man of his age. Neither Lucien nor Frederic evolve
psychologically but are consistent in their attempt to be and the
following decline, from here their Bildungsroman left halfway. Lucien
failed because unable to withstand the pressure of a commercialized
world where literature has become a commodity and the writer
someone to be exploited. Frederic is defeated by the unfolding of an
inner logic: Within himself are the seeds of his own destruction. At last,
9

Bel Ami is the protagonist of Maupassant’s homonymous novel Bel Ami
(1885).
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he goes traveling, but he is not a changed man once back to Paris; just
some fifteen years older. The vehemence of desire had vanished, yet
instead of a pattern of maturity he is bolted in a state of mental and
emotional inertia: ‘he endured the idleness of his mind and the inertia
of his heart’ (358).
Post-Napoleonic characters, they all wanted to be Napoleon, the
soldier who became emperor; they all believed in the project of
Enlightenment. And they all failed. Victims of a myth, while engaging
themselves in copying someone else destiny, they failed to invent their
own. None of them obtained the object of desire. Instead, they retreat
into a winding path of hypocrisy and intrigue. Vanity seems to be at the
end of all their choices. Lucien is indolent, a poetic temper, certainly not
a poet; a womanish creature that loves to display his wit, eaten up by
his own complacency. Once in Paris, he finds through journalism a way
to enrich himself, but what he needs the most is the mark of nobility
before his surname. Back to the provincial Angouleme, while his family
deals with bankruptcy, he can still find space for personal, foolish,
admiration behind a suspicious invitation:
All his melancholy had left him, his face was radiant with good
humor. “If you knew mankind, Papa Sechard, you would see that no
moment in a one’s life comes twice. Such a triumph as this can only be
due to genuine enthusiasm…My dear mother, my good sister, this wipes
out many mortifications (347)
Somewhere along the line should be placed Bel Ami, no more than
a peasant modified into a bourgeois and then, out of a whim, into a
violent aristocratic by changing his surname from Duroy to Du Roy. In
Sentimental Education (1869), Frederic has been surprised, by an
attentive reader, of dreaming of a future life with cashmere divans,
Negro pages and Madame Arnoux by his side. All of them move within
the borders of their trivial passions, incapable of conquering the fate of
those who understand it was theirs, only when they lose it. Prisoners in
the dungeon of their imagination, unlike their romantic fathers, they
cannot become larger than life characters; none of them can be either
Napoleon or Don Quixote. Vanity and ambition. Without that ambition,
we would not have realism. The Red and Black (1830) is back to the
perspective of the proletariat. The hero is the passionate and ambitious
Julien Sorel, allegedly the son of an uneducated peasant, though the
author casts more than a shadow over his origins. Drawn into life by
innate talent and fortuitous circumstances we see him changing into
multiple roles: From poor peasant dreaming of Napoleon to
unscrupulous lover in an adulterous relationship. Once discovered Julien
is placed again on the path of redemption and we see him as a student
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of theology, though, as Fabrizio in The Charterhouse of Parma （1839），
with not much of vocation, but moved by the attraction of a brilliant
career. Because of a stroke of luck, he is catapulted to Paris, where he
becomes the secretary of a gentleman of rank whose daughter,
Mathilde, will represent for him what Mme de Bargeton and Delphine
represent for Lucien and Rastignac, a means for an aim. Julien shares the
same poor origins as Lucien. Outsiders, keen observers, both have an
indefinable something that enables them to stand over the desert of
mediocrity around them. Handsome and young, gifted with superior
intelligence and different sensibility, passionate and innocent, both
loved by older women regardless of their social class, fated to make their
own fortune or to be persecuted. They both dream of Napoleon and
Parisians salons, carriages, and fancy ladies, but while Lucien is naïve and
radiant, Julien is manipulative and gloomy. Lucien is true to his character;
his ambition leaves some space for sentimental feelings and shades of
morality. We see him shaking violently before the political intrigues of
Paris, thus, he tapped at the door of his friend d’Arthez, whose book he
is asked to attack on the press. Sometime later, he does not hesitate to
choose the poor Coralie over the title of ‘Count’ which Mme. de
Bargeton could have offered him through a convenient marriage. On the
other hand, Julien is nothing but ambition and pride, a child of the
Restoration who turns his life into a castle of hypocrisy because he does
not have a thousand francs income. Offended by a glance, a word, a
laugh, he is a player humiliated by his position in life and devoured by
careerism, perhaps envy. Life becomes a battlefield. He studies his
opponent, the tremble of the hands, a sudden blush, he tricks his
listeners as he tricks love, ergo his relationships have nothing of
innocent but cunningly built for the purpose of another goal. Not
surprisingly, the outcome is never joy but a fragile gratification. When
already jailed, his detached behavior with the beautiful and already
compromised Mathilde reminds very much that of the first Federico in
The Charterhouse of Parma before his encounter with Clelia: Yearning a
perfect intimacy and turning cold once obtained it. In short, about the
nature of relationships, Lucien loves for real the world he so eagerly
attempts to belong to, Julien, on the other hand, feels just hatred and
horror for the high society he was easily admitted to. He is what
becomes of Rastignac after having defied Paris: “I have been ambitious,
but I have no intention of blaming myself for that; I was acting in those
days according to the code of the times (406).
Julien’s last confession is the manifesto of a generation seized by
the shadow of Napoleon, the pursuit of social success, exploited by a
passion depicted as a malady. And because of the impossibility of living
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purposeful lives in agreement with their inner-self, they cast themselves
into extreme actions, breaking with the typical practices of those
average men they are surrounded by. Emma Bovary is rotten by the
books she reads and the carnival of her misjudging, Julien and Lucien
devoured by ambition, Federico and Frederic consumed by love. French
realism, more obsessed with the sordid sides of life than its prodigious
achievements, ends with a bitter taste. Their personal failure is to be
ascribed to their incapacity to pull themselves out from the ditch of
materialism of their fantasies. Above all, it is the failure of a society to
live up to its expectations.
Chinese post-1989 production moves on the same trajectory; the
conflict of generations and obscure childhood are still the hegemonic
traits of the narrative, the characters we meet are still outsiders
challenging a decadent society while being created by it. However, if the
French Bildungsroman is not completed yet, Chinese Bildungsroman has
been suppressed by the avalanche of history. French realism comes with
a multiform social milieu of aristocrats (Federico), provincial bourgeois
educated with fortune (Rastignac) or without (Lucien), and upstart
peasants (Julien, Bel Ami). Chinese neo-realism cannot afford any of
these but recalls the days of starving peasants under the shade of Mao’s
revolution. Less daring and less methodologically orientated than the
European one, it shares with the French experiment the same idea of
decadence. There is a deep feeling of desolation for a plot that, save a
few occasions, offers details of a life of humiliations and hardships,
describes inevitable losses, condemns its heroes to a bitter and solitary
ending. My guess is that the anti-Confucianism and anti-intellectualism
of the past decades have emptied Chinese literature of any residual of
humanism. The roots-seeking experience of the 1980s acknowledges
that the roots are dry, reality is chaotic but turning back is no help for its
chaos again.10 Tradition is eroded, role models come loose, fathers are
cruel, and mothers are missing, life remains unfulfilled jammed between
man’s aspiration and the existential need to survive. Finally, those
characters discover themselves alienated from their families, their
village, the whole community and the sense of history, frozen between
life and death. They lose in silence facing the wasteland of their life, and
a Bildungsroman interrupted in its draft moment; they learn and make
10

At the end of the 1970s, Scar and Roots-seeking Literature and Art represent
the first artistic attempt engaging with humanist themes rather than political
rhetoric. Not valuable texts by strict aesthetic-literary standard, but
fundamental historical documents to trace the ‘before and after Mao’ artistic
production.
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the reader feel, the inconsolability for a time that not even the parody
of the Maoist revolution can overcome.
The Mao Era (1949-1976) had compelled people to the cause of
collectivism, until the end it kept alive its conjectures, political
suppression, the fear of revisionism, the need for mass mobilization, and
while so doing it slowly washed away the family unit. It seems evident
that, under the pressure of a totalitarian system individual issues,
forbidden dimensions such as love, sexuality, and art do not belong to
the revolutionary discourse, all equally unhealthy to the common cause
of communism. Ergo, when man’s solicitude is diverted from production
and Marxist-Leninist thought man then is found at fault. It is only in post1989 China that the literary production began an inverse process of
discovery by proceeding from the individual to the history; the
protagonists are taken out from the shadow of darkness, flung into a
zone of resistance that is together memory and expectations.
Consequently, loss of humanity -from the side of the actors- is the
unequivocal landmark of neo-realist characters. They are rejected from
the bigger society, alienated from themselves when pushed to the limits
of life, they reveal man’s lower nature. In this sense, Su Tong’s and Yu
Hua’s narrative rightly act as a model, with the critic Xiaobing Tang
writing “[Su Tong] opens new possibilities of looking into the mirror of
history” (244), and the scholar Hua Li observing that “Su Tong and Yu
Hua have chosen a specific literary genre -the Bildungsroman- to
visualize the tragic coming-of-age experiences of Chinese adolescents in
a time of tremendous social upheaval” (11). A degenerating parental
milieu is the starting and ending point of both writers’ fiction. Sun
Kwangtsai, the father of Sun Guanlin in Yu Hua’s Cries in the Drizzle (2007)
is a picture of immorality and brutality. Emotionless to everything but
alcohol and beating, he fails to deliver duties of filial piety repeatedly
humiliating his own father:
Sun Kwangtsai’s real goal in punishing my little brother so harshly
was to cow his father into submission, as Granddad perfectly well knew.
He sat meekly in his little chair, and for Sun Kwangtsai it was most
gratifying to witness the old man’s discomfort as he raised his chopstick
high in the air and struggle to pick up morsels from this awkward angle
(150)
Altogether indifferent to his son Ganglian with whom he shared a
few words along two decades; devious towards his oldest son, Sun
Guangping, disloyal to his wife, adulterous, drunkard, he finally dies
unheard, face down, in the muck of a cesspit at the entrance to the
village. So is Five Dragons in Su Tong’s Rice (2004). Incapable of
redeeming himself, subject to a series of physical abuse, he rapidly
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changes from impoverished peasant to unscrupulous criminal who does
not hesitate to cripple his son and rape his own wife. The disgraced
secretary Ku in Su Tong’s The Boat to Redemption （2010）, focused on
dealing with his own devils, is not concerned at all about the devouring
solitude of his son; he missed the process of self-alienation, selfdestructiveness Danglian has undergone, more worried to clear his past
to establish a name for himself instead of a legacy for the future. His vain
pride allows him to ignore the social implication the nickname Kongpi
imposes on Danglian and the part he plays within the father-son
dynamic. Blinded by an out-of-date sense of honor he does not see how
his clumsy, and at times fanatic behavior, contributes enormously to
making an outcast of Danglian. Simultaneously, Qiao Limin, Danglian’s
mother, is not any better; she never shows any signs of affection, neither
a caress nor a little comfort. Unable to compromise after divorcing,
worried about educating her son rather than loving him, she is incapable
of delivering any of them:
You wicked boy, she scolded. You are isolated from the masses,
animals hate you, and a mangy dog chases you! Even a shit-eating dog
has no forgiveness in its heart for you! (…) Mother supplied me with
three meals a day, but every grain of rice was saturated with her sadness,
and every vegetable leaf was infused with her disappointment (77)
Victim of the political atmosphere and the residue of her broken
marriage, she built for them a space where the words mother and son
meant nothing; at last, from the outside of a man toilet, rejected by her
son’s anger, she leaves for good, sent off to work in the coal mines,
amending her lack of maternal attention with a few letters and a tin of
biscuits. Xu Sanguan in Yu Hua’s Chronicle of a Blood Merchant (1995,
2004), before his final redemption, the moment he accepts Yile as his
son, does not falter to mark the difference between his biological sons
and the illegitimate Yile:
Dad, do you think you could pretend for a little while that I’m your
own son so I can eat some noodles too?
Xu Sanguan shook his head: “Yile, I almost never treat you any
worse than them. If Erle and Sanle get something good to eat, you get
some too. But the money I made today came from selling blood. This
money is special. This money’s harder to come by than other kind of
money. I put my life at risk to get this money. So if I let you eat noodles
too, I’d be doing that bastard He Xiaoyong a favour (130)
Given all that, considering that they do not recall history, but are
in the middle of it, none of them, save a few exceptions, is capable of
developing a humanitarian spirit. The tragedy of their lives, the history
they share, sometimes has a relief, a moment of beauty. While the
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Cultural Revolution is still at full speed, as dusk is approaching, the
crooked-head Erxi, would let the mosquitoes feed on him to protect the
mindless pregnant Fenxia from being beaten. Even though raving for
being a cuckold, Xu Sanguan finally carries Yile on his back to the Victory
restaurant to have some noodles; after years of abuses and humiliations,
on the very last page, Huixian offers to Denglian the tin red lantern
symbol of lust, love, and friendship. 11 But this is only fiction coloring
reality, not enough to change the spirit of desolation we receive from
the whole narration. History has failed to redeem its people, turning
them into soulless disciples dwelling on a bowl of rice; families have
failed their children, turning them into soldiers with no grade, and so did
the educational system collapsing behind political rhetoric and
fanaticism. In Cries in the Drizzle, the primary school teacher forces
Guanglin to write a confession for a crime he did not commit -hinting at
the collusive practice of the Party indoctrination system-. In Chen Ran’s
A Private Life (1996) Teacher Ti abuses his power on the teenager Niuniu,
harassing her verbally and physically. On the whole, the total absence of
role models forces everyone to retreat into themselves, renouncing to
decode history as they submit to it. Abandoned by everyone, the
protagonists we encounter are left alone in their journey towards
maturity; we observe them walking by a pond, staring at the moonlight,
wrapped in rattled clothes, begging, crying out their fear, taking it all out
on some other victims. Physically or metaphorically orphans, adults, and
children have no place to return to. In The Boat to Redemption,
Dongliang, facing his mother’s refusal to compromise regarding his
permanent residence, has to choose between the river and the dry land.
At first, he chooses the river for an invisible bond with his father’s fate
he cannot avoid. However, events do not bring improvements, each
time he has a clash with his father, he runs ashore, walking everywhere
and nowhere, enduring random insults and mockery, at least until when
he finds a purpose to his excursions at the barbershop. Not long after,
his alienated personality and the reticence of the residents will not push
him away without additional beatings and humiliations. Rejected by the
dry land he can only go back to the barge, aware that no place is willing
to shelter him:
My days on the river were unrelievedly lonely, and that loneliness
comprised the last thread of self-respect. There were lots of boys in the
fleet, but they were either too old and stupid or too young and
disgusting, so I had no friends (60)
11

In order: Yu Hua (To Live), Yu Hua (Chronicle of a Blood Merchant), Su Tong
(The Boat to Redemption).
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Su Tong’s short stories and novels are based on the experience of
adolescents and adults whose Bildungsroman is stained by violence and
death as a decoration of the ‘revolutionary carnival,’ sex experienced as
a sin, family heritage as decadence. Only after they outlive their solitude
and live in a society redeemed by the future, only then they feel all the
tragedy of the past. Too late to make amends. Yu Hua’s desolation is
entrapped within the sad fate of the children and the adults’ selfishness.
Cries in the Drizzle is not so much one person’s war as it is a complex
entanglement of feelings of injustice, loneliness, and disenchantment
people are caught in. Guanglin’s younger brother drowns in the river
guilty to have miscalculated the burden of his task; the older one, Sun
Guangping, after graduating from high school, is called back to his village
by the demands of the Cultural Revolution. Wondering about the latter
stages of his life, he stoically comes to terms with his reality, hence
sulkily he sets for a life in the countryside. Guanglin himself is set aside
twice, by his biological family who sent him away, and by his foster
family faded along the way. His existentiality is enclosed in his grief; his
silence sounds like an admission of guilt. Despised by his father without
compensation, estranged from the village, he understands solitude as a
condition of his life:
My alienation had kept me away from the scenes surrounding his
death and burial and I was anticipating that I would now be the object
of even more forceful censure at home and in the village. But many days
passed and nobody said or did anything different from before, which
took me rather aback until I realized with relief that I had been utterly
forgotten. I had been assigned to a position where I was recognised at
the same time repudiated by everyone in the village (24)
As he grows older, he comes to realize that the desolate feeling of
abandonment is not individual but universal, alike Balzac’s protagonists.
His authentic affinities are with those whom society has cast aside; in
fact, he is befriended by those who share with him the same
irrevocability. His friends’ fate, if possible, is even bitter: Guoqing‘s
mother dies, his heartless father abandons him with ten Yuan:
One morning when he was nine, Guoqing woke up to find out that
he held his destiny in his own hands. Though far from being an adult, (…)
all of a sudden, he was independent. Premature freedom made him
carry his fate on his shoulder the way he might carry a heavy suitcase
(227)
Fatherless Lulu, invents a big brother to handle his isolation and the
bloody street-fight, yet life plays on him one more evil trick when he is
stripped off of his mother, arrested for prostitution:
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In the days that followed Lulu began living an outdoor life. He laid
his bedroll out underneath a camphor tree, used the duffel bag as a
pillow, and lay there reading his textbook (…) Always on alert, as soon
as he heard the thud of well-regulated footsteps he would drop his book
and sit up, opening his dark eyes wide. When a line of black garbed
prisoners trotted past, hoes on their shoulders, a head would turn to
look at him and Lulu’s rapturous gaze would meet his mother’s eyes (180)
Fugui in Yu Hua’s To Live does not die as secretary Ku does in The
Boat to Redemption, but his fate is bitter to the extreme. He will have to
outlive all those he loved the most, left alone with an ox bearing his
name, unfolding his story of mistakes and amnesty, to no one but a
stranger. Swaying between life and death, forsaken by both, this trend
of Chinese neo-realism seems to come to terms with death rather than
life. The excess of the Mao Era and the contradictions of the market
economy have shaped a generation of writers whose future
expectations do not match with their recollections of the past. And the
past becomes a ghost. Chinese traditional sense of belonging fades away;
family ties are dismissed, children are abandoned, people learn to stand
on their own not to succumb. The protagonists are dissatisfied, deceived,
alienated from family members, yearning for love, anti-hero of the
revolution, never fully engaged in the present nor fully aware of their
past. Forever drifting towards a would-be identity. Death, at last,
becomes a liberation more than a loss of self, an alternative remedy for
many of them to seal the awareness of human fragility and cruelty. Sun
Guangming drowns, Su Yu dies of a cerebral hemorrhage. Unnoticed by
his family, Fugui’s son is killed by unscrupulous doctors, his daughter by
Red Guards disguised as doctors; secretary Ku and Song Gang,
suffocated by the heaviness of a shame they did not provoke, commit
suicide. Son Fanping and Sun Wei’s father were tortured to death
without knowing why. 12 As they all die alone without never decoding
what they lived for, death here is not just the end of earthly life, but a
cunning allegory describing the crucial notion of man’s existence: The
selfishness of human nature and the hopelessness of the human
condition.
Given that, it is the dramatic awareness of man’s loneliness to
accompany the protagonists’ journey through life and once more
shorten the distance between Chinese and Western literature. Political
hypocrisy, emotional vacuities, social and personal decadence, stretch
out a common lineage between different experiments of realism. All
12

Sun Gungming and Su Yu (Cries in the Drizzle), Fugui (To Live), Secretary Ku
(The Boat To Redemption), Song Gang, Son Fanping, Sun Wei (Brothers)
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examples of social Darwinism, youngsters brought up in an era of harsh
material circumstances, history has shaped characters morally
ambiguous, irresponsible, and vulnerable. Sometimes the texts offer an
ambivalent response as the characters’ journey enters the milieu of
modernity and becomes a matter of compromise. Greatness turns up
being an endless project within the anatomy of a social decline; foolish
mistakes, and painful disappointments feature the experience of a failed
modernity. Back to the original comparison, the journey of Bildung,
within the shreds of evidence I have analyzed, has been interrupted, life
has been denied. Hence, it is that beyond these two paralleling
experiences of realism, fiction becomes a sociological enterprise rather
far from being an aesthetic activity.
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LA VOZ DEL REALISMO FRANCÉS EN LA FICCIÓN DE YU HUA Y SU TONG
La literatura posmoderna china, o ficción post-Mao, viene con desilusión entre
los intelectuales y cinismo entre los personajes ficticios. De acuerdo con esta
línea de pensamiento, la narrativa entra en un discurso teórico que deja de lado
la huella ideológica anterior y se mueve dentro del marco del realismo. Al igual
que en la experiencia del realismo francés del siglo XIX, la ficción de Su Tong y
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Yu Hua describe un proceso de Bildungsroman que nunca se logra. Un
weltanschauung darwiniano crudo parece ser la clave para la comprensión.
Parole chiave: Bildungsroman, Darwinismo, Revolución Francesa, Mao,
Postmodernismo, Realismo
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Abstract: This paper focuses on elements of magic realism in Angela Carter’s
Nights at the Circus and Gloria E. Anzaldúa’s Borderlands La Frontera: The
New Mestiza. Though these two novels belong to different literary canons and
its storylines refer to different time frames, the writers use mythical and
supernatural elements for similar purposes—to undermine the impositions of
dominant British and American societies. Both writers incorporate elements of
magic into reality to challenge mainstream patriarchal and Western views of
women, as well as justify and validate identities based on hybridity and
difference.
Keywords: Magic realism, reality, supernatural, myth, gender, culture, hybridity
Carter, Anzaldúa
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Introduction
As debates over the exact definition of magic realism, its notions, forms,
and representations vigorously continue (Bowers 1-6), this paper aims
to look at elements of magic realism in Angela Carter's novel Nights at
the Circus, published in 1984, and Gloria E. Anzaldúa's Borderlands La
Frontera: The New Mestiza, published in 1987. Despite the proximity in
publication, the novels' storylines refer to different eras, with Carter's
work referencing the Victorian era and Anzaldúa's work referring to the
twentieth century. Even though the two novels are part of different
literary canons—British and American—and feature storylines set in
different periods, both authors employ elements of magical realism to
depict social, gender, and cultural issues in their respective societies at
the time. The books also display a variety of literary genres. Nights at
the Circus represents a piece of fiction that employs elements of magical
realism and fantasy “as a means of presenting a feminist perspective on
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cultural, political and representational traditions” (Stoddart 70).
Borderlands La Frontera, on the other hand, is a semi-autobiographical
book imbued with elements of various fictional and non-fictional genres,
such as prose, poetry, historical biography, and autobiography (Herrera
and López 16), that retains elements of folk tale and magic realism that
greatly define Chicana feminist perspective. Regardless of the novels'
differences in temporal and social frames, this paper juxtaposes two
specific literary works to demonstrate that both writers find magic
realism useful in approaching their ideas.
Given that both works represent pieces of feminist literature, magic
elements have a special reference to the social and gender roles of the
female characters. The use of magic realism in both novels has a political
implication and represents the authors’ feminist response to the malecentered view of women and their treatment in patriarchal
environments. To both authors, magical aspects are effective
mechanisms for subverting and creating characters' alternative realities.
As Bowers notes, “the characteristic of magical realism which makes it
such a frequently adopted narrative mode is its inherent transgressive
and subversive qualities. It is this feature that has led many postcolonial,
feminist and cross-cultural writers to embrace it as a means of
expressing their ideas” (63). Due to its transgressive quality, the realm
of magic in both literary works can be understood in terms of Edward
Soja’s conceptualization of thirdspace, which is a transgressional space
“radically open to additional otherness” (61). To enhance the existence
of female characters beyond their subjugated positions, both writers
use magical elements to create spaces of transgression as viable and less
restraining environments. Regardless of the negative patriarchal views
related to the female–magic relationship, both Carter and Anzaldúa
subvert the particular female bonds with the supernatural or magical
and present them as a symbol of feminine strength and power, because
it is through magical elements that protagonists, the women in both
novels, gain greater freedom, despite the patriarchal or social messages
that teach otherwise.
1. Theoretical Argumentation of Magic realism
Many contemporary writers contend that magic realism is a literary
genre, while others argue that it is a literary mode and, while opinions
still vary, most critics attempt to define magic realism properly. To
explain the quintessence of the genre/mode, Ann Bowers claims that
“each of the versions of magic(al) realism have differing meanings for
the term ‘magic’; in magic realism ‘magic’ refers to the mystery of life:
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in marvelous and magic realism ‘magic’ refers to any extraordinary
occurrence and particularly to anything spiritual or unaccountable by
rational science” (19). The array of magical occurrences includes spirits,
dead beings, supernatural, miracles, mysterious atmosphere, mythical
and mystical features, exceptional abilities and all that comprises
illusion and sorcery. The magical component, as further stated by
Bowers, is always conveyed as real in magic realism (Ibid.).
To explain the ambivalent nature of magic realism, Stephen Slemon
points out that the expression is an oxymoron itself: “the one that
suggests a binary opposition between the representational code of
realism and that roughly of fantasy” (409). He further argues that each
opposition is “working toward the creation of a different kind of fictional
world from the other” and thus neither magical nor real can completely
come into being, but they remain "suspended, locked in a continuous
dialectic with the other" (410). It is this dialectical relationship that
creates the equilibrium of magic and reality, so that within the story
neither has an absolute prevalence, but the readers remain in the space
between, believing that both magic and factual are equally genuine.
Hence, as Saman and Yaqoob observe: “in magic realism there is a
balance between reality and the magical, they both exist at the same
time and complement each other”. According to these authors, magic
realism “aims at showing alternative reality, not the opposite reality”
(559). This partly explains why magic realism does not produce that
much confusion, for we do not read a magic realist novel as, for example,
we read a fantasy novel. A magic realist novel is read with a clear preunderstanding that magic elements are not in pursuit of fantasy as such,
but rather, as already observed by Saman and Yaqoob, they are used to
construct an alternative reality. This means that magic realism presents
magical elements as real elements, whereas in fantasy fiction there is
always a clear distinction between the real and unreal. In magic realism,
elements of magic are recognized as part of reality itself, because they
are portrayed as facts, or at least as uncommon elements of objective
reality – somewhat odd and unnatural, but still undeniably apparent and
present.
Exploring the influence of ambiguous magic and real dialectic on
characters or narrator(s), Valerie Henitiuk underscores that magic “is
not disturbing to the characters or the narrator because it is depicted as
normal part of everyday reality” (410-411). Furthermore, she extends
the topic beyond the character and narrator’s view, underlining that
even readers are not disconcerted by the supernatural, because they
also accept it as real within the given fictional world (411). Evidently,
Henitiuk states that magic and reality are contradicted and still tightly
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interconnected. In fact, any kind of disruption in their ambivalent,
oxymoronic and yet intertwined relationship would result in the
complete impossibility of magic realism as a genre.
As far as the root of magic realism is concerned, the term itself
dates back to the 1920s when it was coined by the German art critic
Franz Roh. Yet there are many who, influenced by the writing of Jorge
Lois Borges (185–187), recognize the roots of the genre in Spanish
literature, claiming that the literary precursor of magic realism was Don
Quixote. Besides Cervantes, critics and writers often take Kafka's
Metamorphosis as a European example of magic realism. However, the
origins of the genre can also be traced in the literature of the colonized–
Third World literature such as that of Latin America. In fact, many have
asserted that Alejo Carpentier was the first to use the genre. Indeed,
upon returning from Europe, where he became acquainted with
European surrealism, Carpentier recognized the need for an artistic
expression that conveys all those non-material aspects, so important for
Latin American cultural history. He coined the word "realismo
maravilloso"—a Latin American form of magic realism—a concept
reflecting a mixture of different cultural systems and a variety of
experiences that generate an incredible environment, an alternate
mindset and a different appreciation of Latin America's reality (Bowers
13).
Steven Slemon argues that magic realism emerged in the Third
world and postcolonial literature because the genre was most
operative in cultures on the fringes of mainstream literary tradition and
society, which is why it is closely linked to life on the margins (409). This
may also explain why feminist texts use magic realism to present the
perspectives of women who frequently inhabit margins, as they are
similarly colonized by various patriarchal systems. In both feminist and
post-colonial narratives, magic realism is used to destabilize imposed
domination and the colonizer’s version of reality, history, and truth. In
an effort to explain the connection between magic realism and the postcolonial impetus, Elleke Boehmer says that postcolonial writers find
ways to express their view of the world—fissured, distorted, and made
incredible by cultural displacement, through magic realism (229).
Moreover, another theorist Brenda Cooper argues that writers
frequently use the genre as it “retains the explanatory value” and
“thrives on transition, on the process of change, borders and ambiguity”
(15).
The topic of magic realism also calls into question the concept of
identity. As has been said, the genre is used to challenge and destabilize
mainstream perceptions inherent in dominant thinking that glorifies its
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own version of the truth, history, rationality and homogenous collective
identity. Back in history, the creolized people, for example, were unable
to identify with colonizers because they did not fit into the prevailing
definition of singular or homogenous identity. Similarly, the politics of
dominance shaped female identities given that the patriarchal system
awarded men with notions of totality and selfness, encouraging the
creation of homogenous male identities, whereas feminine identities
were reduced to that of the subordinate or the Other. Therefore, for
many postcolonial and feminist writers, magic realism became a means
of undermining the dominant belief in social or cultural homogeneity,
providing a new space for the expression of difference and reconceptualization of self.
Obviously, both the notion of difference and conception of
Otherness are reinforced by the conceptualization of magic realism
itself. However, another important aspect of the genre is its
transgressive nature which has popularized magic realism among
various postcolonial and feminist writers, who acknowledge the
capacity of magic realism to infringe on standard categorizations of truth
and reality. As asserted by Bowers, “once the category of truth has been
brought into question and the category of the real broken down or
overturned, the boundaries of other categories become vulnerable”
(64). Consequently, various dichotomies such as self and Other become
critically fragile within magic realism, further opening the possibility of
transposing them and the subsequent creation of alternative and
modified viewpoints of self and Other. It is not unusual that many
writers employ magic realism to destabilize and subvert the roles of the
dominant and place more emphasis on the Other. As will be further
discussed, these subversions are central to magic realism in both novels.
2. Magic realism in Nights at the Circus
Carter's magic realist phase began with the novel Nights at the
Circus, although her earlier works, such as Magic Toyshop and The
Passion of New Eve, also contained elements of magic realism.
(Muždeka 50). Delivering different accounts from the extraordinary life
of the main character, Nights at the Circus, coupled with Carter's later
novel Wise Children, introduces elements of magic realism in the most
profound manner. In Nights at the Circus, Carter confronts aspects of
magic and reality through two key protagonists and lays forth the basic
magic-realistic context through the magic bird-woman Fevvers and the
pragmatic American journalist Walser, who interviews Fevvers, aiming
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to answer the novel’s key query: “How does she do it? [...] 'Do you think
she's real?’” (8-9).
At the beginning of the book, Fevvers reveals to Walser that she
was hatched from an egg and describes her early life with women in the
brothel, as well as her first attempt to fly. Fevver’s initial confession,
veiled in mysticism, raises questions about the truthfulness of her
narrative and her life, both in Walser and the readers. Absorbed in
Fevvers’ story and intrigued by her very existence, Walser's sense of
truth and reality is distorted at the beginning of the novel, and as the
story progresses, he becomes deeply confused: “[…] he felt more and
more like a kitten tangling up in a ball of wool it had never intended to
unravel in the first place” (Carter 40). Taken up Fevvers’ storytelling, he
even loses time: “For the first time that night, Walser was seriously
discomposed. 'Hey there! Didn't that clock strike midnight just a while
ago, after the night watchman came round?” (42). As Stoddart observes,
the disorienting manipulation of time is characteristic of Carter's magic
realism (36). The time distortion allows Fevvers to gain greater control
of the American and manipulate his sense of reality and presence. The
fascinating accounts of Fevvers' life, the disruption of time, and the
illusion of truth lead to increased confusion for the young American
journalist, further contributing to the final decomposition of his
character.
While Walser is initially endowed with superiority attributed to his
maleness and American origin, his character undergoes a radical
transformation towards the end of the novel. At first, he is portrayed as
a typical American man from California—young, self-aware and willing
to achieve his goals, but as the story progresses, readers realize that he
is a naive character wanting acceptance and self-approval. As Henitiuk
points out, upon hearing Fevver's story, Walser seeks comfort in his
skepticism, since his entire world, perception of truth, and system of
belief is threatened by magical elements which do not fit into his
reasoning (413). The initial superiority, symbolically represented in
Walser's Americanism and manhood, is nothing more than a guise, as
his beliefs are conditioned by Fevvers’ story which impels him to doubt
his surrounding, truth, and even self. Thus, despite being unusual and
different, Fevvers soon assumes the dominant position. She achieves
this with her storytelling. She recounts the supernatural aspects of her
being, talks about her wings and accepts the abnormality and her bodily
difference as “an irreconcilable division between myself and
humankind” (Carter 34). However, she also claims that she and people
like her are as real as Walser himself: “with hearts that beat like yours
[Walser’s]” (69). To Fevvers, magic and storytelling become a strategy
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to take control not just of the story, but also of Walser and the entire
perception of reality.
The part of the book, when Fevvers enters the museum of
monsters, a place where everybody is like her—unnatural, hybrid, and
monstrous—further intensifies the magical expression of the novel. In a
Gothic setting, we encounter a living skeleton Mrs. Schreck who runs the
museum, her mouthless servant Toussaint, Sleeping Beauty who only
wakes up to eat, transsexual Albert/Albertina, a dwarf girl named
Wonder and Fanny with her eyes on her nipples. According to Fevvers,
her friends are very lonely souls; their lives are filled with misery as they
are controlled by a cold-hearted woman, but that is the only place they
fit in, as Fanny concludes: “Amongst the monsters, I am well hidden;
who looks for a leaf in the forest?” (Carter 65). Even though the
monstrous residents of the museum are different from what is generally
regarded as ordinary and normal, they are all real. Similar to Fevvers,
these characters are also shrouded in a veil of magic and illusion, further
intensifying mysticism in the novel and challenging the conventional
perception of the ordinary and unnatural, true and imaginary. For
example, in recounting the story of the mute Toussaint, Fevvers reveals
that before becoming Schreck's servant, he used to work at fairs where
people poked and pried at him. She notes that such behavior has made
these people look unnatural, not the mute Toussaint. At this point in the
book, Fevvers raises the central question of magic realism: “For what is
natural or unnatural, sir?”, and continues:” The mold in which human
form is cast is exceedingly fragile” (Carter 61). By this, Fevvers suggests
that one cannot, with utter certainty, say that one thing is natural or
genuine and the other is not.
The second part of the novel recounts the episodes in Colonel
Kearney's circus in St. Petersburg. This section illustrates an interesting
juxtaposition of human and animal behavior. Colonel Kearney assumes
that his pig Sybil has divine abilities. He runs his business by consulting
with the pig, and the entire circus depends on the Sybil, who predicts
the future, spells words, and acts like a human. Presenting an animal as
a human-like creature underscores Carter's aim to further debase
traditional perceptions and reasoning by blurring the line between
reality and fantasy. At the end of this part of the book, we come across
another significant magical occurrence. It is when Fevvers, in an effort
to flee from the Grand Duke, hops on the model train that unexpectedly
becomes a real train running through the taigas of the great Siberia.
The jump, as Abdullah states, “blurs the concept of immovable space
and creates a break between reality and fantasy therefore contributing
to the element of the supernatural” (14).
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The third part of the novel previews the circus ensemble traveling
through Siberia. The train is soon attacked by a group of outlaws and it
explodes. Following the explosion, all circus members, except Walser,
are taken hostage by the outlaws. Fortunately, Walser is saved by a
group of female assassins who had fled the house of correction run by
Countess P. However, after the train incident, Walser completely loses
his mind and takes on animalistic behavior. The erasure of Walser’s
memory and his transformation into a human chicken represents the
destruction of the Western viewpoint expressed in his character. Hence,
by the end of the novel, Walser becomes more like Fevvers—a
transgressive character or a hybrid, inadequate to all those who prey on
rational ontological explanations. By turning into a chicken, Walser is not
only dehumanized but, more importantly, de-masculinized.
Paradoxically, these erasures impel a remarkable rebirth of his
character, allowing him to step beyond the initial pragmatism, as his
mind is finally liberated from the constructs embedded in Western
thought:
“Walser flutters across the snowy wastes. He is a sentient being,
still, but no longer the rational one […] now he is all sensibility
without a grain of sense […] In this elevated state, he harkens to
the rhythm of the drum” (Carter 236).
In addition to accounts of various magical occurrences, the magic
realist atmosphere in the novel is augmented by a profusion of narrative
details. Although the Baroque narrative may often disorientate readers,
it is intentionally used to stimulate the perception of the extraordinary
and magical. In addition to textual abundance, Carter uses an unreliable
narrator as a distinctive characteristic of her magic realist texts. As
Hegerfeldt points out, unreliable narrators in magic realism are used to
generate ambiguity (101). At the end of The Nights at the Circus,
narrator Fevvers says: “To think I really fooled you! She marveled. It just
goes to show there’s nothing like confidence” (Carter 295). Hence, not
only are readers told that Fevvers’ accounts may be inaccurate, but they
are invited to reassess everything they had read. The attempt to
discredit the narrator serves to lead readers back to the beginning and
initial question of what is real and true. Therefore, as might be expected,
the novel finishes where it starts—in London, with Fevvers requiring
Walser to start writing the story anew: “That's the way to start the
interview […] Get out your pencil and we'll begin!” (Carter 291).
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2.1. Magic in Carter's Feminist Rhetoric
As has already been argued, magic realist texts are subversive given
that “their in-betweenness, their all-at-onceness encourages resistance
to monological political and cultural structures, a feature that has made
the mode particularly useful to writers in postcolonial cultures and,
increasingly, to women” (Zamora and Faris 6). In Nights at the Circus,
magic realism endorses Carter's feminist criticism and seeks to
deconstruct prevailing patriarchal narratives. In the case of Fevvers,
elements of magic and reality are juxtaposed to convey Carter’s feminist
ideas. Hence, it is through magic realism that Carter creates a feminist
space of resistance. Contrary to Fevvers, who juggles life between
reality and magic to preserve sanity, the pragmatic and powerful Walser
loses his mind by the end of the book and his reality is shattered in the
novel. Furthermore, the dualistic nature of magic realism conveys
fundamental dichotomies: self and other, male and female, presence
and absence, all of which have become topical in feminist discussions.
As said before, the idea of otherness is expressed in both magic realism
and feminist narratives. In Carter's novel, hybrid characters thrive on
difference that contradicts dominant beliefs and values. Half-woman
and half-bird Fevvers is the embodiment of otherness, because
her physical appearance deviates from what is considered natural.
Additionally, the fact that she is a woman puts her on the double
margins of Western patriarchal culture.
Fevvers’ otherness is not only expressed in her different and
magical appearance, but also spatially conveyed, as she inhabits
marginal spaces: the brothel, the monsters' museum, the circus—spaces
on the margins in which deviants reside. As identified by French
philosopher Michel Foucault in his seminal work "Of Other Spaces",
these are heterotopic spaces. In contrast to utopias, heterotopias are
highly complex, discursive environments that both reflect and
contradict common spaces, demonstrating a radical openness
to difference. Foucault uses graves, brothels, prisons, mental hospitals,
and other institutions to illustrate the most common heterotopias,
arguing that each has “precise and well-defined function within society
and the same heterotopia can, in accordance with the synchronicity of
the culture in which it is located, have a different function” (333). The
primary function of spaces occupied by Fevvers and her friends is to
divide and isolate them from the mainstream culture that expels them
due to their deviances. Furthermore, reflecting Soja's conceptualization
of thirdspace, which transcends traditional binary logic by sublimating
"abstract and concrete, real and imagined, knowable and unimaginable,
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structure and agency, mind and body, consciousness and
unconsciousness, everyday life and unending history" (56-57), the
spaces in the novel have a transgressive function that facilitates the
subversion of dominant viewpoints, ideologies, and assumptions. In this
regard, the use of magical realism in the novel contributes to the
formation of a specific environment, the thirdspace, which provides
conditions for transcending established hegemonic systems, such as
patriarchy. As Henitiuk points out “patriarchal worlds, fictional or
otherwise, typically employ rigid sex roles and masculine hegemony to
deny women’s mastery over the three dimensions of space, and thus
Fevvers looks beyond the spatial with a view to attaining autonomy”
(421).
At the beginning of the novel, Fevvers is contrasted to the
pragmatic American man whose ambition is to write a story about this
enigmatic woman. The beginning of the book centralizes opposite
characters—a hybrid and magical woman Fevvers with no specific
occupation or aim, and Walser—the embodiment of patriarchal male
authority. Equipped with the power of the pen, it seems that Walser
has authority and control at the beginning of the novel. He
presents a threat to Fevvers, given that his writing may either destroy or
give rise to Fevvers’ popularity. In other words, Walser has the
opportunity to create the image of Fevvers as he pleases. Henitiuk
points out that he is there to assign Fevvers “a (false) identity, as
humbug, whore and/or freak of nature […] to write her story, to
textualize her” (414). Walser's initial goal is to debunk Fevvers' powers
and portray her as a fraud, so he devotes himself to materializing
Fevvers in a way that conforms to Western society's logic. However, as
we learn later, Fevvers takes advantage of her uniqueness and
difference, transforming them into a source of power and strength.
Therefore, elements of magic realism that surround Fevver’s character
become a means to achieve feminist aims and subvert male authority.
Fevvers’ strategy is simple: confuse the opponent and persuade him to
rethink what he thought he understood. By confusing and distracting
Walser, either by strange appearance or deceptive narration, Fevvers
manipulates masculine authority embodied in Walser and thus refusing
to comply with autocratic masculine principles. In doing so, she takes
control of everything: Walser, the story, and the readers.
Although Fevvers speaks from the margins, she shows a great deal
of independence because she does not need any provision from others.
Moreover, she earns money for others—Madam Schreck and the
Colonel, but more importantly, she does not have to work as a prostitute
because her uniqueness raises enough interest and curiosity in people
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that she can make a living by simply exhibiting herself. This is how Carter
alters Fevvers’ abnormality and bridges the aspects of magical with
independence and control. Such power, as Saman and Yaqoob point out,
allows female characters like Fevvers to "enact their
selves subversively" (564). Similar tactics of patriarchal subversion are
commonly accepted by many contemporary feminist authors and
recognized as a potential course of action for oppressed women. In
Nights at the Circus, both the character of Fevvers and the strategies of
magic realism are used to devalue the prevailing social and patriarchal
ideologies in which women are assigned inferior social positions. In the
book, Carter uses the antinomy found in magic realism to expose the
paradoxical nature of patriarchal male-centered thought and
underscore the significance of subversive feminist action.
Fevvers' monstrosity has a number of other feminist implications.
As Hanaitiuk points out, a free woman in an unfree society will always
be seen as a monster (423). Carter’s heroine uses monstrosity to break
with the social and patriarchal constraints imposed on her and other
women. For that reason, as Henitiuk further observes, Fevvers:
“is constantly evading those who would possess/contain/define
her. To this end, she posits an alternate version of reality with her
corporeal self and a 'fluid identity that destabilizes the rigid
boundary between the subject and object' [...] Carter's heroine acts
as an explicit reference to the othering of women as freaks of
nature, figures of deviance, and turns these damaging perceptions
on their head” (419).
The magical aspect of Fevvers' corporeal self, the wings, becomes
an epitome of her freedom. Obviously, the wings have an intrinsic
value in her life, which she confirms when one of them is broken: "I
suspect that not only my wing, but also my heart has been a little
broken" (Carter 234). Fevvers understands how important her wings
are to her survival. In fact, it is through this magical element of her
body, the hybridity, that she establishes her identity.
Hence, by informing the story with magical elements, Carter
equips her female character with a chance to survive. Hybridity
embedded in Fevvers opens up the possibility of female alteration
and repositioning. It is through the juxtaposition of magic and realism
that Carter creates space for women like Fevvers. This new space is
free from the prevailing assumptions, particularly those relating to
gender. However, Carters' feminist course in Nights at the Circus goes
beyond the simplistic subversion of male and female roles as she also
scratches the surface of transgender issues. As pointed out by Paulina
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Palmer, many writers employ elements of magic realism to explore
the various types of transgender (15). Although this intention is not
openly expressed in Carters' novel, at one point the readers are
confronted with Walser's suspicion that Fevvers is, in fact, a male: “It
flickered through his mind: Is she really a man?” (Carter 35). This adds
to the overall impression that Carter's Nights at the Circus not only
delineates the psychological dimension of characters, but shifts the
focus to their physical manifestations, opening up other genderrelated issues. At the end of the novel, Fevvers demonstrates a
complete feminine authority. Her ironic narrative tone, as well as her
carnivalesque laugh that magically reverberates across the entire
planet, underpins a newly conceived realization that she has fully
established herself and her dominance.
3. Borderlands La Frontera: Myth and Reality
Although it has been more than three decades since the
publication of Anzaldúa's Borderlands La Frontera, the book continues
to draw attention, retaining the highest relevance in Chicana literary
and cultural studies. To Anzaldúa, borderlands not only represent a
distinctive physical space—a border between Latin America and the
U.S., but it entails specific cognitive and spiritual state, becoming the
central “miscegenation metaphor” (Herrera and López 13). As a
metaphor of divided cultural reality and identity, it emerges from the
junction of different and opposing cultural systems—the U.S. and Latin
American. Thus, as in magical realism, Anzaldúa's borderlands
integrate oxymoronic paradigms that illuminate hybridity and
transgression.
The book Borderlands La Frontera derives its content from
Anzaldúa’s experience of a Chicana and a lesbian. It promotes both
feminist and queer ideas, as the author ventures to deconstruct
standard male-centered perspectives, offering a peculiar cultural and
feminist re-writing of Chicanas’ position in the U.S. As Garcia notes,
Anzaldúa “combines history, myth, spirituality, sexuality, and politics
to map out a new direction for all people in general and women in
particular” (38). Moreover, she indulges in creating a system more
favorable to Chicanas and does this by recounting personal
experiences on the Mexican-American border. By incorporating
cultural references and elements from Indian mythology, she explores
the poetics of borderlands “as a space of radical openness and a
Thirdspace filled with perils and possibilities” (Soja 127), thus creating
new feminist perspectives on Chicana life.
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Building on the reality of the border, Anzaldúa embraces the
mythological and spiritual aspects of Mesoamerican culture to validate
the ambiguity and liminality as innate features of both the borderlands
and the magic realism embodied in her work. The transposition of
magic realist associations to the conception of borderlands indicates
that these two aspects function in a similar way. Both share a
transgressional capacity that opposes valorization of singularity and
homogeneity embedded in Western thought, encouraging the new
modes of thinking about hybridity, difference and ambiguity.
Borderland, as Anzaldúa notes, is in a “constant state of transition”
(25). Such fluidity, which allows for the duality and cultural hybridity
of Latino/a people, is not only central to Anzaldúa's concept of
borderlands, but her use of magic realism as well. Because of the
specific ties with Latino culture and tradition, Anzaldúa's work can be
classified as Ontological Magic Realism that “has as its source material
beliefs or practices from the cultural context in which the text is set”
(Bowers 86).
In the first chapter, Anzaldúa presents the idea of the
supernatural as a vital part of Latino culture. Claiming that the
supernatural has a primordial connotation, she asserts that “humans
fear the supernatural, both the un-divine (the animal impulses such as
sexuality, the unconscious, the unknown, the alien) and the divine (the
superhuman, the god in us)” (39) and proceeds to clarify that most
cultures see women as closely connected to the fearful un-divine
realm: “woman is carnal, animal and closer to the undivine, she must
be protected. Protected from herself. Woman is the stranger, the
other. She is man's recognized nightmarish pieces, his Shadow-Beast”
(Ibid). Evidently, Anzaldúa makes a plausible connection between
women and supernatural or magical, arguing that women are men's
Shadow-Beasts. Thus, she highlights the demonized and inhuman view
of women in patriarchy. However, while the reference to the
supernatural is usually seen as negative and has put many pressures
on women's backs, nonetheless, it is a tremendous source of strength
and power for Anzaldúa. In her book, she combines numerous
mythical figures and traditional folk tales, usually involving
supernatural beings or instances, with elements of reality to create a
new space for all Chicanas. In recreating mythical female figures and
invoking magic elements, Anzaldúa demonstrates that the bond
between women and the supernatural can become an advantage.
Hence, she does not dispute the link between women, magical and
mysterious, but uses the relation to promote Latinas’ positions.
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Besides feminist ideology, elements of magic realism in
Borderlands La Frontera serve to articulate acute problems in ethnic
minorities, specifically Chicanas harboring a borderland
consciousness. As pointed out in the theoretical framework, magic
realism is used to destabilize the radical views of the power elite and
Anzaldúa uses it to validate hybridity and ambiguity of Latino
minorities. Since magic realism offers space to re-assess and reconceptualize socially established meanings such as identity and selfother relationship, she employs elements from Indian mythology to
pose questions about the Chicana identity. These elements help to
authenticate the simultaneity embedded in the Chicana conception of
self. As Henriques observes, Anzaldúa re-appropriates ancient
representations of goddesses and superhuman beings in order to
deliver new and powerful modes of thinking (42). Thus, Anzaldúa
creates new Chicana narratives and consciousness “by creating a new
mythos—that is a change in the way we perceive reality, the way we
see ourselves, and the ways we behave” (102). For Anzaldúa, hybrid
identity is not only a matter of the conscious self, but also a matter of
all that remains hidden underneath—the irrational, mystical and
magical. In her book, she accepts all the underlying aspects of her
consciousness as the core of her being: “I have always been aware that
there is a greater power than the conscious I. That power is my inner
self, the entity that is the total sum of all my reincarnations, the godwoman in me I call Antigua, mi Diosa, the divine within” (72). By
describing herself as the sum of reincarnations, Anzaldúa draws
attention to the supernatural and mythical aspects that are important
to her immediate existence and divided cultural reality. While
celebrating the subconscious as an important part of Chicana reality,
culture and identity, Anzaldúa develops what she terms the new
mestiza, a Chicana with a specific borderline consciousness:
“la mestiza is the product of the transfer of the cultural and spiritual
values of one group to another [...] The new mestiza copes by
developing a tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for ambiguity
[...] She learns to juggle cultures. She has a plural personality, she
operates in pluralistic mode - nothing is thrust on, the good the bad
and the ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned. Not only that
she sustains contradictions, she turns the ambivalence into
something else” (100-101).
Obviously, the contemporary mestiza, or a woman of a mixed
breed, is presented as a female force that defies all cultural or gender
contradictions. Anzaldúa invokes a magic-like image of the new mestiza
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because she sustains the vagueness of Chicana's experience. It should
not be forgotten, however, that mestiza is not just an artificial or
theoretical construct, as each represents a real person—a miracle
embedded in the present, a magic realism itself. She is a living person, a
woman who accepts the disparity, the complexity, mixed ethnicity and
the diversity as genuine parts of her being. Such a woman is at the same
time extraordinary and magical, but nevertheless real.
3.1. Subversion of Traditional Mythology: La Llorona and
Coatlique
Anzaldúa creates the new mestiza on the tenants of ancient
Mexican mythology. In her work, she re-introduces the myth of La
Llorona, a wailing woman, to provide empowerment to other Chicanas,
as well as to all those who, as Anzaldúa says, are considered “subhuman,
inhuman, non-human” (40). According to Mexican folk tradition, La
Llorona drowned her children and committed suicide as an act of
revenge against abandonment by her husband. While the wailing
woman La Llorona traditionally invokes negative associations in Latino
culture, Anzaldúa uses her image to promote feminist ideas. As she
claims, La Llorona’s wailing represents a sign of resistance and is a
protest against any social and cultural change that had exerted an effect
on ancient Indian women and, consequently, on all Chicanas:
“My Chicana identity is grounded in the Indian woman's history of
resistance. The Aztec female rites of mourning were rites of
defiance protesting the cultural changes which disrupted the
equality and balance between female and male, and protesting
their demotion to a lesser status, their denigration. Like La Llorona,
the Indian woman's only means of protest was wailing” (Anzaldúa
43).
Hence, the use of La Llorona’s myth is seen as a critique of both
past colonial behavior and contemporary patriarchal culture in which
Latino women protest in a similar manner against the culturally
dominant and male-centered views. Therefore, the invocation of this
myth helps Anzaldúa not only to bind the past and present, but to
reconstruct reality, given that ghosts like La Llorona offer “alternative
stories that challenge the dominant history” (Watanabe 105).
Besides recalling La Llorona, Anzaldúa invokes the pre-Hispanic
goddess Coatlicue, the goddess of fertility and earth. Endowed with
powers to create and destroy, Coatlicue is an ambivalent figure that
renders hybridism and a divided Chicana consciousness. In contrast to
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the commonly invoked image of La Virgen in Chicana literature,
Coatlicue is a symbol of empowerment and an embodiment of duality;
she is an “entity in which opposites reside, in which conflict and
resolution are encompassed within her nature” (Sobek 26). Coatlicue’s
dualism is reflected in her appearance: she is wearing a skirt of
interwoven snakes and a necklace made of human hearts, hands and
sculls. Her feet and hands are claws and her breasts are flabby from
nursing. Both magical and real come together in Anzaldúa’s rewriting of
Coatlicue, as she re-appropriates and merges this indigenous female
image with Chicanas’ reality on the border. In this way, she creates a
magic realist framework that supports ambivalence, dualism and
opposition inherent in the life of each Chicana.
The fascination of Chicana writers with Coatlicue comes from the
recognition of Coatlicue’s ability and power, as she takes part in the
processes of creation and destruction. The supernatural elements
inherent in her image create a sense of invincibility. In the eyes of
feminists like Anzaldúa, Coatlicue is an active female force and
identification with her helps Chicanas accept and validate their own
ambivalences. Hence, this figure also represents an apt role model for
Anzaldúa's new mestizas who “interpret history and, using new symbols,
shape new myths” (104), thus becoming more like Coatlicue—magical,
strong, and invincible.
Coatlicue and other representations of the Mesoamerican folk
culture in Anzaldúa’s book serve to point to the simultaneity of self.
Troubled by hybridism, Anzaldúa invokes these female figures to reinvent the many selves within her. As Tamdgidi observes, this way she
seeks a “way out of the habituated ways of being, thinking, and feeling”
(276). The departure from the conventional modes of thinking helps the
Chicanas to reconnect with the past, and bridge the conscious self, their
immediate realities, with their inner and spiritual selves in order to
reach totality. As Anzaldúa argues, each Chicana thus "becomes a
nauhual13, able to transform herself into a tree, a coyote, into another
person. She learns to transform the small 'I' into the total Self" (82-83).
Acquiring superhuman power to transform, Anzaldúa manages to bridge
oppositions embedded in her original culture and Western society,
linking her traditional inheritance with contemporary reality and living
on the border.
To further promote concepts related to Chicanas’ cultural
hybridism, besides the reproduction of mythical figures, Anzaldúa also
13

Nahual derives from the Mesoamerican folk culture and represents a human
being endowed with the power to turn into animals.
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points to the other side—the realm of ghosts. Similar to Carter's use of
magic realism, Anzaldúa internalizes the elements of supernatural to
criticize Western self-confidence and rationality:
“Like many Indians and Mexicans, I did not deem my psychic
experiences real… I allowed white rationality to tell me that the
existence of “other world” was mere pagan superstition. I accepted
their reality, the “official reality” of the rational, reasoning mode
which is connected with external reality, the upper world, and is
considered the most developed consciousness—the consciousness
of duality” (58-59).
The passage above illustrates how Western authority has denied
relevant aspects of Latino cultural tradition. While Anzaldúa claims that
Western rationality is commonly perceived as a higher state of thought
and consciousness that rejects the presence of the other world, she
maintains that those who consider the supernatural as a part of reality
continue to fascinate the members of Western culture: “They are
fascinated by what they call the ‘magical mind’, the ‘savage’ mind, the
participatio mystique of the mind that says the world of the imagination,
world of the soul and spirit, is just as real as physical reality” (59). In
contrast to Western civilization, Anzaldúa embraces the mystical
aspects of Latino heritage, as she sees them inseparable from her
tradition, community and reality:
“Voodoo, Santeria, Shamanism and other native religions are called
cults and their beliefs are called mythologies. In my own life, the
Catholic Church fails to give meaning to my daily acts, to my
continuing encounters with the ‘other world’ […] No matter to what
use my people put the supernatural world, it is evident to me now
that the spirit world, whose existence whites are so adamant in
denying, does in fact exist. This very minute I sense the presence of
my ancestors in my room” (59—60).
Evidently, Anzaldúa acknowledges the existence of the
supernatural as part of the reality and immediate existence of Latino/a
people. By claiming that her own experience involves sensations of
inhuman existence, i.e., the spirits of her ancestors, she establishes
herself as a witness to supernatural presences. She thus gives more
legitimacy to this aspect of Latino tradition, but also to her own life, and
to all her fellow people who inhabit two realities and live between two
cognitive grounds. Hence, in Borderlands La Frontera she intentionally
employs supernatural elements, creating a magic realist atmosphere, as
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she believes these elements must be kept as integral parts of border
reality and identification of Latino people.
Conclusion
Elements of magic realism in Angela Carter's Nights in the Circus
and supernatural and mythical elements in Gloria Anzaldúa's
Borderlands La Frontera expose acute socio-cultural and female issues
in British and U.S. societies. The paper shows that writers utilize various
magical elements to explore and provide alternatives for all those
outside the definition of the prevailing or dominant. Using aspects of
magic realism, Carter and Anzaldúa create alternative realities and offer
them to people on the social margins—women and ethnic minorities. In
the process of presenting supernatural aspects as part of physical and
factual reality, writers develop a unique strategy of social and gender
subversion. Through the reproduction of myth and the supernatural,
they unveil the deeply troubling issue of supremacy and subvert the
dominance embodied in both Western culture and male-centered
narratives. As argued in the paper, both authors use magic elements to
solve disputed questions of personal and social representation, as well
as the identity of the non-dominant.
.
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EL VIAJE HACIA SOBRENATURAL: LOS ELEMENTOS DEL REALISMO MÁGICO
EN LAS NOVELAS NOCHE EN EL CIRCO DE ANGELA CARTER Y BORDERLANDS
LA FRONTERA: THE NEW MESTIZA DE GLORIA E. ANSALDUA
Esta obra se centra en los elementos del realismo mágico en las novelas Noches
en el Circo de Angela Carter y Borderlands La Frontera: The New Mestiza de
Gloria E. Anzaldúa. Aunque estas dos novelas pertenecen a diferentes períodos
de tiempo y cánones literarios las escritoras utilizan los elementos míticos y
sobrenaturales para los propósitos similares–para desafiar las opiniones de la
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sociedad británica y estadounidense. Al incorporar los elementos mágicos en
sus obras, las escritoras examinan los valores patriarcales y occidentales para
justificar y validar identidades basadas en las hibridaciones y las diferencias.
Palabras clave: Realismo mágico, realidad, sobrenatural, mito, género,
cultura, hibridación, Carter, Anzaldúa.
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Abstract: This paper, besides a short introduction concerning general
information on themes and the structure present in the short story collection Lo
cunto de li cunti overo lo trattenemiento de’ peccerille, written by the Italian
Baroque author Giambattista Basile, whose masterpiece enjoyed great fame
abroad much earlier than in Italy, is concerned with the analysis of fantastic and
grotesque elements which generally characterise oral tradition, fairy tales and
myths. The above-mentioned elements were identified in the fifty short stories
which Basile wrote and included in his collection. Various sources were used in
the analysis, relying on myths and fairy tales with the aim of explaining the
presence of the grotesque. Besides its great literary value, this collection is also
of great historical importance because, just like many other examples of oral
tradition, it fosters a vast span of costumes and traditions that are typical of the
Mediterranean folklore. From one tale to another, the collection slowly but
surely reveals the Mediterranean identity of the people from the South of Italy
and explains the function of the grotesque and its didactic purpose.
Keywords: fairy tales, fantasy, folklore, grotesque, magic, myth, tradition

Introduction
Giambattista Basile (1994, 26) claims in his introduction to Lo cunto de
li cunti that there is no greater pleasure than the one of listening to
amusing stories and anecdotes from somebody else’s life. According to
Michele Rak (2005, 2), a literary critic and translator of Basile’s
masterpiece, Basile’s fairy tale collection is a captivating mixture of
fantasy and folklore which thrives with elements of Italian commedia
dell’arte. This precious collection provides the possibility to follow and
analyse the genesis of the fairy tale, literary genre which was thoroughly
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redefined only in the 18th century. Giovanni Francesco Straparola1 and
Giambattista Basile were amongst the first European authors to
introduce magic elements and fantasy in tales, whereas almost a
century later Charles Perrault published Histories ou Contes du temps
passé avec des moralités, which celebrated the so-called “Mode de
fees”; i.e. a trend of a fairy tale that became popular among the
aristocracy at the court of Louis XIV. Finally, in 1812 a fairy tale was
identified as a genre which stemmed out from the oral tradition of
storytelling (Gatto Trocchi 9 - 10).
Nowadays, there is a widespread tendency to associate fairy tales
with children’s literature because fairy tales depict reality “in a manner
which conforms to the way a child thinks and experiences the world”
(Bettelheim 45). However, it must be noticed that both fairy tales and
folktales, regardless of the fact that they stem from oral tradition,
abundantly rely on fantastic elements and magic which is combined with
real-world settings, facts, and historical elements to convey convincing
images to the audience.2 Some of the tales that are going to be tackled
in this paper had originally been intended for adult audiences, which
could explain the presence of the grotesque elements, allegories, sexual
allusions, puns, and metaphors. Gradually, due to changes in literary and
theoretical approach, scientific settings, social and literary context, such
tales were redefined and transformed into classic examples of children’s
literature. Besides providing entertainment to its audience, they also
tend to reveal national traditions and costumes, simultaneously
performing a pedagogical function, i.e., they contain morals that had
been passed from one generation to another, thus keeping alive the
stories and legends. Fairy tales, therefore, preserve people’s creed,
wisdom, and values, which are summarised in a proverb or a moral that
1

Giovanni Francesco Straparola included fantastic elements in his masterpiece,
Le piacevoli notti, switching from the realistic tale typical of Boccaccio, to
fantastic elements and imaginary characters that recalled One Thousand and
One Nights or Panchatantra (Bellonci and Petrucciani 20 – 21). Basile also opted
for the fantastic motives, imaginary places and allegoric situations, which
enabled him to express himself freely and light-heartedly, without being judged
or asked for any justification. Rak (6) highlights the allegory as one of the
essential elements of fairy tales.
2
Although the theoretical approach to fairy tales is rather prolific, for the
purpose of this paper we shall mention Bettelheim’s approach (59) supporting
Freud’s psychoanalytical attitude towards fairy tales, comparing them to
dreams, which need to be repeatedly analysed just like fairy tales that are
frequently reread to children in order to let them grasp a deeper symbolic
meaning.
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is revealed and confirmed at the end of a tale, and according to which
good always wins over evil, degeneracy and evildoings are punished,
altruism and charity are rewarded, etc. While studying the Russian fairy
tale, Vladimir Propp 3 (21) notices that, besides the above-mentioned
pedagogical function which most of the fairy tales have in common,
there also seems to exist an identical plot structure employed by the
narrators and followed by the characters, who seem to cover the same
functions generally, within various tales. These functions, which are
always attributed to the same type of characters, serve as stabile and
constant components of a fairy tale. As Italo Calvino (5) claims in the
Introduction to his Italian Folktales (a fairy tale collection from 1956),
the habit of recounting the so-called novelline emerges much earlier on
the Italian soil, more precisely in the Southern Italy, than in the rest of
Europe, because its inhabitants had been exposed much earlier to the
influence of the Arabian culture and its rich oral tradition, in respect to
other nations.
However, this paper shall focus on the collection Lo cunto de li cunti
overo lo trattenemiento de’ peccerile 4 or Il Pentamerone written by
Giambattista Basile (under the alias Gian Alesio Abbattùtis), a prominent
literate from Naples (later nicknamed the “folktale hunter”5).
The collection was initially published in 1634 by Ottavio Beltrano
(editor), and subsequently defined by Thomas Crane (22) as a unique
monument of folktales in Europe, inspired by the regional folktales.
Despite belonging to popular culture, the collection was intended
primarily for the Court, and it aimed at entertaining, or making the
courtiers laugh by involving them into conversations about various
legends, stories, etc. The collection managed to preserve the traditional

3

In Morphology of the Folktale, Vladimir Propp (13) examined the methods
used in various studies carried out by ethnographers and experts such as
Alexander Afanasyev, Wilhelm Wundt, Antti Aarne, etc., challenging the lack of
the precise classification scheme of fairy tales, insisting that the scheme is
necessary to define […] “relationships of tales among themselves (65).”
4
Benedetto Croce was the first to translate the book in 1925. Subsequently,
followed other translations in Italian. All quotations it the text that follows are
extracted from Basile, Giambattista. 1994. Il racconto dei racconti. Milano:
Adelphi.
5
According to the documentary series entitled “Città Misteriose”, directed by
Luca Trovellesi Cesana, Basile is frequently called the “folktale hunter”
(cacciatore alle fiabe) because he spent most of his life collecting and writing
down stories from oral tradition in the Campania and Basilicata regions located
in the south of Italy (Trovellesi Cesana 2015).
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folk elements, elements of the genuine Mediterranean spirit, parody,
comedy, and the grotesque.
Basile’s Il Pentamerone or Lo cunto de li cunti
Il Pentamerone or Lo cunto de li cunti overo lo trattenemiento de’
peccerille is a collection of fifty short stories, narrated by ten narrators
in five days. The collection imitates the structure of Boccaccio’s
masterpiece The Decameron. It is included in the narrative framework,
typical of medieval tales, but contrary to Boccaccio’s framework which
was inspired by the deadly plague pandemic that struck Europe, and
Florence in particular, Basile’s framework is based on a fictious love
story between the Princess Zoza and Prince Tadeo 6. All the tales are
6

A king from Vallepelosa had a daughter named Zoza, who never laughed. The
king was desperately searching for a way to make her laugh, but with no
success: he invited various jesters, played tricks, sought remedies, but all his
efforts were in vain. In his last attempt, he decided to build a big fountain in
front of the castle that was pouring oil instead of water so that people might
slip and fall and eventually make Zoza laugh. One day an old woman was filling
a jug with the oil when suddenly a mischievous boy from the court threw a
stone at the jug thus breaking it into a thousand pieces. The woman started
swearing and yelling at him and eventually she ended the fight by showing her
genitals to the young fellow. Consequently, Zoza burst into laughter. The
woman got angry and cursed Zoza by telling her that she would never be able
to marry anyone except Prince Tadeo, who had been bewitched and doomed
to sleep forever in a tomb at the entrance of Camporotondo unless a woman
cried out a jar full of tears for him in three days. Only such a woman would wake
him up and become his wife. Zoza was so desperate that she decided to head
towards Camporotondo and not to miss her last chance of getting married. On
her way to the town she met three fairies that felt sorry for her and gave her
hazelnuts and chestnuts, advising her to open them only in case of an
emergency. Zoza was so determined that she quickly found the prince's body
together with a jug beside it and in less than two days she almost filled the jug
with her tears. She was so tired that she fell asleep. While she was asleep a
Moorish female slave bumped into her and, with no hesitation, took the jug,
added just a few teardrops and woke the prince up from his sleep. He married
her straight away and soon after she got pregnant. Seeking to correct injustice,
Zoza moved into a house that was near Prince Tadeo’s castle, making his wife
jealous of her beauty and her precious objects which she had miraculously
obtained thanks to the fairies’ spells. Due to the last spell that was cast on her,
the Moorish slave had a strong desire to listen to short stories until her baby
was born. Since his pregnant wife’s desires needed to be fulfilled, the prince
had no time to waste, so he invited ten women from town. Each of them was
supposed to recount one story per day within five days. The last story was
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narrated within five 7 days by ten narrators from middle class
backgrounds, except for the Princess Zoza who was of noble origins, but
chose not to reveal it until the end.
Even though both authors were inspired by the Italian oral
tradition, contrary to Boccaccio’s tales concerned mainly with everyday
reality, Basile’s tales are based on unrealistic events and characters that
can frequently be found in myths or fairy tales (Imbriani 1994, 617).
Boccaccio’s characters depict a realistic medieval world and develop real
personality traits thus giving the reader an insight into genuine
traditional elements, beliefs, and everyday life (Bellonci 9).
While reading Il Pentamerone, one can easily come across
characters such as ogres, fairies, elves, enchanted princes and
princesses, animals with human characteristics, etc. Such characters can
be found in books of many fairy tale writers who succeeded Basile, such
as Carlo Gozzi, the Brothers Grimm, John Edward Taylor or even in
Disney’s contemporary animated films. In 2015, in the most recent film
adaptation of Basile’s tales, Matteo Garrone, a famous Italian film
producer and director, adapted three tales full of grotesque and
fantastic elements from Il Pentamerone: The Enchanted Doe, The Flea,
and The Flayed Lady8.
recounted by Princess Zoza so as to reveal the truth to Tadeo. When he
discovered the truth, Tadeo killed the slave and married Zoza.
7
This is the reason why this masterpiece is also called Il Pentamerone. However,
it is a well-known fact that symbolic meanings were often attributed to
numbers and they used to play an important role in terms of the establishment
of cosmos. Therefore, it is not surprising that they are present in myths, fairy
tales and folktales where there is a clear tendency to mix realistic and abstract
elements as well as mystical and profane ones. In his work, Basile uses mostly
the following numbers: 3, 5, 7, 10, and 50. Besides giving to his work a solid
structure, some of these numbers are used symbolically. For example, within
the collection there are numerous repetitions of numbers: e.g., a king has seven
sons who marry seven sisters, and they live together in a perfect harmony
behind seven mountains, etc. Number seven, which is also frequently present
in the modern varieties of fairy tales and animated films, represents perfection
(3 + 4), i.e., “a combination of an even and an odd number”, and in terms of
religion it symbolises “gifts of the Holy Spirit: relaxation, Easter and Salvation”
(Brach 48).
8
Garrone's film Tale of Tales was released in 2015 and competed for the Palme
d’Ore at the Cannes Film Festival. The film, produced by Rai cinema in English
language, is an adaptation of the three above mentioned stories from Basile's
masterpiece. The film abounds in fantastic and elements of horror, typical of
Garrone’s cinematography. Garrone managed to convey Basile's genuine
grotesque features combined with the folklore and the macabre. Garrone
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It is interesting to notice that within Basile's collection there are
fairy tales that later assume various forms in numerous cultures and in
many different languages, such as: La Gatta Cenerentola (Cinderella),
Petrosinella (Rapunzel), Cagliuso (Puss in Boots), Sole, Luna e Talia
(Sleeping Beauty), Ninnillo e Nennella (Hansel and Gretel), etc.
The original collection of Lo cunto de li cunti was written in
Neapolitan and was published posthumously. However, it became
famous in Italy and all over Europe only in the 18th century, after it had
been translated into foreign languages and into standard Italian. The
Brothers Grimm expressed particular interest in Basile’s folktale
collection. In particular, Jacob Grimm praised Giambattista Basile for his
originality and talent in the critical essay Kinder- und Hausmärchen
(Imbriani 1994, 635). The Brothers Grimm translated and adapted the
tales9 in order to make them more appealing to children, eliminating the
majority of the grotesque and horror elements.
Even though according to its subtitle, Overo lo trattenemiento de’
peccerille, Basile's collection seems to be aimed at children’s
entertainment, numerous Basile’s critics and translators, including
Giambattista Basile himself, would not agree with such a statement,
because the tales are full of dark, grotesque, and sometimes even
gruesome details. As a matter of fact, Benedetto Croce (1994, 659-661)
claimed that Lo cunto de li cunti was not just a folktale collection, but
also a hidden treasure that preserved costumes and traditions of the
vivid Neapolitan folklore from Basile’s epoque. Furthermore, due to its
symbolism, Croce also confirmed that the collection was aimed at
adults’ entertainment rather than the children’s. For example, the
character of the ogre’s wife, besides its principal function of causing fear
in other characters, may also symbolise a stereotype of a vengeful
woman from the area of Naples that in one of the scenes becomes
jealous of her neighbours and, therefore, does not want to see them in
decided to explore Basile’s world convinced it was a mixture between reality
and fantasy, claiming that these elements have always characterised his artistic
research. “[…] The stories told in the Cunto de li cunti (Tale of Tales) recall the
opposites in life: the ordinary and the extraordinary; the magical and the
everyday; the regal and the dark; the simple and the imagined; the sublime and
the filth; the terrible and the sweet; scraps of mythology and torrents of
popular wisdom. The tales narrate human emotions pushed to extremes.”
Garrone, Matteo. “Tale of Tales: introduction notes.” Archimede, [n.d.],
https://www.matteogarrone.eu/filmografia.php?tag=filmografia&idscheda=
93&tipologia =film&titolo=TaleofTales&lang=en . February 20, 2021.
9
Numerous adaptations and translations followed shortly afterwards, such as
those by Liebrecht, Taylor, etc. (Croce 1994, 664).
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her garden, and in another, she could be having an ordinary
conversation with her husband while having dinner together. This is a
clear sign of interaction between the fantastic and the ordinary. Another
interesting example is the story about Sapia’s sisters who symbolise the
untameable nature of the Mediterranean girls from Naples because
they run away into their lovers’ arms, thus opposing their own will to
their father’s strict regime of praising chastity above everything. Finally,
in the tale Cinderella the Cat, Basile compares Cinderella’s parade with
a courtesan that is accompanied to prison by the police, etc. (Croce
1994, 662). Moreover, the fact that the tales contain vulgarisms and
sexual allusions, confirms the hypothesis according to which Basile’s
tales had originally been written for adults. The same hypothesis is
confirmed by the presence of the four complex eclogues, serving to end
and conclude each of the first four days, full of images, symbols and
metaphors by means of which Basile criticises human dishonesty, envy,
and greed.
Elements of fantasy, grotesque, and magic in Lo cunto de li cunti
The elements of fantasy and grotesque 10 intermingle with magic
and enchantment throughout the entire Basile’s collection. Propp, in his
10

According to Gino Gori, the grotesque elements belong to the sphere of
fantastic, incredible, and incompatible with the reality. The author considers
the grotesque as separate forms derived from the individual experience.
Furthermore, Gori (1927, 10) explains the concept of the grotesque by
highlighting the contrast ideal-real. For him, the grotesque is the artistic form
which "denies the laws of nature", depending on the artist's imagination (for
example, in literature) and his ability to convey emotions respecting the
absolute freedom of the spirit.
The grotesque is (by some) perceived as the articulation of humour, satire or
caricature, or the combination of all the said forms. Philip Thompson (3)
suggests that before any attempt to define the grotesque, we must recognise
that “the grotesques have no consistent properties other than their own
grotesqueness, and they do not manifest predictable behaviour.” For G. R.
Tamarin (133), there is no precise definition of the grotesque, as well. He
considers it more a model, rather than a content, arguing the potential of the
content itself. Tamarin considers the tragicomic category as the closest to the
grotesque, adding to it also “the cerebral.” (The concept of “the cerebral” thus
added to the grotesque, in our opinion, might be closest to Pirandello’s concept
of humourism). Tamarin divides the grotesque in intentional and unintentional,
and highlights the relevance of masks to masquerade the manifestations of
distortion, disharmony and grotesque grimacing. He also warns about the
presence of the fantastic in the grotesque. According to this author, the
grotesque would greatly rely on the means of decomposition and disharmony.
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work Morphology of the Folktale, highlighted the necessity to analyse
and compare fairy tales by respecting the order within the proposed
structural scheme. According to the Russian literary critic (46), the fairy
tales are categorised and analysed morphologically, i.e., they are
described according to the predetermined components and their
interrelations.
In Basile’s tales, we can easily identify many of the narrative units
or functions11 identified by Propp. A vast majority of Basile’s tales end
with a wedding which is frequently preceded by the punishment of
villains that might have been an obstacle, as it happens in the tale The
Myrtile12. The tale confirms the presence of the assentation function, as
For the purpose of this paper, without entering into a more detailed definition
of the grotesque, we shall accept and make use of Wolfgang Kayser’s (188)
“attempt to define the nature of the grotesque.” The grotesque, according to
Kayser (197), besides being an esthetic category referring to creative attitudes,
must consider the effect of the creative process, the work of art itself and its
reception. The grotesque, by playing with the absurd, represents “an attempt
to invoke and subdue the demonic aspects of the world.” In other words, in
order to be defined as the grotesque, the elements of a work of art must satisfy
these requests.
11
Propp establishes 31 narratemes or narrative units and not all of them are
necessarily present within the same tale, but there is always at least one of
them in every fairy tale: 1) assentation, 2) interdiction, 3) violation of
interdiction, 4) reconnaissance, 5) delivery, 6) trickery, 7) complicity, 8) villainy
and lack, 9) mediation, 10) counteraction, 11) departure, 12) testing, 13)
reaction, 14) acquisition, 15) guidance, 16) struggle, 17) branding, 18) victory,
19) resolution, 20) return, 21) pursuit, 22) rescue), 23) arrival, 24) claim, 25)
task, 26) solution, 27) recognition, 28) exposure, 29) transfiguration, 30)
punishment, 31) wedding (Pozzato 22-23). Propp furthermore (64) claims that
“[…] if we read through all of the functions, one after another, we observe that
the function develops out of another with logical and artistic necessity. We see
that not a single function excludes another. They all belong to a single axis and
not, as it has already been mentioned, to a number of axes.” Upon a detailed
analysis of the tales, the conclusion arises that all the afore mentioned narrative
units could be easily identified in the collection.
12
The story evolves around the hopeless desire of a couple to have children.
The desire was so strong that the wife wanted to become a mother at every
cost, even if it meant giving birth to a branch of myrtle. Her desire eventually
came true. One day a prince saw the myrtle and he was so enchanted by its
beauty that he desperately begged to have it. Finally, after having promised to
take proper care of it, he obtained it and placed it into his bedroom. During the
night the branch turned into a beautiful fairy. Before leaving the fairy to go
hunting, the prince put a small bell around the fairy promising to wake her up
by pulling the thread once he was back home. While the prince was away, seven
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suggested by Propp, since the prince leaves his bedroom to go hunting;
as well as the violation of interdiction (because somebody touches his
plant while he is away). An example of trickery can be identified in the
tale entitled The Merchant in which one of the protagonists named
Cienzo is tricked and trapped by a fairy, until his brother Meo comes and
saves him. Fairies seem to perform contradictory functions because in
some tales they help heroes or people in trouble while in the others they
cast spells or trick young men with their enchanting beauty. It is
interesting to notice that the punishment function is present also within
the narrative framework. Namely, prince Tadeo punishes the Moorish
slave by killing her and the baby. Most of the tales deal with the motif
of good winning over evil, so there are numerous scenes of struggle in
which protagonists defeat enemies, such as supernatural creatures and
dragons, as in the tale The Enchanted Doe.
Magic13 is a common ingredient of every fairy tale, therefore, Basile
uses magic abundantly and in quite an effortless manner, by immerging
the reader into an enchanted world of mysterious woods, fairies and
elves, ogres, princes, and princesses, thus enabling them to break free,
and suspend any thought of seeking logic or reality in the stories.
evil girls sneaked into his bedroom, touched the branch, and woke the fairy.
The girls then killed her out of jealousy. The story ends with a miraculous rebirth
(thanks to the scattered leaves that a servant placed inside a vase), subsequent
execution of the evil girls, and the marriage of the prince and the fairy.
13
According to Michele Rak (158), Italian literary critic and writer, in creating
magical components of the tales, especially those in which characters were
changing their shapes, gender or nature, suggesting the appearance of chimeric
creatures and metamorphs, Basile was actually under the influence of the
Baroque theatre which was characterised by masking and disguise. These
moments of disguise meant gaining freedom and breaking free from social
expectations and norms.
An interesting explanation related to masking and the Italian commedia
dell’arte is offered by Wolfgang Kayser in which he claims that masking in the
commedia adds animal qualities to the body, with excessively long extremities,
bodily parts, feathers, etc. The exaggeration seems to be the main feature of
the grotesque and chimeric world present in the commedia (Kayser 37-47).
Speaking of theatrical pieces, there have been some manifestations of the
grotesque in both comedies and tragedies. One of the most interesting
phenomena is undoubtably the Italian grotesque theater, at the beginning of
the 20th century, with its many features and manifestations. For a comparison
of some grotesque features in Italian and Croatian dramas, please refer,
amongst other, to the paper exploring the inter-and intratextual features of the
said authors belonging to the Mediterranean circle (Marić 243-261). The same
grotesque characteristics can be applied to Basile’s tales, as well.
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However, this magic, which initially might look like an escape from a
harsh reality, actually performs a pedagogical function. It punishes
vanity, envy and negligence, and rewards humbleness, patience, and
modesty.
The question that arises at this point is concerned with the real
purpose and the function of magic in Basile’s tales. Certainly, the
purpose is not to awake the imagination nor to entertain children, but
to convey the symbolic meaning. Through symbolism, Basile gives an
insight into some fundamental problems that characterised the society
of the time, such as the conflict between the lower and upper class,
unfaithfulness, promiscuity, lust, jealousy, extravagance, fear of growing
old, etc. The allegorical function of a fairy tale is highlighted in particular
at the very end, summing up (it could be in a form of a proverb) the
allegorical meaning of the tale itself. A fairy tale reader does not
question the truthfulness of the narrated events. According to
Pirandello (119), a truly talented author never steps back from his or her
fantastic world while narrating, and he/she believes in it until the end of
the story.
Both the fantastic and the magical belong to the sphere of the
unreal (even surreal). For that reason, while reading Il Pentamerone, the
reader inevitably comes across the exaggerated shapes, descriptions of
grotesque and ugly creatures and animal-like human beings, who
sometimes assume deformed, even chimeric physical appearances.
Bakhtin (19) in Rabelais and His World, claims that the grotesque is
characterised by “[…] degradation, that is, the lowering of all that is high,
spiritual, ideal, abstract; it is a transfer to material level, to the sphere
of earth and body in their indissoluble unity.”
Such an example is particularly highlighted in the tale The Goat
Faced Girl, in which a fairy turns Renzolla’s face into a goat due to her
ungratefulness. This is a situation that might initially make one laugh,
but gradually, it evokes empathy, and makes the reader pity the young
woman. Eventually, the relief is brought in the moment when she
repents, and the magic is undone. The grotesque can also be identified
in the tale entitled The Flea in which the king from Altomonte grows a
giant flea by letting it suck his blood every day, promising to give his
daughter’s hand to a man that guesses what animal it is. Sadly, a hideous
ogre guesses the name of the animal thus winning Porziella’s hand. The
surreal moments and unreal creatures resemble the Bakhtinian concept
of the carnivalesque. In this case, the presence of masks and
masquerade allowed in particular the members of the aristocracy to
forget about the etiquette, rules and restrictions and to enjoy the same
sense of freedom which normally can be felt during the carnival parades.
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Bakhtin (34) explains that the carnival-grotesque elements “consecrate
inventive freedom and […] permit the combination of a variety of
different elements and their rapprochement”, thus offering the reader
a new perspective contrary to the existing clichés and the universal
truths. In order to highlight the presence of the grotesque, Bakhtin (32)
quotes Pinsky who describes grotesque in art as something that at first
sight might seem “merely witty and amusing, but it contains great
potentialities” to be further elaborated and contemplated upon.
There are numerous other examples of almost surreal
grotesqueness in Il Pentamerone, such as the moment in which a
character gives birth to a branch of myrtle, or when another character
gets pregnant having eaten a dragon’s heart, and yet another eats a
branch of roses. There is also the example of a cursed baby girl born with
a bunch of parsley growing out of her bosom; a story about Penta who
refuses to marry her widowed brother and asks a slave to cut her hands
off, and to send them to her brother who is obsessed with them; a
woman that has her skin flayed in order to look younger; a prince that
cuts his finger while eating and is enchanted by the beauty of the red
blood on ricotta cheese, which evokes a desire in him to marry only a
woman of these colours; unreal animals such as a duck pooping golden
coins or a rooster with a precious stone inside its head, etc. As it has
previously been stated, the function of the macabre and the grotesque
elements, is highly relevant, having as objective to liberate both the
author and his audience from the court etiquette. Through the use of
metaphors, the author has the opportunity to speak about social issues
such as incest, prearranged, contracted marriages, shallowness,
infertility, materialism, obsession with physical appearance, etc.
Another recurring grotesque motif present in Basile’s collection is
madness, frequently elaborated also by the afore quoted Pirandello. Let
us only think of Henry IV, or One, No One and One Hundred Thousand,
perceiving and rehabilitating madness as a legitimate form of (both real
and mental) life. Madness and subconscious characterise the majority
of the grotesque forms and provide a different insight into the world
considered distant from what is usually perceived as normal or ordinary
(Bakhtin 63). Laughter frequently follows the appearance of such
characters, who are then commonly considered different, strange,
sometimes ridiculous. Eventually, as mentioned earlier, one comes to
empathise with them. One such character is Vardiello whose naivety or
gullibility is, on some occasions, hilarious while on the others, it makes
one reflect upon situations in which his good nature is exploited.
Moreover, grotesque elements are also revealed in Basile’s witty use of
language. Throughout his stories the author frequently makes analogies
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and puns in order to refer to a phallus or to sexual intercourse itself, thus
provoking laughter. For example, in the story The Flayed Lady the king
sings a song to his lover, asking her to welcome his falcon. Such images
of “the lower stratum” were a typical characteristic of humble and
simple folk, as well as their frequent use of coarse and swear words
(Bakhtin 111).14 In many of Basile’s tales, just like in numerous myths,
there is a protagonist whose function is to eliminate chaos and to
establish cosmos, and therefore, to provide a fairy tale with a happy
ending upon which “everybody lived happily ever after”. A protagonist,
just like Ulysses and many other ancient Greek heroes, frequently makes
a mistake and is consequently forced to estrange from everybody in
order to finally establish cosmos and to find his true self. One such
example can be identified in the tale The Enchanted Doe in which the
protagonist Fonzo is miraculously born thanks to magic. He was
conceived because his mother, the queen of Lungapergola, ate a
dragon’s heart cooked by a virgin. As a result, both the queen and the
virgin, gave birth to a son. The boys were identical, but with different
destinies, because one was brought up in prosperity inside a beautiful
castle, while the other lived in harsh poverty. Fonzo made friends with
his half-brother Canneloro and since the queen did not approve of it,
she banished Canneloro from her kingdom. Obviously, the protagonist
will break the rules as soon as he finds out that his half-brother is in
danger. When Fonzo sees the muddy water in the fountain, he
interprets it as a sign that his half-brother is in trouble and goes to seek

14

Bakhtin (16) claims that: “It is characteristic for the familiar speech of the
marketplace to use abusive language, insulting words or expressions, some of
them quite lengthy and complex. The abuse is grammatically and semantically
isolated from context and is regarded as complete unit, something like a
proverb. […] Abusive expressions are not homogeneous in origin; they had
various functions in primitive communication and had in most cases the
character of magic and incantations”. Basile’s witty use of such language
creates comic situations and simultaneously reveals rather coarse manners
which characterised people who belonged to the lower social class.
Furthermore, the use of (what by “language purists” might be defined as)
taboo, dirty, lurid, or swear words, is commonly considered typical of demonic
or satanic presence, which could contribute to the atmosphere of the
grotesque. Namely, it is not uncommon in literature to interlink the “lower”
register, or some incomprehensive language (from Dante to the present day),
to demonic, to enchantment, basically to primitive lower strata, believed to be
engaged in witchcraft and magic.
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him, abandoning his comfort zone in order to establish cosmos by saving
his brother from the jaws of a monster.
Numerous features, typical of myths, as suggested by Propp (43),
can be traced, as follows: the protagonist is born due to a miracle; the
hero, neglectful of the rules, aims to perform a good deed; then follows
the phase of alienation; and finally, thanks to his supernatural powers,
he manages to defeat the monster, save his half-brother, and give him
the possibility to live with his family in tranquillity.
Another characteristic of a myth in Basile’s tales, is the pattern of
death and rebirth. This example can easily be identified in the
introductory tale in which the prince is bewitched and brought back to
life thanks to Zoza’s tears. In many other tales in the collection, the
heroes are also brought back to life thanks to magic. Therefore, very
frequently a hero “mortem moriendo destruxit, vitam resurgendo
reparavit” (Buttitta 223). A hero is courageous, or awarded to the extent
that he manages to defeat the death itself. Furthermore, the miraculous
(re)birth is yet another element that can frequently be associated with
the heroic grotesqueness (e.g., a virgin gives birth to a son, a mother
who, instead of a child, gives birth to a branch of myrtle, etc.).
Finally, the transformations into reptiles, frequently into snakes,
are recurring in myths. Shapeshifting heroes confirm the presence of the
grotesque, which amongst others can be characterised by the
deformed, twisted and multishaped zoomorphic creatures, by the
bizarre, opposition/contraposition or negation of what is usually
perceived as natural, and commonly acceptable, as well as by over- or
supra- dimensions, horrible and immoral. As Buttitta (223) claims in
Mito fiaba rito15, in Greek mythology even Zeus appears in the form of
a snake. A snake does not necessarily represent evil, as it is commonly
interpreted. On the contrary, it can symbolise a wrongful perception of
a hero, who appears in the form of a snake in order to hide his real
nature. Such an example can be found in the tale The Snake, which has
its numerous versions in different parts of Italy. In this tale, the
protagonist is snake-shaped at birth, but after his wife’s parents burn his
snakeskin, which he used to take off only before his wife, he transforms
into a dove. The wife was the only one that knew his true nature and,
therefore, she was the only one that eventually managed to save him.
15

This paper embraces Bronislaw Malinowski’s (1926) anthropological
approach to myth, insisting that myths cannot be tackled without examining
social contexts, from the very primitive to the current ones, by combining the
religious to the ethical and deontological. The myth is perceived as the essential
ingredient of civilisation that contributes to shaping of the reality.
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The fact that there are more varieties of the above cited tale confirms
the hypothesis according to which every fairy tale is a simplified version
of an earlier and more complex story (Buttitta 222).
Basile’s recognisable style
Benedetto Croce is one of the most famous translators of Basile’s
tales in standard Italian. In his preface to the translation of Il
Pentamerone dated in 1925, Croce states that it was complicated to
reduce Basile’s rich writing style narrated in Neapolitan and to give it a
new form using the standard Italian. Croce (1994, 666) came across
numerous mistakes concerning the syntax while he was reading Lo
cunto. Still, he decided to remain as faithful to the original as possible
with the aim of preserving the genuine spirit of Naples and the
neighbouring regions, and its simple, humble people.
Moreover, Calvino (5) names Basile the Neapolitan Shakespeare
because of the rich Baroque style he used to shock his readers with, i.e.,
the combination of an elevated style and vulgar elements, a concept
typical of the Baroque authors. All Basile's tales have in common the socalled flat characters, similar setting, the same introductory sentence
(“C'era una volta…”), typical of fairy tales, a lack of logic in situations
such as the ones in which the protagonist is brought back to life thanks
to the use of spells and magic, etc. These elements can be identified in
most of the fairy tales we are familiar with nowadays.
The feature that distinguishes Basile from other authors, besides
his rich imagination, is his vivid narrative style. Being a Baroque writer,
Basile’s style is characterised by rich vocabulary, complex sentences,
exaggerated and sometimes bizarre use of images, decorations,
metaphors, symbols, excessive use of diminutives, etc. In each of the
fifty short stories in Lo cunto de li cunti, Basile uses language in a unique
and recognisable way, listing up to ten adjectives in a row (common
Baroque language decorations) in order to describe a particular
situation in a trustworthy manner. Such style of storytelling can be
attributed to the influence of oral tradition from which the tales derive,
but also, it could have been a mere thirst for exaggeration and
embellishment. An example of adjective sequencing, typical of oral
tradition, simultaneously serving as the confirmation of the
grotesqueness, can be seen in the tale The Bear, in which the king from
Rocca Aspra has no success in finding a new wife after the queen’s
death. None of the girls manage to meet his criteria of ideal beauty:
[…] e adocchiando e squadrando questa e quella, una gli pareva
storta di fronte, una lunga di naso, chi larga di bocca, chi grossa di
labbra, questa una lungagnona, quella una corta malfatta, chi
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troppo gonfia, chi eccessivamente gracile; la spagnola non gli
piaceva per il colore smorto, la napoletana non gli andava a genio
per i trampoli sui quali cammina, la tedesca gli sembrava fredda e
gelata, la francese di cervello troppo sventato, la veneziana una
conocchia di lino, coi capelli così bianchicci […] (Basile 1994, 226)
The girls are deformed, and have big noses, wide mouths or big lips;
they are either tall or small, swollen or skinny; sometimes too fair in
complexion, long legged, etc. There are also some stereotypes about
Spanish, German and French girls that seem rather naïve; the Venetian
who looked like a cotton spindle with the whiteish hair, and similar.
Again, the exaggeration and the deformity of the body, including the
picturesque descriptions, suggests the perception of the grotesque as
fully opposed to the appealing, by the selection of various figures of
speech. The grotesque is present even in the descriptions of nature, in
contrasts, and through metaphors and personifications. Another
characteristic of the recognisable Basile's writing style is his imaginative,
symbolic, and slightly grotesque choice of characters’ names and the use
of puns, as well as the frequent presence of sexual allusions. For
example, the name of Princess Zoza could be easily associated with the
Italian adjective “zozzo” which means “dirty/vulgar”. There are also
interesting and detailed descriptions of woods, magical worlds of fairies
and elves, princes and princesses, as well as the presence of strong
emotions that vary from one tale to another. Some tales, expectedly,
can make one cry with laughter, while others might bring one to a rather
depressive mood, and make one sympathise with the fictitious
characters.
According to Calvino (10) every fairy tale, no matter where it comes
from, assumes the characteristics of the nation which recounts it,
whether in terms of costumes, traditions or values. Basile’s Neapolitan
idiom, used for Il Pentamerone has very little in common with the
standard Italian. However, this dialect managed to conserve the genuine
microcosm of the Baroque Naples with all its costumes, traditions,
folklore and primitive beliefs which characterise the nation whose
knowledge is based on the experience of their forerunners.
Another feature of Basile’s tales is the presence of superstitions,
cursing and spell-casting mixed with religious rites, which could be
related not only to the characters’ social class, but could be well
explained by the presence of anthropological and ethnological
elements.
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Conclusion
Following the research of the grotesque features in the collection
Lo cunto de li cunti, brought us to the conclusion that the collection
abounds with fantastic and grotesque elements, including the
unavoidable magic and enchantments to be found in oral tradition.
Narrative units and sequences of events, typical of myths and fairy tales,
have been identified following Propp’s morphological analysis. What
makes this collection special is the fact that it preserves earlier versions
of fairy tales, famous nowadays, but neglected for years only because
they had been written in Neapolitan. It may be concluded that Basile’s
fairy tales perform a pedagogical function, i.e., they give the reader an
insight into norms and conventions of the Baroque society by using
grotesque and fantastic elements, and supernatural characters. The
grotesque features, furthermore, possess a didactic function of its own,
making one feel humble and insignificant in comparison to the forces
beyond one’s powers. Simultaneously, through numerous grotesque
characters and macabre episodes the author metaphorically speaks
about social issues and problems that were considered taboos in Basile’s
lifetime, in a period characterised by the decorum established by the
court. Even the collection itself, which at first seems to be intended for
children, is a satirical and symbolic representation of the Baroque
society. Lo cunto de li cunti is a precious collection which has preserved
southern Italy’s cultural and social identity. What distinguishes Basile’s
tales from the ones collected by the Brothers Grimm is the preservation
of tradition and national identity. In Grimm’s tales, the narrator sets
imaginary characters into an imaginary world while Basile places his
fictional characters into the real world. In time, after numerous
adaptations, most of the elements tackling the national identity faded
away, while the two elements that remained unchanged even today are
the didactic function and the presence of the grotesque and the myth.
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IL GROTTESCO E IL MITO NE IL PENTAMERONE DI GIAMBATTISTA BASILE
Il presente contributo, oltre a una breve introduzione che contiene le
informazioni generali sui temi e sulla struttura della raccolta Lo cunto de li cunti
overo lo trattenemiento de’ peccerille di Giambattista Basile, presenta
un’analisi degli elementi fantastici e grotteschi che generalmente
caratterizzano la tradizione orale, le fiabe e i miti. Gli elementi sopra elencati
si possono identificare in tutti e cinquanta racconti che Basile è riuscito a
raccogliere e includere nella raccolta. Nell’analisi è stato usato il cosiddetto
metodo morfologico di Propp come anche le altre risorse il cui punto
d’interesse sono proprio miti e fiabe. Oltre al suo grande valore letterario, la
raccolta Lo cunto de li cunti ha una grande importanza storica, perché, come
molti altri capolavori che si ispirano o provengono dalla tradizione orale, essa
conserva tantissime usanze e tradizioni che sono tipiche del folklore
mediterraneo, a partire dai giochi di carte napoletani alle canzoni tradizionali,
riti e balli. Da una storia all’altra la raccolta svela l’identità nazionale del popolo
del sud d’Italia e del Mediterraneo.
Parole chiave: fantasia, fiabe, folklore, grottesco, magia, mito, tradizione
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Apstrakt: Rad nastoji da u kratkim crtama kritički predstavi ekscentričnog
filozofa Rudolfa Štajnera i na primeru Alberta Švajcera, Kristijana
Morgenšterna, Hermana Hesea i Franca Kafke prikaže njegov uticaj na poznate
savremenike. Za razliku od vladajućeg pozitivističkog pristupa i naučnog
racionalizma, za koje je verovao da mogu dopreti samo do pojavnog oblika
stvari, ovaj austrijski mislilac stvorio je vlastiti sistem, zasnovan na sintezi
zapadne filozofije idealizma, hrišćanstva i hinduističkih učenja sa gnostizmom,
i nazvao ga antropozofija. Njime je pre svega želeo da ukaže na mogućnost
prevazilaženja granica empirijske spoznaje i ohrabri savremenike da koriste
svoje latentne potencijale na putu duhovnog uzdizanja. Ovim shvatanjima uspeo
je da makar na određeno vreme privuče mnoge pristalice, pre svega one u potrazi
za dubljom spoznajom stvarnosti i sklone samoanalizi. Zbog čega su ga oni posle
izvesnog vremena napuštali ili ga čak otvororeno kritikovali, ostaje nedorečeno.
Pošto su njegovo učenje najpre svesrdno prihvatili, može se samo pretpostaviti
da je ih je odvratila njegova isuviše ekscentrična pojava, o čemu svedoči Kafkin
dnevnički zapis kao i pojedine izjave Hermana Hesea. Međutim, ma koliko se
oni javno izjašnjavali protiv njega, čini se da su izvesne njegove stavove ipak
zadržali i da se njegovog učenja nikada nisu u potpunosti odrekli.
Ključne reči: Rudolf Štajner, antropozofija, Albert Švajcer, Kristijan
Morgenštern, Herman Hese, Franc Kafka, duhovnost, valdorf pedagogija.

Austrijski filozof Rudolf Štajner široj javnosti je poznat pre svega kao
utemeljitelj antropozofije i Valdorf pedagogije. Svojim ekscentričnom
pojavom i nekonvencionalnim stavovima s vremenom je pridobio brojne
pristalice, ali je ujedno bio izložen stalnoj kritici i oštroj osudi. Njegov
nesvakidašnji doživljaj stvarnosti i alternativni pristup nauci, i pored
nespornog doprinosa u raznim oblastima, najvećim delom su osporavani
i neopravdano omalovažavani.
Rudolf Jozef Lorenc Štajner rođen je 27. 02. 1861. godine u malom
hrvatskom mestu Donji Kraljevec, u tadašnjoj Austrougarskoj. Još kao
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dečak tvrdio je da je doživeo prva natprirodna iskustva i nesvakidašnje
spoznaje, usled čega je postao svestan postojanja dva paralelna sveta:
spoljašnjeg, materijalnog, čulima dostupnog i svima poznatog, i drugog,
onostranog i duhovnog, koji je za njega bio podjednako stvaran.
Neshvaćen i proglašen čudakom, povukao se u sebe i posvetio nauci.
Zaokret u njegovom životu desio se tri decenije kasnije, kada je
odlučio da prekine ćutanje i upusti se u proučavanje natčulnog i
spiritualnosti.
Tokom školovanja, mladi Štajner otkio je svoju fascinaciju
geometrijom, ističući mnogo godina kasnije da su mu upravo zakoni
geometrije pružili potvrdu postojanja paralelnog sveta, nedostupnog
čulnoj percepciji. U isto vreme s podjednakim žarom čitao je Kantovu
Kritiku čistog uma, ne sluteći da će ga proučavanje ovog filozofa
profesionalno odrediti. Kantova filozofija predstavljala je novi izazov;
iako je u njemu pronašao neiscrpan izvor inspiracije, Štajner je odbacio
njegovo shvatanje granica ljudskog saznanja i metafizike, koje je u
faustovskom maniru tokom čitavog života nastojao da pomeri.
Vođen tom idejom, smatrao je da je pre svega neophodno uvesti
reforme u školstvo, te se stoga zalagao za sistem obrazovanja koji učenje
shvata kao kontinuirani proces, čime se učenik podstiče da samostalno
spoznaje svet oko sebe, ali i sebe kao ličnost. Verovao je da ovakav spoj
pedagogije i etike uvažava sve aspekte od značaja za individualni razvoj
(fizički, emocionalni, intelektualni i socijalni) i doprinosi vaspitanju
pojedinca u slobodnu i moralno odgovornu ličnost.
Koncept nazvan Valdorf pedagogija, Štajner je prvi put primenio u
školi koju je lično osnovao u Štutgartu 1919. godine, a ovaj obrazovni
model se u današnje vreme uspešno primenjuje u mnogobrojnim
Valdorf školama širom sveta.
Sam Štajner je nakon završene srednje škole obrazovanje nastavio
u Beču, gde se, sledeći očevu želju, upisao na tehnički fakultet. Tokom
studija se po prvi put bliže upoznao sa likom i delom Johana Volfganga
fon Getea, koji je uz Kanta presudno uticao na formiranje njegovih
stavova. Iako je Gete pre svega poznat kao klasik nemačke književnosti,
Štajnerovu pažnju zaokupila su njegova istraživanja iz oblasti prirodnih
nauka. Posebno ga je intrigirao Geteov specifični pristup pojavama
prirode, kojim je, kako je tvrdio, želeo da otkrije i spozna njihovu pravu
suštinu.
Od 1890. godine Štajner prikuplja građu za kritičko izdanje Geteovih
sabranih dela iz oblasti prirodnih nauka. Tim povodom seli se u Vajmar,
gde je naredne dve godine uporedo radi i na doktorskoj tezi iz filozofije.
Godine 1892. u Rostoku brani disertaciju pod nazivom Istina i nauka, a
već naredne objavljuje Filozofiju slobode, kojom postepeno dolazi do
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zaokreta u njegovim stavovima. U ovom delu se već jasno naziru
nagoveštaji njegovog budućeg učenja. Štajner se već tada zalaže za
drugačiji pristup stvarnosti, kojim ne želi da umanji objektivnost nauka,
ali podjednako insistira i na njenom naličju, na njenoj duhovnoj strani.
Godina 1900. predstavljala je prekretnicu u Štajnerovom životu.
Preselivši se u Berlin, prihvata razne poslove: radi kao urednik književnog
časopisa Magazin für Literatur, pozorišni kritičar i dramturg, dok
istovremeno drži i brojna predavanja, među kojima je naročito zapaženo
prošlo izlaganje koje je održao u udruženju nemačkih teozofa16, u pomen
nedavno preminulom Fridrihu Ničeu.
Čuvenom filozofu, koga je imao priliku i lično da upozna, Štajner je
još 1895. godine posvetio delo Fridrih Niče, borac protiv svoga vremena,
gde je pre svega pozdravio njegovu ideju slobodnog čoveka, suverene,
od svih dogmi oslobođene visoko moralne individue, koja efektivno
koristi svoje duhovne potencijale.17
Oslanjajući se na Ničeov etički idealizam, hrišćansku i istočnjačku
mistiku i Platonovu etiku zasnovanu na principima matematike, koji,
kako je Njutn tvrdio, omogućavaju otkrivanje viših koncepata i istina o
16

Iako njihove stavove većinom nije podržavao (up. Vögele 32), Štajner je u
predstavnicima ovog pokreta prepoznao pogodnu publiku za izlaganje svojih
spiritualističkih stavova i ideja. Tih se godina zbližio sa vodećim članovima
teozofskog pokreta Helene Blavacki, koji je u to vreme brojao na hiljade
pristalica širom sveta, a 1902. poveren mu je zadatak osnivanja teozofskog
društva u Nemačkoj. To su ujedno bile godine razvoja vlastitog učenja i nastanka
njegovih najznačajnijih dela, ali i postepenog udaljavanja od stavova teozofa.
Do konačnog razlaza došlo je u periodu od 1912 do 1913. godine, kada Štajner
osniva antropozofsko drušvo koje i danas ima svoja predstavništva i pristalice u
brojnim zemljama sveta.
17
„Ich verstehe also unter geistiger Erkenntnis etwas, was im Grunde noch gar
nicht da ist, was nur von wenigen Menschen heute berücksichtigt wird, was
nicht beruht auf der Weiterführung der schon bestehenden Erkenntnis, sei es
Mystik oder Naturwissenschaft, sondern auf der Aneignung einer besonderen
Art der menschlichen Erkenntnis, welche darauf beruht, dass der Mensch durch
methodisches Erwecken gewisser in ihm schlummernder Seelenkräfte einen
Bewusstseinszustand herbeiführt, der sich zum gewöhnlichen Wachleben
verhält, wie dieses Wachleben zum Schlaf- oder Traumleben. [...] Nicht durch
Mystik, nicht durch abstrakte Philosophie, sondern dadurch, dass man sich in
einen anderen Zustand der Seelenverfassung bringen muss, indem man vom
Traumleben in das gewöhnliche Wachbewusstsein übergeht. So sprechen wir
von einer geistigen Welt, aus der das Geistig-Seelische ebenso hervorgeht, wie
das Physisch-Leibliche aus der Sinnenwelt hervorgeht. Solch eine
Geistesforschung wird selbstverständlich heute durchaus in ihrer
Eigentümlichkeit verkannt“ (Steiner, 1918: Rudolf Steiner Online Archiv).
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božanskoj prirodi sveta, Štajner je 1913. godine definisao postulate
svoje kontroverzne antropozofije, po njemu jedine „nauke“ koja čoveka
osposobljava da svoj um koristi nezavisno od čulnih utisaka, pružajući
mu na taj način osnovu za spoznaju čistih ideja. Uveren da je zahvaljujući
čvstoj teorijskoj podlozi potekloj iz prirodnih nauka i preciznoj
metodologiji uspeo da svoje učenje odvoji od ezoterije i uzdigne ga na
viši, naučni stepen, Štajner je tvrdio da je u antropozofiji ostvarena
sinteza nauke i duhovnosti, koja je u stanju da pruži odgovore na
suštinska pitanja prirode i ljudskog postojanja.
Primamljive ideje poput ovih, kao i njegova harizmatična pojava
neodoljivo su privlačile širok krug poklonika, a Štajnerova popularnost
rasla je iz godine u godinu. Tome je nesumnjivo doprinela i duhovna
klima s početka 20. veka, u kojoj su razna spiritualna učenja i prakse bili
izuzetno popularni. Za predavanja, kojih je održao preko 6000, redovno
se tražila karta više. Zbog ogromnog interesovanja ove manifestacije
često su priređivane u koncertnim dvoranama, koje je, zbog velikog
broja posetilaca, neretko morala da obezbeđuje policija. Među
slušaocima su se pre svega mogli naći pripadnici viših slojeva, trgovci,
bankari, ugledne dame iz visokog društva, ali i brojni intelektualci poput
Alberta Švajcera i istaknuti pesnici i pisci kao što su Kristijan
Morgenštern, Herman Hese i Franc Kafka.
O prijateljstvu Alberta Švajcera i Rudolfa Štajnera govore zapisi
čuvenog nobelovca, kao i svedočanstva njihovih zajedničkih prijatelja i
poznanika. Od njihovog prvog susreta na konferenciji teozofskog društva
u Strasburu 1902. godine, dvojica intelktualaca ostali su u stalnom
kontaktu sve do Štajnerove smrti. Iako nisu zastupali iste ideje,
zajedničko im je bilo uverenje da je osnovni neprepoznati problem
njihovog vremena opadanje duhovnosti u kulturi. Razmenivši mišljenja,
shvatili su da svoj životni zadatak vide u stvaranju i unapređenju istinske
kulture, koja ljude treba da podstakne da postanu autonomna, uistinu
misleća bića. Rastali su se, kako je Švajcer tvrdio, sa osećanjem duboke
povezanosti, a svest o njoj ostala je do kraja njihovih života (up. Völgele
114).
Iskreno prijateljstvo povezivalo je pesnika Kristijana Morgenšterna
i Štajnera. Iako su se od 1897. godine, kada je Štajner preuzeo uredništvo
nad časopisom „Magazin für Literatur“, kretali u istim krugovima, filozof
i pesnik se lično nisu sreli sve do 1909. godine. Morgenštern se sa
teozofskim učenjem prvi put susreo slušajući javna predavanja dr
Šajnera u zimu te godine:18
18

Morgenstern je u aprilu iste 1897. godine u ovom časopisu objavio „Zwölf
Fantasiestücke ’Träume‘“, ali pod uredništvom Štajnerovog prethodnika
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Die erste Bekanntschaft mit der Theosophischen Gesellschaft
verdanke ich den eigenen öffentlichen Vorträgen Dr. Steiners im
Berliner Architektenhaus im Winter 1909, nach deren erstem (über
Tolstoi und Carnegie) ich sofort wußte, daß ich den ganzen, noch
aus sieben Vorträgen bestehenden Zyklus besuchen würde. Der
letzte Vortrag war zufällig am 6. Mai (Morgenstern 31).
Otkako je prvi put prisustvovao njegovim predavanjima u Berlinu,
Morgenštern je u Štajnerovom učenju prepoznao vlastite težnje i sa
kritičkom skepsom (za koju se i sam Štajner zalagao) pristupio
proučavanju teozofije. Oduševljen njegovim likom i delom, posvetio mu
je nekolicinu u to vreme napisanih pesama. Obrativši mu se pismom 6.
aprila 1909. godine, Morgenštern je Štajneru iskazao svoju duboku
naklonost i zamolio ga za članstvo u teozofskom društvu. Na to
„objektivno, ljubazno i skromno pismo“ Štajner se osvrnuo pet godina
kasnije u svom izlaganju u Kaselu, 10. maja 1914. godine, mesec dana
nakon pesnikove smrti, odavši time poštu preminulom prijatelju:
Es war im Jahre 1909, da bekam ich einen objektiv liebenswürdigen,
bescheidenen Brief Christian Morgensterns, in dem er ansuchte um
die Mitgliedschaft zu unserer Gesellschaft, jener Gesellschaft, von
der er damals aussprach, daß er in ihr zu finden hoffe dasjenige,
was empfindungs- und gefühlsmäßig durch sein ganzes Leben
hindurch in seiner Seele wirkte, und was eben empfindungs- und
gefühlsmäßig den Grundton, die Grundnuance eines großen Teiles
seines dichterischen Schaffens immer gebildet hat. Und man darf
wohl sagen: wenn man die Seelenstimmung, die gesamte
Seelenstimmung Christian Morgensterns in Betracht zieht, dann
ersieht man, daß wohl kaum ein mehr vorbereitetes, mehr mit der
Nojman-Hofera. Štajner se kratko osvrnuo na Morgenšternovo pesništvo u
svom u oktobru i novembru 1899. godine održanom ciklusu predavanja o
savremenom pesništvu „Lyrik der Gegenwart“, objavljenom godinu dana
kasnije u časopisu Die Gesellschaft. Štajner tu o Morgenšternu piše: „Zu den
hohen Gesichtspunkten, vor denen alle kleinen Eigenheiten der Dinge
verschwinden und nur noch die bedeutungsvollen Merkmale sichtbar sind,
strebt Christian Morgenstern. Vielsagende Bilder, inhaltvollen Ausdruck,
gesättigte Töne sucht seine Phantasie. Wo die Welt von ihrer Würde spricht,
wo der Mensch sein Selbst durch erhebende Empfindungen erhöht fühlt: da
weilt diese Phantasie gerne. Morgenstern sucht nach der scharfen,
eindrucksvollen Charakteristik des Gefühles. Das Einfache findet man selten bei
ihm; er braucht klingende Worte, um zu sagen, was er will. (Rudolf Steiner
online Archiv:Biographien und biographische Skizzen 1894-1905, Dornach
1967).
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ganzen Seele in unserer Welt lebendes Mitglied als eben Christian
Morgenstern sich hätte dazumal, 1909, mit uns verbinden können
(Wiesberger 9).
Nakon Štajnerove telegrafske potvrde, Morgenštern mu se
pridružuje u Koblencu i tokom narednih meseci ga prati širom Nemačke.
Es war in Koblenz, als Christian Morgenstern zuerst in unsere
anthroposophische Mitte trat. Wir kannten ihn dazumal als den
Dichter, der nach zwei Seiten hin ein Bedeutsames zu entfalten und
der Welt zu offenbaren hatte. Wir kannten ihn als den Dichter, der
so wunderbar sich zu erheben vermochte in die geistigen Welten,
dessen Seele es wie eingeboren war, in den geistigen Welten zu
leben. (Wiesberger 9).
Pesnik, za kog je Štajner tvrdio da mu je za života uspelo da se
uzdigne u duhovne sfere, u maju mesecu te godine prisustvuje
sastancima teozofskog društva i upoznaje njegove istaknute članove, a
od 31. maja do 14. juna iste godine učestvuje na teozofskom kongresu u
Budimpešti. O njegovom oduševljenju teozofijom svedoče brojna pisma
prijateljima, u kojima se o ovom učenju izjašnjava kao o „grandioznom
svetu“, u koji bi želeo da uvede svoje najmilije. (up. Morgenstern 300305).
Odnos Morgenšterna i Štajnera se u narednim mesecima
produbljuje i s vremenom prerasta u iskreno prijateljstvo.
Morgenšternovo oduševljenje ne jenjava, te on piše nacrt pisma kojim
Nobelovom komitetu želi da ukaže na Štajnera kao potencijalnog
kandidata za istaknutu nagradu, smatrajući da je on zaslužuje „kao
naučnik, pesnik i borac za slobodu“ (up. Wiesberger 18-19). Iako se
tokom 1913. godine Morgenšternovo zdravstveno stanje značajno
pogoršalo, on ostaje u bliskom kontaktu sa prijateljem sve do smrti 31.
marta 1914. godine.
U znak duboke odanosti, njegova urna predata je Štajneru, a dvojica
bliskih prijatelja sahranjena su jedan kraj drugog u parku antropozofskog
centra Geteanum (Goetheanum) u Dornahu u Švajcarskoj.
O odnosu Hermana Hesea prema austrijskom filozofu i njegovom
učenju svedoče između ostalog piščeva pisma psihoanalitičaru i
kasnijem bliskom prijatelju dr Jozefu Bernhardu Langu (1881-1945), koji
je i sam lično poznavao Štajnera. Hese, kome istočnjačka filozofska
misao i ezoterija nisu bile strane, Štajnera je najpre doživeo kao
prosvetitelja i duhovnog učitelja, sa čijim se stavovima odmah
poistovetio. U pismu od 21. januara 1918. godine on tvrdi: “Mnogo toga
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kod njega se u ogromnoj meri poklapa s pogledima na dušu i ličnost, koje
sam lično razvio poslednjih godina“ (up. Feitknecht 72).
Međutim, prvobitno oduševljenje iščezlo je s vremenom, ali je
uprkos upornom poricanju uticaja antropozofije i sve glasnijim kritikama
na račun Štajnera, kome je pre svega zamerao preteranu ambiciju,
fanatizam i građenje kulta ličnosti, Hese još dugi niz godina održavao
veze sa antropozofskim krugovima, pravdajući se da među njima ima
dobrih prijatelja. 19 Iako je negirao uticaj antropozofije na svoje delo,20
čini se da je Hese indirektno odao poštu Štajneru i mnogi niz godina
kasnije u svom poslednjem romanu Igra staklenih perli, na kojem je rad
započeo 1932. godine.
U fiktivnoj zemlji Kastaliji, pedagoškoj provinciji, u kojoj daleko od
svakodnevnice živi intelektualna elita, podučava se igra staklenih perli,
metaforčki prikaz univerzalnog spoja nauke i umetnosti, u kome je
sublimirano celokupno ljudsko znanje i stvaralaštvo. U potrazi za
sveobuhvatnom spoznajom, glavni protagonista Jozef Kneht
suprotstavlja se dotadašnjim materijalističkim doktrinarnim učenjima,
uveren da je najdublja spoznaja oličena u igri staklenih perli, u osnovi
čovekove božanske prirode i istinske duhovnosti. Iako se na uvodnim
stranicama dela Hese poziva na Nikolu Kuzanskog (1401-1464), te tvrdi
da njegovo „uživanje da figure i aksiome Euklidove geometrije
primenjuje na teološko-filozofske pojmove kao alegorije [...] ukazuje na
našu igru staklenih perli“ (Hese 1983:12), uočljiva je i veza sa
Štajnerovom antropozofskim učenjem, za koje je njen tvorac i sam tvrdio
da mu osnove počivaju na zakonima geometrije.
Već i sam uvodni citat ukazuje na Štajnerovo učenje o postojanju
duhovnih svetova koje je nemoguće čulno poimiti:
ništa se predstavljanju rečima ne izmiče toliko, a ipak ništa nije
neophodnije ljudima izneti pred oči koliko izvesne stvari čije
postojanje nije ni dokazivo ni verovatno, ali koje, baš time što ih
pošteni i savesni ljudi donekle tretiraju kao postojeće, bivaju
19

Hese je 1921. u Štutgartu održao predavanje u Valdorf-Astorija fabrici
cigareta čiji je vlasnik bio Štajneru bliski antropozof Emil Molt, na čiji je zahtev
1919. godine lično osnovao prvu „slobodnu“ Valdorf školu.
20
„Anthroposophische, Steinersche Quellen habe ich nie benützt, sie sind für
mich ungenießbar, die Welt und Literatur ist reich an echten, sauberen, guten
und authentischen Quellen, es bedarf für den, der Mut und Geduld hat, selber
zu suchen, der ‚okkulten‘ und dabei meist elend getrübten Quellen nicht. Ich
kenne sehr liebe Leute, die Steinerverehrer sind, aber für mich hat dieser
krampfhafte Magier und überanstrengte Willensmensch nie einen Moment
etwas vom Begnadeten gehabt, im Gegenteil” (Hesse 1993:134).
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dovedene korak bliže postojanju i mogućnosti da se rode (Hese
1983:5).
I u drugim delima kao što su Sidarta i Narcis i Zlatousti, Hese poput
Štajnera opisuje čoveka u stalnoj potrazi za istinom, dok u ranom
romanu Ispod točka prikazuje tragičnu sudbinu pojedinca prerano
izloženog prevelikim očekivanjima i pritiscima intelektualnog sazrevanja,
zbog čega počinje da sumnja u nametnute ideale. Opisom stradanja
nadarenog Hansa Gibenrata, Hese oštro osuđuje tadašnji sistem
obrazovanja, koji ustremljen isključivo na gomilanje znanja, zanemaruje
ličnost i individualni razvoj pojedinca, čime se kritika izložena u ovom
ranom ostvarenju u potpunosti podudara sa Štajnerovim konceptom
Valdorf pedagogije.
Na koji se način Heseov savremenik Franc Kafka upoznao s učenjem
Rudolfa Štajnera, do danas nije razjašnjeno. Vrlo je verovatno da su mu
na njega pažnju skrenuli bliski prijatelji Maks Brod (1884-1968) i Feliks
Velč (1884-1964), koji su se zanimali za spiritualnost i okultna učenja.
Pored toga što je posedovao tri Štajnerova dela, Kafka je 1911. godine
prisustvovao i njegovim predavanjima u Pragu, posle kojih je zatražio da
se lično sastane sa Štajnerom (up. 1984:47). Na sastanku upriličenom u
praškom hotelu Viktorija, mladi pisac poverio je Štajneru svoja intimna
razmišljanja i nedoumice, o čemu je i iscrpno pisao u dnevničkom zapisu
od 28. marta 1911. godine:
Ja, međutim, navaljujem sa svojom pripremljenom uvodnom rečju:
Osećam kako veliki deo moga bića, teži teozofiji, ali u isti mah pred
njom osećam najveći strah. Ja, naime, strepim da mi ona ne donese
novu pometenost, koja bi na mene delovala veoma loše, jer se moja
sadašnja nesreća sastoji upravo i jedino od pometenosti. [...] Moja
sreća, moje sposobnosti i svaka mogućnost da na bilo koji način
budem koristan, oduvek se nalaze na literarnom polju. [...]
Literarnom radu, međutim, ne mogu se potpuno predati, onako
kako bih morao, i to usred različitih razloga. [...] U kancelariji spolja
izvršavam svoje dužnosti, ali ne i unutrašnje dužnosti, a svaka
neispunjena unutrašnja dužnost postaje nesreća koja me više ne
napušta. Pa zar da pored ove dve težnje koje se nikada ne mogu
uskladiti uzmem sada i treću? [...] Došao sam, gospodine doktore,
da vas to upitam, jer ako vi smatrate da sam ja za to sposoban,
slutim da ću zaista moći ovo da uzmem na sebe (1984 50-51)..
Rastrzan između posla u osiguravajućem društvu kog se prihvatio iz
finansijskih razloga na zahtev oca i želje da se isključivo posveti pisanju,
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dvadesetosmogodišnji Kafka nadao se da će mu teozofija 21 pružiti
odgovore na životne dileme i dati mu neophodni podstrek da se
suprotstavi porodici, kako bi se konačno opredelio za literaturu. Ujedno
se pak pribojavao da će ona uneti dodatni nemir i nesigurnosti u njegov
život, te je od Štajnera očekivao da će ga ohrabriti i odagnati mu tu
strepnju. On je, nakon što ga je pažljivo saslušao, ipak ostao uzdržan,
uskrativši Kafki odgovor kojem se nadao i prepustivši mu da samostalno
donese odluku u vezi teozofije (1984 50-51).
Svestan svog karaktera i duševnog stanja, svoje rastrzanosti i
neodlučnosti, ali onih posebnih trenutaka kreativnog zanosa, nadao se
da će mu Štajnerovo učenje poslužiti ne samo kao alternativni put za
razrešenje životnih nedoumica i uspostavljanje psihičke ravnoteže, već i
kao nadahnuće i izvor inspiracije. Iz istog dnevničkog zapisa takođe
proizilazi da je Kafka vezu između antropozofije i umetnosti verovatno
spoznao ranije, iz Štajnerovih dela:
I tu sam ja doživeo stanja (ne česta) koja su po mome mišljenju
veoma bliska vidovnjačkim stanjima koja ste vi, gospodine doktore,
opisali, stanja pri kojima sam potpuno boravio u svakoj ideji koja bi
mi pala na pamet, ali sam i ispunjavao svaku tu ideju, stanja pri
kojima ne samo što sam osećao kao da sam stigao do svojih granica,
nego i do granica ljudskog uopšte. Jedino je mir oduševljenja, kakav
je vidovnjaku verovatno svojstven, nedostajao tim stanjima, mada
ne potpuno (1984 50).
Štajner je naime tvrdio da „vidovitost“, pod kojom je
podrazumevao stanje proširene percepcije, u sebi objedinjuje
imaginaciju, inspiraciju i intuiciju i da je stoga u tesnoj vezi ne samo sa
skrivenim aspektima bića, već i sa umetničkim stvaranjem i estetskim
doživljajem. Stvarni izvor iz kog umetnik crpi dok stvara, po Štajneru je
onaj isti, iz kog čovek proširene svesti, posmatrač duhovnih svetova, crpi
svoja iskustva. Kako je u pitanju natčulna sfera skrivena ispod praga
svesti, verovao je da teozofija (odn. antropozofija) otkriva puteve njene
spoznaje i načine njenog osvešćenja (Steiner 1918 5).
Sve su prilike da se Kafka nije dublje posvetio proučavanju teozofije.
Ipak, pojedini kasnije nastali dnevnički zapisi ukazuju na mogućnost da
od nje ni tokom narednih godina nije u potpunosti odustao (up. Meyer
2008).

21

Štajner je u to vreme još uvek bio član teozofskog društva čiji je nemački
ogranak raspušten 1913. godine, nakon čega utemeljuje antropozofiju i osniva
antropozofsko društvo.
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Nisu, međutim, samo poznati pisci u antropozofiji i njenom
holističkom pristupu čoveku prepoznali mogući put za razrešenje svojih
životnih nedoumica i problema. Mnogi savremenici, naročito oni bliski
Jungu (u koje se ubraja i Heseov psihoterapeut Lang), doživeli su
antropozofiju kao alternativu psihologiji, a sam Štajner, protivnik
Frojdovog učenja, nastojao je da istakne prednosti antropozofije nad
psihoanalizom, kojoj je zamerao to što libido vidi kao osnovni pokretač
čovekovog delanja, zanemarujući u potpunosti njegovu duhovnu
stranu.22
Sam Kafka se, već teško oboleo, u poslednjim danima života još
jednom susreo sa antropozofijom. Kada je u proleće 1924. godine teško
oboleo od tuberkuloze u pratnji Dore Diamant boravio u sanatorijumu u
blizini Beča, lično je insistirao da se timu lekara koji je brinuo o njemu
pridruži i dvadesetsedmogodišnji lekar i antropozof Norbert Glas (18971986).
U poslednjem pismu roditeljima, Kafka ga je opisao kao lekara koji
ga obilazi tri puta nedeljno i čoveka u kog ima bezgranično poverenje
(up. Čermak; Svatoš 80-83). Njegovo zdravlje je međutim bilo u tolikoj
meri narušeno, da mu ni nova nada, a ni promena terapije nisu mogle
pomoći. Umro je 3. juna 1924. godine.
O njegovim poslednjim danima, zdravstvenom stanju, terapiji, ali i
odmah uspostavljenom srdačnom odnosu među njima svedoče i reči
samog Norberta Glasa u pismu napisanom 21. maja 1974. godine
piščevom biografu Hartmundu Binderu. Binder međutim ističe jedno
drugo neobjavljeno pismo studenta medicine i piščevog bliskog prijatelja
Roberta Klopštoka (1899-1972), upućeno Kafkinim roditeljima. U njemu
on naglašava piščevo veliko poverenje u Glasa, ali i vidnu tugu koja se na
njegovom licu navodno ukazala na pomen antropozofije. Da li je razlog
tome bio, kako Tomas Majer tvrdi, žal zbog odustajanja od antropozofije
i propuštene prilike u životu ili je u pitanju bila svest o bliskoj smrti – to
pitanje će zauvek ostati nedorečeno.23
Obožavan i osporavan u isto vreme, kontroverzni Rudolf Štajner
svakako je bio jedna od intrigantnijih ličnosti svoga vremena, čije je
22

Štajner je poricao Frojdovo učenje o podsvesnom delu čovekovog bića i libidu
kao osnovnom pokretaču, tvrdeći da je čovek pre svega duhovno biće, koje
razvojem svog unutrašnjeg spiritualnog bića i uz pomoć određenih tehnika,
može spoznati prirodu onostranog sveta i pristupiti kolektivnom pamćenju.
23
Tomas Majer motiv neodlučnosti u Kafkinom delu tumači kao žal za
antropozofijom, za koju nije imao hrabrosti da se opredeli i ukazuje na brojna
mesta u njegovim dnevnicima i beleškama, koji upućuju na antropozofsko
učenje.
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učenje neodoljivo privlačilo mnoge savremenike. Zbog čega su ga oni
posle izvesnog vremena napuštali ili ga čak otvoreno kritikovali, ostaje
nedorečeno. Može se pretpostaviti da ih je pre svega odbijala njegova
isuviše ekscentrična pojava, o čemu svedoči Kafkin dnevnički zapis, kao
i pojedine izjave Hermana Hesea. Međutim, ma koliko se oni javno
izjašnjavali protiv njega, čini se da su izvesne njegove stavove ipak
zadržali i da se njegovog učenja nikada nisu u potpunosti odrekli.
Iako neporeciv, Štajnerov doprinos raznim naučnim disciplinama
ostao je zanemaren pre svega zbog njegovog opredeljenja za spiritualno
i onostrano. Kao intelektualac širokog uma odbijao je da prihvati granice
koje nameće čulno saznanje i da svoje stavove gradi isključivo na
teorijsko-empirijskim istraživanjima, zbog čega se suočavao sa stalnim
otporom i omalovažavanjem u naučnim krugovima, koji su se tada, kao
i u današnje vreme, isključivo rukovodili materijalističko-pozitivističkim
pogledom na svet.
I pored toga što su ga brojni prijatelji upozoravali da svoj ugled
kompromituje prihvatanjem teozofije, koja je i sama bila diskreditovana
zbog bliskosti sa istočnjačkom sholastikom, okultizmom i spiritizmom,
nipošto nije želeo da odstupi od svojih stavova, već je s vremenom sve
više insistirao na onostranom. Svojim etičkim idealizmom i
univerzalističkim misticizmom nije se zamerio samo naučnim krugovima,
već i pristalicama nacionalsocijalizma, zbog čega mu je jedno vreme
život bio ugrožen.
Iako je bez sumnje bio kontroverzna ličnost kojoj se mnogo toga
može zameriti, čini se da je Štajnerov značaj ipak nepravedno
zanemaren. Njegov doprinos raznim oblastima nauke, kulture i života
uopšte, a pre svega vizija boljeg čovečanstva i uzvišeni cilj koji je sledio,
svrstavaju ga u red velikih humanista prošlog veka. Imajući sve navedeno
u vidu, stiče se utisak da i pored brojnih istraživanja, Štajnerov uticaj
kako na savremenike tako i na predstavnike potonjih generacija, ni u
današnje vreme nije dovoljno istražen.
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RUDOLF STEINER, A PROPHET OR A CHARLATAN? INFLUENCE OF
THEOSOPHICAL-ANTHROPOSOPHICAL THOUGHT ON CONTEMPORARIES
The paper seeks to critically present the eccentric philosopher Rudolf
Steiner and to point out his influence on famous contemporaries such as Albert
Schweitzer, Christian Morgenstern, Hermann Hesse and Franz Kafka. Unlike the
ruling positivist approach and scientific rationalism, which he believed could
only reach the apparent form of things, this Austrian thinker created his own
system, based on a synthesis of Western philosophy of idealism, Christianity
and Hindu teachings with Gnosticism, which he called anthroposophy. Above
all, he wanted to point out the possibility of overcoming the limits of empirical
knowledge and encourage contemporaries to use their latent potentials on the
path of spiritual cognition. With this teaching, he managed to attract many
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supporters, at least for a while, especially those in search of a deeper
understanding of reality and prone to self-analysis.
Steiner claimed that he had first supernatural experiences and unusual
cognitions early on, and as a result of these he became aware of the existence
of two parallel worlds: an external, material one, accessible to the senses and
known to all, and another, otherworldly and spiritual, which was equally real
for him. Misunderstood by those around him and declared an odd character,
he withdrew and devoted himself to science.
During his schooling, the young Steiner discovered his fascination with
geometry, claiming later that the laws of geometry were the ones that gave him
confirmation of the existence of a parallel world, inaccessible to sensory
perception. A few years later he read Kant's The Critique of Pure Reason with
the same zeal, not realizing that the study of this philosopher would influence
his professional path. Kant's philosophy posed a new challenge; although
Steiner found in it an inexhaustible source of inspiration, he rejected Kant's
understanding of the possibilities of reason and limits of knowledge, which he
sought to expand in a Faustian manner throughout his life.
Guided by this idea of expansion, he believed that it was first of all
necessary to introduce reforms in schooling, and therefore advocated an
education system that would perceive learning as a continuous process, one
that would encourage students to independently discover the world around
them, but also themselves as people. He believed that this combination of
pedagogy and ethics took into account all aspects of importance for individual
development (physical, emotional, intellectual and social) and contributed to
the education of the individual into a free and morally responsible person.
Steiner first applied his concept in the school he personally founded in
Stuttgart in 1919, and it is now successfully applied in many Waldorf schools
around the world.
After finishing high school, Steiner himself continued his education in
Vienna, where, following his father's wish, he enrolled at the Technical Faculty.
During his studies, he became acquainted for the first time with the character
and work of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, who, along with Kant, had a crucial
influence on the formation of his attitudes. Although Goethe was primarily
known as a classic writer of German literature, Steiner's attention was captured
by his research in the field of natural sciences. He was especially intrigued by
Goethe's specific approach to the phenomena of nature, with which, as he
claimed, he wanted to discover and realize the true essence of the phenomena.
From 1890, Steiner collected material for a critical edition of Goethe's
collected works in the field of natural sciences. In 1892, he defended his
dissertation titled Truth and Science in Rostock, and the following year he
published The Philosophy of Freedom, which gradually led to a change in his
attitudes.
The year 1900 marked a turning point in Steiner's life. After moving to
Berlin, he accepted various jobs: he worked as an editor of the literary magazine
Magazin für Literatur, a theater critic and playwright, while at the same time
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giving numerous lectures, including a presentation at the Association of
German Theosophists in memory of the recently deceased Friedrich Nietzsche.
Steiner, who had earlier on had the opportunity to meet Nietzsche
personally, had already published a work dedicated to the famous philosopher,
titled Friedrich Nietzsche, a Fighter Against His Time (1895), in which he
primarily welcomed Nietzche's idea of the Übermensch, a sovereign, highly
moral individual free from all dogmas, one that is capable of using their spiritual
potentials.
Relying on Nietzsche's ethical idealism, Christian and Eastern mysticism
and Plato's ethics based on the principles of mathematics, which, as Newton
claimed, enable the discovery of higher concepts and truths about the divine
nature of the world, Steiner defined the postulates of his controversial
anthroposophy in 1913, to his mind the only "science" that enabled man to use
his mind independently of sensory impressions and provided him with a basis
for the cognition of pure ideas. Convinced that, owing to a solid theoretical
background derived from natural sciences and a precise methodology, he had
managed to separate his teaching from the esoteric and elevate it to a higher,
scientific level, Steiner claimed that anthroposophy achieved a synthesis of
science and spirituality, one capable of providing answers to the essential
questions of nature and human existence.
Tempting ideas like these, as well as his charismatic appearance,
irresistibly attracted a wide circle of admirers, and Steiner's popularity grew
from year to year. There never seemed to be enough tickets for his lectures,
and he held over 6000 of them. Among the listeners were primarily members
of the upper classes, merchants, bankers, prominent ladies from high society,
but also numerous intellectuals such as Albert Schweitzer and prominent
writers such as Christian Morgenstern, Hermann Hesse and Franz Kafka.
The friendship of Albert Schweitzer and Rudolf Steiner is evidenced by the
records of the famous Nobel laureate, but also by the testimonies of their
mutual friends and acquaintances. From the first meeting at the conference of
the Theosophical Society in Strasbourg in 1902, the two remained in constant
contact until Steiner's death. Although they did not advocate the same ideas,
they shared the belief that the basic unrecognized problem of their time was
the decline of spirituality in culture. After exchanging opinions, they realized
that they had both taken on a lifelong mission of working for the emergence
and development of a true culture enlivened by the ideal of encouraging people
to become truly thinking beings. They parted with this consciousness of
belonging together without arranging for another meeting. But the
consciousness of togetherness remained in place for the rest of their lives
(Vögele 114).
A sincere friendship connected the poet Christian Morgenstern and
Steiner. Although they had been moving in the same circles from 1897, when
Steiner took over the editorship of the magazine Magazin für Literatur, the
philosopher and the poet did not meet in person until 1909.
Ever since attending Steiner's lectures in Berlin for the first time,
Morgenstern recognized his own aspirations in Steiner's teachings and
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approached the study of theosophy with critical skepticism (which Steiner
himself advocated). Delighted with his character and work, he dedicated
several poems written at that time to the Austrian philosopher. Morgenstern
also expressed his deep affection for Steiner in a letter dated April 6, 1909,
asking him to become a member of the Theosophical Society. Steiner later
referred to this "kind and modest letter" in his speech on April 10, 1914, ten
days after the poet's death, thus paying tribute to a deceased friend.
After Steiner's telegraphic confirmation, Morgenstern joined him in
Koblenz and followed him all over Germany in the following months. In May of
the same year, he attended the meetings of the Theosophical Society and met
its prominent members, and from May 31 to June 14 of the same year he
participated in the Theosophical Congress in Budapest. Numerous letters to
friends testify to his enthusiasm for theosophy, in which he declared this
teaching to be a "grandiose world" which he would like to introduce to his loved
ones (Morgenstern 300-305).
The relationship between Morgenstern and Steiner deepened in the
following months and over time grew into a sincere friendship. Morgenstern's
enthusiasm did not abate, so he wrote the draft for a letter to the Nobel
Committee to suggest Steiner as a potential candidate for the prestigious
award, believing that he deserved it "as a scientist, poet and freedom fighter"
(Steiner 1931:18). Although Morgenstern's health deteriorated significantly in
the course of 1913, he remained in close contact with his friend Steiner until his
death on March 31, 1914.
As a sign of deep devotion, his urn was turned over to Steiner, and the two
close friends were buried next to each other in the park of the Goetheanum
anthroposophical center in Dornach, Switzerland.
Hermann Hesse's attitude towards the Austrian philosopher and his
teachings is evidenced, among other things, by his letters to the psychoanalyst
and later close friend Dr. Josef Bernhard Lang, who himself knew Steiner
personally. Hesse, who was familiar with Eastern philosophy and esotericism,
primarily perceived Steiner as an educator and spiritual teacher with whose
views he immediately identified. In a letter dated January 21, 1918, he claims:
"Much about him coincides very closely with the ideas about the soul and
personality that I have been developing in recent years" (Vögele 72).
However, the initial enthusiasm faded with time, but despite persistent
denials of the influence of anthroposophy and growing criticism of Steiner,
whom he resented for his excessive ambition, fanaticism and building of a cult
of personality, Hesse maintained his ties with anthroposophical circles for many
years, justifying this by the existence of good friends within them. Although he
denied the influence of anthroposophy on his own work, it seems that Hesse
indirectly paid tribute to Steiner and many years later in his last novel The Glass
Bead Game, on which he began to work in 1932. In the fictional country of
Castalia, a pedagogical province, where the intellectual elite lives far away from
everyday life, the glass bead game is taught, a metaphorical representation of
the universal fusion of science and art, in which all human knowledge and
creativity are sublimated. In the search of deeper knowledge, the main
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protagonist Josef Knecht opposes the previous materialist doctrinal teachings,
convinced that the deepest knowledge is embodied in the glass bead game,
which forms the basis of man's divine nature and true spirituality. Although the
introductory pages of Hesse's work refer to Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464), he
claims that his "enjoyment of applying the figures and axioms of Euclid's
geometry to theological-philosophical notions as allegories [...] points to our
play of glass beads" (Hesse 12), there is a noticeable connection with Steiner's
anthroposophical teaching, for which he himself claimed that its foundations
were based on the laws of geometry.
In other works as well, such as Siddhartha and Narcissus and Chrysostom,
Hesse, like Steiner, describes a man in constant search of truth, while in the
early novel Beneath the Wheel he presents the tragic fate of an individual
exposed before due time to excessive expectations and pressures of intellectual
maturation, due to which he starts to doubt the ideals imposed upon him.
Describing the suffering of the gifted Hans Giebenrath, Hesse strongly
condemns the education system which was in place at the time, and which
focused exclusively on the accumulation of knowledge, neglecting the
personality and individual development of the individual. The criticism
presented in this early work is in complete harmony with Steiner's concept of
Waldorf pedagogy.
How Hesse's contemporary Franz Kafka became acquainted with Rudolf
Steiner's teachings has not been clarified to this day. It is very likely that his
close friends Max Brod (1884-1968) and Felix Weltsch (1884-1964), who
showed an interest in spirituality and occult teachings, drew his attention to
this thinker. In addition to possessing three of Steiner's works, Kafka also
attended his lectures in Prague in 1911, after which he asked to meet Steiner
in person (cf. Kafka 1984 47). At a meeting held at the Victoria Hotel in Prague,
the young writer confided his intimate thoughts and doubts to Steiner, about
which he wrote exhaustively in a diary entry dated March 28, 1911.
Torn between a job in an insurance company that he had accepted for
financial reasons at his father's request and a desire to devote himself
exclusively to writing, the 28-year-old Kafka hoped that Theosophy would
provide him with answers to life's dilemmas and give him the necessary
impetus to oppose his family and finally opt to become a literary author. At the
same time, he was afraid that literature would bring additional unrest and
insecurity into his life, so he expected Steiner to encourage him and disperse
the fear. Steiner nevertheless remained reserved, after having listened to Kafka
carefully, denying him the answer he had been hoping for and leaving it to him
to make his own decision regarding Theosophy (Kafka 1984 50-51).
Aware of his character and state of mind, of being torn and indecisive, but
also of those special moments of creative enthusiasm, Kafka had been hoping
that Steiner's teaching would serve him not only as an alternative way of solving
life's dilemmas and establishing mental balance, but also as a source of
inspiration. It also follows from the same diary entry that Kafka had more likely
realized the connection between anthroposophy and art earlier, from Steiner's
works (Kafka 1984 50).
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Steiner argued that "clairvoyance", by which he meant a state of
expanded perception, combined within itself imagination, inspiration and
intuition and was therefore closely related not only to the hidden aspects of
human existence, but also to artistic creation and aesthetic experience.
According to Steiner, the real source which the artist draws upon while creating
is the same one from which a man of expanded consciousness, an observer of
spiritual worlds, extracts his experiences. As the issue at hand is a supersensible
sphere hidden below the threshold of consciousness, he believed that
theosophy and anthroposophy explained the ways of its cognition and the ways
of its sanctification (Steiner, 1918 5).
It is very likely that Kafka did not delve deeper into the study of theosophy.
However, some later diary entries indicate the possibility of him not having
completely given it up in the years that followed.
Kafka was confronted with anthroposophy once again in the last days of
his life. When he became seriously ill with tuberculosis in the spring of 1924 and
was staying in a sanatorium near Vienna accompanied by Dora Diamant, he
personally insisted that the twenty-seven-year-old physician and
anthroposopher Norbert Glas (1897-1986) join the team of physicians that
were taking care of him.
In his last letter to his parents, Kafka described Glas as a doctor who came
to see him three times a week and a man in whom he placed unlimited trust
(Čermak; Svatoš 80-83). However, his health had deteriorated so much that
neither this new hope nor a change in therapy could be of to help him. He died
on June 3, 1924.
Adored and disputed at the same time, the controversial Rudolf Steiner
was certainly one of the more intriguing personalities of his time, and his
teachings irresistibly attracted many contemporaries. Why they stopped
following him after a while or even openly criticized him remains unclear. It can
be assumed that they were primarily repelled by his overly eccentric
appearance, as evidenced by Kafka's diary entry, as well as certain statements
made by Hermann Hesse. However, no matter how much they publicly spoke
out against him, it seems that they still adhered to certain views of his and never
completely renounced his teachings. Although many friends warned him that
his reputation would be compromised by his acceptance of theosophy, which
itself was discredited due to its closeness to Eastern scholasticism, occultism
and spiritism, Steiner did not want to deviate from his views, but in time
increasingly insisted on the otherworldly. Despite all this, Steiner's influence on
his contemporaries as well as on later generations is by no means negligible and
seems to be insufficiently researched even today.
Keywords: Rudolf Steiner, Theosophy, Anthroposophy, Albert Schweitzer,
Christian Morgenstern, Hermann Hesse, Franz Kafka, spirituality, Waldorf
pedagogy.
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Résumé : Dans cet article nous vous proposons de présenter l’auteur albanais du
roman Le Petit Bala ou la Légende de la Solitude une œuvre qui oscille entre
tradition et modernité. Le personnage principal, Bala, succombe aux griffes de
l’exclusion, de la solitude et de la conquête ratée à la fois dans l'amour et dans la
vengeance. Un roman psychologique, un style particulier segmenté qui
correspond parfaitement à la plume originale de Ridvan Dibra, auteur d’une
légende ressuscitée. Le mérite de la traductrice française n’est pas à négliger :
une traduction très proche de l’écriture originale en albanais, une traduction
fidèle s’ajoutant à d’autres œuvres de cet auteur qui ont été traduites en
différentes langues étrangères.
Mots clé : légende, tradition, modernité, psychologie, traduction fidèle

En guise d’introduction
« Les légendes, comme les personnes, quels que soient les pays
d’origine ou les peuples auxquels elles appartiennent, ont une
essence universelle. C'est exactement l'essence que je voudrais
aborder dans mon roman "La légende de la solitude" ou “Le petit
Bala” (le titre donné par la traductrice)
Telle est la déclaration de l’auteur Ridvan Dibra1 sur les légendes. Il lui
suffit d’évoquer deux vers d’une chanson populaire balkanique pour lui
1

Ridvan Dibra est né en 1959 dans un vieux quartier de Shkodër, la ville
principale du Nord d’Albanie. Professeur de littérature moderne auprès du
département de littérature de l'Université de Shkodër, il est l'auteur d'une
abondante production littéraire, une trentaine d'œuvres littéraires au total. Il a
élaboré divers genres littéraires tels que la poésie, le conte, le théâtre, les essais
et les romans. Sa plume est l'une des plus brillantes de la littérature albanaise.
C’est pourquoi la critique française le considère comme l'un des cinq plus
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servir d’une étincelle qui va par la suite déclencher un roman d’une
tonalité dramatique. C’est une œuvre imprégnée de multiples questions
sans réponse, de souffrances, de soupçons qui vont déchirer le cœur du
personnage principal à tel point qu’il se renferme sur lui-même comme
dans une prison. Bala ne vit qu’avec les souvenirs de son père, les heures
entières et les moments heureux dans la Forêt des Alpages.C’est
pourquoi il fantasme sur la vengeance envers l’amant de sa mère, une
vengeance dont l’ivresse l’inonde tout entier.
Libéré de l'impasse de traiter des thèmes à la mode, des tendances
nationales ou politiques, Ridvan Dibra parvient à renouveler la prose
albanaise tant en termes d'idée que de technique narrative. À juste titre,
le dramaturge albanais Stefan Çapaliku, entre autres, affirme : “Pour lui,
la littérature est un texte qui communique par suggestions, qui
abandonne la dénotation du mot dès le début, érigeant des monuments
à sa connotation”. (S. Çapaliku, Shkoder.net). Comme écrit l'écrivain
Kujtim Rrahmani « …. Dans ce contexte, on peut dire qu'il fait partie de
ceux qui ont restauré la conscience créative que l'objet thématique est
coloré de possibilités illimitées d'approches et de définitions »
(Trepça.net)
Il est question du roman Le Petit Bala ou la Légende de la Solitude
qui a paru en 2012, l'année où le prix Rexhai Surroi lui a été conféré et
qui a été classé « Meilleur roman de l'année ». En 2018, il est entré dans
la liste restreinte du prix Révélation de la Société des Gens des Lettres,
une récompense assez prestigieuse pour les traducteurs. Et enfin le 15
décembre 2018, ce livre a été sélectionné comme l'un des prétendants
au prix Balkanika parmi les 7 pays des Balkans et par la suite comme l’un
des cinq finalistes pour le prix de la traduction Pierre-François Caillé en
automne 2019. Évelyne Noygues se sent si chanceuse d’avoir traduit ce
roman qu’elle affirme : « Je suis tombée un peu par hasard dans la
marmite de potion magique ».
Force est de souligner que cette œuvre est aux frontières de la
tradition et de la modernité dans une symbiose parfaite. Le traditionnel
est ravivé à travers la légende, une véritable inspiration populaire, bien
que le lecteur ait tendance à envisager une fin complètement différente.
Angjela Lepuri écrit : “Il s’agit d’un récit qui englobe des thèmes
antithétiques, tels que : la solitude et le bonheur, la vie et la mort, la
vengeance et l’adultère, l'amour paternel et maternel, l'amour de l'âme
et du corps, les confidences et le manque de confidences” (A.
Lepuri,2017) . “Je me suis efforcé de rendre la prose la plus verticale
grands écrivains de la littérature albanaise d’aujourd'hui avec Kadare, Rexhep
Qosja, Bashkim Shehu et Fatos Kongoli.
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possible : vers les profondeurs et les mystères de l'être humain”- affirme
l’auteur Ridvan Dibra, ce qui se dévoile tout au long du roman : dans les
pensées du personnage principal Bala tourbillonnent des tourments
incessants. Depuis la première ligne du roman, le narrateur nous
prépare au destin barbare et malheureux de Bala. La Grande pierre noire
est un signe avant-coureur d'une fin dramatique : une pierre noire de
mauvaise réputation. C’est un endroit où Bala se cache pour voir les filles
du village. De même, la Forêt des Alpages, une cachette où il trouve la
tranquillité d'esprit mais qui porte en elle une lumière plutôt tamisée,
une lueur. Même cette faible lumière «la rencontre avec Maria » s’éteint
comme une étincelle d’allumette jusqu’à ce que le protagoniste soit
finalement complètement aveuglé par l’assassin de son père. Quant à sa
révolte personnelle, je trouve une ressemblance avec le roman
L'Étranger de Camus, à la seule différence que la révolte personnelle de
Bala est une colère déjà accumulée depuis le meurtre de son père.
Bala- un personnage seul, solitaire et exclu
Au début du roman, il se présente comme un enfant qui “est lié
d’amitié” à la Grande Pierre noire, mais au moment où il tente de
rompre avec la solitude et de s’approcher des jeunes de son âge avec
lesquels il pense se faire des amis, il subit un choc. Contrairement aux
filles qui le saluent avec des cris de joie et l’invitent à se joindre à elles,
les garçons restent silencieux et dès que Bala s’approche d’eux, ils
l’insultent en lui criant « bâtard, chien, salaud… ». Évidemment, il réagit,
mais cela lui coûte cher : il perd son œil gauche. À cet égard, l’auteur
évoque également les problèmes d'intimidation et de bullisme,
phénomène de société très inquiétant. Il subit des insultes, des injures,
des moqueries, des railleries.
Un enfant bâtard. Il en a honte. Cette appartenance fait de lui un
enfant étrange, exclu, presque de tous. C’est cette appellation qui le
renferme sur lui-même. Nous pourrions deviner que Bala est un
personnage dépressif, qui contient une agressivité envers soi-même,
envers la mère puis envers le voisin, ce qui peut probablement servir
d'étude de cas dans le travail d'un psychologue. Des monologues
intérieurs ou des conversations à voix haute avec son père déjà mort,
puis la décision de se venger de lui renfoncent cette idée.
La mort mystérieuse de son père déclarée comme un suicide
accidentel le ronge à chaque moment. L’amant de sa mère que le
narrateur préfère appeler le voisin est le seul suspect. La lutte intérieure,
les grandes interrogations, aggravent son état psychique. Les plans qu’il
projette pour tuer le voisin, les scènes bien calculées, les dessins des
animaux sauvages, des monstres, parmi les plus étonnants, qui étaient
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les seuls à couvrir les pages de son carnet de dessin. Comme écrit Ag
Apolloni sur la couverture de l’édition albanaise « Pendant la lecture il
semble que La légende de la Solitude en elle-même soit racontée dans
la clinique de Freud », ce qui nous amène à penser que la traductrice a
probablement donné à cette œuvre le titre Le petit Bala, comme le Petit
Hans de Freud, car Bala s’est lui-même créé une obsession de la
vengeance qui devient une phobie tourmentée par les rêves. Face à cet
état d’âme, il se sent seul, seul contre tous, étranger à tous. Il adore la
solitude, passe des jours sans vie et sans joie. Il ne dessine plus des êtres
humains. Il ne se souvient plus des portraits de ses copains qu’il montrait
à son père et de qui il recevait des critiques et des compliments. Il ne va
plus à l’école. Le temps s’arrête pour lui. Il ne vit qu’avec son passé. C’est
pourquoi “il a besoin de revenir de temps en temps aux objets, aux faits,
aux preuves matérielles, comme par exemple :
les photographies sur lesquelles ils sont ensemble .......
les flutes que son père fabriquait avec maestria ….
Les figurines en bois que son père sculptait…
Et pleins d’autres choses du même genre. (Le petit Bala, R. p.16),
Quant à cela, nous pourrions faire allusion à l’écrivain italien
Bassani selon lequel c’est la mémoire volontaire qui lui rappelle le passé.
Haine, intrigues et vengeance
Cependant, cette confrontation avec les photos où il ne constate
aucune ressemblance provoque sa haine envers sa mère et le voisin. La
maison commence à lui répugner et la première nuit passée dans la
Forêt des Alpages est imprimée dans sa mémoire comme aucun autre
événement depuis le départ de son père.
Étant tout à fait convaincu de ses interrogations intérieures, le
sentiment de haine se transforme en un désir de vengeance. C’est à ce
moment-là que le temps requiert de l’importance. “Les heures et les
jours recommencent à avoir un sens pour Bala” (Le petit Bala, R. Dibra,
p.75). Il retrouve l’appétit, le sommeil. En somme, il est à nouveau en
vie. Ce changement de comportement marque “l’ère de la colère, de la
rage et du désarroi de ses sentiments”, mais qu’il essaie de cacher à
cause du PLAN. Ceci faisant, Bala “couche ses plans de vengeance sur le
papier dans les plus menus détails” (Le petit Bala, R. Dibra, p.83). Les
seuls interlocuteurs à qui il déploie son projet de vengeance est son père
et lui-même. Force est de noter que grâce à sa bonté et à son caractère
paisible le père contredirait le plan de vengeance de Bala. Il peaufine ses
plans en dressant une liste de moyens et d’actions successives pour
aboutir à son but final. Le critique albanais Ag Apolloni compare Bala à
l'archétype de Hamlet, Oreste, fils d'Agamemnon, qui, pour venger son
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père, tue sa mère (Clytemnestre) et son amant (Egist). Alors qu'Oreste
se venge sans détour et sans s’émouvoir, tandis que Hamlet enfile le
masque du fou pour atteindre le but, Bala a le visage de la bêtise, pas un
masque. C'est là où réside l'originalité du roman, car si Oreste et Hamlet
se vengent mentalement, le fou Bala ne parvient pas à se venger et, par
conséquent, perd les yeux. Aveugle et fou, il commence à éprouver le
plaisir de la solitude totale, errant intérieurement sans voir le mariage
de sa mère avec l'ennemi de son père. (Ag Apolloni, 2020).
La complicité de sa mère, qui au nom de la passion tisse des
intrigues pour gâcher les plans du pauvre Bala, n’est pas à négliger.
“Consternée, elle lui raconte une légende au sujet d’un être qui erre, qui
n’est qu’une invention du voisin” (Le petit Bala, R. Dibra, p.80). Ou bien
la visite de Marta (la fille que Bala aimait) organisée par la mère et le
voisin pour dévoiler le nouveau plan de Bala.
Hélas, la cécité accidentelle de Bala est inventée par les deux
complices : il est tombé sur la pointe aiguisée d’un rocher qui a crevé
son œil encore sain. Elle est comparable au suicide accidentel de son
père. Et pour ironie du destin, la mère essaie de justifier son mariage
avec le voisin : “Je me marie simplement pour le bien de Bala”.
Il est à souligner que ce roman demeure intéressant parce que tout
en ayant les caractéristiques d’une intrigue qui a lieu en Albanie, il
dépasse les frontières du particulier pour prendre des dimensions de
l’universel, c’est la légende de l’esprit humain. La fin tragique de Bala,
son aveuglement total et le dénouement heureux pour sa mère et
l’assassin de son père symbolisent le défi contre la loi féroce de Kanun,
un rituel traditionnel régissant dans le Nord d’Albanie. En effet, c’est la
traductrice Évelyne Noygues qui essaie de justifier le comportement de
la mère de Bala :
6. Bala, bien sûr, reste une victime. Mais il faut aussi penser à sa
mère. Selon les indices semés par l’auteur, la mère de Bala est tombée
enceinte du voisin alors qu’elle vivait encore chez ses parents et pour
éviter le déshonneur dans un village où on voit que tout le monde
bavarde, elle a épousé celui qu’on appelle le père. En effet il a accepté
sa grossesse, lui qui avait peu d’espoir de séduire une compagne.
7. Elle s’est donc mariée à un homme dépressif, laid, visiblement
peu préoccupé d’elle, pris par des loisirs solitaires tels que la chasse en
forêt. Un peu comme la Fanny de Pagnol, la mère est victime de la
condition des femmes et du qu’en dira-t-on. Elle n’a aucun avenir
personnel sans un homme qui la protège. (É. Noygues, 2018)
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Un roman simple et clair
Quant à la composition de l’œuvre, l’auteur garde les
caractéristiques de la légende, “une narration unique qui ne s’écrit
qu’au nom de la narration, dépourvu de toute autre fonction, une pure
et belle narrative “de l’art pur” qui avait manqué à la littérature
albanaise”. (Ag Apolloni,2020). Las des techniques narratives
postmodernes, Ridvan Dibra propose une simplicité et une beauté
d’écriture car selon lui, l’art n’est pas simple parce qu’il aime être simple,
mais il désire être de l’art. En somme, il crée un roman qui vise les zones
profondes de l’être humain.
Le roman Le petit Bala ou la Légende de la Solitude est composé de
30 chapitres courts, précédés d’un titre explicatif pour bien comprendre
la suite. La fin de chaque chapitre résume en une ou deux phrases
l’événement, tout comme dans la légende traditionnelle.
À l’incommunicabilité et au manque des confidences de Bala
s’oppose l’interaction de l’auteur-narrateur avec le lecteur, tout en
attirant cependant l’attention de ce dernier par des questions,
quelquefois en le tutoyant, dans d’autres cas en le vouvoyant : “Te
souviens-tu, lecteur ?”, “Vous en souvenez-vous ?”, ou bien en lui
rappelant le numéro du chapitre ou de la page : “S’il te plaît, cher
lecteur, jette encore une fois un coup d’œil au chapitre 20” (Le petit
Bala, R. Dibra, p. 97).
« C'est l'écriture de Ridvan Dibra, belle et interactive (interpellant
le lecteur), qui « mélange » poétiquement ces arguments : de courts
chapitres et des phrases simples, des idées synchronisées qui viennent
comme les refrains d'une chanson, les titres et fins des chapitres qui
résument ce qui se passe, comme dans les récits anciens. La traduction
transmet subtilement ces caractéristiques et les rend naturelles. » (R.
Bata : 2018).
Les parenthèses que l’auteur utilise constituent cette particularité
du style qu’est la justesse, être le plus concis possible. Pour autant, le
recours aux majuscules, là où elles sont significatives, demeure
intéressant.
Deux mots sur la traduction en français
Étant donné que j’ai lu le roman en albanais et en français, j’ai
beaucoup apprécié l’énorme travail de la traductrice Évelyne Noygues,
excellente connaisseuse des colorations du style sec de Ridvan Dibra.
Pendant la lecture de ce roman en français, en qualité de lectrice
bilingue j’ai trouvé la même satisfaction car tout coulait bien. Elle a
gardé la structure de chaque chapitre, tout en s’appropriant les lexèmes
dialectaux, le recours aux majuscules et aux parenthèses. Cependant, je
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me suis posé la question de l’absence du paratexte rédigé par l’auteur.
Peut-être, pour laisser libre cours à la réception de l’œuvre, à plusieurs
interprétations de la critique française qui ne connaît pas l’auteur
albanais Ridvan Dibra. Quant au titre, elle a opté pour les deux titres,
comme dans les œuvres du XVIIIème siècle.
En guise de conclusion, nous avons été amenés à affirmer que
Ridvan Dibra inclut le mot légende dans le titre pour retrouver les
différents thèmes et contextes qui seront ensuite fonctionnalisés et
répondront à de nouveaux contextes, créant ainsi un roman et une
œuvre contemporaine dans l'esprit de la modernité, un roman de
l’esprit humain et de ses profondeurs en une progression verticale. C’est
un grand roman sur les grandes interrogations et les possibilités qui
s’offrent à l’humain laissant libre cours à la polysémie tout en créant des
stratifications sémantiques.
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LE PETIT BALA OR THE LEGEND OF LONELINESS BY THE WRITER RIDVAN
DIBRA - A WORK BETWEEN TRADITION AND MODERNITY
In this article we propose to present the Albanian author of the novel Le Petit
Bala ou la Légende de la Solitude, a work that oscillates between tradition and
modernity. The main character Bala succumbs to the clutches of exclusion,
loneliness, and failed conquest in both love and revenge. A psychological novel,
a particular segmented style that perfectly matches the original pen of Ridvan
Dibra, author of a resurrected legend. The merit of the French translator is not
to be overlooked: a translation very close to the original writing in Albanian, a
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loyal translation adding to other works by this author which have been
translated into various foreign languages.
“Legends, like people, regardless of the country of origin or the people to
which they belong, have a universal essence. This is exactly the essence that I
would like to address in my novel "The legend of solitude" or "The little Bala"
(the title given by the translator). This is the statement by author Ridvan Dibra
on legends. Two verses of a popular Balkan song are enough for him to spark
off a novel with dramatic tones. It is a work imbued with multiple unanswered
questions, suffering, suspicion that will tear the heart of the main character to
such an extent that he withdraws into himself as in a prison. Bala lives only with
the memories of his father, the whole hours and happy moments in the Alpine
Forest. This is why he fantasizes about revenge on his mother's lover, a revenge
that intoxicates him all over him.
Freed from the impasse of dealing with fashionable themes, national or
political trends, Ridvan Dibra manages to renew the Albanian prose both in
terms of idea and narrative technique. This work is at the frontiers of tradition
and modernity in a perfect symbiosis. The traditional is rekindled through
legend, a true popular inspiration, despite the reader’s tendency to envision a
completely different ending.
From the first line of the novel, the narrator prepares the reader for Bala's
barbaric and unhappy fate. The Great black stone is a precursor of a dramatic
end: a black stone with a bad reputation. This is a place where Bala hides to see
the village girls. Likewise, The Alpine Forest, a hiding place where he finds peace
of mind but which carries within it a rather subdued light, a glow.
At the beginning of the novel, he presents himself as a child who is
befriended to the Great black stone, but as he tries to break with loneliness and
approach the young people of his age in order to make friends, he is shocked.
A bastard child. He is ashamed of it. This belonging makes him a strange
child, excluded, almost by everyone. It is this stating that makes him close on
himself. We could even think that Bala is a depressive character who carries
aggression towards himself, towards his mother and then towards his
neighbour, which can probably serve as a case study in the work of a
psychologist. Interior monologues or conversations aloud with his already dead
father, then the decision to take revenge on him reinforce this idea.
He loves solitude, spends lifeless and joyless days. Time stands still for
him. He only lives with his past.
The confrontation with the photos where he finds no resemblance,
provokes his hatred towards his mother and the neighbor. Therefore, being
completely convinced of his inner questions, the feeling of hatred turns into a
desire for revenge. This is when time becomes important.
In doing so, Bala puts his plans for revenge on paper in great detail, but all
fails. He loses them because of his mother who in the name of passion weaves
intrigues to spoil the plans of poor Bala. It should be noted that this novel
remains interesting because while having the characteristics of a plot that takes
place in Albania, it goes beyond the borders of the particular to take dimensions
of the universal, it is the legend of the spirit human. Bala’s tragic end, his utter
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blindness and the happy ending for his mother and his father’s murderer
symbolize defiance against the fierce law of Kanun, a traditional ritual ruling in
northern Albania.
Unlike his other postmodern works, in this novel Dibra offers a simplicity
and beauty of writing. According to him, art is not simple because he likes to be
simple, but he desires to be art. In short, he creates a novel that targets the
deepest areas of the human being. The little Bala or the Legend of Solitude is
composed of 30 short chapters, preceded by an explanatory title to fully
understand the rest. The end of each chapter summarizes the event in one or
two sentences, just as in the traditional legend.
The parentheses that the author uses constitute this peculiarity of the
style that is accuracy. He aims at being as concise as possible. However, the use
of capital letters, where they are significant, remains interesting.
Since I read the novel in Albanian and French, I really appreciated the
enormous work of translator Évelyne Noygues, an excellent connoisseur of
Ridvan Dibra's dry style coloring. As a bilingual reader, while reading this novel
in French, I found the same satisfaction because everything was going well. She
kept the structure of each chapter, while appropriating dialect lexemes, the use
of capital letters and parentheses. However, I wondered about the absence of
the paratext written by the author. Perhaps, to give free rein to the reception
of the work, to several interpretations of the French critic who does not know
the Albanian author Ridvan Dibra. As for the title, she opted for both titles, as
in the works of the 18th century.
Keywords: legend, tradition, modernity, psychology, faithful translation
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Abstract: The relevance of image schemas in metaphoric extension has been
long highlighted in Cognitive Linguistics literature. The image-schematic
makeup of a metaphoric source is preserved in the target, in a way consistent
with the structure of the latter (Lakoff, 1993). More recently, Sullivan (2013) has
raised a similar case for semantic frames, in a constructional framework.
Metaphoric mappings are licensed only if the semantic frame of the source is
compatible with the conceptual metaphor profiled by the target. The present
work integrates Sullivan and Lakoff’s approach to invariance, on the basis of the
following hypothesis: the compatibility between a semantic frame evoked by a
lexical construction and a conceptual metaphor is susceptible to an imageschematic blueprint, already present in the etymologically prior meaning of the
construction. Thus, invariance is hypothesised to hold across categorisation
levels of different schematicity, but also across time. The case study re-takes the
analysis of the adjectival terms brilliant, sunny and bright, under the generalised
invariance hypothesis. The metaphorical potential of a term is shown to be at the
same time constrained as well as motivated by this strong version of invariance.
Keywords: image schemas, semantic frames, cognitive topology, structure
preservation, etymology.1

1. Introduction
Semantic extension has been one of the central themes of concern,
almost from the inception of Cognitive Linguistics as a distinct research
paradigm. In fact, the theory of prototypes (Rosch, 1973; Rosch, 1975;
Rosch and Mervis, 1975; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson and BoyesBraem, 1976) that has greatly informed Cognitive Linguistics, is precisely
about this: a realistic treatment of meaning that does justice to the
experiential nature of humans’ conceptual projections. These are not
1
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given objectively on the basis of states of affairs that exist ‘out there’ (cf.
Kim, 1979; Armstrong, 1997; Reicher, 2009; Geeraerts, 1999; Harder
1999), but are rather the result of categorisation (Taylor, 2003), a
mental process rooted in humans’ embodied cognition.
Given that categorisation is not given by objectively given
conditions that regulate the truth of our statements (cf. Davidson, 1984)
but through processes that reflect the flexibility of human
apprehension, it follows that categorisation is not fixed once and for all
either. Instead, it is based on a prototypical conceptual core with a
concomitant range of variation. Categorisation then balances across a
tension with two extremes: stability and change. Hence, a question that
arises to this connection is how far conceptual variation over a
prototype can reach, without losing track of its prototypical ascendance.
Additionally, variation has two dimensions: a synchronic and a
diachronic one (Geeraerts, 1997). Both are interrelated, as synchronic
fluctuations of meaning may result to the entrenchment (Schmid, 2007)
of a new extended core, often resulting into a new lexical sense and thus
to a new prototype. Nevertheless, the same question naturally arises,
concerning non-literal extension: is there a stable prototypical core
within a term relevant to its metaphorical potential?
Much work on metaphor has tried to address the question of the
compatibility between a metaphoric source and a target, such as LOVE
is a JOURNEY (Lakoff, 1990; Lakoff, 1993), understanding the
phenomenon as a case of semantic extension. The domain of JOURNEY,
as a metaphoric source, extends its meaning so that it encompasses that
of LOVE. Conversely, the domain of LOVE selects characteristics of
JOURNEY so that it is re-categorised under the conceptualisation of
JOURNEY. Lakoff (1990) and much subsequent work argue that
metaphorical mappings preserve the cognitive topology of the source
domain, in a way consistent with the inherent structure of the target
domain (Lakoff, 1993: 215). To take the aforementioned example, the
inference in the LOVE domain between a problem encountered within a
love relationship and breaking up as a possible outcome, must be
consistent with the inferences that hold in the source domain, namely
that of JOURNEY. Concretely, the relationship projected as a vehicle may
present the travellers with a problem and this may lead to the end of
the journey. Lakoff (1993: 215) also argues that preservation of the
structure, what he terms Invariance Hypothesis, is operative at a higher
level of categorisation. Accordingly, it is not a CAR that is projected as a
source targeting a LOVE RELATIONSHIP, but VEHICLE. This could very
well be a BOAT, a BUS, etc. Hence, he argues for a cognitive imageschematic topology that gives rise to the preservation of structure
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between the metaphorical source and target. He argues for the
relevance of image-schemas such as CONTAINER, PATH and FORCE to
the understanding of more abstract and subjective domains such as
CATEGORISATION, LINEAR SCALE and CAUSATION. He goes further to
say that, possibly, all propositional structure is really image-schematic.
In other words, propositional inferences arise from the inherent
topological structure of the image-schemas mapped by metaphor onto
more abstract concepts such as TIME, STATES, CHANGES, ACTIONS,
CAUSES, etc. Essentially, the way to arrive at a general-level schema for
some knowledge structure is to extract its image-schematic structure,
so that a source and a target are both categorised through this structure,
as can be depicted in figure 1:

Figure 1. metaphoric mapping as an image-schematic categorisation

More recently, Sullivan (2013) calls on the relevance of semantic
frames as a driver for metaphoric mapping. She restates the invariance
principle of Lakoff in terms of the conceptual-semantic structure evoked
by a given construction (Salivan, 2013: 3.2), the latter understood
broadly from being a grammatical schema to comprising a symbolic pair
of sound and meaning, namely a lexical item. In her view, the semantic
frames’ detailed structure residing in a metaphoric source passes over
the target. Hence, gestaltist compatibility between source and target is
not evaluated only at an image-schematic level, but also at the level of
the construal that a semantic frame imposes over a more general
domain such as LIGHT, BODY or MIND. The constructions that
externalise these domains are taken to structure sub-regions of those
domains, such as LIGHT into LIGHT_MOVEMENT or LIGHT_LOCATION.
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The importance of Sullivan’s work resides in understanding
metaphoric mapping not simply in terms of conceptually entrenched
networks of relations among domains in the abstract, but on the basis
of the conceptual component evoked by specific entrenched lexicogrammatical units. Nevertheless, although it intends to extend the
image-schematic relevance to that of semantic frames evoked by
constructions and not substitute for it, in practice there is very limited
discussion dedicated to image-schemas. Hence, a relevant question
arises regarding the extent to which image schemas and semantic
frames are compatible, or in a stronger scenario homomorphic,2 when
they come to categorise a metaphoric source and a target. In the same
connection, a related question arises, regarding the extent to which the
image-schematic structure mediating between metaphorical source and
target in figure 1 above, is homomorphic to the one underlying the
literal prototypical meaning of the lexical construction? Answering the
question has consequences for the way we understand the
metaphorical potential of the various terms as constructions. These may
very well be synonymous or near synonymous, but they may possess an
underlying schematic structure that differentiates them in terms of their
metaphorical potential. Conversely, constructions that evoke different
semantic frames may possess an identical or near identical schematic
topology that renders them “metaphorically”, so to speak,
“synonymous”. Concluding that the prototypical literal imageschematic core within a lexical construction constrains its potential for
metaphorical extension presents also a diachronic interest, as one of the
ways prototypicality has been defined is a term’s etymological, or
otherwise historically prior, meaning (Evans and Tyler, 2006).
The remainder of the paper has the following structure: sec. 2
reviews Sullivan’s work on the semantic-frame differences between
brilliant and sunny, as determinant of their distinct behaviour when it
comes to metaphoric mappings; sec. 3 recasts the aforementioned
contrast on an image-schematic basis, tracing the latter in the
etymological origin of the two terms. It is examined if the differential
construal imposed on a domain by the semantic frames actually repeats
the configuration imposed on the same domain by the prototypical
image-schematic topology of the terms. It is also shown how the
composite metaphors activated by the semantic frames of the terms
may be decomposable into primary metaphors mapped with onto parts
of these historically traced prototypical gestalts. A hypothesis on strong
2

structure-preserving map, with possibilities for variable strength of structure
preservation.
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invariance between image-schemas as prototypes and frames is then
postulated for metaphorical extensions; in the light of this hypothesis,
sec. 4 examines the term bright’s behaviour, which appears less
constraining regarding the metaphors it can activate. The results of the
analysis are again compared with those in Sullivan (2013) for the same
term. Some concluding remarks follow in sec. 5.
2. Brilliant vs. sunny and semantic-frame invariance.
The negligence of constructional facts in the early days of Cognitive
Linguistics looked somehow justified, as attention was put on metaphor
as a conceptual phenomenon. In Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) words,
“metaphor is not just a matter of language- that is mere words”. This
tendency became generalised and works on semantic extension focused
on the conceptual network that human’s have entrenched in their
minds. This was based on propositional relations rather than
grammatical constructions (Crisp, 2002; Crisp, Heywood and Steen,
2002). Nevertheless, in the light of work that realised the relevance of
constructions both in conceptual and cognitive terms (Goldberg, 1995;
Goldberg, 2006), Sullivan’s work (2013) is motivated by the need to
understand metaphor realistically, as a usage-based phenomenon. In
this sense, metaphors are motivated not only by the conceptual link
between pre-existing propositions “in the abstract”, but as
constructions that evoke frames that are “configured” for specific
conceptually relevant details. Under the perspective of treating
conceptual and formal structure as harmonious to each other
(Goldberg, 2003), an integrated theory that encompasses both
constructions and propositional structures is only natural.
In this light, Sullivan (2013: chpt.3) looks into the effect the
semantic frames evoked by lexical items have onto the metaphorisation
of domains. Her foundational observation is that domains do not have a
uniform behaviour when they participate in metaphorical mappings. In
contrast, the detailed structure within frames is determinant of the
specific type of conceptual metaphor that will be activated.
One of the cases analysed in her work are the near-synonymous
adjectives such brilliant and sunny (Sallivan, 2013: chpt. 3). Both of them
sanction the same semantic domain, namely LIGHT. Nevertheless, their
metaphorising potential depends on the semantic frames that are linked
to each word and configure further the domain of LIGHT in more
semantic detail. Concretely, brilliant activates the LIGHT_MOVEMENT
frame, whereas sunny the LOCATION_OF_LIGHT frame. Consequently,
for a mapping that sanctions the conceptual metaphor INTELLIGENCE IS
LIGHT EMISSION, it is only the adjective brilliant that can be used.
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Conversely, and in accord with invariance hypothesis, the metaphoric
target selects brilliant’s structure only if its own semantic frame contains
elements that justify the use of the construal that the metaphorical
source imposes on the domain of LIGHT. Such an element would be
SCIENTIST, STUDENT, etc., which activates -among others- the semantic
frame of intelligence. This is the reason that (1) is acceptable whereas
(2) is not:
(1) This student’s work is always brilliant.
(2) ?The student handed in a sunny work.
Brilliant, on the other hand, cannot be used to metaphorise a state
of happiness, as in (3), because the frame needed here is one that
construes light as a property of a static landmark, as in (4):
(3) ? His disposition has always been brilliant.
(4) The room is really sunny.
In contrast, sunny is easily interpreted with the meaning of HAPPYDELIGHTFUL, given that emotions are metaphorically understood as
STATES:
(5) He always looks on the sunny side of things.
Integrating the literal conceptual charge of semantic frames into
conceptual metaphor theory is definitely a step forward towards a
motivated constructional semantics. Additionally, linking semantic
frames to specific lexico-grammatical constructions as the result of
entrenched usage-based events (Langacker, 2008) opens the door to a
realistic semantics that encompasses synchronic and diachronic
variation. Nevertheless, as said above, there is a link missing that regards
a systematic way of relating image schemas with semantic frames under
the hypothesis of invariance. This is what the next section turns to,
retaking the analysis of the contrast between brilliant and sunny.
3. Brilliant vs. sunny and their image-schematic constitution.
3.1 Brilliant
Let us first turn to the issue of the compatibility of the semantic
frame evoked by a term with the image-schematic constitution of it
traced through its etymological origin, contrasting in this respect
brilliant and sunny.
Oxford English Dictionary informs us that brilliant is first attested in
th
17 century with the meaning of SPARKLING WITH LIGHT, used both as
an adjective but also as a noun, specifying a type of diamond (ex: 6-7).
The term is a descendant of French brillant SHINING, present participle
of briller, roughly meaning SHINE, ultimately being traced into Latin
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beryllus (ex. 8), which means BERYL, a precious stone physically found in
crystallic form:
(6) Lost…a square Diamond Brilliant, weighing eight grains (London
Gaz. 1690)
(7) Brilliant: glittering, sparkling, shining (Blount's Glossographia,
ed. 5. 1681)
(8) ponesque in eo quattuor ordines lapidum…in quarto chrysolitus
onychinus et beryllus.
‘You shall set in it four rows of stones…ruby, topaz, and beryl
shall be in the fourth row’ (Vulg. Exod. 28. 4th c. CE)
One of the archetypical characteristics of crystals is their ability to
refract light and reflect it in the form of a beam, as if the crystal itself
were the light source and the light a property emanating from the
crystallic surface itself. This characteristic of crystals generates a
schematic “topology”, in Lakoff’s sense of the use of the term, where
light is directionally moving through a narrow direct PATH towards a
landmark, in most of the cases a human perceiver of the ray. The image
schema associated with the process is shown in figure 2, where the
crystal is the trajector TR, the human perceiver the landmark LM and the
ray the property emanating from TR towards LM:

Figure 2. image schema of beryl’s conceptualisation

This schema not only is well rooted in experiential/embodied
realism advocated by Cognitive Linguistics (Johnson and Lakoff, 2002),
but also contains all components that can give rise to the more detailed
structure of the semantic frame of brilliant, as we will see immediately
below.
We saw that Sullivan (2013) argues for a schematic compatibility
between the brilliant’s frame LIGHT_MOVEMENT and the conceptual
metaphor INTELLIGENCE IS LIGHT EMISSION, which licenses the use of
brilliant for expressing intelligence. Nevertheless, INTELLIGENCE IS
LIGHT EMISSION - that itself improves on Master List’s metaphor
INTELLIGENCE IS A LIGHT SOURCE (Lakoff, 1991)- is not sufficient to
motivate the metaphorical use for two reasons: first, emission of light
describes an ontology that seems to be too coarse-grained a
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conceptualisation. For example, SUNLIGHT is itself a case of LIGHT
EMISSION but in general it is not used to depict intelligence:
(9) ? Her mind is the light of the sun.
Although it can be argued that the awkwardness of (9) is due to lack
of entrenchment of the specific expression in a metaphoric mapping,
this does not prevent it from being used in a non-entrenched
HAPPINESS-related metaphor:
(10) Her disposition is the light of the sun.
On the other hand, non-entrenched expressions such as the light of
a thunder sounds much better than (9), when used in the context of
intelligence:
(11) Her mind is the light of a thunder.3
Finally, if the expression light of sun is replaced by ray of sun, 4
INTELLIGENCE is again more compatible as a metaphoric target than in
(9) within the LIGHT_EMISSION metaphor:
(12) Her mind is a ray of sun.
We thus observe that it is not all instances of LIGHT EMISSION that
can sanction the metaphoric interpretation of INTELLIGENCE. It seems
that, although more detailed than the general domain LIGHT, semantic
frames need a further elaboration that distinguishes between
acceptable instances of a semantic frame, on the one hand, and nonacceptable ones, on the other. Nevertheless, this elaboration cannot
follow the way of more encyclopaedic details, in the sense of
distinguishing, say, between BEAM, RAY, THUNDERLIGHT, LAMPLIGHT,
etc. In contrast, the details must be given from configurations at an
intermediate level between domains and frames, and they must
function as a topological blueprint onto which semantic frames can fit
or not. I argue that these configurations are precisely image schemas.
The gestalt in figure 2 as a schematisation of the etymologically
traced referent of brilliant, namely a crystal-like material, comprises all
components of a topology that gives rise to a specific type of LIGHT
EMISSION: a trajector understood as a LIGHT SOURCE, LIGHT perceived
3

Given that the examples are intentionally non entrenched, the judgments on
(9)-(12) are based on 12 native speakers that unanimously have confirmed the
intuitions behind those examples.
4
Independently also sanctioning the HOPE is LIGHT metaphor (Lakoff, 1991:
152).
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as a property of the trajector, a directional trajectory of narrow PATH
that the light follows, and an ANIMATE PERCEIVER, whose subjective
awareness receives the light.
To what extent is this image schema compatible/homomorphic to
the conceptual metaphor INTELLIGENCE IS LIGHT EMISSION? Sullivan
assumes a corresponding function from the conceptualisation
constructionally associated to the adjective, to the conceptual
metaphor. Nevertheless, in accord with Murhy’s (1996) reservations
about the claim that that a metaphorical target at the same time
possesses an inherent delimiting framing as well as a more abstract
structure, it seems plausible that the underlying image-schematic
gestalt in figure 2 already contains the components making up the
metaphorical source. More concretely, INTELLIGENCE as LIGHT
EMISSION can be decomposed into more primary metaphors (Grady,
1997; Lakoff, 1998) along the following lines: MIND as a LOCATION to
which KNOWLEDGE as OBJECT is transferable is instantiated by the LM.
The EXISTENCE of KNOWLEDGE as LOCATION HERE is manifested as
VISIBILITY within the egocentric subjectivity of the MIND. KNOWLEDGE
as VISIBILITY is instantiated by the actual emanation of LIGHT from the
beryl-source. Once transferred, it is this VISIBILITY-AWARENESS that
becomes part of the LM. Coming from a source, KNOWLEDGE as LIGHT
is conceptualised as an OBJECT proper to its source. The source is
mapped on the POSSESSOR of the OBJECT, instantiated by the human
being-TR:

Figure 3. image-schematic decomposition of INTELLIGENCE

What we see is that, essentially, figure 3 is an image-schematic
configuration of INTELLIGENCE, without the latter being defined as such.
We have a gestaltist schematisation of a semantic frame at an imagistic
level 5 , much more detailed than LIGHT EMISSION, but much more
5

Imagistic with the very broad interpretation of the term, not necessarily
visually perceived nor static (cf. Hampe 2005)
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schematic than the latter’s metaphoric target. More importantly, LIGHT
EMISSION as a source for metaphorising INTELLIGENCE is included in the
gestaltist decomposition of the latter, possibly as a focal part of it. In a
relevant sense, brilliant’s image schema, its metaphoric potential and
INTELLIGENCE’s semantic frame are the same entity, at different levels
of schematisation and detail.
3.2 Sunny
As said above, sunny is interpreted as configuring the domain of
LIGHT as LIGHT_LOCATION. Given that there is an independently
motivated conceptual metaphor EMOTIONS ARE LOCATIONS, sunny is
used as a source to express the emotion of HAPPINESS. Nevertheless, as
was too the case for brilliant, in Sullivan (2013) it is not explained how
the link between the semantic frame LOCATION_OF_LIGHT and sunny is
motivated. The explanation as being simply constructionally linked does
not escape the problems of arbitrariness of the relation between
signifier and signified within the Saussurian symbolic sign (Saussure,
1916; Manfu, 2012). Motivation of the relation between form and
function has been a central theme within Cognitive Linguistics and
Cognitive Science at large (Kreitler, 2013), and any move towards this
direction is beneficial. Constructions as a kind of form are also motivated
by the concepts to which they are associated, a phenomenon of
“harmonisation” between schematic constructional features and
semantic structure (Goldberg, 1995; Goldberg, 2003).
Let us then first look at the rather more obvious etymological origin
of sunny, which will help us construct the image schema associated with
the adjective. OED informs that sunny, first time attested in 14th c. CE, is
an adjective that originally refers to DAYTIME, namely to the temporal
span where there is sunlight:
(13) Was there neuer sonnye day so cleere
‘There has never been so clear a daytime’ (F. J. Furnivall Polit.,
Relig., & Love Poems, c1500 CE).
It is always within noun phrases with heads such as day, morning,
time, etc., that this meaning of sunny is found. Slightly later the term’s
meaning extends to that of BRIGHT, modifying nouns such as climate,
place, weather, etc.:
(14) He'le turne his glory from the sunny clymes…
‘He will turn his glory from the sunny places…’
(T. Campion Obseruations Art Eng. Poesie iv. sig. B3, 1602 CE).
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Quite early, the figurative meaning of PLEASANT, CHEERFUL, HAPPY,
is also attested:
(15) I left your sonnye sight with teares
‘I leaft your sunny face with tears’
(B. Garter Tragicall Hist. Two Eng. Louers f. 48v, 1565 CE).
We see that, in contrast to brilliant, sunny profiles an adjectival
trajector coaligned to the temporal span during which sun is visible, in
some sense contrasting to the “dark” span of the daily period:

Figure 4. image schema conceptualisation of sunny

The distinction between EMISSION and SPAN is the key-difference
between the two construals motivated by the terms, brilliant and sunny,
respectively. It is only the latter that can be conceived holistically (see
Langacker, 2008: chpt. 4 on the notion) and bounded within welldefined limits.
Someone would argue that sunny makes a more direct reference to
time, given that it is linked to a temporal span, and for this reason should
sanction a processual and not a static and “reified” entity. Nevertheless,
Cognitive Grammar draws a careful distinction between ontological
categories and a categorisation of a higher-level schematicity
(Langacker, 2008: chpt. 4). This schematicity lies beyond detailed
semanticity and can motivate conceptualisations that apparently
contradict their ontology. Hence, although sunny may originally be
related to duration, the latter is understood rather statically. I argue that
this is the reason that has helped extend the adjectival trajector to a
spatial one, a meaning that sunny has retained from then onwards.
Thus, interpreting LIGHT as LOCATION as the semantic frame
evoked by the term sunny, is image-schematically motivated and not
arbitrarily linked within the lexical construction of sunny. Subsequently,
the metaphorisation of HAPPINESS as LIGHT passes through the
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metaphorisation of EMOTIONS as LOCATIONS (Lakoff, Espenson and
Schwartz, 1991). Again, the metaphor is embedded within the imageschematic makeup of the scene and not independently motivated.
Semantic frames, image-schemas and metaphoric potential seem to be
homomorphic to each other, as they all share the same schematic
structure.
4. Bright
Sullivan’s discussion on the contrast between sunny and brilliant is
complemented by the analysis of the adjective bright. Nevertheless, as
Sullivan notes (Sullivan, 2013: 44), this adjective is compatible with both
metaphorical interpretations. Bright can be used either to map
INTELLIGENCE and LIGHT-EMISSION or HAPPINESS and LIGHT, as shown
below:
(16) She wrote a bright article.
(17) Grandma is always in a bright mood.
Sullivan concludes that the adjective in its literal sense evokes both
semantic frames, namely LOCATION_OF_LIGHT frame, as in bright room,
and the LIGHT_MOVEMENT frame, as in bright fire or bright moon (op.
cit.). She adds that in accordance with Invariance Principle, this ability
for dual frame evocation is preserved in its metaphoric uses. Bright in
the expression bright room has its metaphorical correspondence in
examples such as bright mood, whereas bright in an expression such as
bright fire corresponds to a metaphorically extended use such as in
bright article. Hence, as a result, bright can exceptionally metaphorise
both HAPPINESS and INTELLIGENCE. Nevertheless, Sullivan notes in
passing that, although both bright and brilliant can express
INTELLIGENCE as LIGHT EMISSION, there is an asymmetry between the
two: bright expresses INTELLIGENCE to a lesser degree than brilliant.
This is shown through the selectional preferences of the adjectives.
Bright most often refers to CHILDREN or STUDENTS. Thus, we can say
bright child, bright boy, or bright pupil. On the other hand, brilliant tends
to select arguments such as brilliant engineer, scholar or scientist.6 The
somehow tentative explanation that Sullivan gives is that “the values
assigned to the degree element in the LIGHT_MOVEMENT frame” for
each adjective are transferable onto the target domain. Sullivan argues
that because brilliant involves a greater degree of LIGHT_EMISSION than
bright, the two adjectives denote differing degrees of INTELLIGENCE.
In the light of the search for conceptual motivation in the link
between lexical constructions and the semantic frames that they evoke,
6

The examples are based on Sullivan’s own corpus analysis.
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the argumentation on the dual construing ability of bright may seem
rather ad hoc, having a status of exception. Similarly, the argumentation
on the lesser ability of bright to metaphorically denote INTELLIGENCE in
comparison to brilliant, is somehow circular. Hence, the question that
arises is the following: what is the factor that renders bright less
constrained in its construing ability? More specifically, and in line with
the strong version of invariance hypothesis put forward in the present
work, can the image-schematic structure of bright lead to this dual
metaphorical option? To what extend is this image schema compatible
with both frames evoked by the adjective?
Let us then have a look at the etymology of bright and its historically
prior meaning. OED gives SHINING and GIVING OFF LIGHT as the
meaning first attested in English. The term presents a great number of
cognates in various languages, all having similar meanings, ultimately
stemming from the Indo-European root underlying Sanskrit bhrāj-, again
meaning SHINE.
At a first glance, SHINE is also about LIGHT EMISSION. Nevertheless,
there are two etymological facts that assign a particular status to the
term. The first concerns its collocational properties. Not only in historical
terms, but also in terms of persistence (cf. Evans & Tyler 2004), the
prototypical sense of bright profiles as its trajector CELECTIAL OBJECTS:
(18) Se syxta [planet] is gehaten mercurrus, micel & beorht.
‘The sixth planet is called Mercury, great and bright’
(Ælfric, Interrogationes Sigewulfi in Genesin, 10th c. CE)
(19)He sette a steorne upp…full brad, and brihht , and shene.
‘He set a star up (in the sky)…great and bright and fair’
(Ormulum [Burchfield transcript] l. 3431, c1175 CE)
(20) The altitude of the Mone, or of brihte sterres.
‘The hights of the Moon, or the bright stars’ (G. Chaucer Treat.
Astrolabe, 1391 CE)
(21) That I should loue a bright particuler starre.
‘that I should love a bright special star’
(W. Shakespeare All's Well that ends Well, 1623 CE)
(22)That bright Star is Jupiter (Philos. Trans. 1728 CE)
(23)The newly discovered galaxy called Leo
times brighter than the sun (Sci. News 27, 2007).

T

is…50,000
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Of course, this meaning can also be extended to objects such as fire,
eyes, etc., as happens up to today:
(24) A michel fier he sag, and an brigt
‘A great and bright fire he saw’ (Gen. & Exod. l. 951, c1325 CE).
(25) Lizzie had a bright face, laughing eyes (Judith Saxon, Nobody’s
children, 1991 CE)
The second characteristic concerns a very early link of bright with
WHITE, today found in a cognate form from Albanian, namely bardhë. In
accord with Mallory & Adams (2006: 329) the proto-Indo-European root
may also underlie an early word for the BIRCH, because of the latter’s
shiny white bark.
Both facts, namely the tendency for the adjectival trajector to be
CELESTIAL OBJECTS and the etymological link with a colour property,
argue for an image-schematic construal that profiles the adjective as a
static property inherent to the adjectival trajector itself and not as a
dynamic process emanating from it. In the cases of both brilliant and
bright LIGHT SHINING is the ontological -so to speak- base, in other
words the initial selection of conceptual content, where emanation of
light could be taken as an inferential “truth” holding for both adjectives.
Nevertheless, the linguistic presentation of the latter has a very different
“windowing of attention” (Talmy, 2000) encoded in the construction of
each. Accordingly, windowing in the case of bright narrows itself within
the scope of the shining object, as in figure 5:

Figure 5. image-schematic conceptualisation of bright.

I argue that it is precisely this image-schematic constitution in
figure 5 that gives rise to the dual metaphorical potential of bright but
also causes its lesser ability to metaphorise INTELLIGENCE. We saw that,
in the case of brilliant, the concept of INTELLIGENCE is motivated
through a schematic but detailed gestalt that includes many primary
components: a source-locus of knowledge, the latter’s transferability
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through a narrow and direct path towards a landmark, and the
metaphorisation of awareness on the part of the landmark through the
visibility caused by the emission of light on the part of the trajector. In
the case of bright, though, no knowledge becomes part of the
landmark’s awareness, entering its locus. KNOWLEDGE as LIGHT exists
and is sanctioned on independent grounds of conceptual metaphor but
it stays confined within the scope of the trajector, as a property inherent
to it. No subjective awareness of this KNOWLEDGE as LIGHT is involved.
Hence, we see that the aforementioned “lesser degree of light emission”
is rooted in the image-schematic makeup of the term. We also infer that,
on the basis of Sullivan’s observations (Sullivan 2013: 44), the semantic
type of the adjectival trajector has a very restricted range of possible
instantiations. As an example, look at the following contrast:
(26)He is a brilliant speaker.
(27)That was a brilliant speech.
(28)He is a bright speaker
(29)?That was a bright speech.
(30)He is a brilliant scientist
(31)That was a brilliant article
(32)He is a bright scientist
(33)?That was a bright article.
Although somehow tentative and in need for further corpus-based
support, the conclusion is that THINGS such as ARTICLE and SPEECH that
infer more directly the product of KNOWLEDGE and its effect on the
subjectivity of the recipient of KNOWLEDGE are banned.7 This tells us
again something on the possibility of decomposition of composite
metaphors through their primary image-schematic components.
Finally, the interpretation of bright as HAPPY/CHEERFUL uses the
simple topology of BRIGHTNESS as a PROPERTY confined within an
entity, so that it extends LIGHT into HAPPINESS. The link is
independently well rooted in our experiential life, where our positive
emotions are metonymically linked to the beneficial presence of LIGHT,
7

Bright article seems to be better than bright speech. Nevertheless, the
difference may again be due to the same principle: an article can function as a
source of knowledge independently of its author, having an autonomous
“existence”. Further research is needed that can confirm or not the intuition,
based on the analysis of a more extensive corpus.
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giving rise to the metaphoric generalisation LIGHT is HAPPINESS
(Kövesces, 1991; Kövesces, 2013).
5.

Conclusions
The present work put into test a strong version of invariance for
metaphoric mappings. It looked into the possibility of unifying Lakoff’s
structure preservation on the one hand, and Sullivan’s version of the
same hypothesis for semantic frames evoked by lexical constructions,
on the other. Furthermore, it did so along both a synchronic and a
diachronic dimension. Synchronically, the analysis tested the hypothesis
that the way the semantic frames configure domains such as LIGHT into
more specific construals such as LIGHT_MOVEMENT or
LIGHT_LOCATION, is not arbitrarily linked to the lexical construction but
homomorphic to the latter’s image-schematic makeup. Thus,
metaphors such as INTELLIGENCE IS LIGHT EMISSION would have their
image-schematic blueprint immanent in a construction such as brilliant.
Diachronically, the analysis hypothesised that this immanence stems
from the historically prior meaning of the lexical construction, traceable
etymologically. In this way, invariance gains in motivation and is shown
to be a constant constraining factor for metaphoric extension of a given
term. The terms examined, namely brilliant, sunny and bright, to a great
extent favour the hypothesis of strong invariance. It is shown that each
of the terms is image-schematically distinct and that their distinct
image-schematic origin is repeated through the semantic frame evoked
by their lexical construction. Even more interestingly, the metaphors
activated by each of the term are in a relevant sense already embedded
in the construction of those, decomposable into primary metaphors that
correspond to parts of the terms’ image-schematic gestalt.
Thus, brilliant is shown to present the most complex image schema,
stemming from the original meaning of the word, BERYL. The LIGHTSOURCE trajector, the LIGHT as a transferable property along a narrow
and direct PATH and the locus where LIGHT rests on the landmark, map
nicely on all primary metaphors underlying the conceptual metaphor
INTELLIGENCE IS LIGHT EMISSION, where knowledge as visibility enters
the subjective awareness of the knowledge’s receiver.
Sunny, on the other hand, profiles a reified and static spatial
coalignment to that of a bounded temporal period. Thus, the distinction
between EMISSION and SPAN appears to be the critical difference
between the two construals motivated by the terms brilliant and sunny,
respectively. The holistic construal of the second maps sunny naturally
on emotional states such as HAPPINESS, long found in literature to be
conceptualised as bounded areas.
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Finally, the dual possibility of interpreting metaphorically bright
either as HAPPY or INTELLIGENT, follows from its simpler image-schema,
where LIGHT is construed as a property inherent to the adjectival
trajector. This gestaltist simplicity can assume both KNOWLEDGE and
HAPPINESS as its elaboration, but it interprets it without linking it to the
subjective awareness that observes it.
The importance of this short study consists in a realistic and
empirically traceable connection between image-schemas, semantic
frames and conceptual metaphor theory. Metaphoric mappings as
categorisations may be actually much more embedded in the literal
meaning of constructions, immanent to both image schemas and
semantic frames. Finally, if metaphoric meanings have a diachronic
blueprint preserved for periods of hundreds or even thousands of years,
then the invariance hypothesis is possibly at work for literal extension
too, constraining the range of possible semantic changes a term
undergoes. I leave this matter for future research, along with a corpusbased enrichment of the present work.
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BRILLIANT, SUNNY Y BRIGHT: INVARIANCIA GENERALIZADA A TRAVÉS DE LA
ETIMOLOGÍA
Resumen: La relevancia de los esquemas de imágenes en la extensión
metafórica ha sido destacada durante mucho tiempo en la literatura sobre
lingüística cognitiva. La composición esquemática de la imagen de una fuente
metafórica se conserva en la meta, de una manera consistente con la estructura
de esta última (Lakoff 1993). Más recientemente, Sullivan (2013) ha planteado
un caso similar para los marcos semánticos, en un marco de construcción. Las
asignaciones metafóricas son permisibles solo si el marco semántico de la
fuente es compatible con la metáfora conceptual perfilada por la meta
metafórica. El presente trabajo integra este enfoque sobre invariancia de
Sullivan y Lakoff, a partir de la siguiente hipótesis: la compatibilidad entre un
marco semántico evocado por una construcción léxica y una metáfora
conceptual es susceptible de un plano imagen-esquemático, ya presente en el
significado etimológicamente primario de la construcción. Por lo tanto, se
plantea la hipótesis de que la invariancia se mantiene en los niveles de
categorización de diferente esquematización, pero también a lo largo del
tiempo. El estudio de caso retoma el análisis de los términos adjetivales
brillante, soleado y brillante, bajo la hipótesis de invariancia generalizada. Se
muestra que el potencial metafórico de un término está al mismo tiempo
limitado y motivado por esta fuerte versión de invariancia.
Palabras clave: esquemas de imagen, marcos semánticos, topología cognitiva,
preservación de estructuras, etimología.
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Abstract: The present study deals with the role of lexical and grammatical text
coherence devices in the text-constructing process and in maintaining
chronological organization of the text. These devices safeguard against the
disruption of the continuum in the elliptical fragmentary narrative of a Nobel
Prize-winning author Toni Morrison’s short novel “Sula” where the narration
weaves forward and backward, departing from the linear chronological sequence
of events. “Sula” (1973) is one of the first black feminist novels in the United
States, due to the current social movements sparkling a renewed interest in the
story. The author herself described it as a “cracked mirror”, the pieces of which
should be assembled by the reader. Methodology of the research is based on
qualitative approach, the main methods being descriptive, analytical and
structural-narratological. The analysis of the whole text corpus of the novel is
followed by the description of the obtained data, highlighting predominant
temporal devices employed in retrospection, prospection and the deixis of the
narration, the continuum of narration and the overall structuring of the plot. The
paper describes in detail recurrent integrative devices related to the chronological
organization of the text - deictic center, specific verb tense usage, time adverbials
and the overall semantics of the situation. The study shall contribute to the
development of specific aspects of chronological organization of the text in the
general theory of text linguistics and could be a feasible aid in teaching practical
literary analysis and creative writing by providing inventory of the temporal
coordinates and by developing learners’ skills for the analysis and reconstruction
of the fragmented text continuum.
Keywords: chronology of the non-linear narration, temporal coordinates, deixis.

1.INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present study is to identify the role of lexical and
grammatical time-expressing devices in chronological text organization
of Toni Morrison’s novel “Sula”. The narration of the novel does not
follow a linear way. As the author herself put in one of her interviews:
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“In larger terms, I thought of Sula as a cracked mirror, fragments and
pieces we have to see independently and put together” (LeClair). The
narrative of the novel weaves backwards and forwards, departing from
the linear sequence of historical order. Therefore, it is considered
important to establish which lexical and grammatical structures
safeguard against the disruption of a continuum.
The object of the research is the corpus of the whole text,
consisting of 2982 sentences. A functional-semantic approach to text
analysis offers a revealing look at various resources of language in the
creation of meaning (Halliday and Webster 2014) and the reason for the
whole text analysis is based on the indication that “the best way to learn
about text linguistics is through the analysis of full texts” (ibid., 22).
The topicality of the aim is determined, mainly, by two factors.
Firstly, it is considered important to survey the text continuum devices
for their role in the text-constructing process since the text level
structure governs sentence relations and their lexical and grammatical
valency. Secondly, the research of text devices as means for maintaining
chronological organization of the text and functioning as text message
conveying ideas is still scarce.
The following objectives have been set: 1) to peruse research on
temporal characteristics of narratives and to describe predominant
lexical and grammatical temporal coordinates; 2) to analyze and present
the way lexical and grammatical time-expressing devices organize time
sequencing of the fragmented fabula in the novel “Sula”. To the best
knowledge of the authors, the text “Sula” has not been analyzed before
from the point-of-view of chronological text organization. Therefore, it
is assumed that the research on temporal characteristics of this text
would contribute to pointing out the prevailing tendencies on
predominant temporal means and devices used in a literary text.
Methodology of the research is based on qualitative approach, the
main methods being descriptive, analytic and structural-narratological.
The theoretical part overviews publications on cataphorical, anaphorical
temporal characteristics of the text and deixis. The empirical part of the
paper encompasses the analysis of the whole corpus of the short novel
“Sula” by T. Morrison. The description of the data obtained highlights
specific temporal devices that are employed in retrospection,
prospection and the deixis of the narration, the continuum of narration,
interrupted narration and the overall structuring of the plot. Description
emerges following creative exploration and serves to organize the
findings together with fitting explanations.
The paper presents only the most significant and recurrent patterns
of chronological structuring of the novel. The fragments cited stand for
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deliberately chosen blocks of the text structure in terms of its
continuum. Several fragments with a switch of the temporal deictic
center observed are given special prominence.
The theoretical and practical value of the present study is in
verification of the time expressing devices as text-building structures. It
is believed to contribute to the development of specific aspects of
chronological organization of the text in the general theory of text
linguistics. This study could be a feasible aid in teaching practical literary
analysis and creative writing by providing inventory of the temporal
coordinates and by developing learners’ skills for the analysis and
reconstruction of the fragmented text continuum.
2. ON THE RECENT RESEARCH OF TONI MORRISON’S “SULA”
The choice of the novel for the present study is predetermined by
several factors: with the recent global powerful social movement “Black
Lives Matter”, there is a surge to investigate literary creations by
African-American novelists which are yet less-known for some
contingent of students. “Sula”, written in 1973 by a Nobel Prize-winning
author Toni Morrison, is an influential first black feminist novel in the
United States. In “Sula”, Morrison develops multidimensional female
characters and through them explores themes of friendship, gender,
and race. The manner of novel narration is quite specific as well, i.e. it
does not develop in a linear chronological way.
Recently, the short novel “Sula” has sparkled a renewed interest
among researchers and has been analyzed from different perspectives:
as a manifestation of the tensions of a racially-prejudiced America and
the dire consequences for the black community and self through the
depiction of the madness of the homecoming traumatized African
American war veterans (Lopez-Ramirez 129-135); emasculation system
in order to provide deeper understanding to Toni Morrison’s skills to
deal with the conditions of Blacks in the South of the USA (Kpohoue 2025); as a presentation of the discourse of motherhood and the motherdaughter relationships (Kitanovska-Ristoska 301-317); or analysis of the
female relationships – mothers and daughters and friends – as a
continual search for sisterhood (Fetters 28-55). “Sula” confronts issues
of loyalty, family, assimilation, innocence, gender, and sexuality, but
many critics agree that at its heart is “an examination of the priorities
that determine the character, quality, and relationships of a woman’s
lifetime” (Mambrol 1). Ultimately, “Sula” has been seen as a debate
instigation on whether individual experience or general ethic principles
are foundations for personal ethics (Nissen 265).
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Though mentioned studies focus on different sections and
undercurrent themes of “Sula”, almost every scholar notes a complex
modernist and experimental narrative that places on the reader
additional challenge for interpreting. McDowell (68-69) aptly observes:
“Whatever coherence and meaning resides in the narrative, the reader
must struggle to create”, because the textual unity in this novel is
disrupted by fragmentary, episodic, elliptical quality. Bouson (159) goes
further in contemplating the reason for it and points out that modern
trauma novels “employ a nonlinear plot or disruptive temporal
sequences to emphasize mental confusion, chaos, or contemplation as
a response to the [traumatic] experience”. In Morrison's writings, her
fragmentary story-telling is the most striking formal characteristics
(Peach 102). This structural feature is manifested in elliptical narratives
with many gaps in the narration that are difficult for the readers
(particularly, novice readers, as students) to fill in.
It is assumed that the research on temporal characteristics of this text
would contribute to pointing out the prevailing tendencies on
predominant temporal means and devices used in a literary text.
3. ON THE DIVISIBILITY AND COHERENCE OF THE TEXT
Introspection of the formal and semantic textual structures calls for
an overview of the full picture of architectonical and compositional
temporal characteristics. Two categories of the text – divisibility and
cohesion/coherence – are inalienable to the text (Tardy, Swales 693).
They are present in the text as symbiotic, mutually dependent
phenomena.
In the second half of the 20th century, the peculiarities of the
functioning of a sentence in the text were taken into consideration, i.e.
linguists turned to the functional significance of the sentence and
started considering it as fundamental alongside the structural one,
stepping out of the boundaries of a sentence. This led to detailed
research in the field of relations between sentences which form the text.
One of the specific text categories is “continuum” – a continuous
flow in time and space. A sentence is, in most cases, static, it does not
have dynamics. Divisibility and coherence of the text are directly
connected to the effect of centrifugal and centripetal forces in it (Ladin
133). On the one hand, the text implies different lines of the plot,
intersection of topics, changing of points of view with the devices of
different styles and registers introduced. Thus, in case centrifugal forces
dominate, the text becomes shredded. On the other hand, everything is
subordinated to one main task. Different segments scattered in the text
are connected by one theme or one character, by one continuum of
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place and time that represent centripetal forces of the text creation
(ibid. 132).
The inseparable unity of centrifugal and centripetal forces of the
text is maintained also by such imminent text categories as prospection
and retrospection. These categories develop the plot in two different
ways: prospection develops the plot forward, cataphorically;
retrospection develops the plot backward, anaphorically.
Prospection and retrospection can be distinguished only against
the background of currency, i.e. the moment which is the current point
of reference, the point which serves as “the point of departure” for the
events which are described in the text. This point of departure is
referred to as the deictic center of the narration, i.e. “the time line in
fictional narratives is bounded by the time frame in which the narrative
events take place” (Sanders and van Krieken 281). The deictic center
does not coincide with the present time, it depends on the point of time
reference the narrator chooses in the text. Retrospection and
prospection can be distinguished in the cases when the narration is
carried out in contrast with the deictic center, either by anticipating the
events or narrating retrospectively.
“The term deixis (which comes from a Greek word meaning
“pointing” or “indicating”) is now used in linguistics to refer to the
function of personal and demonstrative pronouns, of tense and a variety
of other grammatical and lexical features which relate utterances to the
spatio-temporal co-ordinates of the act of utterance” (Lyons 636). These
person, place and time coordinates originate at deictic center (Grundy
22). In this paper, temporal coordinates of deictic center are researched,
in as much as they stipulate the chronological organization of text. The
deictic center is an appropriate and useful data structure for
representing and integrating the information in narrative and is thus a
useful construct for studying how separate sentence interpretation is
integrated into more global comprehension of the whole text (Dancygier
399).
Interweaving of times of narration presupposes segmentation of
the text. The more chaotic relation in terms of time is spotted between
events, the more difficult the fabula is perceived. Retrospection and
prospection stop linear progression of time. These two forms violate and
disturb place and time continuum (Volkova 380). However, even in such
cases because of the cohesive and coherent nature of the text, a
particular fragment of the text fluently flows into a textual net and forms
a semantic bridge which connects the previous and the following
narration. In many texts, prospection and retrospection are perceived
implicitly, i.e. they are semantically based on either earlier action, or
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foreshadow the forthcoming events. The time of the fiction world
constantly changes; it is unstable, and it undergoes mutation. That is the
reason why in the texts of belles-lettres the linear, chronological,
historical order of time is broken.
4. CHRONOLOGICAL ORGANISATION OF “SULA’S” NARRATION
AND MEANS OF ITS ENUNCIATION
Events that carry temporal core of any narrative are linguistically
and conceptually constrained. The point of time reference or a temporal
deictic center is useful for integrating and representing the information
in a narrative. Since temporal relations between events are not always
expressed, the reader needs a mechanism for deriving them. Many
factors usually operate together within a narrative to indicate the
temporal relation between the events and to make the text coherent.
Among these factors are the point of time reference – deictic center,
tense, time adverbials, even the general common sense, which construe
the chronological organization of a text.
Time indication in “Sula” has two deictic centers: the deictic center
of the narrator and the deictic center of characters.
This study delves into the consecutive analysis of chapters,
however, it makes explicit that specific time indication of the chapter
titles does not necessarily limit happenings within the prescribed time
period, i.e. the events sequence is anchored to the deictic center.
The first four paragraphs of the novel “Sula” present the narrator’s point
of time reference. The narrator is temporally located in the present and
carries out the narration from the current moment. The point of time
reference is the present, it coincides with the moment of narration and
follows the structure me-here-now. In Sentence 3 the narrator’s deictic
center – now – is indicated and the narration is constructed from this
perspective:
In that place, where they tore the nightshade and blackberry
patches from their roots to make room for the Medallion City Golf
Course, there was once a neighbourhood. It stood in the hills above
the valley town of Medallion and spread all the way to the river. It
is called the suburbs now, but when black people lived there it was
called the Bottom.
The past tense verbs “tore, was” obviously indicate the past events in
Sentence 1. The adverb of time “once” indicates that the events
happened at some unspecified time in the past. The events are not
temporally homogenous, i. e. they are not located in a linear progressive
sequence. Past events are preceded by other past events. The tense
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system in the first paragraph is varied: past simple “tore, stood, lived”,
present simple “is called, are gone”, present perfect “have been
allotted”, future “will knock”, present continuous for future plans “are
going.” Thus, the omniscient narrator shifts the narration backwards
and forwards. At the end of this chapter the author prepares the reader
for the more distant past events, to be revealed in a new chapter:
The black people would have disagreed, but they had no time to
think about it. They were mightily preoccupied with earthly things –
and each other, wondering even as early as 1920 what Shadrack
was all about, what that little girl Sula who grew into a woman in
their town was all about, and what they themselves were all about,
tucked up there in the bottom.
Here the time adverbial 1920 is specified. The narrator retrospectively
goes back from the current events in the 70-ies of the 20th century to
the events which happened in the past at a definite time, indicated by
the time adverbial 1920. Obviously, the time continuum with the
previous passage is violated. At the same time this paragraph forms a
semantic bridge which connects the previous and the following
narration. Firstly, it is achieved through the coherence of the text:
substitute it (had no time to think about it) embraces the narration of
the previous paragraphs about the origin of the name the Bottom. The
semantic relation with the following paragraphs will be maintained
through the introduction of new characters names whose role in the
plot of the novel will be significant, i.e. Shadrack and Sula. Thus, the
semantic connection of two sentences serves against disruption of the
fluency of a textual stream. The narrator sees the events which will be
revealed from the narrator’s particular time reference point. This
retrospection discloses new information related to the past, and it will
be essential for comprehending the upcoming events. The subsequent
events construct the main plot of the novel. It must be noted that the
whole narration has a linear character in terms of time and is placed on
time axis beginning with the year 1919 and finishing with the year 1965.
The following chapter, “1919” leads to the assumption that the main
part of the events described in this chapter happened in the year of
1919. The semantic radius of the title should stretch throughout the
whole chapter. However, the temporal expanse of the novel is wider
than the title of the chapter indicates, as seen from the first paragraph:
Except for World War II, nothing ever interfered with the
celebration of National Suicide Day. It had taken place every
January third since 1920, although Shadrack, its founder, was for
many years the only celebrant. Blasted and permanently astonished
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by the events of 1917, he had returned to Medallion handsome but
ravaged […]. […] Shadrack had found himself in December, 1917
[…].
Obviously, the very beginning of this chapter diverts from 1919. In
the first sentences of this paragraph, even four different temporal
indications are mentioned. They are time adverbials: World War II,
January the third, since 1920, December 1917. In the text structure, the
years of World War II are just a transition point during which the settled
course of events (“the celebration of National Day of Suicide”) was
disturbed. In the following sentence, the narrator starts revealing the
details of the forming events in December 1917. The author
retrospectively goes back from the current point of reference 1919 to
the year 1917 to disclose those life details of Shadrack’s life which had
happened in the past but are vital for understanding the following
narration:
A young man of hardly twenty, his head full of nothing and his
mouth recalling the taste of lipstick, Shadrack had found himself in
December, 1917, running with his comrades across a field in
France.[…]For several days they had been marching, keeping close
to a stream that was frozen at its edges.[…]Before he [Shadrack]
could register shock, the rest of the soldier’s head disappeared
under the inverted soup bowl of his helmet.
The narrator uses the past perfect tense (“had found himself, had
been marching, had stepped”) to point out the events before the year
1919. In this case, two means of realization of retrospection are
involved: time adverbial (“December 1917”) following the past perfect
tense indicators that ensure the cataphoric use of the definite past
perfect tense.
The forthcoming events logically follow the previous ones: after
being injured in the battle, Shadrack appeared to be in the hospital. Here
we observe the principle of cumulative cohesion. Cohesive devices tend
to be redundant in text. There are intervals of uncertainty during which
it is unclear whether time has been shifted. Absence of temporal devices
correspond to the interval of uncertainty in the text, but semantically
the reader makes the inference that Shadrack appeared in the hospital
after the attack and the events are presented following the laws of linear
time direction. Reversing the order of the sentence would reverse the
order of events.
Shadrack left the hospital after “the long stay”. This noun phrase
subjectively presents the time period because the notion long is
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relevant. It is presented from the narrator’s point of view and cannot be
put on the scale of time for measuring. It is worthwhile to note that in
the previous text there was some reference to the winter season. From
the lexical time indicators the cropped shrubbery, the edged lawns,
green grass, it can be assumed that during Shadrack’s stay in hospital
the season of the year had changed: it might be late summer or autumn.
Hence, time can be deduced without time adverbials through lexical
means. Later in the text, the exact time span is indicated:
He trotted quickly to it and left, a heaven of more than a year, only
eight days of which he fully recollected
.
Thus, Shadrack’s stay in hospital continues from December 1917 till the
summer of 1919. Now the reader can recollect the previous text and join
the information, which was already presented in the text above:
Shadrack recovered consciousness after a long illness only in 1919. The
analysis of the extract points to the possibility to indicate temporal
coordinates at the end of a particular event report and thus direct to the
previous narration.
The duration of events in the text can be defined with different precision
ranging from the proximity of hours to a year, determined by the
author’s purpose to reveal details which are relevant to the structure of
the plot. The chapter “1921”, as well as the previous one, is structured
in such a way that the narrator deliberately shifts back from the deictic
centre, which is the year 1921. It is shown by some lexical phrases, verbs,
time adverbials and the logical structure (or semantics) of the events.
The events of this chapter are mostly related to Sula’s grandmother Eva.
She is the character that helps to make the text semantically coherent.
Shifting of the time forward and backward is obvious:
The creator and sovereign of this enormous house […] was Eva
Peace, who sat in a wagon on the third floor directing the lives of
her children […] Fewer than nine people in the town remembered
when Eva had two legs […]. Eva had married a man named BoyBoy
and had three children […]. After five years of a sad and disgruntled
marriage BoyBoy took off. When he left in November, Eva had $
1.65 […]. She was confused and desperately hungry.
The author goes far back into the past when Eva was just married.
Meanwhile, from the point of the current deictic center she is already a
grandmother. Thus, the events which happened before the current time
are indicated by the past perfect. The retrospectively presented
episodes of Eva’s life have their inner temporal structure, they are lined
up by the adverbials “after five years, in November,” and then further in
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the passage “in December, sometime before the middle of December,
two days later, eighteen month later”. Some of these adverbials are
indicators of cyclic time – the winter.
From 1921 the narrator moves again back and retrospectively
speaks about the events which took place before 1921. Retrospection
puts some new accents in the text. It is the reader who has to keep in
memory some facts, characteristics, time and place and the reader has
to work out the sequence of events as the events of the distal past are
related to the events of the present narrator’s time.
Evidently, it is the deictic center of the narrator that serves as a
cohesive device of the novel, despite the varied usage of adverbs of
time, varied tense system, shifts in text semantics and constant change
of retrospection and prospection within the same passage.
In the exchanges of the characters, the events are presented from
a character’s point of time reference. The narrator’s presence in the
dialogues is demonstrated through sporadic remarks, however, all of
them are in the past tense form: “someone said, the friend answered,
some lover said, his sweetheart answered”. Thus, from the narrator’s
point of view the dialogue took place in the past. However, to achieve
the effect of a live exchange between characters, the point of time
reference is shifted from the narrator’s, which is in the past, to the
present moment of the character’s deictic center.
Similarly, Chapter “1920” opens with the events which happened
long before this particular year. The narrator does gradually come to the
events of November 1920, and it becomes the deictic center of the
narration. Helen’s and Nel Wright’s arrival in New Orleans is not directly
indicated by time adverbials, nor is the durance of their journey. The
time adverbial in the following sentence retrospectively joins the
previous text to the current events:
…Blotting her lashes with a white handkerchief, Helen walked
through the kitchen to the back bedroom where she had slept for
sixteen years.
Thus, time indication “for sixteen years” is a bridge which joins in
the reader’s memory the information presented retrospectively in the
previous paragraphs. The narrator presents the facts about the
character gradually. The sentence “She’s is ten now” in the dialogue,
which takes place in New Orleans, allows the reader to realize the span
of time covered retrospectively. It does require a conscious effort, but it
could be inferred by calculation that this “1920” chapter begins with the
35 year old events. Interestingly enough, these retrospective events are
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followed by an instance of prospection: It was the last as well as the first
time she was ever to leave Medallion[…].
Thus, the narrator prospectively highlights that Nel will never leave
Medallion. The prospective flash-forward relates this fact to ones
revealed in the following parts of the text but it does not disclose the
development of future events. This flash-forward just intensifies the
reader’s attention.
The title of chapter “1922” prospectively outlines time boundaries.
The beginning of the chapter has no other time indicators. Thus, the
inferences may be made that the episode is related exactly to the time
indicated by the title of the chapter. However, temporal coordinates are
not the sole indicators for the chronological organization of the text. The
space indicators are also important to orientate a reader in time flow. It
is obvious in the following extract from the beginning of the chapter
“1922”:
Nel and Sula walked through this valley of eyes chilled by the wind
and heated by the embarrassment of appraising stares. […] Long
before Edna Finch’s Mellow House opened, even before they marched
through the chocolate halls of Garfield Primary school out onto the
playground […] When Nel, an only child, sat on the steps of her back
porch surrounded by the silence…
The lexical items indicating locality are different. At first, the action
takes place in a valley of eyes chilled by the wind, later – chocolate halls
of Garfield Primary school, and at last – on the steps of her back porch.
These adverbials signal the different locality, thus, a change of the
locality indirectly indicates that the time is also different. The narrator
can shift the time reference without resorting to specific time-indicating
means.
In chapter “1923”, semantic importance of this particular year
indication in the title continues until another temporal coordinate is
presented. The chapter begins with a dialogue between Hannah and her
mother Eve and it is anchored to the deictic center, the year 1923,
however, semantically their conversation touches upon events which
happened before 1923. At first, there is no definite time indication. Later
in the dialogue it is revealed:
I’m talkin’ ‘bout 18 and 95 when I set in that house five days with
you and Pearl and Plum and three beets, you snake-eyed ungrateful
hussy.
This dialogue is retrospective and joins current chapter to the
events described in “1920”. Only at this point, a reader infers the exact
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date of their occurrence. Thus, the signals of time are scattered in
different chapters and later join separate recurrent episodes. The
recurrent episodes are presented from different points of view and
contribute new details to the characters and develop the idea of the
novel.
After the analyzed dialogue the narration returns to the year 1923
since the time adverbial now signals the current deictic center: Hannah
had enough beans now. This sentence indicates the narrator’s deictic
center, though grammatically this current moment is expressed by a
past simple tense.
“Part two” of the short novel begins with the chapter “1937”.
Similar to the previous chapters, when the time was indicated in the title
of the chapter, the events are centered around this year. The temporal
space between the previous and the current chapter is 10 years. Thus,
the period of ten years is skipped. The following episode is unique in the
structure of the text. It is Nel’s monologue which can be assumed as a
specific way of temporal expression in the text. Nel’s monologue is not
used in quotation marks. Thus, one of the main characters becomes the
narrator. The narrator Nel moves in time back and forth. At first, she
refers to Sula and her husband’s adultery, an event which happened in
the past. Then, she transfers herself into the middle of the described
events and depicts them as occurring at present using the present tense.
In this narration, different tense forms change one another:
But they had been down on all fours naked […] and when I opened
the door they didn’t even look for a minute and I thought the reason
they are not looking up is because they are not doing it. So it’s all
right. I am just standing here. They are not doing that. I am just
standing here and seeing it, but they are not really doing it. But then
they did look up.
Here, the coherence of the episode presented from different time
perspectives is maintained through semantics of a micro-topic. Nel’s
narrative fluently merges with the narrator’s. Returning to the
narrator’s temporal deictic center is marked by a definite time indicator:
The clock was ticking. Nel looked at it and realized that it was two
thirty, only forty-five minutes before the children would be home
[…].
However, this time indication spans just a few following sentences,
in which Nel’s ideas of her past are conveyed.
It should be noted, that sign-posting adverbials for sequencing the
events are used scarcely in the novel. Only in one paragraph of Chapter
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“1939”, describing the events occurring after two years. Such linking
devices as later, at first, finally are implied to present actions happening
one after another:
Later, after the word got out, Ajax and two other men went to the
station to see about him. At first they wouldn’t let them in. But they
relented after Ajax and the other two just stood around for one hour
and a half and repeated their request at regular intervals. When
they finally got permission to go in and looked in at him in the cell,
he was twisted up in a corner badly beaten and dressed in nothing
but extremely soiled underwear.
Chapter “1940” is characterized by an exceptionally small number
of time adverbials. It describes the events which are lined up
chronologically and there is only one adverbial this year. The chapter
contains the description of the characters’ feelings, their conversations
about the past prevail. Therefore, it is more important what happened
than when. The narrator uses the time adverbial now although past time
events are described. Chapter “1940” ends with Sula’s death and next
chapter “1941” begins with the description of Sula’s funeral, the same
micro-topic bridging two chapters.
The last chapter “1965” distances from the previous temporal
deictic center by the period of 25 years. This period in the characters’
lives is skipped in the text:
Things were so much better in 1965. Or it seemed so. You could go
down town and see colored people working in the dime store behind
the counters, even handling money with cash-register keys around
their necks.[…] They were so different, these young people. So
different from the way she remembered them forty years ago.
Jesus, there were some beautiful boys in 1921!
However, starting with the second paragraph, the narration goes
40 years back. There is a semantic bridge between the retrospective
narration and the deictic center of 1965. The third paragraph is
retrospective because the recollection of the events in the third
paragraph is related to the year 1921. There is some inaptitude in terms
of the temporal flow of time. Thus, the narrator freely moves in the
temporal space of the text. However, the following sentence again
returns the narration into the temporality of the narrator’s deictic
center: These modern day whores were pale and dull before those
women. Further in the text, there is constant shifting of time from the
time of the deictic center to the retrospective periods in the text. This
last chapter is a collection of short retrospective episodes presented
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either in the simple past or the past perfect tense. All these episodes are
sequenced with the help of time adverbials and other time-indicating
devices: in the meantime, now, then. The sign of returning to the
interrupted time continuum is the adverbial now, which indicates that
the narration again occurs about the year 1965, as denominated in the
title of the chapter. The exact time indication is given: It was already four
o’clock. The dialogue following this time indication is perceived as
happening at this time. However, in the dialogue itself, time shifts
constantly forward and backwards again leaving the reader to unite
different events in a time-linear order.
CONCLUSIONS
Toni Morrison in “Sula” does not follow a traditional linear
narrative. Narration seems to move forward in time but there are
multiple instances of retrospection and prospection, expressed through
the deictic center of the narrator and the characters. Tense, time
adverbials and semantics of the situation are complimentary means for
creation of this intricate time fabric of the novel.
Tense indicators of the deictic center prove to have particular
importance in reconstructing the sequence of events in those cases,
wherever time adverbials are omitted.
In most cases, a characters’ deictic center is rendered in dialogues
unfolding at the spoken moment. On the other hand, the narrator’s
remarks are predominantly in the past tense. The analysis reveals that
the past perfect tense is rarely used in the novel. The narrator usually
alludes to past – her own deictic center – using the past tense; present,
past and future tenses prevail in dialogues, with few instances of the
past perfect tense traced.
An opposite phenomenon is also observed: the narrator’s time
deixis is in the present, but the character’s events are recounted as
happening during different periods of the past. Thus, the alteration of
two temporal realities take place: the narrator’s deixis and the
character’s one. The shifting of deictic center and time reference is on
numerous occasions connected with the change of the micro-theme of
the narration. Usually, a new motif is signaled by time adverbials, thus
they carry a significant semantic load.
Even though the title of each chapter stipulates episodes within a
specific year, the events do not predominantly coincide with the time
indicated in the title, i.e. the deictic center of the chapter. The narrator
inserts retrospective and prospective episodes constantly and often
shifts the micro-theme.
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The duration of events in the text is defined with different precision
ranging from several years to an hour, that being determined by the
author’s purpose to reveal details which are relevant to the structure of
the plot and the artistic purpose.
Instances of prospection are not numerous. However, the text
abounds in retrospective episodes containing time adverbials. The
retrospection in “Sula” performs the following functions: connects past
events with the current time of the narration, presents information from
the past for a deeper understanding, gives the reader an opportunity to
think over the current events in a new light, intensifies the reader’s
attention on particular parts of the text.
The narrator maneuvers present and distal past in a succession of
scenic records, works backwards and forwards until the complete
portraits of characters finally emerge at the end of the book. The
intricate character of arranging of the events is perceived only by tracing
them through the novel and reconstructing their chronological
sequence. Events, like varicolored puzzle pieces, should be assembled
to form the whole picture. The past is constructed from several sources
and presented in fragments which are placed each time at the proper
moment of the current process for maximum effectiveness.
The analysis proves that in contrast to real objective time, figurative
time is non-linear, interrupted, non-homogenous and has anomalies
moving forward and backward.
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ВРЕМЕННЫЕ КООРДИНАТЫ И ДЕИКТИЧЕСКИЙ ЦЕНТР В ТОНИ МОРРИСОН
«СУЛА»
В настоящем исследовании рассматривается роль лексических и
грамматических средств, воздействованных в процессе построения и
поддержания хронологической организации текста.
Данные средства препятствуют нарушению континуума текста в
эллиптическом фрагментарном повествовании новеллы «Сула» лауреата
Нобелевской премии Тони Моррисон. В новелле повествование движется
вперед и назад, отклоняясь от линейной хронологической
последовательности событий.
«Сула» (1973) - один из первых романов о чернокожих феминистках в
Соединенных Штатах. Нынешние социальные движения возобновили
интерес к этой истории. Сама автор охарактеризовала новеллу как
«треснувшее зеркало», части которого должен собирать читатель.
Методология исследования основана на качественном подходе к
решению поставленной цели, которая реализуется при помощи
описательного,
аналитического
и
структурно-нарратологического
методов.
За анализом всего текстового корпуса романа следует описание
полученных данных с выделением преобладающих темпоральных
средств, используемых в ретроспекции, проспекции, дейксисе,
континууме повествования и в общей структурной организации сюжета.
В статье подробно описаны повторяющиеся средства, связанные с
хронологической организацией текста - дейктический центр,
употребление определенного глагольного времени, наречия времени и
общая семантика ситуации.
Исследование может способствовать развитию конкретных аспектов
хронологической организации текста в общей теории лингвистики текста.
Наши наблюдения могут найти применение в обучении практическому
литературному анализу и творческому письму, способствовать
определению средств временных координат и развивать у учащихся
навыки анализа и реконструкции фрагментированного текстового
континуума.
Ключевые слова: хронология нелинейного повествования, временные
координаты, дейксис.
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НЕГИРАНИ ПРЕДИКАТ И ЊЕГОВА ПОЈАВА У РОМАНУ
ИВАНА ЗЛАТКОВИЋА И ЖИВ И МРТАВ
Марија Симовић, Филолошко-уметнички факултет,
Универзитет у Крагујевцу, marijasim87@gmail.com
Оригинални научни рад
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Апстракт: У овом раду ћемо се бавити негираним предикатом и његовом
појавом у роману писца Ивана Златковића И жив и мртав. Будући да се
под негацијом најчешће подразумева застој радње, при чему се датa
евентуалност негира и истиче њено одсуство, циљ нам је да испитамо да ли
се са негираним предикатима може исказати постојање и одвијање
одређене радње и тиме учинити да радња напредује или ће радња
стагнирати, јер је негацијом представљена одређена чињеница. Указаћемо
на појаву феномена негације прекида који представља реакцију наратора
на одсуство очекиваног догађаја што ће изазвати посебне стилске ефекте и
допринети промени тока приче, али ће у роман унести живост и
динамичност. Методом анализе изабраних примера из романа И жив и
мртав Ивана Златковића биће издвојено неколико група негираних
евентуалности, међу којима су негација код које се негира само допуна а
евентуалност остаје потврдна, затим двојака негација којом се истиче
постојање догађаја, као и негација уз одређени везник којом се наглашава
постојање потврдне радње упркос негираном изразу, али и негација под
којом се догађаји одвијају супротно од радњи и навика агенса постижући
ефекат неочекиваности и изненађења чиме се такође доприноси
динамичности романа. Међутим, треба нагласити да се често негираним
предикатима може дати нека битна информација, констатација или мисао
протагониста због које ће радња романа изгубити на динамици, али ће
свакако допринети разјашњењу смисла ове приповести. Притом, бавићемо
се и разматрањем глаголског времена у коме је негирани исказ употребљен
и да ли то може утицати на динамику приче.
Кључне речи: негирани предикат, догађај, допуна, прагматика,
неочекиваност.

1. УВОД
Негираним догађајем и његовим понашањем у дискурсу бавили су
се чувени лингвисти Луј де Сосир (1996, 219–242; 1998, 271–291;
2000) и Жак Мешлер (231–251). Наиме, негирањем дате
евентуалности, имамо утисак да сама евентуалност не може бити
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смештена на временској оси, због чега нам делује да се негирана
евентуалност није ни одвила у неком одређеном временском
тренутку, ма који год тренутак то био. Пошто се потврдним
реченицама истиче постојање и одвијање датог догађаја,
постављамо питање шта ће се заправо десити уколико се дата
реченица негира и да ли ће се тиме порећи и само њено постојање,
као и постојање догађаја, јер ће се тиме и он негирати, или ће пак
доћи до појаве феномена негације прекида. Треба истаћи да се под
овим појмом подразумева реакција субјекта на одсуство
очекиваног догађаја који се не одвија упркос навици субјекта или
агенса реченице (Saussure 2000, 260). Будући да ћемо анализирати
случајеве негираног предиката у роману И жив и мртав, од посебне
је важности и испитати да ли су сви негирани искази стања или могу
бити и догађаји, које су природе такви догађаји и како одредити
њихову темпоралну референцу. На крају, треба одговорити и на
питање да ли с негираним исказом може доћи до напретка приче,
или се на тај начин темпо приче само успорава.
2. О НЕГАЦИЈИ ПРЕКИДА
Према Дикроу (1972), негација прекида нам омогућава да са
мање речи објаснимо више, односно она нас упућује на начин како
саопштити јако сложену ситуацију са мање труда, а постићи притом
јак контекстуални ефекат. У случају појаве феномена негације
прекида мора се прибећи прагматичком обогаћењу исказа, како би
се отишло даље од дословне интерпретације негираног исказа,
чиме се јавља његова нова, принудна интерпретација (Saussure
2000, 338).
Претпоставићемо да се негираним исказом може означити
евентуалност, па ћемо у том смислу посматрати и интерпретирати
следећи пример на који нам је указала Стефани Вејзер у свом
мастер раду (2006, 21):
(1а) Jovan ne s’est pas arrêté au signe du policier (Јован се
није зауставио на знак полицајца).
(1б) Jovan a continué à sa route au dépit du signe du policier
(Јован је наставио свој пут упркос знаку полицајца).
Посматрајући горе наведене примере, можемо уочити да се
примери (1а) и (1б) готово подударају будући да оба упућују на исто
значење (не зауставити се на знак полицајца, 1а – наставити својим
путем упркос знаку полицајца, 1б). Међутим, и поред тога што
позитивни израз и његов негирани облик упућују на исто значење, у
негираним исказима оваквог типа јако је важно одговорити на који
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начин можемо одредити моменат референције догађаја који се не
одвија.
2.1. ДРТ ТЕОРИЈА
Према Кампу и Рејлу (1993) и њиховој ДРТ теорији, односно
Теорији заступања дискурса 1 , свака проста реченица уводи
референцијални моменат. Наиме, ова два научника сматрају да није
неопходно да негација уводи моменат референције на вишем
нивоу од реченице, што објашњавају на примеру глагола
sourire/смејати се, на шта нам је посебно указала Стефани Вејзер
(2006: 21) у свом раду.
(2) Marco regarda Marie. Elle lui sourit (Марко погледа
Марију. Она му се осмехну).
(3) Marco regarda Marie. Elle lui souriait (Марко погледа
Марију. Она му се осмехивала).
(4) Marco regarda Marie. Elle ne lui sourit pas (Марко погледа
Марију. Она му се не осмехну).
(5) Marco regarda Marie. Elle ne lui souriait pas (Марко
погледа Марију. Она му се није осмехивала).
Када бисмо посматрали дуративност у негираним примерима (4) и
(5), она је заправо иста. Није нам неопходан супериорнији ниво од
реченице. Али, свакако да нису сви негирани искази стања и да
постоји разлика између ова два негирана исказа са глаголом sourire
у аористу и имперфекту.
Према ДРТ теорији (1993), да бисмо интерпретирали негиране
исказе на дуративан начин, не сматрајући их стањима, ниво
негативног оператера треба да буде подређен времену, али
надређен догађајној варијабли (Weiser 2006, 21), што ћемо
покушати да објаснимо на следећем примеру у потврдном, а затим
у одричном облику:
(6а) Katarina a regardé un film d’amour samedi (Катарина је
гледала љубавни филм у суботу).
(6б) Katarina n’a pas regardé de film d’amour samedi
(Катарина није гледала љубавни филм у суботу).
Ова два примера ћемо представити и двема фигурама (фигура 1 и
фигура 2) исказујући потврдан догађај, али и његов негирани облик
по нивоима. Наиме, неопходно је рећи да ова два исказа треба
интерпретирати на исти начин: догађај се одвио/догађај се није
1

Ханс Камп је увео Теорију заступања дискурса у циљу постављања
теоријског оквира за бављење питањима из семантике и прагматике
анафоре (39-64).
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одвио у датом тренутку у суботу. Према томе, темпорална
референца нам је дата и позната (у оба примера то је одређени
тренутак у суботу).
ntxy

Фигура 1 (пример 6а)
netxy

t<n

t<n

samedi (t)

samedi (t); e

Katarina (x)

Katarina (x)

e

film (y)
e:

film (y)

x regarde y

e≤t
е:

X regarde y

е:
Фигура 2 (пример 6б)

Type equation here.
e:

2.2. АНАФОРА
У нашем раду, ослањаћемо се на ДРТ теорију, али ћемо је
употпунити идејом лингвиста Амсили и Л Драулек (1996, 4), који
сматрају да негацију треба проучавати по нивоима и имати дужи
домашај негације на темпоралну референцу евентуалности. У
складу са тим, указаћемо и на појам анафоре (Weiser 27–29, Lo
Cascio 191–228). Наиме, према Клајну, анафора представља
средство упућивања на претходни контекст или на претходну идеју,
која није исказана већ само евоцирана (1985, 77). У овом случају,
покушаћемо да разјаснимо прекид негације уз помоћ француске
заменице cela којом се уводи време одвијања/неодвијања датог
догађаја:
(7) Petar ne s’arrêta pas au signe du policier, cela a étonné
Milena (Петар се није зауставио на знак полицајца, што је
зачудило Милену). (Saussure 2000)
На основу анафоре cela одређујемо моменат одвијања радње
не зауставити се. Можемо јасно видети да ипак постоји
референцијални моменат одвијања/неодвијања догађаја, доступан
анафори у оваквом типу негираних исказа. Овај моменат
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референције одређује се посредно и представља моменат када се
Милена зачудила због изостанка догађаја. На тај начин, тренутак
Миленине реакције на одсуство очекиваног догађаја представља
темпоралну референцу негираног догађаја.
2.2.1. ПРЕКИД НАВИКЕ СУБЈЕКТА
Научници Вендлер (1967), Хорн (1989), Стоквел и др. (1973),
сматрају да докле год негирани догађај означава прекид неке
навике субјекта, он може означавати догађај, баш као његов
позитивни опонент. Навешћемо пример догађаја који представља
уобичајену радњу субјекта (Бојана доручкује), али и његов одрични
облик.
(8) Bojana prit son petit déjeuner (Бојана je доручкoвала).
Будући да доручак, представља први оброк и, рекли бисмо, рутину
или уобичајену навику субјекта, негирањем ове навике добили
бисмо ефекат неочекиваности.
(8а) Bojana ne prit pas son petit déjeuner (Бојана није
доручковала).
Уколико бисмо додали прилог за учесталост који је својствен
исказаном догађају, не би се негирао догађај доручковати, већ би
се истакло да Бојана само понекад не доручкује. У складу са тим,
подржаћемо идеју Лeјкофа који наводи да се не може утврдити
учесталост датог догађаја ако се он не дешава (1965, 172).
(9) Parfois, Bojana ne prend pas son petit déjeuner (Бојана
понекад не доручкује).
Заправо, овде је реч о принципу прекида навике или неких
уобичајених радњи субјеката реченице (прекид навике/rupture
d’une habitude), што ћемо показати на наредном примеру:
(10) Dejan n’a pas acheté des jouets à ses enfants pour le
Nouvel An, ce qui les a rendus tristes (Дејан није купио својој
деци играчке за Нову годину, што је њих растужило).
Наиме, тата Дејан је куповао увек својој деци поклоне за Нову
годину, али ове године није, због чега се и јавља негација прекида,
јер се није одвио очекивани догађај, чиме се истиче ефекат
неочекиваности и прекида навике субјекта реченице.
2.2.2. СМАЊЕЊЕ ДОМАШАЈА НЕГАЦИЈЕ
Негација прекида обухвата и известан број случајева који се
тичу негираних исказа код којих се негирањем само смањује домет
негације на унутрашњи елеменат предиката (Saussure 2000, 292),
као што нам може потврдити пример 12:
(11) Vuk ne courut pas longtemps (Вук није дуго трчао).
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У овом примеру, акценат је на одвијању радње трчати/courir која
се одвила у одређеном временском тренутку и поред тога што је
кратко трајала. Иако није трајао дуго, догађај courut се догодио у
одређеном временском тренутку. Притом, можемо лако
модификовати прилог longtemps у његов позитивни опонент.
Код оваквих примера, као што је 11, дословна интерпретација
постаје ирелевантна и стога се приступа принудној интепретацији
односно интерпретацији прекида како би се извела потврдна
евентуалност, при чему ће одрични израз ne pas courir longtemps
бити измењен потврдним courir peu de temps:
(12) Vuk courut peu de temps (Вук је кратко трчао).
2.3. ХИПОТЕЗЕ
Поћи ћу од мишљења да свака тврдња евентуалности
негираним исказом проистиче из прагматичког обогаћења
(Симовић 2021). Заправо, при интерпретацији оваквих негираних
исказа не можемо се ослонити само на дословну интерпретацију
исказа, већ се мора продужити интерпретативни процес, како
бисмо поново развили де-негацију евентуалности, узрокујући
појаву нове, али потврдне евентуалности (Saussure 2000, 262). Сосир
је оваквим исказима, код којих се продужава интерпретативна
путања и тиме захтева принудна интерпретација, дао назив
негација прекида (2000, 260 –267). Ми ћемо претпоставити да
локутор најпре интерпретира негиран исказ на дослован начин,
водећи рачуна да тај исказ буде релевантан. Међутим, када
дословна интерпретација негираног исказа не може произвести
довољан контекстуални ефекат, мора се наставити процедура
интерпретације, при чему нам је неопходна прагматика (Симовић
2021).
Претпостављамо да постојање темпоралне референце, која се
приписује негираном предикату, произлази из тога што наратор у
једном моменту посматрајући радњу постаје свестан да се
очекивани догађај није одвио, при чему се за тај моменат може
одредити темпорална референца, а догађај се може представити
као психолошки (Ашић и Симовић 2021). Будући да сам у роману И
жив и мртав пронашла драгоцене примере негираних предиката, у
којима се крију преплитања реалних прича и менталних и
психолошких реакција приповедача, у следећем поглављу посебну
пажњу посветићу њиховој анализи.
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3. АНАЛИЗА ПРИМЕРА ИЗ КОРПУСА
Роман нашег писца Ивана Златковића И жив и мртав, заснован
на истинитим догађајима између два светска рата, говори о
хајдуцима и разбојницима који су опседали Аранђеловац, али и
околину планине Букуље. Сем хајдука, њихових прича и догађаја,
представљена је и чувена породица Бакића, која је столовала на
Венчацу у периoду средњег века. У роману је приказан један
документарни и историјски свет, испреплетан имагинацијом и
вишезначношћу коју, читајући, тежимо да разоткријемо.
Занимљиво је приказан и миље типова личности, као што су
љубавнице хајдука, коцкари, зеленаши, жандари, поткупљиве
апсанџије које постоје и дан-данас. Како нас и сам наслов асоцира
на две супротности, мртав (не бити жив)/жив (не бити мртав), могли
смо и наслутити појаву супротних односно негираних реченица и
израза који су били инспирација за њихову интерпретацију, у циљу
откривања правог смисла и значења негираних догађаја, као и
њихових допуна. Читајући овај роман, наишла сам на велики број
разноврсних примера негираних предиката, којима се утиче на сам
ток приче тако што је убрзавају, успоравају или је окрећу у тотално
супротном и неочекиваном смеру, због чега је анализа негираних
примера из овог романа уједно и основна тема истраживачког дела
мога рада.
Најпре ћемо навести примере негираних исказа, при чему се
смањује домашај негације и не пориче евентуалност, већ се негира
само допуна, док је евентуалност потврдна уз присуство друге
допуне, исказане у продужетку негираног исказа. У складу с тим,
погледајмо примере од 1 до 4.
(1) А није само она била јутрос горе! Него још неко. Не би
никада погодио. Ево, да ти човек да иљаду динара. Не би
погодио. (Златковић 83)
Посматрајући пример 1, можемо лако закључити да овде није
реч о негирању евентуалности већ о негирању допуне само она,
односно о смањењу домашаја негације, чиме би се акценат ставио
на то да није само особа о којој се говори била на одређеном месту,
већ још неко, а заправо обе су особе заиста биле. У складу са тим,
овде треба напоменути да се негирани искази оваквог типа не могу
дословно интерпретирати, јер се не добија релевантно значење
исказа (Симовић 72). При интерпретацији оваквог примера, треба
нагласити да је овде реч о констатацији и пукој информацији која је
дата перфектом глагола бити.
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Сем овог примера, где се негира само допуна, наишли смо на
сличан пример у којем негација има само домашај у вези с објектом
реченице/мене:
(2) “И ти си био ајдук. ”
“Ја јесам био ал сад тебе траже! И јатак сам био, ко и ти, ал не
лове мене, ја сам своје одужио. Него тебе. ” (Златковић 150)
У другом примеру, анализом можемо утврдити да је само
објекат негиран, односно радња се не врши над агенсом реченице,
већ над његовим саговорником и самим тим се радња ловити
одвија у одређеном тренутку. Везником него се указује на наставак
реченице и потврдну евентуалност уз другу допуну, односно други
пацијенс реченице (тебе). У овом примеру говорник упозорава
саговорника да буде опрезан дајући му информацију да је управо
он сада мамац кога разбојници траже и желе ухватити.
(3) “Хероји су највеће кукавице. ”
“Како то? ”
“Зато што се храбри не боје смрти, већ живота. ” (Златковић
122)
У претходном примеру се уочава назив самог романа који спаја
ове две нераскидиве супротности, јер једна реч потврђује живот а
друга га негира, њоме се живот и завршава, али су једна без друге
незамисливе. Пример 3 такође припада негираним исказима са
смањењем домашаја негације на допуну, при чему се овде негира
само допуна исказана именицом смрт, док је наведени исказ и те
како потврдан уз промењену допуну у виду речи живот. Једино
што у овом примеру није исказан догађај, већ више констатација
водника Кузбабића, те самим тим нема наративне прогресије, већ
се прича успорава, јер се жели нагласити битна констатација једног
од главних протагониста.
(4) Нисам видео лице, али глава му је била ситна. [Нисам му
видео лице, али сам видео главу.] (Златковић 45)
У примеру 4, реч је о смањењу домашаја негације, која се
односи само на допуну, односно објекат реченице, али се већ у
продужетку реченице истиче потврдност исте евентуалности са
измењеном допуном (глава) и самим тим принудном
интерпретацијом можемо добити и потврдан исказ, који се
негираном формом ипак више истиче.
Стога, у свим претходним примерима, могуће је
реинтерпретацијом доћи до потврдног исказа уз измењену допуну,
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при чему се негација лако може изгубити, али је свакако са глаголом
у одричном облику исказ маркиранији.
Насупрот претходним примерима где долази до смањења
домашаја негације на допуну, у примерима 5, 6 и 7, присутна је
двострука негација (5- никуда није излазила; 6- никада није теглио
и 7- нико није видео) којом се заправо истиче потврдност датих
исказа, јер је Госпођа Савић свуда излазила са белим амрелом,
црвеним шеширом и бисерним минђушама а у шестом примеру во
је ипак теглио, односно носио велики терет али је био најспорији до
сада. У седмом примеру је само водник Кузбабић видео шта се
десило са хајдуком Варнавом након његовог убиства. И у овим
примерима се негацијом ипак истиче потврдан облик ових
реченица, али не долази до прогресије приче, већ се само износи
дата чињеница, даје неки опис главних ликова романа или пружа
нека информација корисна за наставак приче.
(5) Госпођа Савић никуда није излазила без белог амрела,
црвеног шешира и бисерних минђуша [Госпођа Савић је свуда
излазила са белим амрелом, шеширом и бисерним
минђушама]. (Златковић 9)
(6) Во никада спорије није теглио [Во је најспорије до сада
теглио]. (Златковић 116)
(7) Све се брзо врати у мамурлук, јер нико сем њега не виде [јер
само он виде], како се згрчени Варнава претвори у црног зеца
који нестаде међу каљавим чизмама младог жандара
Безубице. (Златковић 20)
Сада ћемо навести примере који, упркос негираним исказима,
доприносе прогресивном току приче, убрзавају је и усмеравају
читаоце на битне делове овог романа:
(8) И пуцао би да га не раздражише поново звукови са свих
страна шуме [Пуцао би, али су га раздражили поново звукови
са свих страна шуме]. Чује много чизама. Све му се десетиња у
глави. (Златковић 15)
(9) Прође тачно три минута, према Савићевом часовнику, док
се не чу први [Прође тачно три минута, према Савићевом
часовнику, и онда се чуо први пуцањ], а потом и други пуцањ.
(Златковић 12)
(10) Удари, па стане. Онда опет (...). Док не направи рупу да
може руку да увуче. [Ударао је стално и престао је тек онда када
је направио рупу да може руку да увуче у њу.] (Златковић 48)
(11) Све би то Вујић рекао да му се кафана није обрнула
наопачке. И да му се желудац није попео до гуше. [Све би то
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Вујић рекао али му се кафана обрнула наопачке и желудац
попео до гуше.] Зна он да је Миња Шибицар полицијски
доушник. (Златковић 31)
(12) Савић не мора да гледа на сат. Зна да Луковићу, званом
Сеља, треба два минута до другог краја зграде. Још пола минута
пред вратима.
Укупно: два и по минута док не закуца [док закуца]. (Златковић
10)
У свим претходним примерима (од 8. до 12), с одричним
догађајима мора се приступити прагматичком обогаћењу приликом
интерпретације исказа. Негираним евентуалностима у аористу
инфинитива глагола (не раздражити, не чути, не направити, не
закуцати) и негираним евентуалностима у перфекту у примеру 11
(не обрнути се, не попети се), не указује се на одсуство датих
догађаја већ се, супротно томе, истиче њихова потврдност и
одвијање дате радње (раздражити, чути, направити, обрнути се
и попети се) у одређеном временском тренутку. Овде није реч о
ефекту неочекиваности, већ о везницима који претходе одричном
предикату. Наиме, у осмом и једанаестом примеру присутан је
везник да, а у деветом, десетом и дванаестом везник док, чијом се
употребом, уз негирани исказ, јавља његов позитивни опонент,
односно исти глагол само у потврдном облику. На тај начин се
негирани изрази уз овде присутне везнике подударају са својим
потврдним облицима (у примеру 8 - да га не раздражише =
раздражише га, у примеру 9 - док не чу = чуо је, у примеру 10 - док
не направи = направио је, у примеру 11 - да му се кафана није
обрнула наопачке = обрнула му се кафана наопачке и да му се
желудац није попео до гуше = попео му се желудац до гуше, у
примеру 12 - док не закуца = закуцао је). У свим овим случајевима,
не долази до стагнације и успоравања тока приче, већ се јавља
наративна прогресија, а датим негираним глаголима се маркирају
битни моменти и догађаји ове приповести. Наиме, негираним
облицима се наглашава да су се овде поменути негирани догађаји
ипак одвили и да су били неопходни за наставак приче. Често се
њима сигнализира неки заплет који води ка кулминацији, као
рецимо у деветом примеру када се после три минута чуо први
пуцањ, а потом и други од чега ће страдати хајдук Варнава.
У наставку ћемо навести примере који су прави прототип
негације прекида, при чему се јавља негираност очекиваних
догађаја, постижући ефекат неочекиваности:
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(13) Једном је Јоваш ставио руку на Мијајлово раме. То је
против апсанских правила. Али није је стргао са себе.
Нарогушио се и задрхтао од тог додира. (Златковић 88)
(14) Јоваш паде на колена, а онда се преврну у ливаду. [...]. Као
да је нешто хтео да каже. И једна веђа му је била подигнута.
Није личио на мртваца.
И није јаукнуо као кад људи умиру. (Златковић 161)
У примерима 13 и 14, контекст нам је указивао на то да ће се
одвити догађаји (стргнути руку са себе, јаукнути) уместо одричног
(не стргнути руку са себе, не јаукнути), чиме се истиче одвијање
радње у супротном току од очекиваног. Односно, у примеру 13, од
жандарма и апсанџије нису се очекивале емоције, али се, супротно
томе, у апсанџији Мијајлу пробудила емоција од додира Јовашеве
рукe. Два додатна перфекта у потврдном облику нам указују на две
нове евентуалности (нарогушити се и задрхтати) које је изазвао
овај негирани предикат у перфекту (Мијајло није стргао Јовашеву
руку са себе али се нарогушио и задрхтао од тог додира). Наиме,
овим негираним предикатом се истиче да се радња одвија
супротним током и тотално неочекивано. Такође, у примеру 14,
наратор је нагласио да убијени Јоваш није јаукнуо као што то чине
људи који умиру и да чак није ни личио на мртваца. Можемо рећи
да се заправо овим негираним перфектима истиче одсуство
очекиваних радњи од стране наратора а негацијом се само појачава
изненађеност.
(15) Жена је спавала. “Не бој се”, ухватио сам је за раме.
Погледа у мене тек кад сам јој ставио руку на уста. Остаде тако,
не помаче се. (Златковић 46)
(16) Други ћуте и буље у зид, који је био гарав. Црн као црно.
Мијајло и не затвори врата. (Златковић 77)
(17) На четрдесет чизама пре Савића из шумарка искочи
Безубица испаљујући још један метак. Пушка “маузер” и не
задрхта. (Златковић 12)
(18) Јоваш се окренуо ка ливади. Дигао главу. Жмури. Звижди.
Аврам му зађе иза леђа. Извади из џепа кратки пиштољ који је
у његовој шаци био велики. Скиде шубару. Не прекрсти се.
Повуче ороз. (Златковић 161)
(19) Неко од старијих, крстећи се, пљуну на ту страну: “Море,
кад се курталисасмо Кореје, а сад и овог ајдучког ђубрета!”
Нико му не одговори. Ниједан од жандара чије чизме цвокоћу
као смрзнуте вилице. Нити жена погнуте главе. (Златковић 164)
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(20) Не стиже ни да се ухвати за “кратку деветку”, а Аврам
га држи за руку: “Не бој се, Стриче.” (Златковић 142)
У шест претходних примера, одричним догађајима не помаћи
се/не затворити врата/не задрхтати/не прекрстити се/не
одговорити/не стићи да се ухвати у аористу се испољава ефекат
неочекиваности код говорника ових реченица, јер је мислио да ће
се, у примеру 15, жена помаћи, у примеру 16, да ће Мијајло
затворити врата, у примеру 17 - да ће пушка задрхтати, у
примеру 18 - да ће се Аврам прекрстити пре него што убије хајдука
Јоваша, у примеру 19 - да ће макар неко од присутних жандара или
жена погнуте главе дати одговор на дату констатацију, али
није, а у примеру 20- да ће Радишић стићи да се ухвати за кратку
деветку. Овим се сигнализира да се одвило нешто сасвим супротно
и неочекивано, што се заправо маркира негираним аористом.
Наиме, када се не одвијају очекивани догађаји, остварује се ефекат
неочекиваности који се ствара у контакту негираног догађаја и
менталне представе самог приповедача, при чему се његова
реакција на одсуство шест наведених догађаја јавља у одређеном
временском тренутку, па је могуће одредити темпоралну
референцу свим овим негираним исказима и управо се због тога са
аористом остварује наративна прогресија, прича се убрзава и
постаје динамична.
(21) Костићу је било свеједно. Новац није вратио, задужио се
још више. Није се оженио оном коју је бар два дана волео.
(Златковић 81)
Супротно претходно наведеним примерима (од 15. до 20),
пример 21 није прототип негације прекида. Упркос изостанцима
очекиваних догађаја, нема напретка приче, јер су ова два негирана
исказа елаборација и разјашњење прве реченице, којом је описано
Костићево стање равнодушности (Костићу је било свеједно), што ће
бити објашњено двома негираним и једним потврдним догађајем
(не вратити новац, задужити се, не оженити се).
(22) Кузбабић је веровао да разбојници не умиру. Немогуће је
убити некога ко се пред смрт смеје. (Златковић 18)
Посматрајући пример 22, можемо закључити да се негираним
предикатом у презенту не истиче одсуство очекиване
евентуалности (умрети), већ је дата констатација и мишљење
водника Кузбабића да разбојници не умиру, што писац разјашњава
наредном реченицом (Немогуће је убити некога ко се пред смрт
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смеје). Наратор као да жели да истакне идеју да су разбојници
бесмртни, јер се не боје смрти. Можемо констатовати да се овим
порукама ипак разјашњава прича и поред тога што се успорава њен
ток.
(23) Мене није много занимао овај разговор, плашио сам се
само да нас тај човек не изда. (Златковић 44)
У примеру 23, нема реакције на изостанак догађаја (издати),
као ни ефекта неочекиваности који би се појавио код приповедача,
већ је реч о мислима субјекта реченице и његовом осећању страха
од издаје. Овде је приповедач зашао у ток мисли једног од главних
ликова романа, објашњавајући узрок његовог страха. Важно је
напоменути да и у овом примеру негирана евентуалност имплицира
њен потврдни облик (издати) али нема ни догађаја ни темпоралне
референце коју бисмо везивали за овај негирани предикат већ би се
само истакла констатација једног од главних ликова у коју су уткане
емоције страха.
С обзиром на то да су, у примерима 22 и 23, дате констатације
говорника или протагониста, долази до успоравања тока приче и
нема наративне прогресије.
(24) Јагода више није кувала чај од трешњиног листа.
Није доносила књиге руских писаца.
Није хранила воштане мачке. (Златковић 37)
У примеру 24, наратор жели да истакне да се радња заправо
одвија супротно од уобичајених активности протагонисткиње
Јагоде која је имала навику да кува чај од трешњиног листа, да
доноси књиге руских писаца и да храни воштане мачке, али сада су
све те уобичајне радње изостале у жељи да постане како сам
приповедач наводи '' она Јагода која седи на клупи у парку крај
Саборне цркве''. И овим негираним предикатима у низу (више није
кувала чај, није доносила књиге руских писаца и није хранила
воштане мачке) сигнализира се да се тежи прекиду навике актера
реченице и да се очекивани догађаји више не одвијају и тиме се у
први план стављају одређене информације којима се одступа од
досадашњих навика агенса реченице, а самим тим се и ток радње
мења.
(25) Танасјев није много марио за Београд, иако је ту имао
највише пријатеља. [...]. Ни он ни Вањуша нису посећивали
забаве које су приређивали београдски Руси у емиграцији.
Нису ишли ни у руску Цркву Свете Тројице.
Волели су Цркву Светог Саве на Врачару. (Златковић 51)
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У примеру 25, наратор помоћу три одрична перфекта у низу
(није марио, нису посећивали и нису ишли) подвлачи и наглашава
да су се догодиле сасвим обратне радње (волели су Цркву Светог
Саве на Врачару → посећивали су Цркву Светог Саве ) од очекиваних
активности ово двоје Руса (Танасјева и Вањуше) од којих се
очекивало да ће, сходно својој традицији и обичајима, посећивати
забаве које приређују београдски Руси у емиграцији, као и да ће ићи
у руску Цркву Свете Тројице. Међутим, они су супротно томе,
посећивали Цркву Светог Саве на Врачару и тиме се производи и
сигнализира ефекат изненађености наратора због изостанака
очекиваних активности протагониста овог романа. Можемо рећи да
су ова три негирана предиката у перфекту елаборација и
разјашњење потврдне констатације која им следи (Волели су Цркву
Светог Саве на Врачару). Поново се радња прекида јер се одвија
обрнутим и неочекиваним током, као и у примеру 24.
На крају анализе примера, можемо закључити да негирани
предикат најчешће и у највећем броју примера упућује на обрнути
ток радње, односно да се одређене очекиване активности нису
одвиле због чега се производи ефекат неочекиваности код наратора
што је и маркирано негираним предикатом. Поред тога, увиђамо
да је једино код свих негираних примера у аористу присутна
прогресија и динамичност приче, као и догађајност упркос негацији,
управо због феномена негације прекида који се и јавља са аористом
у комбинацији, при чему аорист успева да очува своју дискурзивну
инструкцију прогресивности (+ОТ) и на тај начин омогућава причи
да напредује у времену остварујући како текстуалну, тако и
наративну прогресију управо захваљујући темпоралној референци
коју можемо одредити за сваки негирани догађај у аористу. Притом,
треба истаћи да се информација о постојању догађаја производи
интеракцијом наратора и фабуле током које се преплићу реални
догађаји и радње са менталним реакцијама приповедача на њих.
Наиме, када се негираним аористом истиче ефекат изненађености
и неочекиваности јер се очекивани догађаји нису одвили, моменат
референције је ипак присутан и он се везује за тренутак у коме се
јавља изненађеност због изостанка очекиваног догађаја, а потврдан
догађај је ментални и психолошки, јер се већ одвио у глави односно
у мислима наратора. Поред тога, комбинација везника док, да +
одрични облик датог глагола у аористу такође упућује на то да се
потврдни догађај ипак десио у датом временском тренутку и да
сама прича напредује. Међутим, када су негиране радње у презенту
или перфекту, њима је најчешће описана и наглашена одређена
чињеница или је дата пука информација, а реченица има
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фактографски тон. Низом негираних чињеница у комбинацији са
презентом или перфектом се елаборира, појашњава и доказује
одређена информација, али се прича успорава, губи на живости и
ставља се акценат на значајне мисли и објашњења како
приповедача, тако и његових протагониста.
4. ЗАКЉУЧАК
У овом раду смо се бавили негираним предикатом и његовом
појавом у роману И жив и мртав Ивана Златковића. Одговорили
смо на питање да ли се негираним исказом може учинити да прича
напредује и да ли су сви негирани искази стања, или се пак њима
може изразити и нека врста догађаја. Анализом примера из романа
И жив и мртав утврђено је да нису сви негирани искази стања и да
се негираним исказима не мора негирати евентуалност, већ се може
негирати и само допуна, а да евентуалност остане потврдна. Сем
тога, када се негираним исказом показује реакција приповедача на
неодвијање очекиване радње, односно када се испољава његов
ментални догађај, долази до негације прекида и темпоралне
прогресије, док се за темпоралну референцу узима тренутак
пишчеве реакције на недогађање очекиване радње. Сходно томе,
можемо закључити да се наративна прогресија јавља са негираним
евентуалностима претежно у аористу и то у два случаја. Први случај
је када се радња у аористу одвија супротно очекивањима
приповедача, па је његова реакција на одсуство очекиваног
догађаја темпорална референца негираним евентуалностима и
самим тим се у наратору одвија супротни и потврдни психолошки,
односно ментални догађај. Други је случај када се негираним
исказима у аористу у комбинацији са одређеним везницима, као
што су да, док и слични, упућује на потврдан догађај у датом
временском тренутку и тиме радња напредује и маркирају се битни
мометни и догађаји ове приповести, чиме сама прича добија на
живости и динамичности. Аорист је у овом случају очувао своју
дискурзивну принуду темпоралне прогресије остварујући феномен
негације прекида, јер се упркос негираним облицима, постиже
наративна прогресија.
Указали смо и на чињеницу да приповедач врло често негира
изразе који представљају супротност у односу на очекиване
догађаје и радње протагониста, при чему се наглашава да се радња
одвија супротним односно тотално неочекиваним током, који је у
нескладу са навикама, обичајима или свакодневним активностима
јунака овог романа. Управо се глаголима у негираном облику
маркирају дате евентуалности које се, супротно очекивањима и
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замислима писца, нису оствариле, а наратор их често истиче
користећи израз више није, што нам поручује да је са досадашњим
навикама протагонисте престало. Стога су овакви догађаји
ментални остварујући се у мислима наратора, па се само наглашава
да се очекивани догађај ипак није догодио. Поред тога,
комбинацијом саставног везника и и глагола у аористу у одричном
облику, појачава се осећај изненађености приповедача због
неостварености очекиваних догађаја (пушка и не задрхта, он се и
не помаче и сл.).
Супротно томе, када се негираним исказима саопштава нека
констатација, пружа пука информација, елаборација неких
осећења, или чак улази у ток мисли главних протагониста приче,
нема наративне прогресије, прича се успорава, а пажња читалаца
усмерава се на мисли, реченице и додатна објашњења, како
приповедача, тако и главних ликова које он вербално обликује, што
је такође јако битно за разумевање саме приче, јер су управо мисли
ових протагониста суштинске и расветљавају читаоцима узроке и
последице овде представљених догађаја.
Захвалница: Захваљујем се колеги и писцу романа И жив и
мртав, Ивану Златковићу, на сугестијама и корисним саветима и
коментарима.
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THE DENIED PREDICATE AND ITS APPEARANCE IN THE NOVEL DEAD AND
ALIVE BY THE SERBIAN AUTHOR IVAN ZLATKOVIĆ
This work will be about the denied predicate and its appearance in the novel
Dead and Alive by the Serbian author Ivan Zlatkovic. It has been largely
acknowledged in semantics that action sentences denote events, but we want
to find out what happens when these sentences are denied. Precisely, we will
check whether they denote only the states in that case. It is believed that a
negative action phrase presents something that did not happen and that they
introduce some sort of negative event. For this, we ask the question of whether
it is possible that a negative sentence presents action and can denote an event.
Some linguists including Kamp and Reyle (1993) believe that the negative
sentences do not describe eventualities but denote facts to which a reference
point in time normally cannot be assigned. Since negation often implies a pause
in the action, whereby the given possibility is negated and points out the
absence of it, our goal is to indicate the occurrence of a negated event by which
it still can be stated the existence and happening of the certain action with its
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own temporal referent depending on its pragmatic environment, that is crucial
for our interpretation of the given event. The objective of this article is to
describe the problem of negated events and the negation of rupture.
In this regard, we demonstrate how linguists Saussure (2000), Kamp and Reyle
(1993), as well as Amsili and Le Draoulec (1996) approached it. It should be
noted that this term negation of rupture (négation de rupture in French) implies
the reaction of the subject to the absence of an expected event that takes place
outside the habit of the subject or the agent of the sentence (Saussure 2000,
260). We gave the example in affirmative and negative form with the same
meaning (Jovan ne s’est pas arrêté au signe du policier- Jovan a continué à sa
route au dépit du signe du policier (Jovan didn’t stop his car despite the sign of
the police officer). Despite the fact that the positive expression and its negated
form point to the same meaning, it is very important to answer how we can
determine the temporal discourse referent of negated events.
In our article, we rely on the theory of Amsili and Le Draoulec (1998) which
suggests that we complete the approach by Kamp and Reyle (1993), according
to which negation must have a compositional analysis. In DRT theory, Kamp and
Reyle (1993) show us the set of examples ((Marco regarda Marie. Elle sourit.
(Marco looked at Marie. She smiled) and Marco regarda Marie. Elle souriait
(Marco looked at Mary. She was smiling)) and also the negative form of the
second phrase in both cases to demonstrate the contrast between french aorist
(le passé simple) and imperfect (l’imparfait) in narrative discourse ((Marco
ragarda Marie. Elle ne sourit pas (Marco looked at Mary. She didn’t smile.);
Marco regarda Marie. Elle ne souriait pas (Marco looked at Mary. She wasn’t
smiling)). While the aorist (le passé simple) introduces a new event which is
located after the temporal referent, which corresponds to the event introduced
in the previous phrase, the imperfect (l'imparfait) is a stative tense and the
second phrase introduces a state instead of an event. This state overlaps with
the event of the previous phrase (Amsili and Le Draoulec 1996).
When we analyze the phrase Katarina a regardé un film d’amour samedi
(Katarina watched a love movie on Saturday night) and its negated form
Katarina n’a pas regardé de film d’amour samedi (Katarina didn’t watch a love
movie on Saturday night), we can see that these two phrases should be
interpreted in the same way: the event happened/the event didn’t happen at
the given moment on Saturday. This moment on Saturday represents the
temporal discourse referent for both these sentences.
In the same cases, the negative utterance may introduce a temporal referent
and we want to explain the nature of that referent. In fact, we demonstrate the
example where negated sentences are referred to by anaphoric pronouns
cela/this or it in English (Petar ne s’arrêta pas au signe du policier, cela a étonné
Milena (Saussure 2000)/Petar didn’t stop his car despite the sign of the police
officer, it worried Milena very much). Hans Kamp introduced Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT theory) as a theoretical framework for dealing with
issues of semantics and pragmatics of anaphora and tense (1981). According to
Kamp and Reyle (1993) and their DRT theory, every simple sentence introduces
a temporal discourse referent. This temporal referent is determined indirectly
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and represents the moment when the subject of this sentence (Milena) was
surprised by the absence of the expected event. In this way, the moment of
Milena's reaction to the absence of the expected event represents the temporal
referent of the denied event.
The scientists Wendler (1967), Horn (1989), Stockwell et al. (1973) are of the
opinion that as long as a negated event signifies the disruption of a subject's
habit, it can signify an event, just as its positive opponent. In the example
(Bojana prit son petit déjeuner/Bojana had a breakfast) the event represents a
common action or a habit of the subject. But, if we add a negative operator, we
get the negative phrase Bojana ne prit pas son petit déjeuner/Bojana didn’t
have breakfast. In that way, we get the rupture of a habit of the subject with
the negated phrase. Since breakfast is the first meal, we could say the routine
of the subject by denying this habit so we would have the effect of the
suddenness.
In its basic function, the negation has a wide scope over the sentence: it negates
the event and also its reference point. In the case of negation of rupture the
basic interpretation of the phrase is not informative enough and the utterance
does not have enough contextual effects, so the hearer proceeds to the second
step of the interpretational process (Saussure 2000). This type of interpretation
is called the interpretation of rupture/interrupt interpretation (interpretation
de rupture in French). The reader concludes that the speaker has the intention
to communicate more than a mere fact that nothing happened. The negation
of rupture (négation de rupture) seems to be a case in non-literal
communication, just like a metaphor (a figure of speech): instead of saying that
something happened the speaker says that something did not happen at a
certain moment in time, thus inviting us to deduce the conceptually complex
event which has to be mentally constructed. So the scope of negation
compresses and the negation concerns only the event and not its temporal
discourse referent. The negation of rupture also includes a certain number of
cases concerning negated event sentences in which a denial only reduces the
range of negation to the inner element of the predicate (Saussure 2000, 292).
The inner element of the predicate represents its complement. In the example,
Vuk ne courut pas longtemps (Vuk did not run for a long time), we have a
positive event and its negated durative complement. This negated complement
can easily turn into its positive opponent (Vuk ne courut pas longtemps→ Vuk
courut peu de temps (Vuk runs for a short period of time).
To explain this term of interrupt negation, there has to be a subject of
conscience who is reacting to the absence of a particular event. We can imagine
an event that took place instead of the expected situation and caused some
consequences. In that way, we can explain the example: Dejan n’a pas acheté
des jouets à ses enfants pour le Nouvel An, ce qui les a rendus tristes (Dejan did
not buy toys for his children for the New Year, which made them sad). In fact,
Dejan always bought presents for his children for the New Year, but not this
year and that’s why the negation of rupture occurs. The expected event didn’t
happen which emphasizes the effect of unexpectedness and breaking the habit.
The consequence of the absence of that expected event causes a feeling of
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sadness in children. The emotional reaction (sadness, regret, anger) is actually
perceived as a typical reaction of someone (in this case of children) who
attributes so much importance to the non-realization of an event. The concepts
of emotional attitude are pragmatically inferred.
Finally, we want to answer the questions and hypotheses posed in this
work. We ask the question of whether the story can progress with a denied
event or only slows down as with a denied state. The novel by Serbian writer
Ivan Zlatković Alive and Dead, based on the true events between the two world
wars, is about bandits and robbers who besieged Arandjelovac, but also the
surroundings of the Bukulja mountain. Apart from brigands and bandits and
their stories and events, the famous family Bakić who ruled at Venčac in the
Middle Ages was also presented. The novel presents a documentary and
historical world, intertwined with imagination and ambiguity, which we strive
to reveal. Miles of personality types are also interestingly shown, such as
brigands, mistresses, gamblers, greengrocers, gendarmes, and bribe-takers
who still exist today. As the title itself associates us with two opposites, dead
(not to be alive)/alive (not to be dead), we could also sense the appearance of
opposite or denied sentences and expressions that were the inspiration for
their interpretation in our article, in order to discover the true meaning and
significance of denied events, as well as their complements. By the analysis of
the examples from the novel Dead and Alive there will be few groups of negated
possibility and among them the negation that negates only the complement,
then the negation that highlights the affirmative occurrence, but also the
negation according to whom the events happen in opposition to the action as
well as the habit of the agent, achieving the effect of suspense. More precisely,
we discover the four types of denied predicate in Zlatković's novel. The first
type is the interrupt negation by reduction of scope on the complement when
the sentence is negated, but the event is confirmed. The examples also show
that there are denied sentences in which, conjunctions as if, while in
combination with denied events indicate an affirmative event. We find cases of
negation of rupture, for which a positive possibility is inferred because the
narrator waits for the realization of the denied events, which causes the
appearance of his mental and psychological events. In that way, his mental
events have their temporal discourse referent. So, reading the novel, the
readers are invited to imagine some unspoken events that took place at the
moment they are referring to. This engenders very specific stylistic and
pragmatic effects. It should be noted that these last two types contribute to the
progress of time in the story. In the end, there are also the examples of double
negation which emphasizes the existence of eventuality. There is no narrative
progression, but only a given fact, a description of the main characters of the
novel or some information useful for the continuation of the story.
We usually imagine someone's reaction to the absence of a situation he
expected. That reaction can be understood as an event, which has its temporal
discourse referent. There has to be a subject of conscience realizing that
something did not happen and having feelings about it. The sentences with
negated aorist in Serbian are always stylistically marked and are used for
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creating suspense and tension in the novel. But, when we give only information
or an elaboration of the thoughts of the narrator or his protagonists, the time
stops and the story does not progress. Finally, we want to underline that in the
narration, the scenes of the real events intertwine with the mental ones, which
are the reaction to the explicitly given event that does not take place, and that
a narrator denotes just because he expects it to happen (Ašić and Simović
2021). Finally, in this work, we have tried to shed some light on a quite strange
linguistic phenomenon of the negation of rupture. We wanted to show that in
some cases negation is transforming events to facts, depriving predicates of
their temporal discourse referent, but in some specific contexts, the temporal
reference has to be preserved.
Keywords: the denied predicate, the event, the complement, pragmatics,
suspense
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Sulla base degli studi sulla psicotipologia, una delle precondizioni per la
realizzazione del trasferimento interlinguistico, è stata condotta una ricerca
empirica all’interno del contesto educativo croato volta a stabilire lo sviluppo e
il conseguente effetto della psicotipologia sul transfer linguistico nel contesto
dell'italiano come lingua straniera e l’idioma locale di Spalato come variante
della lingua materna degli apprendenti. Due gruppi di partecipanti senza alcuna
conoscenza preliminare dell'italiano sono stati sottoposti alla variante adattata
del Yes/No Vocabulary Test (Meara et al. 1987). Il gruppo sperimentale era
formato di cento alunni regolarmente esposti all'idioma locale di Spalato e il
gruppo di controllo era composto di cento alunni senza nessuna conoscenza e
contatto regolare con la variante dialettale in questione. L'obiettivo del test era
quello di analizzare la qualità della comprensione iniziale di cento parole
italiane. Attraverso il questionario abbiamo ottenuto informazioni sul
comportamento intuitivo di tutti e due i gruppi di informanti riguardo al
significato di parole italiane nel test ed abbiamo esaminato la loro percezione
soggettiva della vicinanza e del rapporto tra la lingua italiana e l’idioma di
Spalato. I risultati dei due gruppi sono stati confrontati sulla base di dati
quantitativi mentre la relazione tra la psicotipologia e l’esito positivo del test è
stata esaminata sulla base di dati qualitativi. I risultati hanno dimostrato che una
percentuale molto alta di informanti in tutti e due i gruppi era consapevole delle
somiglianze tra i due idiomi a livello lessicale. Si è dimostrato che coloro che
percepivano le somiglianze interlinguistiche lessicali come assai significative
hanno ottenuto risultati migliori nella prova scritta. L'analisi dei risultati ha
mostrato che il gruppo sperimentale ha trovato la lingua italiana facilmente
comprensibile, mentre il gruppo di controllo l'ha definita come non trasparente e
difficile da apprendere. Le soluzioni dei test del vocabolario del gruppo
sperimentale supportano l'affermazione che l'atteggiamento linguistico positivo
è uno dei presupposti necessari per la realizzazione del trasferimento linguistico.
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1. Introduzione
La ricerca qui presentata fa parte di uno studio empirico più ampio e
sistematico degli influssi interlinguistici, volto a determinare il
potenziale effetto pedagogico del corpus lessicale di origine italiana,
parte integrante dell`idioma locale di Spalato, nel contesto
dell’apprendimento della lingua italiana. Lo studio in questione, di
conseguenza, punta sul riconoscimento e sull'applicazione del
bilinguismo ciacavico-stocavico nell`insegnamento dell`italiano come
lingua straniera agli studenti provenienti da Spalato e dalle zone
nell’immediata vicinanza. Va sottolineato che il repertorio degli studi
che trattano l'influsso delle varianti dialettali della lingua materna
sull'apprendimento delle lingue straniere è scarso e le ricerche
disponibili e consultate trattano principalmente l'aspetto fonologico di
questo impatto, affermando che l'effetto del dialetto è più comune e
riscontrabile nella produzione orale. L’effetto del dialetto nel contesto
didattico si dimostra evidente nella diversità della pronuncia della lingua
straniera da parte dei parlanti dei diversi dialetti della stessa lingua
materna. Tra i pochi ad occuparsi dell’influsso del dialetto croato
sull’apprendimento di una lingua straniera è stato il ricercatore Piškorec
(1992) che ha analizzato il rapporto tra la lingua tedesca e il dialetto
kajkavico con l’obiettivo di applicare il concetto di riconoscimento delle
somiglianze lessicali alle strategie dell’insegnamento del lessico.
Tuttavia, questo approccio scientifico alla funzione del dialetto
nell'apprendimento delle lingue straniere ha trascurato l'influsso dei
dati interlinguistici provenienti dal dialetto sulla ricezione, cioè sulla
comprensione del vocabolario della lingua straniera. L’influsso del
possesso di un bagaglio lessicale dialettale sulla percezione e ricezione
dei vocaboli in lingua straniera è proprio l’oggetto di questa ricerca.
Nonostante il fatto che l’italiano e il croato appartengano a due
gruppi diversi di lingue, il lungo contatto tra loro, condizionato dalle
circostanze storiche, politiche, culturali ed economiche ha determinato
forme di prestiti linguistici dalla lingua italiana ed ha portato allo
sviluppo di somiglianze a livello lessicale e morfosintattico, che
intendiamo studiare e valorizzare sotto l’aspetto glottodidattico. La
principale ipotesi della ricerca vuole evidenziare che la padronanza del
vocabolario appartenente alla parlata locale di Spalato, la quale
fonicamente e ortograficamente assomiglia all’italiano, contribuisce, ad
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un primo contatto formale con l’italiano, ad una comprensione facilitata
della lingua (Alujević Jukić 2012). L’ipotesi sopraccitata si basa su una
percezione onnipresente secondo la quale gli apprendenti dell’area
della Dalmazia riescono a capire la lingua italiana pur non avendola
studiata e pur non essendo direttamente esposti ad essa. Il fenomeno si
considera di interesse rilevante in quanto i risultati della ricerca
potrebbero essere applicati all’insegnamento dell’italiano come lingua
straniera ai parlanti del dialetto spalatino. L’obiettivo principale del
presente lavoro sarà quello di dimostrare la correlazione tra la
psicotipologia e l’atteggiamento verso la lingua italiana, propri dei
parlanti croatofoni di origine spalatina. Si tratta di un campione da cui ci
si aspetta di dimostrare il successo nell’indovinare il significato delle
parole italiane, incontrate per la prima volta, grazie a quattro fattori
interdipendenti: la trasparenza ortografica tra i due sistemi,
l’esposizione regolare all’idioma locale che abbonda di italianismi, la
psicotipologia, ovvero la percezione soggettiva della somiglianza dei due
sistemi linguistici e l’atteggiamento positivo verso la lingua e la cultura
bersaglio.
Il presente lavoro avrà la seguente struttura: nella parte teorica si
riflette sul fenomeno della psicotipologia e sull’atteggiamento nei
confronti dello studio delle lingue straniere. Un paragrafo è dedicato alla
consonanza lessicale tra l'italiano e l’idioma spalatino, conseguente alla
dominazione veneziana in Dalmazia, durata, con brevi interruzioni, per
più di quattro secoli. Seguono poi la presentazione della ricerca, l’analisi
dei risultati ottenuti e le implicazioni pedagogiche derivanti dai risultati
della stessa.
2. La correlazione tra la psicotipologia e il transfer interlinguistico:
quadro teorico e ricerche empiriche precedenti
Negli ultimi due decenni le ricerche sugli influssi interlinguistici
hanno cambiato il focus in modo tale da non studiare soltanto le
interferenze positive e negative della lingua materna sulla lingua
oggetto di apprendimento e viceversa, ma piuttosto gli influssi
multidirezionali di tutti i sistemi linguistici di cui si dispone o ai quali si è
sottoposti. Secondo gli studiosi le interferenze determinano la velocità
e il successo del processo di padronanza di un'altra lingua, non
diminuiscono e non spariscono con il miglioramento delle abilità
linguistiche, sono presenti non solo a livello fonologico, morfologico e
sintattico ma anche a livello pragmatico e non si manifestano solo negli
errori di ricezione o produzione (Medved Krajnović 2010). È evidente
che le ricerche recenti si occupano di una vasta gamma di nuove
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problematiche di natura sociolinguistica e di natura psicolinguistica,
essendo focalizzate sullo studio del lessico mentale. Vale a dire, si
conducono le ricerche sui diversi livelli linguistici e gli studi sulle diverse
relazioni e combinazioni delle lingue, incluso l'influsso di altre lingue
studiate sulla lingua materna. Le ricerche condotte da Ringbom (2001),
Swan (1997) e Nation (2001) si concentrano sul transfer positivo della
lingua materna. L'attenzione della ricerca si sposta sempre più sul livello
ricettivo (Haastrup, 1991). Secondo Ringbom (1992), il transfer nella
percezione della lingua straniera, a livello ricettivo, merita di essere
studiato tanto quanto il transfer in produzione, poiché la fase di
ricezione inevitabilmente precede la produzione. Recentemente si nota
un aumento degli studi sul transfer lessicale, ma sempre in numero
inferiore rispetto agli studi che esaminano gli influssi interlinguistici a
livello sintattico. Vengono inoltre esaminati gli influssi dei singoli fattori
sull'esito del transfer. Jarvis (2000) offre un elenco dei fattori da cui
dipende la probabilità di trasferimento tra due lingue e questo include:
età, personalità, motivazione e atteggiamento nei confronti del
linguaggio; background sociale, educativo e culturale; background
linguistico (la conoscenza della lingua materna e di altre lingue);
quantità e forma dell'esposizione alla lingua bersaglio; abilità
linguistiche nella lingua bersaglio; tipo di attività e area linguistica;
prototipazione e marcatura di una caratteristica linguistica; distanza
linguistica della lingua materna e della lingua bersaglio. I ricercatori
indicano alcuni altri fattori che influenzano il verificarsi del
trasferimento, tra i quali spicca la cosiddetta psicotipologia (Kellerman
1977), cioè la percezione soggettiva della somiglianza dei due sistemi
linguistici. D'Aquino Hilt et al. (2000) sottolineano che non è solo il grado
effettivo di somiglianza e differenza tra le due lingue che è rilevante, ma
anche quanto vicine o distanti le considera l’apprendente. In altre
parole, il transfer da una lingua all'altra dipende dall'intuizione
dell’apprendente e dalla sua percezione soggettiva della distanza
linguistica (Letica Krevelj 2016). Il livello al quale è molto probabile
l’apparenza dell`influsso interlinguistico è quello principiante, perché ci
si aspetta che in questa fase, data la conoscenza limitata della lingua
target, l’alunno si affidi principalmente ai collegamenti interlinguistici
(Granger 1993).
Pavičić (2003: 122) afferma che il modo in cui l’apprendente
percepisce la distanza linguistica e culturale influenza la sua disponibilità
al trasferimento linguistico, cioè la probabilità di trasferibilità (Medved
Krajnović 2010, ing. transferability). La psicotipologia degli apprendenti
(ing. psychotipology, Kellerman 1983) si riferisce alla "percezione
soggettiva dell'utente delle somiglianze/differenze tra le lingue e alla
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valutazione soggettiva dell'efficacia del transfer e di ciò che è
trasferibile" (Medved Krajnović 2010: 109). Vale a dire, il successo di un
trasferimento dipende dal fatto che l’apprendente abbia percepito e sia
diventato consapevole della somiglianza interlinguistica, cioè della
distanza linguistica (Kellerman 1983). Similmente, Odlin (1989) e
Ringbom (1987) affermano che si deve riconoscere l'opportunità di
trasferimento e diventare consapevoli dell'esistenza di somiglianze tra i
due sistemi a livello lessicale.
I ricercatori suggeriscono un insegnamento esplicito dell’esistenza
delle parole imparentate. Uno studio sul riconoscimento auditivo e
visivo delle parole imparentate è stato condotto dalla ricercatrice
Browne (1982). Lei ha fatto ricerche su quanto i fattori legati
all’apprendente stesso, le caratteristiche della parola, il contesto in cui
si trova la parola e il modo in cui è presentata, potrebbero facilitare o
impedire il riconoscimento e la comprensione delle parole imparentate,
dette cognates. Le implicazioni glottodidattiche derivanti dalla sua
ricerca possono essere ridotte a quanto segue: le somiglianze
interlinguistiche dovrebbero essere esplicitamente indicate agli alunni e
un approccio all'insegnamento basato sulle parole imparentate
dovrebbe essere proposto nelle scuole superiori e agli adulti. Sulla base
dei risultati dello studio di Browne secondo i quali le parole imparentate
sono più facilmente riconoscibili quando incontrate per iscritto, viene
proposto un tipo di insegnamento efficace che si serva della
presentazione delle parole in forma scritta. Nel contesto dei croatofoni
come apprendenti delle lingue straniere ci sono poche ricerche sul ruolo
delle parole imparentate e sulla psicologia. Tra gli alunni che studiano
inglese come terza lingua straniera è stata condotta una ricerca sulla
psicotipologia degli apprendenti e il ruolo delle parole cosidette
cognates (Letica Krevelj 2016).
Dalle ricerche empiriche sopraccitate è evidente quanto utile ed attuale,
ma ancora insufficientemente studiato, sopratutto nel contesto
scientifico ed educativo croato, sia il transfer a livello ricettivo insieme
alla psicotipologia come uno dei fattori che lo condiziona.
3. La correlazione tra atteggiamento come fattore interno e la
motivazione ad apprendere la lingua straniera
L’atteggiamento nei confronti di una lingua straniera e la
motivazione ad apprenderla sono dei fattori legati alla personalità
dell'apprendente, determinati in gran parte dall’ambiente socioculturale dell’individuo. Il termine atteggiamento, con il quale si intende
una disposizione psicologica verso una certa cultura, un popolo e la
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relativa lingua straniera, si riferisce alla parola inglese attitude (Neri
2003). Gli studi empirici rivelano notevole influsso degli atteggiamenti
soprattutto nella fase iniziale dell’apprendimento linguistico,
affermando la necessità di coltivare nel discente l’attitudine positiva al
livello principiante (Naiman et al. 1978 in Eddahani 2020). L’incontro con
un’altra lingua e cultura incide profondamente sul lato cognitivo e
affettivo della persona e sull’identità individuale e sociale (Mariani
2010). Gli atteggiamenti dell’apprendente possono essere influenzati
dall’area geografica in cui uno cresce, poiché spesso ci si appropria degli
atteggiamenti che prevalgono in una determinata area. L’ambiente in
cui il discente si sviluppa e vive, può, quindi definire la posizione
concettuale verso una determinata cultura, la lingua di appartenenza e
i suoi utenti. In questa ricerca, abbiamo voluto verificare, quanto
l'atteggiamento positivo, dovuto allo stretto contatto con la cultura e la
lingua italiana da secoli, funga da stimolo verso il suo studio. La lingua
italiana viene considerata familiare e facile da capire, grazie ai prestiti
nell'idioma locale particolarmente nella sfera dell’abbigliamento,
dell’ambiente cittadino, delle faccende domestiche, dell’arredamento
della casa e della cucina mediterranea (Alujević 2008). Quindi, c’è da
aspettarsi che i termini siano noti e familiari agli apprendenti della lingua
italiana nella zona in cui viene quotidianamente usato l’idioma
spalatino. Ciò significa che gli Spalatini molto spesso, tramite il colloquio
quotidiano, la letteratura, le trasmissioni e le opere di teatro locali,
entrano in contatto con l'italiano attraverso il dialetto senza o prima di
affrontarne lo studio scolastico formale.
4. L'influsso della lingua italiana in Dalmazia e la presenza dei
romanismi nell’idioma di Spalato
Il dialetto spalatino abbonda di parole d'origine italiana, veneziana
e triestina, tra le quali predominano quelle veneziane penetrate nella
lingua delle regioni costiere già nell’XI secolo, quando la città di Zara fu
per la prima volta sotto il dominio veneziano (Vidović 1978: 41). Nel
diciassettesimo e particolarmente nel diciottesimo secolo, l'ultimo del
dominio veneziano in Dalmazia, la frequenza del lessico veneziano negli
scambi comunicativi e l'influsso culturale in generale da parte di
Venezia, raggiunsero un livello così alto da poter constatare
l’introduzione di una notevole quantità di italianismi nella parlata dei
paesi litorali. Gli studiosi che si occupano dell’influsso dell’italiano sul
patrimonio linguistico croato, particolarmente sul piano lessicale,
rivelano che l'influsso più intenso e più durevole fu proprio quello
proveniente dal dialetto veneziano, che si è manifestato nei dialetti della
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regione adriatica, specialmente nella parlata ciacavica (Vidović 1978:
39). I campi dell'attività umana che maggiormente denotano l'influsso
del lessico italiano sul croato sono quelli del commercio, della
navigazione e della musica, mentre a risentirne di meno sono il settore
della medicina ed altre sfere culturali (Jernej 1956: 56). Secondo il
linguista croato Josip Jernej 1 ci furono due vie attraverso le quali i
prestiti italiani penetrarono in passato nella lingua croata. Una, quella
più antica, fu la via che passava per le coste orientali adriatiche, dalla
quale entrò nella lingua letteraria una grande quantità di materiale
lessicale italiano, per lo più dal veneziano, in forma dialettale. L’altra via
per la quale gli italianismi, a partire dal sec. XIX, penetrarono nel lessico
croato fu quella tedesca o più precisamente austriaca: la via che passava
per Vienna, poiché i centri della vita culturale e letteraria dei Croati si
erano spostati dalle coste adriatiche al nord (Jernej 1956: 60-61).
Siccome i singoli territori linguistici croati in passato erano stati
variamente esposti a influssi lessicali italiani, fu così diverso anche
l’influsso dei singoli dialetti italiani sulla lingua croata. Pochi elementi
lessicali penetrati nei dialetti croati risalgono a un periodo anteriore alla
supremazia veneziana in questa zona, ovvero al periodo dal X al XIV sec.
Dal secolo XV in poi, il dialetto veneziano ebbe una posizione preminente
rispetto agli altri dialetti italiani, così che gli italianismi dialettali croati di
questa zona sono in massima parte venezianismi. Questi italianismi non
s’incontrano nella lingua letteraria, perché per queste parole esistono
termini autoctoni di vecchia data (Jernej 1956: 55). I fattori strutturali di
carattere fonologico e morfologico hanno favorito la ricezione di
vocaboli italiani nel croato.
5. La presentazione della ricerca sull’influsso della psicotipologia e
dell’atteggiamento verso la lingua bersaglio su un campione di
croatofoni al primo approccio con l'italiano come lingua straniera
5.1. Fini e ipotesi della ricerca
Con la presente ricerca abbiamo cercato di stabilire la connessione
tra il fenomeno del transfer linguistico a livello ricettivo e
l'atteggiamento nei confronti della lingua italiana presso un campione
costituito da due gruppi di croatofoni. Abbiamo voluto, inoltre,
esaminare quanto il transfer venga condizionato dall'intuizione e dalla
1

Josip Jernej (1909-2005), insieme al professore Mirko Deanović, fondatore
degli studi d’italianistica in Croazia; ha lasciato significativi risultati nel campo
della grammatica e della fonetica, della lessicografia e della lessicologia, della
teoria delle lingue a contatto e dell'analisi contrastiva.
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percezione soggettiva degli apprendenti sulla vicinanza dei due sistemi,
l’idioma locale e la lingua italiana, cioè dalla cosiddetta psicotipologia.
La ricerca è partita dall’ipotesi che il trasferimento da una lingua
all'altra dipenda dall'intuizione dell’apprendente e dalla distanza
percepita, nonché dalla motivazione ad apprendere che è, secondo le
aspettative, proporzionale ad un atteggiamento positivo verso una
particolare lingua straniera. Quindi, ci aspettavamo che l'effetto positivo
delle parole imparentate sulla comprensione di quelle italiane,
dipendesse dalla consapevolezza dell’alunno della correlata relazione
lessicale tra la lingua italiana e l`idioma della regione di Spalato, come
stabilito nello studio di Nagy e collaboratori (1992) per il contesto
spagnolo-inglese e di Rast (2010) per il contesto francese-polacco.
5.2. Campione e strumenti della ricerca
Cento alunni delle scuole superiori di Spalato senza alcuna
conoscenza dell’italiano, e regolarmente esposti all’idioma locale (il
gruppo sperimentale), sono stati sottoposti ad un test di vocabolario
costruito appositamente per verificare la comprensione iniziale di cento
parole italiane. I risultati del gruppo sperimentale sono stati confrontati
con i risultati del gruppo di controllo, proveniente dalla parte
continentale della Croazia. Pure questo gruppo di informanti non aveva
alcuna conoscenza dell’italiano, ma ciò che lo differenziava dal gruppo
sperimentale era la scarsa conoscenza dell’idioma di Spalato e
l’esposizione minima ad esso. Il test di vocabolario è stato creato
secondo il modello comune per misurare la competenza lessicale a
livello del riconoscimento e della ricezione, cioè è stato appositamente
adattato e integrato il Yes/No Vocabulary Test (Meara et al. 1987), che
richiede dalla persona sottoposta alla verifica di dichiarare la
conoscenza delle parole della lingua target, semplicemente
affermandone o negandone la comprensione. Le parole contenute nel
test di vocabolario sono state scelte secondo il criterio della più alta
frequenza di occorrenza nei testi scritti nel linguaggio quotidiano: le
opere letterarie popolari, come Mala Floramye, Splis’ki Akvarel e
Ribarske svađe del noto autore e compositore Ivo Tijardović, nonché
Velo misto e Malo misto dello scrittore e giornalista Miljenko Smoje. Il
test di vocabolario, nella sua seconda parte, richiede agli alunni, inoltre,
di tradurre nella loro lingua materna quelle parole identificate come
note e comprese, al fine di ottenere risultati più affidabili. La terza parte
del test ha un carattere qualitativo e richiede ai partecipanti di indicare,
attraverso una relazione scritta, quali procedure hanno utilizzato per
desumere il significato di parole a loro sconosciute e quali strategie
hanno impiegato per cercare versioni corrispondenti nella loro lingua
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materna. Pertanto, i dati sulle strategie applicate sono stati ottenuti
sulla base delle dichiarazioni personali degli intervistati e delle loro
spiegazioni basate sulle loro esperienze. Il questionario, a cui gli
intervistati sono stati sottoposti dopo aver completato il test, il cui
contenuto consisteva in una serie di domande che richiedevano loro
l’impiego del metalinguaggio, ha fornito informazioni sulla loro
intuizione e percezione soggettiva delle somiglianze e delle differenze a
livello di vocabolario tra la lingua italiana e l’idioma di Spalato. Si è voluta
esaminare la loro valutazione del possibile effetto facilitante della
conoscenza delle parole caratteristiche dell’idioma di Spalato insieme
all'atteggiamento nei confronti della lingua italiana. Gli intervistati
dovevano chiarire nel questionario quanto la somiglianza lessicale, se
riconosciuta, avesse un effetto sulla comprensione del significato e se vi
avessero fatto consapevolmente riferimento durante il compito. I dati
quantitativi del test del vocabolario sono stati utilizzati per confrontare
i risultati dei due gruppi mentre i risultati qualitativi del questionario
hanno fornito le informazioni sui legami tra psicotipologia e
atteggiamenti verso la lingua e il successo nel compiere il Yes/No
Vocabulary test.
5.3. Risultati, analisi e discussione dei risultati
Per rispondere agli scopi principali della presente ricerca abbiamo
sottoposto i dati raccolti ad una serie di analisi che riportiamo di seguito.
Prima di occuparci di dimostrare come la psicotipologia e gli
atteggiamenti affermativi conducano ad un esito positivo nel
determinare il significato delle parole italiane al contatto iniziale,
dobbiamo porre l’accento su quello che è già stato ipotizzato e
generalmente riconosciuto: gli intervistati di Spalato nel maggior
numero dei casi hanno più successo nel determinare il significato delle
parole italiane degli intervistati provenienti da aree di lingua in cui non
Tabella 1. I risultati del Si/No Test di Vocabolario

Gruppo

Intervallo

M

DS

Sperimentale

1239

21,26

5,68

Controllo

013

4,45

3,29
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si registra la presenza di una quantità significativa di italianismi. Nella
tabella 1. viene rappresentato il numero medio di significati
accuratamente percepiti nel test di comprensione della parola italiana.
Dalla tabella dei risultati è evidente una differenza significativa a
favore del gruppo sperimentale nel determinare il significato delle
parole, ottenuta attraverso il confronto della frequenza di significati
specifici tramite t-test. Siccome nel corpus di parole, la cui
comprensione è stata esaminata, erano inclusi solo esempi che non
esistono in tale forma nella lingua standard croata è da supporre che
proprio l`idioma di Spalato sia stato la fonte dei dati interlinguistici
trasmessi.
Nei questionari venivano richiesti i commenti sulla somiglianza
percepita tra le parole italiane contenute nel test di vocabolario e le
parole dell’idioma di Spalato, ovvero ai partecipanti è stato chiesto se
notavano una trasparenza lessicale tra i due. I risultati ottenuti
mostrano che una percentuale estremamente alta di intervistati in tutti
e due i gruppi ha notato una somiglianza tra le parole dei due idiomi.
Tabella 2. La percezione della somiglianza lessicale tra l’idioma locale di Spalato
e la lingua italiana

Le categorie
risposte

delle Percentuale del gruppo Percentuale del
sperimentale
gruppo di controllo

Si

98%

96%

No

2%

4%

L'analisi tramite cui abbiamo confrontato i risultati dei due gruppi
mostra che non c’è una differenza statisticamente significativa tra loro (

 2 =0,69= 0,69, df = 1, p> 0,05), ovvero rivela che tutti i partecipanti alla
ricerca sono ugualmente consapevoli della vicinanza lessicale, ma ciò
che risulta significativamente diverso sono le risposte dei due gruppi in
merito alla valutazione del livello di somiglianza. Ce lo confermano i
risultati presentati graficamente in seguito. La stima media del gruppo
sperimentale era 3,02 (DS = 0,55; intervallo: 2-4) e del gruppo di
controllo 2,73 (DS = 0,56; intervallo: 1-4).

frequenza
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Grafico 1. Risposte alla domanda "Come valuta questa somiglianza lessicale?"

Si è voluto verificare se i due gruppi percepissero diversamente la
somiglianza tra i due idiomi. A causa delle distribuzioni ottenute che
sono statisticamente molto diverse dal normale (Kolmogorov-Smirnov z
= 3,45 nello sperimentale; Kolmogorov-Smirnov z = 3,81 nel gruppo di
controllo; p <0,05), abbiamo eseguito un test non parametrico di MannWhitney i cui risultati hanno mostrato una differenza statisticamente
significativa (z = 3,34; p <0,05) tra i gruppi. Gli apprendenti di Spalato
confermano maggiormente la somiglianza tra l’italiano e l`idioma di
Spalato, esprimono cioè consapevolezza della somiglianza ortografica e
semantica delle parole imparentate nella lingua italiana con l’idioma
locale di Spalato. Tutto ciò ci porta alla conclusione che sebbene vi sia
una percentuale estremamente alta di partecipanti che notano una
somiglianza tra il vocabolario dei due idiomi in entrambi i gruppi, nella
comprensione iniziale del vocabolario italiano più successo hanno avuto
i soggetti del gruppo sperimentale perché percepiscono la somiglianza
tra l’italiano e l’idioma di Spalato come significativa.
Il questionario, inoltre, richiedeva una valutazione dell'effetto
potenzialmente facilitante della conoscenza delle parole caratteristiche
dell’idioma di Spalato durante l'apprendimento dell'italiano.
Un confronto tra i gruppi ha mostrato che non c'è differenza nelle
loro valutazioni e che entrambi hanno riconosciuto ugualmente l'effetto
potenzialmente facilitante per l'apprendimento del vocabolario italiano
(  = 1,45, df = 2, p> 0,05).
2
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Tabella 3. Risposte alla domanda "Pensi che conoscere le parole dell’idioma di
Spalato ti renderebbe più facile l’apprendimento dell'italiano?"

Le categorie delle risposte

Percentuale
del Percentuale del gruppo di
gruppo sperimentale controllo

Si

88%

92%

No

5%

2%

Non posso giudicare

7%

6%

frequenza

Gli alunni hanno dovuto esprimere il loro atteggiamento verso
l’italiano usando una scala a quattro livelli (non mi piace affatto; mi piace
un po'; mi piace; mi piace molto). A giudicare dai risultati, nel gruppo
sperimentale il valore medio era 2,18 (DS = 0,96; intervallo: 1-4), mentre
nel gruppo di controllo la media aritmetica era 2,42 (DS = 0,86;
intervallo: 1-4). La distribuzione dei risultati è presentata nel seguente
grafico.
Sperimentale
45
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35
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20
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5
0

39

Di controllo
38

35

25
20
15

non mi piace mi piace un po'
affatto

11 9

mi piace

5

3

mi piace molto nessun parere

grado di preferenza
Grafico 2. Risposte alla domanda "Ti piace la lingua italiana?"

Abbiamo inoltre voluto verificare se i risultati dei due gruppi
presentassero delle differenze. Per il fatto che le distribuzioni delle
risposte a questa domanda erano statisticamente molto diverse dal
normale (Kolmogorov-Smirnov z = 2,4 nel gruppo sperimentale;
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov z = 2,29 nel gruppo di controllo; p <0,05), abbiamo
usato un test non parametrico di Mann-Whitney. I risultati hanno
mostrato una differenza notevole (z = -2,06; p <0,05) tra i gruppi, che
indica un grado leggermente più alto di simpatia per la lingua italiana nel
gruppo di controllo. Notiamo che i membri del gruppo sperimentale ai
quali, giudicando dalle risposte, la lingua italiana piace molto, hanno
sostenuto la connessione tra la lingua italiana e l’idioma di Spalato come
ragione principale per il loro atteggiamento positivo nei confronti della
lingua. Presentiamo alcune delle loro spiegazioni, presentate nella loro
forma originale:
“è vicino al nostro idioma "/"Ho un'affinità per esso"/"suona bene
perché è simile all'idioma di Spalato "/"molte parole dalla lingua
italiana noi a Spalato le usiamo quotidianamente"/"ci sono
somiglianze nel mio idioma"/ "ci sono molte parole simili che
usiamo a Spalato."
Nel gruppo di controllo, caratterizzato da un atteggiamento più
positivo verso la lingua italiana, solo un intervistato ha elaborato la
propria risposta, ed è stato l’alunno che ha ottenuto i risultati migliori
nel test di comprensione delle parole italiane giustificando la propria
affinità per la lingua italiana con la somiglianza all’idioma locale di
Spalato. I risultati appena riportati sono in parte imprevisti: ci
aspettavamo che il gruppo sperimentale, che si è dimostrato più pronto
per il transfer lessicale, mostrasse un atteggiamento più positivo nei
confronti della lingua italiana rispetto al gruppo di controllo, poiché è
stato scientificamente provato che la probabilità d’influsso
interlinguistico dipende, tra l’altro, dall’interesse e dall’atteggiamento
degli apprendenti verso la lingua straniera studiata.
Dato che l’atteggiamento positivo del gruppo di controllo nei
confronti della lingua italiana non è accompagnato da argomenti di
natura linguistica o sociolinguistica, possiamo interpretare che gli
intervistati l’hanno percepita come attraente perché l’associano alla
musica, all’arte, alla gastronomia e alla moda italiana. Secondo i risultati
dello studio più ampio, di cui questa ricerca fa parte, gli intervistati del
gruppo di controllo si trovano a contatto con la lingua italiana in contesti
che richiedono un impegno economico leggermente superiore, come i
viaggi, l’acquisto di prodotti italiani e marchi di moda, a differenza degli
intervistati di Spalato che entrano in contatto con la lingua italiana
principalmente attraverso incontri con i turisti italiani per strada.
In seguito si trovano i risultati che testimoniano la percezione degli
intervistati della cosiddetta facilità o difficoltà di comprendere l'italiano.
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Sottolineiamo che il gruppo sperimentale ha affermato che la lingua
italiana è facile da capire mentre il gruppo di controllo l'ha trovata più
Tabella 4. Valutazione della facilità di comprensione della lingua italiana

Le categorie delle risposte

Percentuale del gruppo Percentuale del gruppo
sperimentale
di controllo

Facile da capire

43%

35%

Difficile da capire

1%

19%

Non posso giudicare

56%

46%

difficile, quindi i risultati significativamente più positivi del gruppo
sperimentale sono percepiti come una manifestazione diretta e
concreta di tale affermazione. Un dato sorprendente che si è rivelato
nella ricerca è la correlazione negativa tra l'atteggiamento verso la
lingua italiana e l’idioma di Spalato nel gruppo di controllo. In altre
parole, più agli intervistati del gruppo di controllo piace l`idioma di
Spalato, meno piace loro la lingua italiana e viceversa, cioè hanno un
rapporto inversamente proporzionale. Determinare le cause e le
spiegazioni di questa situazione richiederebbe ulteriore ricerca e
l’impiego di altri strumenti oltre alla scala proposta in questo contributo.
Inoltre, i membri del gruppo di controllo non erano inclini a verbalizzare
e interpretare le loro risposte come i rispondenti del gruppo
sperimentale. Tuttavia, un caso del genere in cui due idiomi simili si
escludono a vicenda non è isolato, ed è già stato registrato nel contesto
del rapporto tra l'istro-veneziano e l'italiano standard. Vale a dire, la
ricerca tra i parlanti dell'Istria e del Quarnero ha mostrato che la
popolazione autoctona che coltiva un atteggiamento positivo e
un’inclinazione all'istro-veneto evita l'uso dell'italiano standard, così
come agli intervistati che preferiscono l'italiano standard non piace
ricorrere al dialetto istro-veneziano (Scotti Jurić, 2001). È interessante
notare che nonostante il fatto che una notevole percentuale di
partecipanti del gruppo di controllo abbia affermato di non gradire
l'idioma di Spalato (65%), il 41% dei partecipanti ha espresso il desiderio
di conoscerlo meglio. Nel gruppo sperimentale una percentuale alta ha
affermato di apprezzare l'idioma di Spalato (90%), mentre la
percentuale più bassa (76%) ha affermato di sentire il bisogno di
conoscerlo meglio. Da questi dati possiamo supporre che gli intervistati
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del gruppo sperimentale, pur avendo un atteggiamento positivo nei
confronti dell'idioma locale, siano consapevoli del suo utilizzo sempre
più limitato a situazioni rare e ristrette.
5.4. Note conclusive e implicazioni per l'insegnamento
dell'italiano come lingua straniera nel contesto del bilinguismo
ciacavico-italiano
I risultati rivelano l’esistenza della consapevolezza dei membri del
gruppo sperimentale e del gruppo di controllo della vicinanza e della
somiglianza tra la lingua italiana e l`idioma locale di Spalato. Il gruppo
sperimentale lo evidenzia maggiormente caratterizzando la somiglianza
come fattore importante e ragione per cui l`apprendimento di quella
lingua straniera possa essere facilitato. Sulla base di precisi presupposti
del significato delle parole italiane in entrambi i gruppi come fattore
importante spicca la percezione soggettiva degli alunni.
Come implicazione dei risultati deduciamo quanto segue: se
assumiamo come punto di partenza la capacità e l'indipendenza degli
apprendenti
nel
notare
le
somiglianze
interlinguistiche,
l'apprendimento dell'italiano per i parlanti dell`idioma di Spalato può
essere più significativo e avere successo. La ricerca ci ha mostrato che
nonostante il fatto che gli intervistati provenienti da Spalato siano
consapevoli della vicinanza lessicale e si rendano conto che per analogia
la loro comprensione della lingua italiana viene facilitata, non sono
necessariamente in grado di notare autonomamente relazioni e
somiglianze trovandosi di fronte agli specifici esempi in italiano.
Mettendo in rilievo le somiglianze lessicali, gli insegnanti possono
aumentare e sensibilizzare gli alunni sulle potenziali fonti di conoscenza
disponibili, avvicinarli e renderli consapevoli del concetto di somiglianza
linguistica e, in definitiva, facilitare l'apprendimento. Nella pratica
dell'insegnamento, l'attenzione dovrebbe essere focalizzata su modelli
sistematici e analogie, cioè somiglianze tra la lingua madre e la lingua
che si sta imparando. Gli insegnanti dovrebbero sviluppare
gradualmente la sensibilità degli apprendenti al concetto di somiglianza
linguistica. Infine, la necessità di progettare e arricchire i materiali
didattici nella fase iniziale dell'apprendimento dell'italiano come lingua
straniera nel contesto della regione di Spalato, si impone come un
percorso logico che segue i risultati di questa ricerca.
A condizione che gli insegnanti concepiscano i vantaggi
dell'applicazione di questa metodologia, le attività in classe dovrebbero
occasionalmente implicare dei testi scritti nell`idioma di Spalato in modo
che gli alunni si rendano conto della vicinanza lessicale dei due idiomi.
Questo inciderebbe inevitabilmente sull'atteggiamento degli
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apprendenti verso il proprio idioma e verso l'italiano come lingua
straniera, che, come abbiamo visto nei risultati, non è tanto favorevole,
o almeno non quanto ci si aspetterebbe dai provenienti da Spalato.
Il nostro obiettivo principale è quello di sottolineare l'utilità
pedagogica dell’idioma locale di Spalato e incoraggiare l'insegnamento
che includa il contrasto a livello lessicale, nonché promuovere la
tolleranza e l'interesse per questo idioma locale come strumento utile
nell'insegnamento dell’italiano LS.
Infine, sosteniamo l'uso nelle attività didattiche di quella parte del
fondo lessicale dell'idioma di Spalato che porti gli apprendenti ad
effettuare un suo paragone interlinguistico con alcune parti del fondo
lessicale della lingua italiana. Conviene sfruttare il vantaggio offerto
dalla trasparenza, controllando però i rischi di interferenze nelle attività
produttive. Sottolineando le somiglianze e gli schemi tra la lingua
materna e la lingua straniera a livello lessicale, l'insegnante offre
maggiori opportunità di trasferimento linguistico. L'applicazione di
questo metodo nell'insegnamento mirerebbe ad ottenere un
trasferimento positivo delle capacità ricettive e una consapevolezza del
potenziale trasferimento negativo.
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THE EFFECT OF PSYCHOTYPOLOGY AND LINGUISTIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS
TARGET LANGUAGE ON THE OCCURRENCE OF TRANSFER ON THE RECEPTIVE
LEVEL UPON THE FIRST CONTACT OF CROATIAN SPEAKERS WITH ITALIAN AS
L2
Psychotypology is one of the conditions for the occurrence of crosslinguistic influences. Following empirical findings, we conducted a study to
establish the presence and the effect of psychotypology on the language
transfer between Italian, as a foreign language, and the local speech of Split, as
a variant of learners’ L1. Two target groups with no prior knowledge of Italian
were questioned: one hundred students regularly in contact with the speech of
Split and another hundred with no competence and no contact with it. The two
groups took the Yes/No Vocabulary test. The aim was to reveal the initial
comprehension of Italian vocabulary. Through the questionnaire, we gained
insight into the intuitive behaviour of both groups of participants regarding the
meaning of given Italian words, distance perceived, and subjective perception
of the relationship between the Italian language and the speech of Split. The
results of the two groups were compared using the quantitative test data. In
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addition, the relationship between psychotypology and a successful test
outcome was thoroughly examined, according to the qualitative data. The
results demonstrated an extremely high percentage of informants in both
groups being aware of similarities between the two idioms at the lexical level.
The findings indicated that participants who perceived the similarities as
significant performed better on the test. The analysis of results showed that the
experimental group found the Italian language easily comprehensible, whereas
the control group defined it as somewhat demanding. Significantly better
vocabulary test results of the experimental group confirmed that participant’s
attitude is essential to achieve language transfer.
Over the last two decades, the study of cross-linguistic influences has
moved its focus from the positive and negative interference of the mother
tongue to the language being learned and vice versa to the multidirectional
influences of all available language systems to which a learner is subjected.
Lately, researchers are concerned with a wide range of new sociolinguistic and
psycholinguistic issues, focusing mainly on the mental lexicon. Numerous
studies have been conducted on different linguistic levels and on different
relationships and combinations of languages, including the influence of other
languages one learns on top of the mother tongue. Recently there has been an
increase in studies on lexical transfer, but still fewer than in studies considering
cross-linguistic influences at the level of syntax. The impact of individual factors
on the outcome of the language transfer is also analysed. A substantial number
of empirical studies proves the usefulness and importance of the research on
language transfer at the receptive levels and on psychotypology as its major
determinant. Still, little research has been done on the role of related words
and psychotypology within the context of Croatian speakers learning a foreign
language.
The attitude towards a foreign language and the motivation to learn it are
factors related to the learner's personality mainly determined by his/her sociocultural environment. The learner's attitudes can be affected by the
geographical area in which a person is brought up or lives since the stances that
prevail in the area are usually those that one adopts. Therefore, the
environment can define the learner's conceptual views of a specific culture,
language, and people. This paper aims to verify how a positive attitude, due to
close contact with the Italian culture and language for centuries, acts as a
stimulus towards its learning.
Even though Italian and Croatian belong to two different groups of
languages, the long-lasting contact between them, conditioned by historical,
political, cultural and economic circumstances, has determined forms of
loanwords from the Italian language and has led to the development of
similarities at the lexical and morphosyntactic level, which we intend to study
and enhance under the language teaching aspect. The Split idiom considered in
this paper abounds in words of Italian origin among which those of Venetian
dialect predominate since they entered the dialects of the coastal regions as
early as the 11th century when the area was for the first time under their
government.
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The research presented in this paper is part of a broader and more
systematic empirical study of cross-language influences, which aimed at
determining the potential pedagogical effect of the lexical corpus of Italian
origin that is an integral part of the Split idiom in the context of learning Italian
as a foreign language. Since there is a limited number of available studies
dealing with the influence of dialectal variants of the mother tongue on foreign
language learning, those consulted in this paper mainly deal with the
phonological aspect of this impact, emphasizing that it is more frequent and
present in oral production.
The aim of our research was to determine the kind of relationship
between the phenomenon of linguistic transfer at the receptive level and the
attitude towards the Italian language of the two groups of Croatian speakers.
We also intended to analyse the so-called psychotypology, i.e. to what extent
the transfer depends on the intuition and subjective perception of the learners
on the proximity of the two systems, the local idiom of Split and the Italian
language.
The research hypothesis was that the transition from one language to
another depends on students' intuition and the perception of differences or
similarities between the languages. The motivation to acquire a foreign
language, as another decisive factor, has been proved as proportional to a
positive attitude towards it. Having all this in mind, we expected that the
positive impact of related words on the understanding of the Italian ones would
depend on the students' awareness of the correlated lexical relationship
between the Italian language and the idiom of the Split region.
One hundred high school students from Split who had no knowledge of
Italian but were regularly exposed to the local idiom formed the experimental
group. The control group consisted of students coming from the continental
part of Croatia who, as well, did not have any previous knowledge of Italian.
The distinction between the two groups was that the participants from the
control group had weak knowledge of the Split idiom and were rarely exposed
to it. Both groups were subjected to a vocabulary test designed to verify the
initial understanding of one hundred Italian words. The vocabulary test was
created according to the common model to measure lexical competence at the
level of recognition and reception, i.e. the specially adapted and integrated Yes
/ No Vocabulary Test (Meara et al. 1987), which requires the participant to
simply confirm or deny the understanding of the words from the target
language. The words used in the vocabulary test were selected according to the
highest level of their occurrence in texts written in the Split idiom. In the second
part of the vocabulary test, students were asked to translate familiar words into
their mother tongue to obtain more reliable results. The results of the
vocabulary test of the experimental and control group were compared using
quantitative data analysis. As assumed, the participants from Split were more
successful in determining the meaning of the Italian words than those of the
control group who speak dialects in which hardly any Italianisms are present.
The third part of the test had a qualitative character as participants had to
explain, based on their experiences, which procedures they used to deduce the
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meaning of words they did not know and strategies they implemented while
searching for corresponding terms in their mother tongue.
The questionnaire, to which the interviewees were subjected after
completing the test, consisted of a series of questions that required the use of
the metalanguage in order to provide information on their intuition and
subjective perception of the similarities and differences of vocabulary between
the Italian language and the Split idiom. The aim was to analyse their evaluation
of the possible facilitating effect of knowledge of the characteristic words of the
Split idiom and the attitude towards the Italian language. Participants had to
clarify in the questionnaire how lexical similarity, if recognized, affected the
understanding of the meaning and whether they consciously referred to it
during the task. The qualitative results of the questionnaire provided
information on how psychotypology and attitudes towards the language are
related to success in taking the Yes / No Vocabulary test. The comments on the
perceived similarity between the Italian words contained in the vocabulary test
and the words of the Split idiom, i.e. lexical transparency between the two
obtained by the questionnaire showed that an extremely high percentage of
respondents in both groups noticed a similarity between the words of the two
languages. As for the potentially facilitating effect of the Split idiom on the
learning of the Italian language, the comparison showed no difference in the
rating between the two groups since both recognized it as very effective.
The students also had to express their attitude towards Italian using a
four-level scale. The results showed that in the experimental group, the mean
value was higher than the control one. Since the distributions of the answers to
this question were statistically different from average, we used a nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. The results showed a noticeable difference.
Since it has been scientifically proven that the probability of cross-language
influence depends, among other things, on the interest and attitude of learners
towards the foreign language studied, we expected that the experimental
group, which proved to be more ready for lexical transfer, would show a more
positive attitude towards the Italian language than the control group, but the
results were different.
Given that the positive attitude of the control group towards the Italian
language is not accompanied by arguments of a linguistic or sociolinguistic
nature, we can interpret that the participants perceived it as attractive because
they associate it with music, art, gastronomy and Italian fashion.
The following results illustrated the participants' perception of the socalled ease or difficulty in understanding Italian. The experimental group stated
that the Italian language is easy to understand while the control group found it
more difficult. A surprising finding that was revealed in the research is the
negative correlation between the attitude towards the Italian language and the
Split idiom in the control group. In other words, the more the respondents from
the control group liked the Split idiom, the less they liked the Italian language
and vice versa.
The results revealed that both groups, experimental and control, are
aware of the proximity and similarity between the Italian language and the local
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idiom of Split. The experimental group also identified similarity as a substantial
factor in facilitating the learning of a foreign language. On the basis of precise
assumptions of the meaning of Italian words in both groups, the subjective
perception of the students stands out as an important factor.
Analysing the results, we came to the conclusion that learning Italian for
speakers of the Split idiom can become more meaningful and successful if the
ability and independence of learners to notice similarities between the two
languages is taken as a starting point. The research revealed that participants
of the experimental group are not always able to detect the relationships and
similarities when confronted with the specific examples in Italian, even though
they are aware of the lexical proximity facilitating the comprehension of the
Italian language. By highlighting lexical similarities, teachers can raise students'
awareness of the potential sources of knowledge available, make them more
approachable to students and facilitate the learning process. They should focus
on systematic patterns and analogies, i.e. similarities between the mother
tongue and the language taught. Teachers should also gradually develop
learners' sensitivity to the concept of linguistic similarity. Finally, in the context
of the Split regional idiom, the need to design and enrich the teaching materials
in the initial phase of learning Italian as a foreign language imposes itself as a
logical outcome of this research.
Provided that teachers understand the advantages of applying this
methodology, classroom activities should occasionally involve texts written in
the Split idiom for the students to learn to recognize the lexical closeness of the
two languages when present. It would inevitably affect the learners' attitude
towards their mother tongue and towards Italian as a foreign language, which,
as we have seen in the results, is not as favourable, or at least not as much as
one would expect from those born and raised in Split.
Our main goal is to emphasize the pedagogical usefulness of the local Split
idiom as an effective tool in teaching Italian as a foreign language. Teachers
should be encouraged to incorporate the contrasting of the two languages at
the lexical level and promote tolerance and interest in the Split idiom instead
of neglecting it in the teaching process.
Finally, we encourage the use of teaching activities that include part of the
lexical fund of the Split idiom, which will spur learners to make a cross-language
comparison with some words from the lexical fund of the Italian language. It is
advisable to exploit the advantage offered by transparency while controlling
the risks of interference in production activities. By emphasizing the similarities
and patterns between the mother tongue and the foreign language at the
lexical level, the teacher spurs more opportunities for language transfer.
Applying this method in teaching would help achieve a positive transfer of
receptive skills and an awareness of the potential negative transfer.
Keywords: transfer, reception, vocabulary, psychotypology, linguistic attitude.
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Abstract: Frequent personal pronoun use, mainly treated as involvement feature
overuse, is a commonplace in EFL argumentative writing. This article explores
whether the first and second person pronoun use in the Serbian component of
ICLE v3 may have been prompted by the essay title factor. Therefore the selected
essay titles were assessed according to the two criteria: the presence/absence of
first and second person pronouns, and their different uses as regards personal
involvement, i.e. personal (specific), or generic (non-referential) uses. The
results of the analysis show that the pronoun use has been enhanced by the essay
titles at least up to some extent. Moreover, student writers used the pronouns in
their personal meanings more readily if such a model was offered in the essay
title. The implication is that student writers should not only be advised to avoid
personal pronoun use in EFL writing; they should be supported in becoming
aware of the options of expressing their identity, which will lead to adapting their
linguistic choices to genre requirements more successfully.
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Introduction
In the relevant literature on EFL writing (Gilquin and Paquot 2007: 10;
Lee and Swales 2006: 57; Altenberg 1997: 121; Granger 1993: 59),1 it has
been pointed out that most advanced language learners do not
encounter difficulties in EFL writing concerning grammatical features,
but they do have problems with lexical and stylistic features. Thus, the
impression of non-nativeness in EFL student writing may be caused even
by “over- and underrepresentation of words and structures” (Altenberg
1997: 121). Apart from other occurrences, the effect of non-nativeness
in EFL writing may be induced by forms used in order to interact with
1

The terms EFL writing and learner writing are used synonymously in this
paper. The terms learner writers and non-native writers are used synonymously
as well.
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readers explicitly, or by forms expressing personal feelings and
attitudes, almost as in informal spoken language. Such forms are
frequently referred to as involvement features in literature (Ädel 2008;
Gilquin and Paquot 2007; Recski 2004; Altenberg and Granger 2001;
Petch-Tyson 1998 2 ). Involvement features, even in L1, are acquired
before “the opposite” detachment features, which produce the effect of
formal address and lack the explicitness of the writer-reader
relationship. It is important to notice that acquiring detachment
features requires systematic acquisition provided only in formal
education even in L1, which offers at least a partial explanation for
exploiting involvement features in EFL writing.
Typical representatives of involvement features are first and
second person pronouns. The issue of the first and second person
pronoun use in EFL argumentative writing has been discussed in several
studies, and mostly treated as an instance of overuse. Thus, Granger and
Rayson (1998) reported that French learners of English overused first
and second person pronouns; Granger (1998) and Aijmer (2002)
reported that EFL learners heavily relied on I think in their writing;
Leedham and Fernandez-Parra (2017) reported that non-native
speakers studying at UK universities overused we, unlike I, in their
writing. The papers did show that the pronoun overuse was evident,
whereas they did not discuss whether the writing tasks themselves
might have enhanced personal pronoun use.
Therefore this article aims to fulfill the abovementioned vacancy.
In actual fact, the article should answer the question whether the first
and second person pronoun use in the Serbian component of ICLE v3
may have been encouraged by the title factor itself. The rationale behind
the proposed aim is the fact that a number of Serbian ICLE v3 essay titles
use the personal pronouns themselves, which will be dealt with in more
detail in the following part.
Literature overview
Recski (2004: 7) explored the proportions of first and second
person pronouns in the six sub-corpora of the ICLE v1 corpus: Czech,
Brazilian, French, Spanish, Dutch, and Finnish. His results of first and
second person frequencies are presented in percentages of the total

2

Petch-Tyson (1998: 108) uses the term writer/reader visibility in order to
denote such features.
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number of words and compared with the native corpus LOCNESS (the
Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays).3
Ädel (2006: 82) provided parallel results for the Swedish subcorpus. The results (transformed into percentages for comparability) are
1.22, 0.53, 1.61, the total 3.36, respectively. The same calculation 4
performed for the Serbian sub-corpus of ICLE v3, henceforward ICLE-SE,
makes 0.61, 01.02, and 1.95, respectively, with the total 3.58. Thus, the
data clearly show that all the eight learner corpora of different linguistic
backgrounds exploit first and second person pronouns more frequently
than the native corpus.
I, me, my,
mine, myself
you, your(s),
yourself/-es
we,
our(s),
ourselves
Total

Czech

Brazilian

French

Spanish

Dutch

Finnish

Native

1.28

0.79

0.55

0.49

0.58

0.70

0.29

0.47

0.42

0.38

0.29

0.47

0.37

0.14

1.21

0.97

1.24

1.15

0.52

0.93

0.45

2.76

2.18

2.17

1.93

1.57

2.00

0.88

Table 1. The first and second person frequency percentages (Recski 2004: 7)

On the other hand, the proportions of the pronoun use obviously
differ among the non-native learner groups. Individual pronouns show
considerable differences among the learner corpora as well. Serbian
learners convincingly turned out to be the most frequent users of the
second person; besides, Serbian learners were also the most frequent
users of the first person plural, followed by Swedish learners.
Discussing the degree of comparability of the learner corpora data,
Ädel provides an overview of the four distinct factors causing linguistic
differences at the discourse level:
Factor
Register
awareness
Cultural
conventions
General learner
strategies
3

Argument
instructional

Explanation
background knowledge,
primarily acquired through instruction

typological

differing conventions in L1 and L2

universal claim

foreign language writers employ
universal strategies

The Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays consists of both British and
American argumentative essays written by university students, native speakers
of English. The overall size of the LOCNESS corpus is 319,789 words. It was also
collected at the Catholic University of Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belguim.
4
Calculated on the basis of the complete corpus via the relevant ICLE v3
homepage, https://corpora.uclouvain.be/cecl/icle/home.
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Genre
comparability

apples and oranges

corpora not being comparable due to
external factors (e.g., time given,
intertextuality)

Table 2. The four factors causing linguistic differences (Ädel 2008: 41, modified)

In light of the overview above, the differences in the proportions of
the pronoun use in the eight learner corpora can be ascribed to the
factors of register awareness, cultural conventions, general learner
strategies, and, also, to instances of genre comparability. Namely,
although all the corpora nominally consist of the same genre, i.e.
argumentative essays, and they were collected following consistent and
strict collection guidelines, the issue of their full comparability can be
raised concerning titles themselves.
Firstly, the native and the non-native corpora differ considerably
according to the title factor, since a number of essays in LOCNESS was
written on the topics which do not require personal responses (e.g., “A
single Europe: A loss of sovereignty for Britain”, “French society and
Institutions“), whereas most titles in the non-native corpora do favour
personal involvement. This was first mentioned by Recski (2004: 2), who
remarked that first and second person (over)use may have been caused
by titles themselves. In other words, he noted that ICLE participants
were expected to write argumentative essays that, by definition, should
be formal, whereas essay titles included instances of explicit personal
reference themselves, e.g., “Some people say that in our modern world,
dominated by science, technology and industrialism, there is no longer
place for dreaming and imagination. What is YOUR opinion?” This,
according to Recski (2004: 3), can be seen as a factor causing the
noticeable pronoun overuse in non-native corpora.
Paquot et al. (2013: 378) also note that personal reference cannot
be avoided “in the case of argumentative essays such as those contained
in the International Corpus of Learner English.” Their aim was to explore
whether the noticeable EFL learners’ involved style can be attributed to
the genre itself, i.e. the argumentative type of texts. Their pilot study,
however, showed that “the more involved style commonly attributed to
EFL learners’ writing is not prompted solely by the type of argumentative
writing that has usually been analyzed in learner corpus research,”
though they did conclude that students “adapted to genre requirements
to some extent” (2013: 385).
Secondly, although it has to be recognized that most non-native
ICLE essay titles imply personal involvement, they also differ among
themselves regarding whether they contain first and/or second person
pronouns, and, if they do, whether the pronouns are in personal or
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generic use, implying different levels of personal involvement. In other
words, the results in Table 1 extended for the Swedish and Serbian data
obtain no information on first and second person use in essay titles; they
do not provide any insight about the pronoun occurrences in generic or
non-generic (personal) uses either.
First and second person pronouns as involvement features
It has already been stated that first and second person pronouns
are generally seen as involvement discourse features, typically used in
informal speaking. The ICLE-SE examples below, (1) and (2), imply
personal involvement:
(1) When we started our relationship, I was only a kid who was
madly in love with him. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0005.1>)5
(2) Wow, you've read through all of that opinionated, ill- informed
sensationalist tripe. Congratulations on making it to the end.
(<ICLE-SE-NS-0015.1>)
Now, I is rather unambiguous in its reference (Biber et al. 1999:
329), and it is typically an exponent of personal involvement. However,
you and we are much more ambiguous (Huddleston and Pullum 2002:
1465-1468; Biber et al. 1999: 329; Quirk et al. 1985: 350), since they
fluctuate between generic (non-referential) and personal (specific) uses.
In actual fact, the preliminary analysis of ICLE-SE for first and second
person pronoun use (Marković 2017) showed that the overuse of you
and we in the corpus mostly includes their generic uses, denoting the
mankind on the whole:
(3) In books you are allowed to be an angel, an alien, a demigod, a
hero or just an ordinary man. You can be in love, you can hate
or you can suffer. (<ICLE-SE-ES-0008.3>)
(4) […] we are all God’s children. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0010.2>)
Since the concept of personal involvement primes the qualities of
personality and uniqueness, generic use should be treated as directly
opposite to personal involvement. Besides, generic meanings are also
commonly achieved using other linguistic means, e.g. people, all human
beings, everyone, etc., whereas personal uses could be replaced by a
very limited number of rarely used linguistic means (e.g. the writer
himself, dear reader, etc.). Subsequently, generic you and we are not
seen as features of personal involvement in the article.
5

Essay codes are provided in brackets following examples. First and second
person pronouns are marked by italics in the examples.
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It is important not to think about the generic/personal distinction
as a clear-cut dichotomy, but rather as a continuum with intermediate
areas. Thus, for example, you may be ambiguous, since “the deeper we
go into impersonal you, the more personal it seems” (Bolinger 1975:
205): in the long run you may serve as a disguise for the writer’s
personality. That use is referred to as author pronoun (Hyland 2002b:
352), and classified as personal involvement in the article:
(5) When you look at both, good and bad sides […], you can easily
draw the conclusion that […] (<ICLE-SE-BG-0052.2>)
In light of the literature review, as previously mentioned, the article
aims to explore the factor of essay titles as regards first and second
person use in ICLE-SE. More precisely, essay titles in the article are
assessed according to the two criteria: the presence/absence of first and
second person pronoun forms in titles, and their different uses as
regards personal involvement, i.e. personal (specific), or generic (nonreferential) uses. The methodology in the paper is dominantly
qualitative, including some basic quantitative data, i.e. frequencies.
The research and the results
This paper exploits Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (Granger
2015; Granger 1996) in a specific inter-corpus manner. The part of ICLE
v3 (Granger et al. 2020) that is being explored selectively is ICLE-SE, the
Serbian learner corpus, containing 325 argumentative essays, or
202,621 words. The selected part consists of 101 essays, or about 63,600
words.
Every national team contributing a sub-corpus to ICLE v. 3 was free
to provide their own titles, apart from the essay titles provided by the
ICLE team. In ICLE-SE, in the end, the number of essay titles was twentysix. After careful qualitative analysis of title relevance to the issue in
question, a selection process has been carried out.
Firstly, there are some essay titles which were used extremely
rarely (e.g. “All armies should consist entirely of professional soldiers:
there is no value in a system of military service”), and subsequently may
be seen as individual, idiosyncratic responses. On the other hand, there
are a few titles to which more than twenty students responded, which
makes them more favourable for the research.
Secondly, some of the titles are not methodologically exploitable in
the proposed research into the causal links. Thus, for example, “Early
marriages are more likely to end up with early divorces” is a topic to
which student writers respond differently: those who have had some
marriage experience will offer personal responses, unlike others; “Does
age matter in relationships?” lends itself easily to a personal answer
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after some personal experience of that kind. Subsequently, in the case
of such essay titles (i.e. most essay titles) the degree of personal
involvement may be ascribed to the writer’s life experience, and not
primarily to the presence/absence of personal pronouns in the titles and
their uses.
After discarding a number of essay titles for the abovementioned
reasons, the following titles, each of which is specific for
presence/absence of generic/personal pronoun use, were deemed
suitable for the exploration of causal links:
 “Are we too dependent on computers?”, being the only essay title
containing the first person plural we in the generic meaning, with 24
essays or 16,512 words (Group 1),
 “In our modern world, dominated by science, technology and
industrialization, there is no longer a place for dreaming and
imagination. What is your opinion?”, being the only essay title
containing the second person pronoun you in the personal meaning,
with 14 essays, or 9,617 words (Group 2),
 “Most university degrees are theoretical and do not prepare
students for the real world,” being the only essay title referring to
all participants as a social group, but with no explicit pronoun use,
containing 26 essays, or 15,644 words (Group 3),
 “Conflicts are necessary for healthy relationships”, being the only
essay title judged to easily lend itself to a personal response to all
the student writers (since everyone must have had some experience
in the topic), but with no explicit personal pronoun use, with 20
essays or 11,716 words (Group 4).
In order to form a ‘non-personal’ control group, the essay titles
judged to be least personal in the corpus were identified. Taking into
consideration the usual lifestyles and the socio-cultural background of
the Serbian learner writers (Blagojević 2013), the control group (CG) was
made up of the three essay titles, “Is artificial intelligence a threat to
humankind?”, “Is freedom of speech an illusion?” and “Should books,
plays and films be subjected to censorship?,” forming the group of 17
essays (5, 8, 4, respectively), or 10,111 words. The three titles discuss
the topics related to the mankind or the society, thus encouraging
generic uses of personal pronouns (if any); they do not use personal
pronouns themselves; finally, they are all in the same, question form.
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The quantitative overview
The initial overview of the quantitative data is presented in Table
3. It contains the basic data: individual pronoun hits, pronoun totals, and
the overall total. 6 Thus, n stands for the number of occurrences,
f/10,000 stands for normalized frequencies per 10,000 words.
essay
s
word
s

G1

G2

G3

G4

CG

24

14

26

20

17

16,512

9,617

15,644

11,716

10,111

n

f/10,00
0

n

f/10,00
0

I

69

42

56

58

me
my
1st sg.
total

6
26
10
1

4
16

4
4

4
4

61

64

67

you

73

44

22

23

96

61

your
2nd
total

23

14

11

11

24

96

58

33

34

66

38
13
4
19
1
65

103

96

we
us
our
1st pl.
total
total

32
5
77
19
3
59
5
79
2

47

18
4
63

117

99

197

360
480

34
6
44
3

191

360
461

n
10
9
8
8
12
5

35
2
61
1

f/10,00
0

n

f/10,00
0

n

f/10,00
0

70

65

55

17

17

5
5

5
24

4
20

4
4

4
4

80

94

80

25

25

128

16

16

73

7

7

201

23

23

86

15
0
85
23
5

122

74

63

42

15

13

17
7
40

61

29

25

53

225
391

11
8
44
7

101
382

27
0
31
8

175
40
52
267
315

Table 3. The quantitative overview

Group 1 (“Are we too dependent on computers?”)
The G1 data show that the 69 I hits appear in 16 out of the 24 essays
in the group. Their role, just as the role of me and my, is personal. A
closer look at the AntConc concordance plot shows that the distribution
of I occurrences in G1 is rather uneven: whereas most essays contain a
few I hits, an essay in the group contains almost a third of all the
occurrences (21 hits):

6

The use of the possessive determiners turned out to be of much more
importance for the research than the use of the relevant pronouns (mine, yours,
ours). More precisely, possessive pronouns in the five groups turned out to be
almost non-existent (a single “mine” hit in G2, a single “yours” hit in G4, and
one more “mine” one in the CG). Therefore, we opted for the inclusion of the
possessive determiners in this case at the expense of the pronoun forms.
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(6) First of all, I have to say that I chose this topic for I am a huge fan
and user of all gagdets related to computers in general […].
(<ICLE-SE-BJ-0026.1>)
Thus, had the abovementioned essay been left out, the average
number of occurrences per essay would have been about two.
On the other hand, the distribution of you is more even, with up to
maximum 7 hits in a single essay. It appears in 17 essays, mostly in
generic use (just like your):
(7) The principle is like this: you enter a vehicle, […] and the vehicle
starts to drive on its own without you even having to move a
finger. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0003.1>)
The first person plural analysis shows, firstly, that all the 24 essays
contain we occurrences. The maximum number of we hits in an essay is
37, all in generic use, just like we in the essay title. A part of the
concluding paragraph is provided below:
(8) […] we are surrounded with them wherever we go, and we need
them. But, we should have limits, and we should not use them
all the time […]. We should find a normal and healthy balance
when it comes to our dependence on computers […]. (<ICLE-SEBJ-0004.2>)
Most essays contain between 10 and 20 we hits, in generic use, the
average number per essay being 14. It is insightful to add that the
number of our hits is very high – the highest across the groups: our
appears in 23 essays, with the average 8 hits per essay. Moreover, its
usage is also generic, and it seems to be inserted wherever possible, e.g.:
(9) Technology undoubtedly plays a major part in our modern day
lives. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0003.1>)
(10) On top of that, we cannot leave out our mobile phones, a
gadget so small and yet so useful. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0003.1>)
(11) With the advent of personal computers, our pace of life has
increased exponentially. We are all connected and tuned in.
(<ICLE-SE-BG-0016.2>)
Group 2 (“In our modern world, dominated by science, technology
and industrialization, there is no longer a place for dreaming and
imagination. What is your opinion?”)
Out of the 14 essay responses to the ‘your opinion’ title, 11 contain
the first person singular I, used in order to retell personal experience or
attitude:
(12) So, yes, I think there are still left some few calm places on this
planet […]. (<ICLE-SE-BJ-0045.1>)
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Moreover, the previous excerpt is a direct answer to the title question,
which obviously echoed in the writer’s mind.
You hits are distributed in half the essays. What is important to
emphasize is that, unlike in other groups, they appear in full personal
involvement apart from generic use:
(13) Machines are taking people's jobs and replacing them in
factories and companies more and more every day, which is
terrible and just a little bit scary if you ask me. (<ICLE-SE-BJ0009.1>)
(14) Some of those people have made their dreams come true, but
now I ask, will you do the same? (<ICLE-SE-BG-0020.1>)
The student writers are obviously ‘talking’ to their target readers in
the course of essay writing. In (14), moreover, the writer is asking a
question, which also shows that the title form echoed in his mind.
The first person plural is used in all the essays in the group. The
average of we hits per essay is 13. We is used mostly generically, or, in
several places, it is used as author pronoun we, in order to answer the
title question implying the author’s opinion under the disguise of the
first person plural:
(15) However, we must ask ourselves if that is really true. […] Having
that in mind, we can deduce […]. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0020.1>)
(16) […] we must not assume that newer generations are wrong […]
If we look at it this way, imagination and dreams are definitely
not something that can easily be destroyed. […] We must accept
the differences […]. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0024.2>)
(17) The only thing that is left for us to do is deal with what comes
in our stride and live our lives as best as we can […]. (<ICLE-SEBG-0020.1>)
Our is also quite frequent, 7 hits per essay on average, mostly used
generically.
Group 3 (“Most university degrees are theoretical and do not
prepare students for the real world”)
The G3 title refers to all student writers themselves, questioning
whether most university degrees are only theoretical. However, it does
not contain any pronouns. The first person singular I is used in 18 out of
the 26 essays, the number of hits exceeding 10 only in one essay (28
hits). Just as in the previous groups, I is used in order to present personal
experiences:
(18) When I left university and started teaching English in a
secondary school, I found that, although I had good theoretical
knowledge of what I was teaching, I had difficulties teaching it
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to students and I did not know how to do the paperwork I was
expected to do. (<ICLE-SE-ES-0007.3>)
The same role is performed by the two other parts, me and my.
You appears more frequently than in G1 and G2. Its role is
mostly generic:
(19) After all, you can't become a doctor if you don't get through all
these procedures. Similarly, you can't become a lawyer without
spending some time in a courtroom, you can't be a teacher
without getting in touch with pupils […]. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0037.1>)
However, in <ICLE-SE-ES-0016.3> you is used personally –
describing the first-hand writer’s experience, i.e. as an author pronoun:
(20) When you come to a real school and meet the real situations
the things become terrifying. First of all you have some kind of
unwritten pedagogical rules that are shared between your
present colleges. Those rules and their teaching style might be
total opposite to the things you learned. You can have attitude
that this is not your business but you have already your first
problem. […] You are like a lonely soldier facing the firm and well
organized system that will try to make you do the things on their
own way. […] (<ICLE-SE-ES-0016.3>)
We appears in 24 out of the 26 essays in G3, but it is less frequent
than in G1 or G2 (225 vs. 360). It mostly denotes – students, either
collectively, or as a specific group to which the writer belongs;
nevertheless, its usage does imply personal involvement:
(21) When we study at a university we spend so much time in
classrooms, in front of computers, and learning. We learn a
variety of things, we cover different topics, we spend our time
on various projects, and we listen to our teachers and their
lectures. But what we do not do […]. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0037.1>)
(22) Most of my friends believe that we lack practical education in
general and that the very lack of it is the basic issue for many
problems in our public sector, government, law etc. (<ICLE-SEBG-0001.2>)
We is also used as an author pronoun in an essay the conclusion of
which echoes the title:
(23) Because of all the above, we can conclude that most university
degrees are in fact theoretical and do not prepare students for
real world because of the reasons related to students, teachers
and universites. (<ICLE-SE-ES-0014.1>)
The average number of we hits is 7, but three essays exceed the
average greatly, containing 20 or 23 hits.
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The closer analysis of the two essays containing no first plural forms
at all (we, us, our), which is generally rare in ICLE-SE, has showed that
the two student writers took a completely impersonal attitude, not
‘uncovering’ their own student status to putative readers. Both writers
use student(s) or they, but not we, unlike all other student writers in the
group:
(24) The happiness in the photograph of any student who has
recently graduated cannot be described adequately, even if the
greatest poets wanted to write about it or if the greatest
painters tried to paint it. […] The piece of paper, so carefully
wrapped in red leather binding, means the world to the student.
It means they made it. […] They are the ones who have recently
adopted the UN resolution on climate change […] (<ICLE-SE-BG0039.2>)
(25) Most university degrees are theoretical and do not prepare
students for the real world […] On the other hand, the statement
that university degrees are theoretical and do not prepare
students for real life can be interpreted in a different way as
being not completely true or false at all. (<ICLE-SE-ES-0014.3>)
Group 4: “Conflicts are necessary for healthy relationships”
The first person singular I is used in (only) 8 out of the 20 G4 essays.
In one of them, <ICLE-SE-BJ-0044.1>, it is used 24 times, retelling
personal experiences:
(26) I think conflicts are good […] I do not solve a problem by getting
mad or yelling eventhough I sometimes feel relieved […] I don't
like people who try to be dominant over their partners and I also
don't like people who avoid confrotations because they are
afraid to speak up. (<ICLE-SE-BJ-0044.1>)
The excerpt, as easily noticeable, contains a direct response to the
title. Anyway, other I hits serve the same function, of retelling personal
experience:
(27) Since I was a child my mother have been telling me that I am a
quarrelsome young girl. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0007.1>)
(28) Even If I feel angry I try not to blame the other person because
I'm aware that I also make mistakes and maybe don't have
enough understanding and words of a support. (<ICLE-SE-BJ0044.1>)
You is used generically. Although it is nominally more frequent than
in the previous groups, it is important to note that six essays contain
more than 4/5 of the total hits. Thus, the maximum number in a single
essay reaches 30:
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(29) If you simply accept everything that he or she says without
stating you[r] own opinion, you might get into a trouble. (<ICLESE-BG-0007.1>)
On the other hand, we is less frequent than in the previous groups.
Its role is generic:
(30) Although, sometimes we find it easier to avoid conflicts, we
should bear in mind that it is counterproductive. (<ICLE-SE-BG0036.2>)
There are three essays in G4 containing no first person plural forms.
Generic meanings are acquired using e.g. people, many, or you:
(31) […] people either ask their friends or family members for advice
[…] So, are conflicts necessary for a healthy relationship? In my
opinion, they are definitely a natural part of it, […] Additionally,
things that often lead up to a conflict are an essential part of
getting to know the person you're dating – their habits, ways of
thinking, what makes them tick, and so on. (<ICLE-SE-BG0004.2>)
(32) At the end if you are in a relationship with someone you need
to try and do everything you can to keep the relationship strong
and healthy, and some minor conflicts could help in making that
possible. (<ICLE-SE-BJ-0002.1>)
(33) People going through a conflict are frequently seen as
incompatible for each other's company. […] To conclude,
conflicts are very important in a healthy relationship. […] (<ICLESE-NS-0008.1>)
Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that the title statement echoes
in excerpts (31) and (33); the writers make direct references to it either
by making a question out of it and answering it directly (31), or by
confirming the exact statement in the conclusion (34).
The Control Group (“Is artificial intelligence a threat to
humankind?”, “Is freedom of speech an illusion?”, “Should books,
plays and films be subjected to censorship?”)
Firstly, it should be noted that the titles do not contain pronouns,
and that the CG essays use the pronouns least frequently on average.
First person singular is also less frequent than in the four groups –
at least twice less frequent. Thus, I appears in 8 out of 17 essays with
the personal reference in a relatively even distribution.
The second person you is less frequent than in other groups, too. It
appears in 7 essays, most of them containing 1 or 2 hits in generic use.
The exception is <ICLE-SE-BG-0020.2>, containing 8 you hits in the
personal reference:
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(34) Can you speak with a Scotch tape over your mouth? Nobody
forbids you to do it, but are you able to pronounce the words
clearly? If somebody told you to think outside the box, but then
made sure the box is properly closed, would you be able to see,
think, explore? I will tell you. You would not.
First person plural is less frequent than in G1 and G2, but more
frequent than in G3 and G4. Its distribution is rather uneven across the
essays. Thus, we is used in 15 out of the 17 essays, but 4 essays contain
about 60% of the total we occurrences. All the four essays use we in the
generic role:
(35) Do we look to them like children lost in supermarkets, hurrying
around, looking for someone or something, unaware of the rest
of the world passing by us? If they do, they are partially right.
We are hungry for information. We run, we seek, we discover.
(<ICLE-SE-BJ-0011.2>)
(36) We use one of our most precious rights to insult people who
think differently, to claim supremacy over others, or simply to
mock because sometimes being "smart" of "funny" in our virtual
lives makes us feel better about ourselves. We rarely stop […]
(<ICLE-SE-BJ-0006.3>)
On the other hand, there is an essay containing no first person
plural hits:
(37) Many believe that major censorship should exist. […] On the
other hand, censorship tends to be seen as a violation of human
rights: not only does it not let people entertain themselves […].
(<ICLE-SE-BG-0016.1>)
The essay also contains the direct answer to the title question:
(38) Finally – yes, censorship should exist, but to a certain extent
only.
Moreover, there are a few essays using e.g. people, humans,
everyone, or many generically, and containing a sporadic first plural hit
(we or our):
(39) If we talk about movies, or plays, handouts could be handed out
with every ticket sold that would contain ways in which they can
be interpreted. […] People have different opinions when it
comes to this topic […]. (<ICLE-SE-BG-0010.2>)
(40) In 1963, Martin Luther King Jr. held a historical speech, where
he demanded a racial equality, justice for all people, since we
are all God's children. (<ICLE-SE-BJ-0009.2>)
(41) […] every human being is guaranteed the right to form and state
any opinion on any topic of their choosing, without being
punished for doing so. Ideally, people ought to understand that
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[…]. One of the most pressing social issues of our time is
determining where to draw the line between the right to
freedom of speech and the right to not be discriminated against.
[…] It is not unreasonable to expect that humans, as sentient
beings, should be capable of appreciating the difference. […]
Everyone is offended by something. (<ICLE-SE-BJ-0023.1>)
Discussion
In G1, where the title includes generic we, the first plural is most
frequent, and it appears in all the essays in the generic role;
subsequently all the G1 essays contain at least a single pronoun form.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the generic we in the essay title is
responded to by extensive generic we and our use in the essays
themselves, establishing a causal link between the two. The general
impression after reading the essays in this group is that the first person
plural occurrences fill in all the potential vacancies in the essays.
The G2 title contains a direct address to the student writer via ‘your
opinion’. Here all the pronouns can be found in personal roles. Namely,
the second person is used to address the reader, apart from its generic
role; whereas first person plural, which is as frequent as in G1, is used
as author pronoun apart from its generic use. Just like in G1, every G2
essay also contains at least a single pronoun form. Therefore, the G2
analysis shows that there is a causal link between the G2 title pronoun
and the G2 essay pronoun use.
G3 title contains no pronouns, but the topic easily lends itself to
personal responses, being closely related to student writers. Apart from
the exceptional use of you and we as author pronouns in an essay each,
it is worth noting that the first person plural is used mostly in denoting
students collectively. However, there are two student writers taking a
completely impersonal stand, not identifying themselves as students.
Not every essay in the group contains first person plural, which is the
most widespread pronoun generally speaking. All these summarizing
statements lead to the conclusion that there is also a causal link in the
case of G3.
G4 title contains no pronouns, but the topic is universally personal
– conflicts in relationships. Its six essays use generic you very frequently,
unlike the remaining twelve ones, using it sporadically; thus, overall
frequent use of generic you is a rather individual choice. On the other
hand, generic first person plural is the least frequent among the groups.
Three essays do not contain first person plural at all. Thus, it is observed
that although the topic is as a very personal one, the overall pronoun
use is both less frequent than in the previous groups and mostly generic.
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The following conclusion can be drawn: the title pronoun absence,
although in the case of a rather personal topic, is not responded to by
extensive use of dominantly personal pronouns, which may have been
expected on the grounds of the topic itself.
Finally, CG consists of essay responses to the three least personal
topics, the titles containing no pronouns. The total normalized
frequency in this group is the lowest, which is also the case with first
person singular and second person individually. The pronouns you and
we are used generically. There is an essay not containing first person
plural at all. Subsequently, it can be concluded that apart from sporadic
personal I uses, the essays are devoid of personal you and we.
It is important to emphasize that direct responses or references to
essay titles are found in all the groups. Even more importantly, the
lexico-grammatical constructions used in the title are mostly kept in the
student writer responses.
It is obvious that there is a degree of general inconsistency in the
pronoun use in the student writing that is title-independent. Thus,
student writers (in all the groups) use a range of available linguistic
means to achieve mostly generic meanings, taking for granted that they
are fully interchangeable. In this way, advanced EFL writing clearly
exhibits a high degree of variability, the expected ‘defining characteristic
of learner language’ (Saville-Troike 2005: 102).
Conclusion
In light of the findings, it is concluded that there are causal links
between first and second person pronouns in the essay titles and the
extensive pronoun use in the essays themselves. Namely, in totality, all
the essay responses to the two titles including pronouns contain
pronouns themselves; moreover, most essays use them very
extensively. The generic we in the title is responded to by both extensive
generic we and generic you in the essays; the personal you is responded
to by personal uses of you and we, apart from their generic uses. On the
other hand, the two groups whose titles do not contain pronoun forms
at all, one of them being very personal, comprise essays without any
pronoun forms.
Based on the preceding summary, we may conclude that, in the
case of the ICLE-SE essays, interpreting first and second person pronoun
only as an instance of personal involvement feature overuse is a serious
simplification. In other words, the extensive pronoun use by the Serbianspeaking student writers turns out to be at least partially induced by
pronoun use in the essay titles themselves. Moreover, it is also clear that
the student writers are sensitive to whether pronoun uses in the titles
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are dominantly personal or generic, adapting their linguistic choices to
the “title model”. It should be added that the general influence of the
original title wording is also visible in several direct references made by
student writers in their essays apart from pronoun use.
Furthermore, it is noticeable that first person singular is sometimes
replaced by author pronouns we or you. The reasons are certainly to be
found in the cultural conventions of the Serbian-speaking community
(Blagojević, 2013), being a clearly “we”-oriented one. However, since
the L1 culturally-grounded linguistic choices in a foreign language
certainly make an ‘ideologically loaded question’ (Lee and Chen 2009:
92), this linguistic choice is justified in the paper.
We must not forget the fact that authorial reference is expected to
be generally avoided by L2 students as a result of formal instruction
(Hyland 2002a). Seeing such instruction as a disservice to students,
Hyland (2002b: 357) claims that learners should be assisted in becoming
aware of the options of expressing their identity. His view is even more
to be supported in the case of essays which require the expression of
the writer’s identity, such as the bulk of the ICLE-SE essays.
Obviously, students should be supported and provided with
available options of expressing their identity in EFL writing, not only
advised to avoid authorial reference in formal styles. In other words, it
is more plausible to help Serbian-speaking writers build the necessary
consistency between genres and interpersonal discourse features than
simply regard any pronoun use as unnecessary non-native personal
involvement feature in EFL writing. Obviously students will express their
identity and build some writer-reader relationship in their EFL writing;
therefore, the only option is to instruct them how to make a reasonable
balance between the genre conventions and their linguistic choices.
Finally, we may add that in order to assess student writing in an
unbiased way, it is compulsory to take all the factors into consideration,
including the very beginning – the essay title.
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ЈА, ТИ И МИ У АРГУМЕНТАТИВНОМ ПИСАЊУ НА ЕНГЛЕСКОМ ЈЕЗИКУ КАО
СТРАНОМ КОД СРБОФОНИХ ГОВОРНИКА ИЗ УГЛА НАСЛОВА САСТАВА
Учестала употреба личних заменица представља једну од заједничких
карактеристика неизворних корпуса писаног енглеског језика. Углавном се
тумачи и интерпретира као експонент неформалног стила, односно
последица недовољне упућености у жанровске карактеристике писаног
језика.
У овом раду истражујемо да ли се употреба личних заменица првог и
другог лица у корпусу неизворног енглеског код србофоних говорника, у
оквиру међународног корпуса ICLE v3, може довести у везу са фактором
самих наслова аргументативних састава који чине корпус. Прецизније,
анализирали смо евентуални утицај коришћења личних заменица првог и
другог лица у наслову састава на учесталост заменица у саставима, посебно
у негенеричким употребама. Резултати анализе показали су да се
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учесталост коришћења личних заменица у саставима повећава уколико се
личне заменице користе у самом наслову. Даље, заменички облици такође
прате наслове и када су у питању негенеричке употребе, што је још
значајније за истраживање.
Подразумевамо да су србофони студенти извесно примили
инструкције у погледу непожељности честог коришћења личних заменица
првог и другог лица у академском писању, али извесно је да су такве
инструкције мање сугестивне од употребе заменичких облика у самим
насловима. На основу тога закључујемо да релевантне формалне
инструкције морају бити допуњене представљањем других језичких
могућности изражавања мишљења и сопственог идентитета на енглеском
као страном језику. У том случају србофони говорници своју потребу за
изражавањем идентитета могу делимично реализовати коришћењем
формалнијих механизама, у циљу усаглашавања карактеристика дискурса
са циљним жанром, односно овладавања стилским и жанровским
карактеристикама писаног дискурса страног језика.
Кључне речи: прво лице једнине, прво лице множине, друго лице, наслов
састава, неформални стил, генеричка употреба, лична употреба
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Abstract: The context of L2 learning (L2LC) is the most immediate learning
environment for L2 learners, hence potentially influencing their L2 attitudes and
linguistic behaviour. In this paper, we focused on an affective variable (students’
attitudes), and social (the classroom as a community of practice/CoP), but also
cultural indirectly (students’ integration into their CoP). The main aim of the
study was to explore the attitudes of two age and educational profile groups to
the L2LC, and subsidiary to determine whether their evaluation of the L 2LC is
connected with the extent to which they are exposed to the L2 through its use as
the language of instruction (L2LoI), and the age when they started learning the
L2. The main administered instrument was the AL2LC scale, which showed good
psychometric properties, and the gathered quantitative data were analysed in
IBM SPSS 21. In a nutshell, the results show that the L2LC is one composite
factor, closely connected with the frequency of use L2LoI, which gives rise to its
actual employment in L2 classes. Secondary school students evaluated their
overall L2LC better, and significant differences were found between the age and
educational profile groups on individual components. In conclusion, further
investigations are needed in order to analyse the L2LC in more detail, but within
a broader concept of the L2 learning environment, including other sources of
input learners are exposed to, as well as their relation to students’ L2 learning
attitudes, and potentially achievement.
Keywords: AL2LC scale, communities of practice, the context of L2 learning
(L2LC), L2 as the language of instruction (L2LoI), L2 attitudes

1 L2 learning context within SLA: Then and now
Discovering the mechanisms underlying the acquisition of a second and
foreign language (L2) has long been at the heart of Second language
acquisition (SLA) studies. Consequently, the SLA literature “abounds in
approaches, theories, models, laws, and principles” (Ellis, 1985 248),
with no “unifying theory” so far developed. Two broad views on
language learning have been particularly influential, i.e. cognitive, and
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more recently social. Put broadly and plainly, the former focuses on
more general cognitive processes relative to SLA, and views language
learning as a “complex cognitive skill”, without the need to define an
innate linguistic mechanism (McLaughlin; Mitchell, Myles, and
Marsden), as Universal Grammar does for instance. The latter places
social and contextual orientations at the forefront, underlining “larger
social constructs, groups, histories, boundaries, and ideologies that are
also discursively invoked and (re)produced in social settings” (Duff 380).
Although both perspectives aim at the same goal (De Costa and
Crowther 22), no consensus has yet been reached about the scope of
SLA research.
What many researchers agree on, however, is the fact that learning
an L2 is unlike any other kind of learning (e.g. playing a game), and it also
differs from learning of any other school subject in instructional contexts
(e.g. maths) (Grubor, 2015; Dörnyei; Ellis, 1990; Gardner, 2007). If we,
therefore, try to make a more unified view on L2 language learning, we
can state that SLA in its complexity entails the cognitive element (e.g.
language aptitude), affective (e.g. attitudes to L2 and L2 learning), social
(e.g. social networks and/or communities of practice), and cultural (e.g.
the level of acculturation into the target and/or imagined language
community). Since many people and researchers regard language
learning as a “purely intellectual activity”, but also “something they are
passionate about because they enjoy understanding how different
languages work” (Duff 379), we must consider factors that are beyond
the individual’s cognitive abilities in contrast to a vast body of research
that has been conducted in that direction for many years behind us.
Since many authors point to the importance of the context in
understanding SLA (e.g. Littlewood), the subject matter of our study will
be students’ evaluations of the context where they learn English in
instructional settings, as an instance of the most immediate learning
environment. L2 learning environment represents in general everything
the learner hears or sees in an L2, and all the situations in which the
learner comes into contact with the L2 (cf. Dulay, Burt, and Krashen), as
well as the way they experience learning it. Furthermore, the role of
participation in learning (and participation as learning) has become
foregrounded in the SLA research since the 1990s (e.g. Grubor, 2020a;
Zappa-Hollman and Duff). The variable that has been regarded as central
to L2 learning is the input that learners receive and/or are exposed to
(Miličević Petrović and Grubor, 183). This is common ground for a wide
range of authors belonging to different perspectives since they agree
that no language can be acquired without a sufficient amount of input
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(Gass)7. Input, can be further classified as in- and out-of-class input, and
can also comprise the L2 as the language of instruction (cf. Grubor,
2018), since any sample of language serves that function. This variable
might play an important role in bringing an L2 closer to its learners and
forming more positive attitudes to L2 learning, as some studies suggest
(cf. Grubor, 2020a). Similarly, the more frequent the use of L2, the more
exposed the learner gets to the target language, which may be the
reason why using the L2 only (i.e. as the language of instruction, and in
any kind of class members’ correspondence with their teacher and peers
in class, and preferably out of class with their teacher) seems to be
regaining its former glory. In sum, variables such as input, L2 as the
language of instruction, and learners’ most immediate learning
environment are potential contributors to better achievement in L2, as
well as the formation of attitudes (Grubor, forthcoming).
The context of learning an L2, which is our focus, has long been
termed as the basic, typically clear-cut, distinction between the two
learning settings, i.e. learning an L2 as a second (SLL) and foreign
language (FLL). The former is usually defined as the official, societally
dominant language, used in the learner’s immediate social surroundings
and fulfilling many important functions (e.g. a medium of instruction in
education, language used in a work environment, in everyday
encounters etc) when acquired by minority groups and/or immigrants.
The latter normally refers to the language that is learnt in
instructional/classroom settings, as a curricular requirement (e.g. Gass
and Selinker 7; Saville-Troike 4; VanPatten and Benati 180). Both
languages, however, refer to non-native languages (i.e. languages other
than the speaker’s mother tongue/L1). This division is in line with
Krashen’s distinction between acquisition and learning, within his
Monitor Model (Krashen), whereby the former refers to the process of
rule internalisation, is meaning-oriented and nonconscious, brought
about by exposure to comprehensible input, while the latter pertains to
the study of explicit rules of language, which is apparently rulegoverned, and hence conscious/deliberate (Richards and Schmidt 312).
Many authors, nevertheless, rightfully question or highlight the
need for revisiting this distinction, either by acknowledging the
existence of different types of knowledge (e.g. implicit v. explicit,
declarative v. procedural, conscious metalinguistic v. underlying tacit
knowledge), regardless of the L2 learning setting, or by underlining that
in modern society, in times of globalisation, this distinction is becoming
7

For problems of input measurement, cf. Grubor (2018); Miličević Petrović and
Grubor.
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growingly fuzzier since foreign language learners have ample
opportunities for extra-class exposure to L2 (e.g. Grubor, 2018; Butler).
Furthermore, there are examples of SLL where there are speakers whose
use of L2 is limited only to the educational environment, due to their
social networks and/or communities of practice, and there are also
instances where speakers believe they assert their identities by adhering
strictly to their L1 cultural values, one of them being L1, in fear of losing
their roots. In a similar vein, there are instances where FLL can be
restricted only to classroom settings, but also they can be exposed to a
wide range of visual and aural stimuli (e.g. the Internet, mass media,
music, apps etc). Finally, even classroom settings can vary greatly in the
amount and quality of input they provide for learners.
This is the reason why many researchers use the concept of context
in a rather different sense, to refer to different frameworks created
within a certain geographical region, where certain educational
strategies and policies dictate the way teaching is carried out. Thus,
Burt, for example, deals with instructed second language acquisition in
East Asian contexts, and states that “sociocultural traditions,
educational environments, and learning needs” all determine “the ways
learners engage in and make use of language input” (324). Accordingly,
the context is regarded as wider socioeducational surroundings, in
which L2 learning predominantly follows certain socioculturally imposed
beliefs and practices. These socioeducational contexts also impact on
perceptions and attitudes to both learning and teaching (ibid.). This
move comes as no surprise if we consider in addition the increasing
number of scholarly papers dealing with World Englishes, and theories
underpinning the claim on “shared ownership” of the English language,
whereby the language belongs not only to native speakers, but rather to
all people using the language with all the modifications they make to it
and with all culturally-induced meanings attached to their utterances.
Thus, we can come across constructs such as English as an international
(auxiliary), global language, lingua franca (Smith; Crystal; Jenkins
respectively) etc, which are being increasingly researched.
In this paper, nonetheless, we primarily focus our attention on an
affective variable (students’ attitudes) and social (the classroom seen as
a community of practice), but also cultural to a certain extent (students’
integration into their community of practice may well be conditioned by
how relaxed they feel in it, how they assess it in terms of the quality of
interaction, rapport etc). Furthermore, we view context as the most
immediate learning and instructional environment, which subsumes the
physical environment (e.g. textbooks, class materials) as well as
psychological (e.g. students’ attitudes to their teacher, their perception
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of class rapport etc). As for attitudes, they have been regarded as a good
measure to predict linguistic behaviour in sociolinguistic studies (e.g.
Holmes; Llamas and Watt), which is the reason why we set out to
investigate them herein.8 Finally, we also include the learners’ learning
background (e.g. age of the first formal exposure to English) as well as
one instance of input (use of L2 as the language of instruction) that can
influence learners’ mastery of language, their attitudes to learning the
L2, and may bring about using the language as a tool to acquire different
subject matter content outside language learning, as some studies
suggest (cf. Grubor, 2020a).
Therefore, the main aims of the current research are to determine
how students’ belonging to different educational profiles (with English
as their major or not) and different age groups (secondary and tertiary
students) evaluate their most immediate learning environment. To put
it differently, we wish to: (1) explore their attitudes to the English
learning context; (2) determine whether their evaluation is connected
with the extent to which they are exposed to the samples of language
provided in the L2 through the language of instruction; and, (3) test
whether the age when they started learning English plays a role in the
formation of attitudes.
2 Methodology
2.1 The sample
The sample recruited for the study included 223 participants, aged
16 to 24 (M=18.69, Std=2.00), of both sexes (m=67, f=156), two broad
age groups: secondary (N=113) and tertiary students (N=110), two
educational profiles: (1) ‘philologically-oriented’ participants (those
whose major was the English language) and (2) ‘non-philologicallyoriented’ participants (those whose major was not related to language
learning). The distribution of the said age groups within the two
educational profiles was as follows: (1) philologically-oriented
secondary school students (Phil), i.e. (1a) philological course students at
intermediate language level (N=56; m=8, f=48), (1b) English language
university students at proficiency level (N=50; m=13, f=37), and (2) nonphilologically-oriented (NonPhil), i.e. (2a) general course students at
pre-intermediate language level (N=57; m=30, f=27), and (2b) students
of economics at upper-intermediate level (N=60; m=16; f=44).

8

More on attitudes, their structure, measurements, complexity and functions,
cf. Llamas and Watt within purely sociolinguistic research, and Grubor (2015,
2020b), within SLA research.
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All the participants were in year 2 and 3, since students attending
year 1 or 4 may well be at an in-between age, hence not fully
representing their respective age groups. The inclusion of Phil and
NonPhil groups is supported by the idea that these two categories most
likely have different levels of motivation to learn English, the former
voluntarily having chosen to learn it and the latter having English as one
of many subjects/courses. All the participants took part in the research
voluntarily and provided informed consent.
2.2 Instruments and procedures
The following research instruments have been administered to
collect data: (1) sociodemographic questionnaire, (2) English learning
background questionnaire, (3) L2 learning context scale. The main
purpose behind these instruments was to determine: (1) the basic
sociodemographic information on the participants (age, sex,
educational profile, place of birth etc), (2) the participants’ L2 learning
background (age when they started learning English, information on
learning English inside/outside school etc), (3) their attitudes to L2
learning context/AL2LC scale. The AL2LC scale, which may well be termed
Attitudes to the Instructional Context, is a seven-point semantic
differential rating scale, whereby the value 1 denotes the negative point
(a ‘negative’ adjective, such as ‘boring’), 7 the positive end (a ‘positive’
adjective, such as ‘interesting’), while the in-between values represent
gradual nuances between the extreme poles. The scale includes 10
items, reflecting different aspects of L2 learning context: their
teacher/language instructors (e.g. IT4: My English teacher is passive ...
active), teaching materials/textbooks (e.g. IT2: The textbook we use in
English lessons is boring ... interesting), English lessons (e.g. IT1: My
English lessons are static ... dynamic), classroom ambience/rapport (e.g.
IT9: English classroom interaction is bad ... good). Moreover, the
participants were asked to give their estimates concerning the extent to
which English is used in their classes as the language of instruction
(L2LoI). Data were analysed in IBM SPSS 21, and the following statistical
procedures were employed: descriptive statistics, scale reliability test,
independent samples t-test, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
Tukey’s post hoc test, KMO Test for Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity, exploratory factor analysis, and effect size was
computed for every detected significant difference.
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3 Results
3.1 L2 learning background
With regard to the age when the sample started learning English,
the results show a similar age (cf. Table 1). Descriptive statistics (cross
tabs) indicate the age range from 3 to 14, with the majority of the
participants being 11 (53.20%) and 9 years old (25.10%), whereas the
percentage of other ages was negligible (ranging from 0.5% to 5.5%).
The vast majority of the participants also started learning English in
schools at a similar age, in the 5th (70.80%), and 3rd grade (22.40%).
Although this result speaks in favour of a uniform sample in terms of the
starting age, it places a limit at the same time.
L2 learning
background
(L2LB): age
at age 9
at age 11
from 3rd grade
from 5th grade
Philological
32.10
32.70
44.60
20.30
28.60
32.70
64.30
23.20
course (PC)
General course
15.10
14.50
60.40
26.00
11.30
12.20
77.40
26.50
(GC)
Faculty
of
34.00
30.90
58.00
23.60
28.00
28.60
68.00
21.90
Philology (FP)
Faculty
of
20.00
21.80
61.70
31.10
21.70
26.50
73.30
28.40
Economics (FE)
Total
25.10
56.20
22.40
70.80
*The first value for each group represents the value within the group and the second within the
tested variable.

Table 1 L2 learning background (age)

When it comes to learning English outside the school, the majority
of the participants (67.10%) stated that they had not learnt English
outside the formal framework. The remaining 32.90% additionally learnt
English as follows: 67.10% out of the stated percentage attended
language courses, and 32.90% private lessons. Interestingly, no other
form of language learning was reported, such as staying in an English
speaking country or other. As regards the formal education and their
English lessons, 25.60% of the sample (GC) had two classes of English
per week (approximately 72 annually), 25.10% (PC) 5 classes weekly
(around 170 a year), 49.30% 6 classes a week (180 per year for FP and
90 for FE).9
3.2 L2 learning context
The employed AL2LC scale was designed to test the participants’
evaluation of the most immediate facet of the L2 learning environment
9

Students of the FP had English in both terms (autumn and spring), and
students of FE only in one.
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in the educational context (their instructors, class/teaching materials,
lessons, rapport etc). The scale reliability test showed very good internal
consistency α=.897, which gave rise to further analyses.
Descriptive statistics indicate that the total mean value of the scale
is not very high, but the values vary according to the groups of the
sample (cf. Table 2).
L2 learning context (L2LC)
Philological course (PC)
General course (GC)
Faculty of Philology (FP)
Faculty of Economics (FE)
Total (max. 70)

N
56
57
50
60
223

M
57.80
53.67
52.44
46.23
52.43

SD
11.80
8.99
9.17
9.98
10.89

SE
1.58
1.91
1.30
1.29
0.74

Min
26
26
23
27
23

Max
70
66
67
65
70

Table 2 L2 learning context (descriptive statistics)

Since the scale assumes the existence of some key components of
the learning context, as the factors or subfactors comprising the said
construct, we set out to determine its structure. Prior to conducting
exploratory factor analysis (EFA), we employed KMO and Bartlett’s tests,
whose results confirmed that the items on the scale could be factorised
(KMO=.905; χ2(45)=1159.843, p=.000).
The intercorrelation matrix was computed from the evaluated
attitudes, and afterwards factor analysed. By means of EFA only one
factor was extracted, explaining 54.54% of the total variance observed,
including all the items on the AL2LC scale (cf. Table 3). The L2 learning
context thus has shown to be one composite construct in our sample,
including different facets (teacher, method of teaching, teaching
materials, class rapport etc).
Rotated component matrix
Items

Components

Classes: dynamic

.818

1
Textbook: interesting

.683

Class atmosphere: positive

.694

Instructor: appealing

.702

Feelings in class: relaxed

.431

Teaching method: creative

.791

Classes: interesting

.866

Instructor: energetic (active)

.789

Class interaction: good-quality

.740

Class subject content: educational
.781
Method: Principal Component Analysis (Varimax Rotation with Kaiser Normalisation)
a.
Extracted 1 component

Table 3 Factor Loadings >.60
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In view of establishing whether the participants’ evaluation of their
L2 learning context differs between groups, we employed ANOVA,
which showed a statistically very significant difference with large effect
size (F(3, 215)=13.195; p=.000; η2=.18). In order to check whether the
difference lies in age, we performed t-test, which revealed that the
secondary students evaluated their L2 learning context much better
than tertiary (t(217)=4.847; p=.000; η2=.10). Finally, by the age criterion,
a borderline difference with small-to-moderate effect size was found in
subgroups of secondary (t(107)=2.016; p=.046; η2=.04), but very
significant difference, and with moderate-to-large effect size in tertiary
students (t(108)=3.368; p=.001; η2=.09).10
To conclude, the differences were found in the participants who
had chosen to learn the language and those who had English just as one
out of many subjects/courses. Nevertheless, the difference is very big in
tertiary students, which may imply either that the L2 learning context is
more important to English language and literature students than
students of economics, or that the L2 learning context is simply better
in the former setting.
Despite the fact that one single factor was extracted via EFA, we
will present the results of the assumed components, i.e. facets of the
context of L2 learning. The distribution of the participants’ evaluation of
each individual component, within the education profile groups, is
presented in Table 4.
The mean score of the participants’ evaluation of their English
lessons (how dynamic/interesting/educational they are) is moderate.
With the aim of checking whether there is a significant difference
between the age groups, we administered t-test. The test showed a
significant difference, but of small-to-moderate effect size between
secondary and tertiary students (t(217)=2.813; p=.005; η2=.03). When
employed within each age group, it showed a significant difference of
moderate-to-large effect size between Phil and NonPhil in tertiary
students (t(108)=3.318; p=.001; η2=.09), but not secondary.
English lessons
Philological course
General course
Faculty of Philology
Faculty of Economics
Total (max. 21)
Instructional materials

10

N
56
57
50
60
223
N

M
16.32
16.00
15.90
13.82
15.46
M

SD
4.62
3.08
3.15
3.38
3.74
SD

SE
0.63
0.42
0.45
0.44
0.25
SE

Min
5
8
7
6
5
Min

Max
21
20
21
20
21
Max

Tukey’s post hoc test employed on Phil and NonPhil groups supported these
results: significant differences in favour of Phil groups, in secondary (MD=5.364;
SE=1.96; p=0.034), in tertiary students (MD=6.207; SE=1.93; p=0.008).
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Philological course
General course
Faculty of Philology
Faculty of Economics
Total (max. 7)
Class ambience
Philological course
General course
Faculty of Philology
Faculty of Economics
Total (max. 21)
English instructor/teaching
Philological course
General course
Faculty of Philology
Faculty of Economics
Total (max. 21)

56
57
50
60
223
N
56
57
50
60
223
N
56
57
50
60
223

5.77
5.08
4.62
3.13
4.62
M
6.02
5.15
5.64
5.05
5.46
M
17.75
17.40
15.70
15.02
16.45

1.17
1.48
1.43
1.58
1.73
SD
1.38
1.50
1.26
1.33
1.42
SD
4.33
2.67
3.29
3.74
3.74

0.16
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.12
SE
0.18
0.21
0.18
0.17
0.10
SE
0.58
0.37
0.46
0.48
0.25

3
1
1
1
1
Min
1
1
3
2
1
Min
3
12
4
7
3

7
7
7
7
7
Max
7
7
7
7
7
Max
21
21
21
21
21

Table 4 Descriptive statistics: evaluation of individual components on the
AL2LC scale

3.3 Language of instruction
The language of instruction (L2LoI) variable was computed
through students’ estimates of how frequently the L2 is used in their
English classes as the language of instruction, and consequently
compared to their instructor’s estimate. 11 The response range varies
from 1 (never) to 5 (always). Within the secondary students group, there
were different classes involved in each educational profile, while in the
tertiary students we only gained their perceived estimates (cf. Note 5).
The mean values according to the educational profiles vary from 2 (FE),
3 (FP), 3.5 (GC), to 4 (PC).
Since previous research showed the link between the L2LoI and
students’ evaluation of their L2LC (Grubor, 2020a), we performed the
correlation analysis. The correlation was strong and statistically
significant in the entire sample (r=.521; p=.000) and within the
secondary school group (r=.527; p=.000), and moderate within the
tertiary group (r=.308; p=.001), indicating that the more English is used
as the LoI, the more positive evaluation of the L2LC is. Following on
Larson-Hall, we checked effect size for the obtained correlations to test
whether they might have been influenced by the sample size. The results
show large effect size is in the entire sample (R2=.27) and within
secondary students (R2=.28), and moderate in tertiary students (R2=.09),
thereby confirming the results of the correlation analysis. As initially
assumed, the L2LoI and L2LC variables are connected, and apparently
11

This controlled effect was conducted only in secondary school students since
they only had one English teacher, whereas it was impossible to ask all the
language instructors to what extent they use English in tertiary Phil students.
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students who are more frequently exposed to L2 through its use as the
language of instruction, evaluate their immediate learning context
better. This is particularly valid in the group of secondary students.
4 Discussion
As defined earlier, the L2LC is the most immediate learning
environment that students come into contact with while acquiring an
L2, which is theoretically comprised of the external, physical
environment (e.g. class materials/equipment) and psychological,
individual-specific (e.g. students’ attitudes to teachers and their
teaching, quality of classroom interaction etc).
With regard to the instructional conditions of L2 learning (i.e.
where learning takes place within the classroom settings), Loewen
states that SLA takes into account the situation where students are
trying to acquire an L2 through systematic manipulation of these
conditions. Consequently, Butler infers that this “manipulation” can
pertain to “the process in which the learners engage with the input”, in
addition to the manipulation of the linguistic input itself (322). However,
we would like to further elaborate on this hypothesis by adding
psychologically-oriented situations, along with Butler’s dimension of
learners’ attitudes to learning and teaching, in which students come into
contact with the L2 input in the sense that the learning environment
arouses feelings, encourages beliefs and reinforces attitudes in relation
to the target language and learning the L2. In a similar vein, Gardner
(1985) argues that the teacher and teaching methods can have a great
impact on students’ attitude formation (within his socioeducational
model in SLA, particularly relative to the study of motivation). Gardner
and his associates determined the variable attitudes towards the
learning situation to be significant for L2 motivation, and to influence
students’ L2 grades indirectly.
Accordingly, the first aim that we set in this study was to determine
the participants’ attitudes to their L2LC. In terms of psychometric
properties of the administered scale, it displayed good internal
consistency and reliability, which means that it measures the contents it
intended to measure. Overall, our sample evaluated their L2LC
moderately, with varying values across the subgroups. Secondary
students evaluated their L2LC better, but effect size was small. This result
may be interpreted in the light of different educational settings in
secondary and tertiary education, especially with respect to Phil tertiary
students, who were tasked to give an overall estimate of their English
classes, while secondary students could focus only on one teacher.
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However, Phil tertiary students evaluated their L2LC significantly better,
as did Phil secondary students. One factor was extracted via EFA, which
suggests that the assumed components constitute the construct of L2LC,
at least for our sample. Despite this finding, we tested their attitudes
towards specific components of the assumed construct so as to analyse
their attitudes in more detail. Concerning their English lessons and
instructional materials, generally speaking, secondary students and Phil
groups within the age groups reported higher estimates. This finding
may be closely connected to different educational settings in secondary
and tertiary education as stated above, but also may be indicative of the
fact that this variable (L2LC) might play a more important role in
secondary students. Furthermore, more positive evaluation reported by
Phil groups speaks in favour of the individual’s voluntary choice to study
the L2, which is expected. Regarding class ambience, and English
instructor and their teaching methods, a significant difference was
found according to the educational profiles in the first instance, and
according to age in the second. Class ambience, or the way students feel
in English classes, is more positively evaluated in those groups who
voluntarily chose to study the L2, which can be a signal of the level of
motivation to learn the L2, but it can also mean that they feel better
because they are studying something they have an affinity for and are
good at. As for English instructor and their teaching methods, the fact
that secondary students reported higher values may be interpreted
differently. First, these two dimensions may simply be more significant
for secondary students than tertiary, who may conceive of their
educational environment as being placed at a “higher, academic level”,
where the rapport and interaction between the instructor and learners
are not as immediate as in schools. Next, the problem with Phil tertiary
students remains the same with regard to having to provide an overall
estimate, in which case the values may greatly vary from instructor to
instructor.
Our second aim was to determine whether the participants’
attitudes to L2LC are connected with the extent to which English is used
as the LoI. With this respect, we hypothesised that students having L2LoI
might form more positive attitudes to their L2LC since they get hands-on
experience with the L2. On the one hand, the frequency of using the L2
provides the learners with plenty of opportunities for further practice,
thereby increasing their self-confidence. On the other hand, learners are
becoming closer to the target language culture (whether actual or
perceived/imagined) and thus develop their pragmatic (cf. Carter) as
well as other competences (cf. Celce-Murcia). What is more, the results
of many studies support the idea that having L2LoI facilitates the L2
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acquisition, directly or indirectly (e.g. Gradman and Hanania; Marsh,
Hau, and Kong; Taguchi), and definitely promotes more positive
attitudes to the L2LC as well as learning the L2 (e.g. Grubor, 2020a;
Yashima and Zenuk-Nishida). In a nutshell, the results of our study
further corroborate this idea, suggesting that the more frequent the use
of English as the LoI, the more positive attitudes to the L2LC are.
Finally, our last aim was to determine whether the starting age of
formal instruction in English might have had an impact on the
participants’ attitudes, and the results showed no significant
correlations. However, this connection should not be discarded
completely, since the composition of our sample prevented analyses in
the sense that the vast majority of the participants started learning
English at the approximately same age, which is one of the limitations of
the study.
In addition to this, there are other limitations that we would like to
point to. Firstly, the main differences were reported between Phil and
NonPhil groups, and Phil groups are typically comprised of female
participants, as was the case in our study. This fact prevented us from
making comparisons by the sex criterion, which we did not perform due
to the stated. Secondly, a bigger number of different classes in the
context of secondary would be desirable, as well as including more
faculties in the case of tertiary students.
5 L2 learning context: Further ahead
The L2 learning/instructional context, in our opinion, constitutes an
integral part of the learning environment in formal settings. This factor
was hypothesised to subsume the teacher and the quality of their
teaching (i.e. teaching methods), teaching materials, classroom
interaction, class ambience. According to the sample of the present
study, this is one (composite) factor. The differences reported by the
participants may well be an indication of different educational formats
(secondary v. tertiary students), or simply learning an L2 at an academic
level does not provide as many stimuli, as secondary school classrooms
do. Such a claim would however be overly simplified. What is more
plausible is that the subsumed components are simply more important
for young adolescents. Alternatively, tertiary students may simply have
greater expectations, especially Phil students, and NonPhil students
might not find the environment in which they learn English relevant at
all, since they might need it for practical purposes only (either to pass
the course or to master the L2 due to their future job requirements).
Having L2LoI, in our view, plays a crucial role in better mastery of
the L2, in the development of pragmatic competence and spontaneous
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language use, on a linguistic plane, but also in creating a target language
community, comprising of members who use the same target language
in their communications for a wide array of purposes (e.g. informal
conversation, group decision-making, task completion, acquiring subject
content matters outside L2 learning etc), on a more social and
psychological plane. Many authors emphasise the need to maximise
learners’ exposure to L2 input, especially of good-quality, which may be
provided naturally in this way. A study conducted round the world,
including 55 countries (both private and state sectors, schools and
universities) found that using English as a medium of instruction, in this
very instance, is more prevalent in the private sector, but there is a
growing need to increase its use due to the internationalisation and
mobility (cf. Dearden). Although this study aims at bilingual or else
education delivered through English, we believe that L2 teachers may
make a valuable contribution to the development of learners’ sociopragmatic competences, at the same time potentially preparing their
students, and stakeholders to that matter, for a change connected with
the said internationalisation and mobility.
Moreover, we explored young and older adolescents’ attitudes to
their most immediate learning environment, through a disguised
structured technique, the semantic differential, which is a good and
reliable measure of attitudes (Wang). Among many functions that they
have, attitudes serve a social identity function, in helping people define
themselves and their place in groups, and the impression management
function, in enabling them to connect with their environment (Smith,
Mackie, and Claypool).12 The L2 learning context in this sense may be
taken as an instance of a specific community of practice, as seen in
sociolinguistic research, which learners aspire to connect with and be
part of, i.e. which they want to integrate into. On the other hand, it may
also have an important role in the development of L2 identity, whereby
all agents of the L2 learning context (immediate: teacher, peers, their
own individuality, distant: other target language speakers) constitute an
individual’s target language community since identity is regarded as
“socioculturally constructed” (Norton 318), with the emphasis on the
individual’s agency and the role of language and discourse practices in
the construction of identity (Block; Norton and McKinney).13
If we adopt the standpoint that attitudes make an impact on the
performance of linguistic behaviour, we propose that the L2 learning
12

For an insightful analysis, cf. Grubor (forthcoming).
The issue of L2 identity and the importance of L2 culture will be discussed and
explored in-depth elsewhere.
13
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context should be further investigated with respect to their potential
influence on attitudes towards specific behaviours (i.e. learning English),
and consequently L2 linguistic behaviour. Furthermore, it would be
useful to include other sources of input in the analysis in order to
determine the constituent parts of the broader concept of L2 learning
environment, which has been assumed to be crucial for the process of
SLA for many years. Finally, this study has provided us with some useful
information on the importance of using English as the language of
instruction for the formation of positive attitudes, which may be directly
applicable to ELT practitioners and their everyday teaching.
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KONTEKST UČENJA ENGLESKOG KAO STRANOG JEZIKA (S-KUL2 SKALA)
Najneposrednije nastavno okruženje za učenike drugog/stranog jezika (L2) jeste
kontekst učenja L2 (KUL2), koje samim tim potencijalno utiče na stavove prema
L2 ali i na jezičko ponašanje. U ovom radu, prvenstveno smo se fokusirali na
afektivnu varijablu (tj. stavove učenika), i društvenu (tj. učionicu kao delatnu
zajednicu/DZ), ali indirektno i kulturnu (integraciju učenika u DZ). Glavni cilj
istraživanja je da se ispitaju stavovi dve starosne grupe koje pripadaju dvama
obrazovnim profilima prema KUL2, a pomoćni da se utvrdi da li je procena KUL2
povezana sa jedne strane sa stepenom izloženosti učenika L2 kroz njegovu
upotrebu kao jezika učionice (L2JU), a sa druge starosnom dobi kada su ispitanici
počeli da uče L2. Glavni primenjeni instrument je skala S-KUL2, koja je pokazala
dobre psihometrijske karakteristike, a prikupljeni kvantitativni podaci
analizirani su u statističkom programu IBM SPSS 21. Ukratko, rezultati pokazuju
da je KUL2 složeni faktor, usko povezan sa frekventnošću upotrebe L 2JU, što
opravdava upotrebu L2 u nastavi jezika. Srednjoškolci su svoj KUL2 procenili
bolje od studenata, a značajne razlike pronađene su kod pojedinačnih
komponenti između starosnih grupa i obrazovnih profila unutar navedenih
grupa. Da zaključimo, dalja istraživanja su neophodna kako bi se KUL2 ispitao
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podrobnije, kao i njegova uloga unutar šireg konteksta jezičkog okruženja, koji
uključuje i druge izvore inputa kojima su učenici izloženi, i njihov odnos sa
stavovima prema učenju L2, i potencijalno postignućem.
Ključne reči: delatne zajednice, kontekst učenja L2 (KUL2), L2 kao jezik učionice
(L2JU), skala stavova prema kontekstu učenja L2 (S-KUL2), stavovi prema L2.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to investigate translation strategies that
amateur translators use when dealing with culture-specific words and
expressions in the context of subtitling translation. Our research focuses on
finding the most frequent source-oriented and target-oriented strategies
(Pedersen 2011) found in the popular sitcom Still open All Hours. As amateur
subtitling is one of the most interesting disciplines in audiovisual translation, it
is still one of the most underexplored areas of AVT, which makes it suitable for
the present research. Also, cultural references are considered to be one of the
most challenging issues when it comes to translation (Nedergaard-Larsen,
Pedersen), so exploring these aspects will enable us to come to valid conclusions
and insights into the amateur translation process. The translation analysis will be
done by taking into account the text-function theory (Nord 2005) and comparing
amateur translation solutions with proffesional translation samples. As a result,
we hope to find out if amateur translators have in mind a specific target audience
when translating or whether the "external" aspect to translate for a specific
audience is absent (Cronin 2012). In the same vein, we expect to investigate if
these type of translations are just a mere "linguistic exchange" (Orrego-Carmona
2017) and if the translations provided are correct and context-appropriate. By
analysing the corpus we will obtain results about the most used translation
strategies and see if there are differences between amateur and professional
translations, as well as if and to what extent the English language has influenced
the Montengrin language.
Keywords: amateur translation, culture specific words, professional translation.

1. Introduction
Numerous scientific papers and dissertations in the field of audiovisual
translation are the result of growing interest in this discipline. This fact
is not surprising since we are overwhelmed with content such as movies,
series, documentaries and other content. Although some theorists point
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out (Diaz-Cintas & Sanchez-Munoz) that amateur subtitling has so far
been neglected in terms of research, because it is essentially an illegal
activity, today there are numerous scientific papers on the phenomenon
of amateur subtitling. The development of technology has influenced
the translation process of amateurs, as well as the very perception of
this phenomenon.
The availability of digital tools has enabled many, primarily those
who are not professional translators, to start translating. The first
subtitles of amateur-translators appeared in the 1980s and were called
"fansubs." These subtitles were translated by fans of Japanese anime
cartoons. (Lepre, 2015, 77) In literature we encounter various names
that try to define and explain this type of subtitling such as fansubbing,
home-made subtitling, amateur subtitling, fan-based subtitling, etc.
(Lepre, 2015, 77) Today, fans increasingly have the role of creators and
promoters of various types of audiovisual content.
The field of amateur translation is under-researched and many
aspects are not known to the academic community despite the great
interest in this field. For that reason, we will try to explain the amateur
translation process and come to important conclusions on this topic.
2. Theoretical framework
2.1. The Functional theory and humor
Bartoll (2004, 58) points out that technical and linguistic subtitle
parameters depend on the receiver of the message. For Pedersen,
"paratextual parameters" are closely related to the Skopos theory and
represent a limiting factor during the translation process.
Apart from the target audience, in the context of amateur
translation, Pedersen observes that the genre alone can pose a problem
during the translation. Various multimedia forms often serve to provide
information about general or specialized domains. Translating
documentaries, for example, requires the use of specialized
terminology, words and expressions typical for a certain field. Petit
(2004, 26-27) also states that the audiovisual genre has an impact on the
final subtitled product and has its own function in a given context.
The translation of culture-specific elements and humor depends on
technical, linguistic and cultural aspects. (Veiga 2009, 160) Sandersen
and Veiga (2009, 123-175) recognize the factor of "relevance" as a factor
that determines the way a word or and expression is translated.
Ultimately, having in mind all the technical restraints, it prevents a
certain element from being omitted. Pedersen also remarks on the
importance of "centrality" (2005, 12) of a word when it comes to plot
development, pointing out that if it is not central to the story, it can be
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omitted, while it must be translated if it is introduced as a joke. In that
sense, it is important to take into account both the text and co-text since
humor cannot be interpreted out of context. (Diaz-Cintas, 2007, 214)
2.2. Norms and specific aspects in amater and professional
translations
Subtitling translation is based on norms and guidelines which are
meant to facilitate the translation process. Such gulidelines can be found
in The Code of Good Subtitling Practice, 1 which gives the basic and
general rules on how to achieve quality translation. However, those
rules are not imperative and there are certain exceptions to the rules
depending on what is translated, for whom it is translated and in which
country it is translated. (Sanchez, Diaz-Cintas, Reamel)
Two important limitations in subtitling are space and time factors.
The subtitles must be synchronized with a source language dialogue and
other acoustic and visual elements. (Diaz-Cintas & Remael 2007, 90)
Subitles should always keep up with the dialogue and should not appear
too soon or too late. The viewer should be given enough time to read
the on-screen text, and for that reason, the title is sometimes allowed
to appear a few frames or seconds before the actual dialogue. When it
comes to spatial restrictions, the titles usually appear in two lines,
centrally positioned at the bottom of the screen. The number of
permitted characters per line, including punctuation marks and spaces,
is 33 to 39, which can go up to 40 for DVD films or cinema projections.
(Diaz-Cintas & Remael, 2007, 84) The lack of space in subtitling
translation is the reason why so many dialogue words are omitted.
Georgokoupoulou, citing Kovačić, (2009 27-28 cit. Kovačić 1991, 400)
enumerates elements that are often omitted in dialgoue:
- Repetitions
- Names in appellative constructions
- False starts and ungrammatical constructions
- Internationally known words, such as 'yes',' no', 'OK'.
- Expressions followed by gestures to denote salutation,
politeness, affirmation, negation, surprise, telephone
responses, etc.
- Exclamations, such as 'oh', 'ah', 'wow', and the like.
- Instances of phatic communion and 'padding', often empty of
semnatic load, their presence being mostly functional speech
embellishment aimed at maintaining the desired speech flow.
1

Jan Ivarsson and Mary Carroll https://www.esist.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/Code-of-Good-Subtitling-Practice.PDF.pdf
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Among these, we can find expressions such as 'you know',
'well', 'naturally', 'of course', 'undersandably'; prepositional
phrases ('in view of the fact that'); rhetorical flourishes; and
phrases used for sound effect ('ways and means').
Some of the principal rules are also the frequent use of synonyms
to avoid longer expressions; the use of pronouns instead of long nouns
and noun phrases; the use of simple tenses; the use of declarative
sentences instead of exclamatory and interrogative; the use of passive
voice, etc. In the same manner, all the non-standardized language forms
such as dialect markers, grammatical categories and so on are omitted
or neutralized according to the general norms. (Diaz-Cintas & Remael,
2007, 150-162)
On one hand, many authors (Bogucki, Sajna) believe that amateur
translations abound in errors, which usually stem from the lack of
knowledge and experience of amaterus. On the other hand, one of the
positive aspects of amateur subtitling is a more creative approach in
comparison to the professional titles. In amateur subtitles, especially in
anime films, there are differences in treating the on-screen subtitles.
Simo observes several: (2005 in Diaz-Cintas & Munoz-Sanchez, 2006, 45)
Use of different fonts throughout the same programme.
- ƒ Use of colours to identify different actors.
- ƒ Use of subtitles of more than two lines (up to four lines).
- ƒ Use of notes at the top of the screen.
- ƒ Use of glosses in the body of the subtitles.
- ƒ The position of subtitles varies on the screen (scenetiming).
- ƒ Karaoke subtitling for opening and ending songs.
- ƒ Adding of information regarding fansubbers.
- ƒ Translation of opening and closing credits.
However, there are many websites with guidelines similar to the
professional ones. The website Titlovi.com has proposed such norms
and all the translations uploaded there go through a certain type of
checkup by the admins. To name a few, the website proposes that all
the titles must be short, which is a key factor to understanding the plot.
It also points out that characters per line must be 60 (including letters,
numbers, spaces and punctuation); it is not desirable to repeat or
overuse personal names if the audience has already met the characters.
Another important aspect is leaving out the words with no semantic load
(oh, yeah, well, ok, so, etc.) as well as omitting parentheses and using
explanations. The website states that you should not use pronouns,
adjectives, if they are unnecessary; as well as the use of the passive
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constructions as it does not correspond to the target language structure.
It is forbidden to use the non-translated words or sentences such as
Yeah, Mr, Miss, etc., as well as leaving out the soundtrack in its original
form.
3. Methodology
3.1. Corpus
The corpus consists of 14 episodes of the sitcom series Still Open
All Hours. Still Open All Hours is a sequel to a popular comedy Open All
Hours (1973-1985). The research has been done using the qualitative
and quantitative as well as comparative methods. Firstly, the research is
divided into two parts. The first part will encompass the qualitative
analysis of 5 episodes, while the second part will deal with the
quantitative analysis of three amateur translators of 9 episodes in total.
3.2. The selection of culture-specific elements
Scholars dealing with elements of culture usually make distinction
between intralinguistic and extralinguistic cultural words. According to
Nedergaard-Larsen (1993, 210), the intralinguistic domain consists of
grammatical categories, vocative forms (tu/vous), rethoric, metaphors,
idioms. Apart from that, the intralinguistic domain encompasses nonstandardized language forms including taboo words and swear words.
Extralinguistic domain consists of words relating to different objects and
phenomena that are expressed in the source language culture. (209) The
comprehensive explanation of what extralinguistic elements are can be
found in Pedersen's definition: (2011)
Extralinguistic Cultural Reference (ECR) is defined as reference that
is attempted by means of any cultural linguistic expression, which
refers to an extralinguistic entity or process. The referent of the said
expression may prototypically be assumed to be identifiable to a
relevant audience as this referent is within the encyclopaedic
knowledge of this audience. (Pedersen 2011: 43)
We need to define Pedersen's cultural elements in order to
comprehend the whole concept behind the expression of
"extralinguistic-cultural reference." What Pedersen (45) means by the
term "extralinguistic" is that any object or process meant by it is found
in the domain outside the language itself. In order to comprehend it, the
only way to grasp the meaning would the through the so called
"encyclopaedic knowledge." As Pedersen states, the knowledge of
language alone can not help in the understanding of symbolism found in
the meaning words or culturally conditioned connotations. (46) The
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term "cultural" refers to those words and expressions which belong to
one culture and as such are usually specific and unrecognizable in the
other. Furthermore, the term "reference" is crucial for both Pedersen
and this paper because it is viewed in a broader sense. To be able to
include words and expressions such as allusions and other parts of
speech other than nouns, these words are not strictly viewed in a
linguistic sense. (50) Therefore, our research model will also include
these type of references.
A starting point for the selection criteria for the corpus material are
Pedersen's extralinguistic references. The corpus will be composed of
cultural units that represent different levels of "culturality." Pedersen
has divided the references into monoculltural, transcultural and
infracultural. (106-109) Monocultural units are recognized only by the
source culture audience, while the target audience are met with a
cultural barrier because they do not have the same amount of cultural
knowledge. For this reason, they are often called "translation
problems." Transcultural units are familiar to both the source and target
audience because their referent encompasses the concepts that are part
of general encyclopaedic knowledge. On the other hand, infracultural
units are recognized by a smaller part of the source audience and have
a local character.
3.3. The selection of translation strategies
In the book Subtitling Norms for Television, Pedersen (2011, 76)
uses a model of source-oriented and target-oriented translation
strategies based on the previously studied strategies by 14 different
authors. This model was created to research cultural elements, which
are the subject of this paper. The strategies apply to the cultural units
found in this corpus, so we will explain them as follows:
Source-oriented strategies (2011, 77-98)
Retention – a strategy in which a foreign word is introduced into
the target language keeping its original form. There is a subcategory of
complete and adjusted retention. Complete retention happens when
the source element is kept morphologically unchanged, which is when
the word is marked either by italic font or by quotation marks, or
adjusted retention when the word is transferred into the target
language without the articles or by adjusting it to the written norms of
the target language.
Specification – a strategy that signifies the transfer of cultural
elements in their untranslated form with the addition of information
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that does not exist in the original form. Specification can be realized
either through completion or addition.
Direct translation – this strategy implies the changing of language
from the source into the target, while the semantic load remains the
same. This strategy is done either through the use of calque or shifting
the elements within the phrase or sentence (shifted direct translation).
Calque is a literally translated word (word for word, morpheme for
morpheme), while the other type of literal translation implies the
shifting of lexical elements in a sentence. In conclusion, in this type of
translation, the structure of the source language remains the same if
calque is used, or a somewhat natural language structure is preserved if
the shifted translation is applied. Accordingly, we can say that this
strategy can be found on both lexical and syntactic levels.
Target-oriented strategies
Generalization – a strategy that implies the generalization of
cultural elements, either by using hyperonymy, i.e. a synonym that
makes a word more general or by paraphrasing, which is the use of a
longer expression.
Substitution – a strategy in which the source word is completely
replaced by another word or concept from the target language. It can
be realized either through cultural substitution (the word from the
target culture that can replace the original word) or through cultural
substitution (a word that corresponds to a given situation).
Omission – a strategy that is characterized by the complete
omission of a lexical unit in the target language.
The strategy of official equivalent is based on the linguistic
consensus or which dictates how a lexical unit will be translated (2011,
97). Apart from that, official equivalent can be any word that is
established into the target language through constant use. This strategy
will not be taken into consideration in this research because it can be
based on any translation strategy (99), so the examples of retention,
direct translation, substitution, etc., can be all considered an example of
official equivalent.
4. Research results
4.1. Dealing with humor
Many culturally marked samples show consistency towards the
source dialogue. Although there are no visual elements that could
impede that consistency, the original form of cultural references is still
kept in the dialogue. In the following example, (Picture 1) there is no
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intervention in the sense of adaptation because the name pronounced
is present in the target language subtitles only using transcription.

Picture 1

We come here to a problematic moment concerning the extent to
which a certain cultural unit is known to a particular audience. Since no
adaptation is present in this case, we can argue that the amateur
assessment was to not make any changes or give explanations because
the cultural element is familiar enough to the target audience. However,
the question arises whether any type of viewer will be aware of the fact
that Errol Flynn was an actor and Marks & Spencer is a retail chain store.
In other cases, the amateur uses the substitution strategy to
achieve humorous effect. This example (Picture 2) showcases a cultural
reference with a name of a TV series. The TV show Captain Midnight was
a popular anglophone series in the 1950s (Wikipedia) and the cultural
reference we are dealing with is its namesake.

Picture 2

Ket tells Eric that he cannot be like Captain Midnight which is
translated as seks idol (sex idol). Knowing that this was an Anglophone
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show and that it was filmed and aired a long time ago, we cannot but
wonder if the younger audience would recognize the name if it was not
adapted. The translation solution in question is very appropriate
because it is associated with the characteristics of the leading character,
who was considered an attractive and desirable man.
Personal names are often present in comic references, which is also
the case when it comes to the names of towns and cities. The toponyms
in this corpus represent the towns and lesser-known areas located in the
UK, and for that reason, they cannot be recognized by a wider audience.
This type of geographical reference, which can even be unfamiliar to a
part of the target audience, is called infracultural. (Pedersen) However,
Pedersen claims that those do not present a translation problem
because they relate to the events in the text, so they can be understood
either from the text or co-text. Seeing it from our perspective, we can
argue that they can also be monocultural because of a culturally
different target audience. In the scene where Cecil explains how he is
not a prejudiced man, only in the case of people from Warrington, we
fail to understand why he chose this town as an example.

Picture 3

The town of Warrington is recognized by the group of people called
chavs, and the name is often used in a pejorative sense to denote the
people of lower social status, who have a recognizable dialect, a pattern
of behavior and specific clothing style and jewelry.2 This fact would be
familiar only to a small part of a target audience that knows British
culture. In this example, we cannot be certain if the amateur recognized
the allusion of the original term. The question is how and whether it
would be possible to find an adapted solution that could fit the context.
2

The dictionaries consulted Merriam-Webster and Urban Dictionary
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Unlike the previous case, particular examples are easier to adapt
due to their linguistic nature. Although it is not typical in standard
translation to provide explanations in parentheses due to space
limitations, this is not the case in amateur translations. In the following
scene (Picture4) Granville, trying to be a matchmaker to Gastric and
grumpy Madge, tells Mavis that Madonna used to chase Gastric, and
then Mavis answers that she’s no good at gravy (kako ona stoji s
prelivom /lakom zaradom/).

Picture 4

We know that gravy is a type of sauce typical of the British region
and in this context it has an idiomatic meaning. In jargon, one of the
meanings associated with the term gravy is related to a well-paid and
easy job.3 In the given situation, Mavis probably alludes to Madonna’s
poor culinary skills, and the amateur recognizes the meaning of this
word and gives an explanation in the parentheses.
In the case of Royal Ascot – which stands for a location where horse
races are held, we cannot determine the nature of the amateur’s choice
of translation strategy. (Picture 5)
While talking about aristocracy and renting suits, Granville says that
people who gather at such places (Royal Ascot), only rent suits and that
all that splendor is not theirs. The amateur in this case translates Royal
Ascot as derbi, the term which has a more narrow sense, given that it
refers to sports terminology and is a type of a horse race.4 Specifically,
the word derbi refers to the three-year-old horse race traditionally held
in England, and only horse race afficionados could connect this term
with aristocracy, which is the aim of Granville's sentence. In
3
4

Urban Dictionary
Oxford Learner's Dictionary
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Montenegrin, the word derbi is generally found in football context,
referring to football matches and championships. Here the question
arises whether the amateur knew the meaning of this word or he/she
used derbi as a general sports term.

Picture 5

In the same manner, the following example shows us the wrong
choice of translation strategy which as a result leads to ambiguities in
meaning. During the conversation, Delphine and Grenville mention the
expression Building Society.
G: Well, he's worth a few bob, Izgleda da je on težak neku kintu?
then, is he?
D: Oh, yes, in the building society, Da, u građevinarstvu,
aside from his ISA s.

ne gledajući njegov konto

The term Building Society is translated into our language as štednokreditna zadruga ili stabmeno društvo. 5 The translation u
građevinarstvu (in construction) is wrong and fails to transfer the
meaning of the original term, which adds to more confusion because the
dialogue that comes after mentions ISA (Individual Saving Account)
which is translated as konto (bank account).
As we can see from the previous examples, some of the cultural
references can be more specific, i.e. monocultural, and be limited to the
original cultural context, while others can be found in many cultures and
even be used in everyday speech. All this does not mean that the

5

https://www.proz.com/kudoz/english-to-croatian/finance-general/6354209building-society-account.html
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amateur will know how to use the appropriate translation solution. We
can find an example of this in the following situation:

Picture 6

The original subtitle (Picture 6) expression and just remember –
there’s a self-help buffet is translated with certain lexical shifting using
direct translation and retention. Although the mentioned translation is
not necessarily wrong, it would have been better if the amateur used
the word švedski sto, having in mind that it is more common in everyday
speech. Essentially, the viewer will understand the meaning of the
expression, which is not the case with the use of the sports term
previously discussed. Translation solutions such as bife sa
samoposluživanjem would not be accepted in standard translations.
Based on the given samples, we can say that the amateur tries to adapt
the original word in most cases, but when it comes to words and
expressions that are less culturally specific, he fails to use the
corresponding term.
4.2 Comparing amateur translations
In this part of the paper, we will try to determine the type of
approach the amateur-translators apply, i.e. the representation of
translation strategies which are closer to the source language and of
those which are closer to the language of the target culture. The
mentioned cultural items have been identified in the translations of
three amateur-translators: Nt, ModestyMiss and Darby O'Gill. The aim
of the comparative analysis is to determine whether amateurtranslators apply more often those translation strategies which
foreignize the source content or whether they adapt the elements of
culture in such a way as to be closer to the target culture. For the
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purposes of clarity, in the table below, we enclose the categories which
will be the subject of our analysis:
- Units of measurement
- Proper names
- Food and drink
- Art, religion, history
- Currency
- Technical material
The amateur-translators mostly convert the units of measurement,
while in the other categories, foregnising techniques predominate.
Therefore, we can conclude that the amateurs are aware that in certain
cases the original elements need to be adapted to the target audience.
In the example given below we have a character name created by means
of the adjective gastric, whose meaning in Montenegrin is želudac,
želudačni. The three amateurs, however, translated the name by using
three different translation strategies, two of which - a literal translation
and a specification – actually transfer the meaning of the name:
Name of amateur-translator:
Translation:
Nt
Želučić
ModestyMiss
Gastric
Darby O'Gill
Podriguša
We can see that ModestyMiss does not truthfully convey the
meaning of the name Gastric, while the other two translators do. In the
case of Nt, the meaning is literally conveyed, while Darby O’Gill provided
the most vivid description of the character in the series by choosing the
term Podriguša (Burpy in English). In the last example, we have a
narrowing of meaning, and we can say that subordination is present.
According to Pedersen (2011, 82), the use of a term that specifies
meaning is rare, because in most cases it prevents viewers from
understanding it. This, of course, applies to the items which are more
culturally conditioned, so in this case, the term Podriguša, as one of the
connotations of the term Gastric, is very close to the meaning of the
source word.
Within the food and drink categories, we have identified a lexeme
which occurs in all three amateur translations. It is the lexeme muffin,
which denotes round sweet cakes which have recently become popular
in our country as well, so that one can often hear a foreign word mafin
in everyday interaction. The contexts in which the term muffin occurs in
the corpus are different, so are the strategies the translators have
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applied. Also, in this case, the visual absence of muffins on the screen
allows the translators to apply generalizing techniques.
Amateur:
Translation solution:

Nt
krafna

ModestyMiss
pecivo

DarbyO'Gill
blesavo

All three translation solutions are selected in such a way as to fit
the context in which they occur. By using the term krafna, which is a
different spoken variant of the term doughnut in the target language,
the amateur Nt, adapts the translation to our culture, in which doughnut
is a more represented sweet. We have a similar situation with
ModestyMiss's translation, where the superordinate term pecivo
(pastry) is used, while in the third case the translator recognized that a
somewhat looser translation was needed, hence, he/she provided the
translation blesavo (silly).
Nt

ModestyMiss

Darby O'Gill

20
16

14
6

5
2

1

6
23

4
1

3

1

323

1

Table 1 An overview of translation strategies, from the one which is
considered to be the closest to the source language (complete retention) to
the one closest to the target language (substitution)

By inspecting the Table above, one can note a smaller number of
target-oriented strategies in all amateur translations. The sourceoriented techniques are more represented, and the translator who uses
the strategies closest to the source language is Nt, in whose work
cultural references are realized by complete retention. The amateurs
ModestyMiss and Darby O’Gill use the retention strategy more often

1
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than amateur Nt, but in their translations there are almost no cases of
complete retention. The technique which is halfway between retention
and adjustment is direct translation and it is most prevalent in Nt's
translation, while the other two amateurs are uniform in terms of this
strategy. The low representation of target-oriented strategies indicates
that amateurs recognize certain situations as those where some kind of
adaptation to the target language is required. The majority of
techniques of target approach are found in the work of Nt, where we
have a larger number of units. The high prevalence of source-oriented
strategies in relation to the target-oriented ones does not necessarily
mean the absence of amateur-translators' skills, but a confirmation that
due to the globalization, there is a growing closeness between the
Western and our culture, and therefore many cultural references do not
need to be adapted.
4.3 Comparison of amateur translations with those produced by
professionals
The material to be compared with the official translations consists
of one translated episode of each of the amateurs who were the subject
of analysis in the previous part of the paper (Nt, ModestyMiss, Darby
O'Gill). Their translations are compared with those of professional
subtitlers (Milica Kiš, Lazar Gorenc). The comparative analysis will help
us to look at amateur translations from this aspect as well, and in that
way determine potential differences regarding tendencies in translating
the culture-specific items. The first step will be to compare the
translation pairs in amateur and official translations, as well as to
comment on them, following which, we will deal with specific cultural
references.
20
15
Source-oriented

10

Target-oriented
5

combined strategies

0
Amateur
translation

Official translation
Table 2
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Table (2) above shows the differences between the strategies used.
The two types of translations do not differ greatly when it comes to the
source-oriented strategies, and the situation is quite similar when it
comes to the combined ones, so in the amateur translations we have 4
examples of combining, while in the official ones we have 3 examples.
We see a noticeable difference in the target approach, where adaptive
techniques are less used by the amateurs compared to the
professionals. The omission technique was not encountered in any of
the translations. As for specific translation strategies, retention, which
is the most true to the source language, appears in the amateur
translations 11 times, while 10 examples have been found in the official
translations. Substitution, which is considered to be the technique
closest to the target language, is used only 2 times by the amateurs and
3 times by the professionals. To this effect we can conclude that
translations by amateurs Nt and Darby O'Gill are similar in terms of the
strategies used with those applied in official translations. The exception
is ModestyMiss, in whose translation significantly more source-oriented
strategies appear than in the official one, while he/she uses no targetoriented strategies.
Despite the similarities in the choice of translation techniques, we
must emphasize that there are noticeable differences between these
two types of translations in terms of manner of their implementation.
Therefore, in the following paragraphs, we will focus on individual
translation solutions in order to point out the elements that deviate
from the established translation norms, but also those that have been
realized by means of the same translation technique.
First, the same translation technique is used in both the amateur
and the official translations, the choice of a technique subcategory tends
to differ. This deviation was observed in retention techniques, direct
translation, and even combined techniques (retention + literal
translation).
When it comes to the retention technique, we can notice that
complete retention is mostly present in the amateur translations, unlike
the official ones. This is obvious in the above presented Mary Poppins
example. Furthermore, even in the cases of adjusted retention,
punctuation marks are used in the official translations, while they tend
to be omitted by amateurs. Also, we can notice that amateurs are not
concerned with space saving constraints, so in many cases they apply
longer translation formulations, as is the case with the diminutive
translation of the lexical item scones - kolačići. It is obvious that the
official subtitler minded the space saving rule, and hence used the nondiminutivized correspondent of kolač. On the contrary, in the Planters'
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Tea example, the amateur makes no extra effort to expand the sentence
as to clarify the context, but retains the original grammatical structure
of the expression. This example required particular attention because
the man who sells teas enters Grenville's store and simply utters
Planters' tea. Since the man appears in this scene for the first time, the
viewer cannot work out who it is based on the previously watched
episodes. Also, it is not possible to conclude who the person is based on
any other contextual cues, because neither visually nor in any other way
is it indicated that the man is a tea seller. In the official translation,
therefore, the addition of other lexical elements is a logical choice.
Subtitle in English:

Amateur translation:

Official translation:

They all make you look
like Mary Poppins.

Svi izgledaju kao Mary
Poppins.

Izgledaš
Popins.

As of now she's with
Tesco's.

A od sada, ona kupuje u
Tesku.

Od sada
„Tesku“.

Save me half a dozen
fruit scones.

Sačuvajte
mi
pola
tuceta voćnih kolačića.

Ostavi mi kilo voćnih
kolača.

Planters' Tea.

Planters' čaj.

Prodavao sam čajeve
„Planters.“

kao

Meri

kupuje

u

Table 3 Examples of amateur and professional translation solutions

When it comes to the retention technique, we can notice that
complete retention is mostly present in the amateur translations, unlike
the official ones. This is obvious in the above presented Mary Poppins
example. Furthermore, even in the cases of adjusted retention,
punctuation marks are used in the official translations, while they tend
to be omitted by amateurs. Also, we can notice that amateurs are not
concerned with space saving constraints, so in many cases they apply
longer translation formulations, as is the case with the diminutive
translation of the lexical item scones - kolačići. It is obvious that the
official subtitler minded the space saving rule, and hence used the nondiminutivized correspondent of kolač. On the contrary, in the Planters'
Tea example, the amateur makes no extra effort to expand the sentence
as to clarify the context, but retains the original grammatical structure
of the expression. This example required particular attention because
the man who sells teas enters Grenville's store and simply utters
Planters' tea. Since the man appears in this scene for the first time, the
viewer cannot work out who it is based on the previously watched
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episodes. Also, it is not possible to conclude who the person is based on
any other contextual cues, because neither visually nor in any other way
is it indicated that the man is a tea seller. In the official translation,
therefore, the addition of other lexical elements is a logical choice.
In certain cases, the choice of the translation strategy is
problematic and may indicate the clumsiness of translators. The
following examples feature the realization of the specification
technique.
Subtitle in English:

Amateur translation:

Official translation:

A rickshaw?

Rikša (vozilo u Aziji)?

Rikša.
Nisam znala da postoji
sklonost ka azijskim
stvarima.
Da nas tvoj dečko ne
prati u onom terencu.

And I wish that wasn't I ja sam želio da to nije
your
boyfriend tvoj dečko u 4x4
following us in that (automobil).
4x4.
Table 4 Examples of amateur and professional translation solutions

Specification is by definition the strategy whereby the original
lexeme is retained, often in an unaltered phonological and
morphological form, but is then supplemented by an expression that
provides clarification. In the first example (Table 4), we can see that the
lexeme rickshaw is adapted to the target language (rikša), while the
complementary expression differs in the amateur and official
translations. The amateur translation very briefly explains the meaning
of the foreign word, while in the official one the lexeme comes first, and
the context-adjusted explanation is moved to the bottom line of the
subtitle so that an adequate explanation of the expression can be given.
In the second example, the choice of the strategy by the amateur
translator is illogical. Since the viewer can see the car moving across the
screen at the moment when the person mentions 4x4, we could say that
the translator's decision to use an explanation is not necessary, and it
may be more acceptable to only say in the car or SUV as is the case with
the official translation. It is important to emphasize that the use of this
strategy, especially when the topic itself is not so specific and the
audience can understand it, may seem offensive and underestimating to
the viewer. (Pedersen)
What can be noticed is the tendency of the amateur translators to
remain faithful to the source language, even in the cases where a free
translation is possible. This means that, when translating, the amateurs
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are heavily guided by the source language, and this is reflected in their
translation solutions.
Subtitle in English:

Amateur translation:

Official translation:

Yeah, advertising me
looking like a muffin.

reklamiram
sebe
obučenog u pecivo.

mene koji izgledam kao
seka persa.

They just want the bits
that first took thier
mind off Meccano.

Oni samo žele prvu onu ...skreću misli sa igračke
koja
je
skrenula „sastavi sam“.
komadić njihovog uma
sa Meccano igračaka.
Table 5 Examples of amateur and professional translation solutions

In the first example, the influence of the source language is
obvious, and in this case the amateur translator has a somewhat limited
view of the token muffin. Although he/she uses the term pecivo (pastry)
in his/her translation, which is superordinate term to the mentioned
lexeme, the amateur translator fails to find a more appropriate term?
So, the expression obučenog u pecivo (dressed as a pastry) sounds a bit
unnatural, unlike the expression translated by the professional titler as
seka persa (sissy). In the second case, we see that when translating the
lexical unit Meccano toy, the amateur uses a specification strategy, but
we notice the problem of accumulation of other lexical elements, which
does seem stylistically awkward and does not read well. Also, although
it is clarified what kind of object it is, by adding the expression Igračka
(toy), the amateur does not specify what kind of toy it is, as is the case
in the official translation.
Despite the numerous shortcomings of amateur translations that
we have recognized so far, there are cases in which amateurs manage
to recognize cultural references that might be unknown to the target
audience. Such examples were realized by substitution and
generalization strategies.
The previous examples are interesting because they can be
considered monocultural. The only example which is realised in the
same way both in the amateur and the official translations is the name
of the tools- Black and Deckers, in the case of which the amateur used
the generalization technique. However, perhaps the most unusual
example is the use of the substitution technique (the Co-op lexeme).
Namely, Co-op is a type of store, and in this case the term crkvena
zadruga (church cooperative) represents a situational substitution,
since the term used is adapted to the context. Therefore, the choice of
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the technique in this case is not wrong, but it can suggest a mistake of
the amateur translator in interpreting the meaning of the source word.
Subtitle in English:

Amateur translation:

Official translation:

I think he's born again
Co-op.

Ne znam, možda u
crkvenoj zadruzi.

Opet u supermarket,
izgleda.

As a consequence, my
road to romance is
paved with Black and
Deckers.
Yeah, apparently they
met at Butlins.

I zato je moj put do
romantike popločan
električnim alatima.

Moj put do ljubavi
popločan električnim
alatom.

Da, priča se da su se
upoznali u ljetnjem
kampu.

Izgleda da su se
upoznali u Batlinsu.

Table 6 Examples of amateur and professional translation solutions

The previous examples are interesting because they can be
considered monocultural. The only example which is realised in the
same way both in the amateur and the official translations is the name
of the tools- Black and Deckers, in the case of which the amateur used
the generalization technique. However, perhaps the most unusual
example is the use of the substitution technique (the Co-op lexeme).
Namely, Co-op is a type of store, and in this case the term crkvena
zadruga (church cooperative) represents a situational substitution,
since the term used is adapted to the context. Therefore, the choice of
the technique in this case is not wrong, but it can suggest a mistake of
the amateur translator in interpreting the meaning of the source word.
In a similar way, perhaps unexpectedly, the amateur’s solution
ljetnji kamp(summer camp) for the token Butlin’s is well-fitted,
especially if we have in mind that in the official translation the meaning
of this token has in no way been adapted in order to be made clearer to
the target audience. The mentioned name is the name of a summer
resort chain and certainly a typical target culture spectator cannot be
familiar with it. With that in mind, the question arises as to why this term
has not been adapted in the official translation. We assume that the
subtitler did not consider this term to be the central information in the
given context. Certainly, the amateur solution (ljetnji kamp, i.e. summer
camp) is very interesting and may indicate that the amateur was
thinking about whether this cultural reference will be understandable to
the viewers.
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5. Conclusion
The analysis of translation strategies in this article was aimed at
determining how amateur-translators deal with culturally-specific
elements they encounter. By studying different contextual situations in
which cultural words and expressions occur, we have drawn some
conclusions and obtained the answers to the questions we posed at the
very beginning of the research.
The quantitative data on amateur translation solutions show that
the retention technique is most widely used when it comes to people's
personal names, while the strategies which are closer to the target
language and culture are used for brand names and other categories.
Also, only one example of omission was found in the corpus. As in one
part of the research we identified the similarities and differences in
amateur translations, we concluded that in amateur translations the
source-oriented approach is dominant, but that there are differences in
the treatment or realization of strategies amongst the translation
solutions. In addition, by comparing the amateur translations with the
translations of professional translators, we have noticed that amateurs
have little knowledge of subtitling rules and translation strategies.
In most cases, amateurs do very well when it comes to translating
the elements of culture which are less known to the target audience.
With this in mind, we can confirm that amateur translation does not
represent a linguistic exchange from the source language to the target
language (Orrego-Carmona et al., 2017). It is quite clear that amateurs
know English very well and that they are familiar with various culturallyspecific elements of the source language. However, although they do
well when it comes to the mentioned units, this is not the case with less
specific lexical units, because amateurs then fail to apply the generally
accepted terms in the target language. Despite the fact that amateurs
are well acquainted with the original culture and its realisations of
humour, most cultural names have been retained in their translation.
Therefore, the view that amateur translations do not always lean
towards the language of the original culture (Orrego-Carmona et al.,
2017) does not apply to this corpus. The greatest presence of retention
techniques, followed by direct translation and specification
unequivocally confirm that amateurs are driven by the original culture.
However, this tendency may indicate the closeness of our culture to the
culture of the West, because the corpus abounds in expressions and
terms which are largely known to the target audience. The question is
whether translation techniques would differ if it the source and target
languages were reversed – i.e. if one were translating from our language
into English. A research article dealing with the translation of Bosnian-
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Herzegovinian cultural elements into English (Edina Špago-Ćumurija,
Džemal Špago, Adi Maslo) indicates that in the selected film corpus the
translation strategies oriented towards the target language were most
often used. Thus, we may infer that approaches to translation may vary
depending on the type of source-target language combination, and that
translating from English into a less represented language tends to lean
towards the source culture, while the specificities and localisms of a less
represented culture tend to be adapted to the needs of the target
culture audience.
When it comes to the issue of how justified the amateurs’
translation decisions are, we can conclude that in most cases the choice
of the translation strategy does not interfere with the understanding of
dialogue. On analysing the selected translations, we can say that while
translating, the amateurs perform a certain kind of self-assessment as
to which elements of culture should be translated and which should not.
As a result, some cultural units in the corpus have been adapted, while
others have not. In this sense, we cannot accept the claim that amateurs
translate with no regard of the target audience (Cronin). The fact that
amateurs detect the elements that need to be adapted, and choose to
intervene in those cases, indicates that the text functionality factor is
very important for these translators, which is particularly noticeable in
the examples where elements of humour are to be translated.
Finally, we hope that our work will serve as a basis for new
directions in this sort of research, and one of them could certainly be
the study of elements of culture in amateur translations in a larger and
more diverse corpus. As the domain of amateur translation has an
increasingly important place within translatological studies, we hope
that this research will encourage more work in this area and contribute
to a more thorough analysis of the amateur translation process.
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ANALIZA PREVODILAČKIH STRATEGIJA U AMATERSKOM PREVOĐENJU
TITLOVA ZASNOVANA NA KULTURNO-SPECIFIČNIM ELEMENTIMA
Cilj ovog rada je da istraži prevodilačke strategije koje amateri-prevodioci
koriste prilikom prevođenja kulturno-specifičnih riječi i izraza u okviru
titlovanog prevođenja. Naše istraživanje se fokusira na ponalaženju najčešće
zastupljenih strategija izvornog i ciljnog pristupa (Pedersen 2011) u popularnoj
sitkom seriji „I dalje radimo non-stop“ (Still Open All Hours). Kako je amatersko
prevođenje jedna od najzanimljivijih oblasti u audiovizuelnom prevođenju, i
ujedno jedna od onih koje nijesu dovoljno istražene, predmet ovog istraživanja
je i više nego pogodan za naš rad. Takođe, kulturološke reference jedna su od
problematičnih mjesta sa kojima se prevodioci susreću tokom prevođenja
(Nedergaard-Larsen, Pedersen), te će ispitivanje ovih aspekata doprinijeti
boljem razumijevanju procesa prevođenja amatera. Analiza prevoda će biti
sprovedena komparacijom amaterskih i profesionalnih prevoda imajući u vidu
funkciju teksta (Nord 2005). Na kraju, nadamo se da ćemo doći do zaključaka o
tome da li amateri prilikom prevođenja misle na ciljnu publiku ili je ovaj aspekt
„eksternalnosti“ (Cronin 2012) odsutan. Na isti način, želimo da istražimo da li
su amaterski prevodi samo „lingvistička zamjena“ (Orrego-Carmona 2017) i da
li su prilagođeni kontekstu. Analizirajući korpus doći ćemo do rezultata o najviše
korišćenoj strategiji i vidjeti da li postoje razlike između amaterskih i
profesionalnih prevda, kao i u kojoj mjeri engleski jezik ima uticaja na
crnogorski.
Ključne riječi: amatersko prevođenje, kulturno-specifične riječi, profesionalno
prevođenje
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper was to analyze students’ interaction
activities used in online classes during the COVID-19 Pandemic. The notion of
interaction is widely recognized in the field of second language acquisition
following Long’s interaction hypothesis (1985) which states that language
proficiency is highly increased if there is an interaction in the FL classroom. For
interaction in online classes teachers need to encourage high student interactivity
and create a supportive and friendly environment and the first step toward
achieving this would be provide a syllabus that clearly and simply describes
expectations for the course in general and notes specific guidelines for each
assignment, instructions, and deadlines (Durrington et al., 2006).
Therefore, this issue remains challenging for teachers who are expected to
convert their classroom teaching into an online platform, thus, maintaining the
students’ interaction as the central element in teaching. Without any doubts, this
task requires additional time, preparation, and technical support. Adequate staff
development and student motivation are critical to ensure that faculty can design
online courses effectively and develop the skills in enhancing students’
interaction. The research instruments used for this study are students’
questionnaires, students’ reflections and classroom observations of online
teaching. The study was conducted at South East European University (SEEU)
in North Macedonia with 80 students majoring in English Language and
Literature as well as 5 EFL teachers.
The results of the study showed that students perceived interaction as a very
important element of the qualitative teaching and have given useful suggestions
for teachers to increase their engagement in interaction activities. Given the
restrictions of online teaching, in all online classes observed, exemplary
interaction was achieved through Question and Answer method Comprehension
technique and Discussion and Analysis of Online Videos where the students
interacted with the teacher and their peers.
Keywords: online teaching, interaction, university students, COVID-19
Pandemic
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Introduction
When the COVID-19 virus spread around the world, many schools and
other educational institutions in the world switched from face-to-face
teaching environments to virtual classes. At first, this type of teaching
seemed to be complicated and scary for teachers and students. The
newly created situation with pandemic was nor predicted neither by
common individuals nor by world leading scientists in the field of
virology. Even the best universities in the world began teaching online
in order to prevent new infections. For developed countries, this was
not a huge problem due to technology tools and trained staff members
they have, but for many poor countries this was seen as a difficulty in
continuing with their teaching. In different environments, students do
not have “reliable internet access and/or technology and they struggle
to participate in digital learning; this gap is seen across countries and
between income brackets within countries... whilst 95% of students in
Switzerland, Norway, and Austria have a computer to use for their
schoolwork, only 34% in Indonesia do”. (The World Economic Forum
COVID Action Platform, 2020, NP cited in Xhaferi and Xhaferi, 2020,
p.88). This shows that online teaching environment can lead to a failure
of the education system in many countries.
The research context of this study was South East European
University (SEEU) in Tetovo, North Macedonia. This University used Elearning platforms before the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in the
world. The main mission of this University was to support students’
learning, a digital native generation, with a hybrid approach to learning
using different E-learning platforms such as: ANGEL, LIBRI, and most
recently Google Classroom. However, due to COVID- 19 pandemic, this
mode of teaching was shifted to a complete online teaching mode using
Google Meet as an extension of Google Classroom. For teachers and
students of SEEU this was a challenging year despite the fact that staff
members regularly attend professional development workshops on the
use of new technologies in teaching. All teachers used Google Classroom
to upload course materials (syllabus, handouts) post course
announcements, create quizzes and other assignments and also create
discussion forums for students. In short, the shift to online teaching was
not a surprise for us, yet it had several challenges which will be discussed
in the paper.
Literature review
Since the COVID-19 Pandemic has changed the way of teaching
from onsite to online, professors are required to cope with this situation
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and provide their students with quality teaching. The concern for
success of their everyday instruction, forced educators and researchers
around the globe to focus their studies on the most important elements
in teaching. Classroom interaction and activities which motivates the
students to be engaged in classes are believed to be the main
ingredients of qualitative teaching and learning outcomes.
The positive role that interaction has on Second Language
Acquisition is explained by Stephan Krashen (1988) and his Hypothesis.
According to Krashen (1988) the process of acquisition involves
meaningful interaction in the target language that is natural
communication where speakers are focused more in the messages they
convey rather than in the form of their utterances.
This leads us to rethink our teaching practices and offer more
communicative opportunities for the students. Creating an online
learning setting which will encourage students to interact more with
their peers, teachers and content can result in improved motivational,
cognitive, and affective outcomes (Croxton, 2014 cited in Zhang and Lin,
2019, p.4). In this regard, (Davis & Roblyer (2005 cited in Zhang and Lin,
2019, p.4) pointed out that: “Online learning requires the teacher to be
well versed in the relevant instructional practices, virtual management
techniques, and approaches that effectively engage students.”
Professors’ role in this aspect is crucial because they are responsible to
initiate and encourage class discussion and interaction.
There are several elements important for classroom interaction.
Chickering and Gamson (1987 cited in Grandzol and Grandzol, 2010) are
of the opinion that several principles are directly related to interaction
among the participants of the learning process. They are: contacts
between students and faculty; reciprocity and cooperation among
students; prompt feedback; the timing for tasks and communication of
high expectations.
Online interaction elements
When it comes to interaction in online environment, Cavanaugh
et.al (2008) claimed that ‘’ interaction… infers that students are closely
connected to their teachers. When this occurs on a one-on-one basis, it
enables more individualized attention than is actually possible in the
traditional classroom. Therefore, an effective teacher can be identified
by the ability to make individual connections with students’’. According
to them, teachers in online learning have multiple roles such as
motivator, a guide, a mentor, and a listener to their students.
Krishnamurthi (2000) believes that ‘’One of the most difficult aspects of
teaching online is integrating student – teacher interactions similar to a
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face-to-face course in an online course. The multisensory, multimodal,
multitasking interactions that are common place in a face-to-face course
are difficult to capture or emulate in an online course.
Robertson and Klotz (2002) pointed out that ‘’ that the literature
provides evidence that online courses are often configured and
delivered in a style more often associated with independent study and
that, while this format might work in some instances, it leaves what they
term a ‘missing link’ in student learning ‘’(cited in Downing et.al,2016).
They also suggested ‘’ that students in an online learning environment
lack the opportunity to experience the benefits of both structured
dialogue and a sense of community that can be created in a traditional
on-site classroom environment ‘’(p.3). Another different aspect of the
learners was suggested by Downing & Chim (2004a) who investigated
the relationship between personality type and different learning
environments, ‘’suggesting that classroom-based ‘introverts’ behave
more like ‘extraverts’ when involved in online discussion forums and are
more active in online discussions than when based in the
classroom’’(p.3).
Taking into consideration the different facts provided by the
scholars, investigating interaction in online classes is very important in
the context of North Macedonia the COVID-19 Pandemic. Therefore,
this study can be considered a pioneer study on how interaction is
perceived by EFL learners and some techniques which can be used by
teachers to improve it. The results of this study will be valuable for
teachers in the country and beyond.
One study relevant to the present study was conducted in Turkey.
Kaymak and Horzum (2013) conducted a study with 320 students
enrolled in online learning of post-graduate programs in Sakarya
University, Turkey. The research instrument used was a survey sent to
the participants and the aim of the research was to investigate if there
was any relationship between students’ readiness for online learning
and their perceived structure and interaction. The results showed that
there was a positive relationship between students’ readiness for online
learning and perceived interaction, but negative relationship was found
between structure and readiness or online learning and interaction.
Another study was carried out by Grandzol and Grandzol in 2010.
The main aim of their study was to analyze interaction in online courses
using the course management system which measured the time
students interacted. The sample of the study included 359 lower-level
online, undergraduate business courses and the data collection method
lasted for two years in business courses at six Mid-western community
colleges in the USA. The results from the data collected showed that
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there was no connection between course completion and either class
size or students’ interaction with faculty. Furthermore, it was discovered
that student-student interaction was associated with completion rates
in a negative way. Despite contradictory findings from earlier studies,
the researchers concluded that the more students interact with each
other, the less likely they are to complete the course.
Research methodology
The present study was conducted during the Fall semester
2020/2021 at SEEU. An online questionnaire was sent to the students in
order to find out their opinions related to interaction during the online
classes. Also, the students’ reflections were used to identify students’
satisfaction with online classes as well as their difficulties when it comes
to their engagement and interaction in the classes taken at the English
Department of SEEU. There were 80 participants from first, second, third
and fourth year students of both genders and different ethnicities,
Albanian, Macedonia, Turkish and Roma. Also, 5 teachers of EFL were
observed teaching online using a video-communication service Google
Meet.
In this study, the following research questions were addressed:
1. What are students’ opinions about interaction during the online
classes?
2. How are the students satisfied with the kind of activities the teacher
varied during the online lessons and what do they prefer to have?
3. Which activities do the teachers use in order to accomplish
interaction in online classes?
The research procedure started with the online students’
questionnaire which was completed by 80 students of the Department
of the English Language and Literature. The participants were explained
the purpose of this study and they were asked to help the researcher by
giving honest answers. In the second phase of the study, a sample of 12
students were selected from the total sample of 80 and were instructed
to write a reflection paper related variety of activities teachers used to
ensure the interaction is achieved in the best possible ways. Finally, 5
classroom observations were conducted to closely see which activities
are used to accomplish interaction during online teaching.
RESULTS
Students’ questionnaire
The online questionnaire was sent to the participants of the study
in order to find out their opinions and experiences in online classes at
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the Department of English Language and Literature at SEEU during the
pandemic. The questionnaire contains 20 items and the Likert scale with
five options was used for students’ responses. The last question of the
questionnaire was an open-ended question where the participants were
asked to write down some practical suggestions which can help teachers
improve interaction in the class.
SD
1. The online teaching helped me develop intellectual
skills (critical thinking, analytical reasoning)
2. The graded assignments were meaningful and
helped me apply the concepts taught in the course
3. The learning material was engaging and intellectually
stimulating.
4. The instructor provided useful feedback on my
assignments.
5. This course was satisfying for me
6. The course developed my communicative skills
7. The activities were interactive and motivational
8. The teacher asked us a lot of questions
9. I was encouraged to interact with our peers
10. I was motivated to study in online environment

-

D

N

A

SA

10%

10%

25%

55%

20%

55%

35%

10%

15%

15%

35%

25%

-

-

5%

55%

40%

15%
10%
15%

10%
15%
10%

20% 25%
20% 45%
25% 35%
20% 40%

30%
25%
25%
15%

20%

20%

10%

25%

25%

Table 1: Questionnaire results (questions 1-10)

Table 1 shows the data obtained from the students’ responses
(expressed in percentages) given by selecting one out of five choices,
Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree and Strongly Agree.
Students’ perceptions of online teaching were revealed in many
statements. The results show that online teaching was very helpful in
developing students’ critical skills and analytical reasoning (55%) and the
participants were satisfied with teachers’ feedback on their assignments
(40%). Feedback is powerful to support students’ learning; therefore,
this should be done on regular basis. Similarly, the participants
expressed that the graded assignments were meaningful and helped
them to utilize the concepts they learned in online classes (35%) and the
participants were generally satisfied with the course (30%), while
communication skills and motivational activities were used to some
extend by the teachers (25%). Despite the fact the Question-and-Answer
technique is very powerful, and the teacher can keep students engaged,
the participants indicated that it is not used often by the teacher (14%).
According to the results in Table 2, it seems the statements (13, 17
and 20) have received the highest percentage. The participants’ opinion
is that they like to interact with their classmates (45%), and they strongly
believe that they must interact to achieve higher grades (40%). Also, the
participants believe that interactions help them to be better users of
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English language (40%). When it comes to the use of classroom
activities, the participants expressed that the teachers used variety of
them (30%) and that teachers were highly prepared to teach online
(35%). Even though, interaction is highly appreciated by the participants,
35% of the participants preferred to work individually. This depends on
students’ learning style and personality trait, such as extroversion and
introversion.
11. The online classes were challenging for us
12. The online materials used by the teachers promoted
development of all language skills
13. I like to interact with my classmates during classes
14. I prefer to work together in online tasks given by the
Teacher
15. I learn better individually
16. Teachers were highly prepared for online teaching
17. I must interact because class participation is
an important element of assessment
18. Different activities were used with us during online
classes
19. I think that Internet has positive impact on interaction
20. I believe that interaction helps us to be better in English

SD
35%

D
N
A
35% 10% 10%

SA
10%

15% 15% 20% 20%
5% 10% 40%

20%
45%

20%
30%
-

25% 35 % 20%
20% 20% 30%
15% 50%
35%
10% 10% 40% 40%

15% 15%

10%

25% 35%

25% 20% 15% 25% 20%
10% 10% 40% 40%

Table 2: Questionnaire results (questions 11-20)

Open-ended question results
The study participants were asked to suggest some techniques that
teachers can incorporate in their classes. The following are some of the
responses.
Table 3 summarizes the participants’ responses who provided
some practical suggestions which might help teachers to incorporate
them in their classes in order to increase student interaction. Students
revealed that they would prefer to be asked questions by the teachers
when they lecture (7 similar responses). It seems that students want to
be involved in the classes all the time. Then, we have received 5 similar
suggestions for teachers and that is to use a mix of learning tools, more
visuals and audio and provide feedback. Also, the participants felt that
teachers should appoint the students to answer the questions not only
on voluntary basis but also everyone will be concentrated during the
lesson. 3 similar suggestions were given for the cameras: they should be
turned on and this could lead to a great interaction, and students would
be obliged to interact instead just joining the Google Meet and teachers
should set up simple/appropriate case scenarios which encourage
problem solving and critical thinking activities in the class. These
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suggestions are very practical and can be applied by teachers without
any difficulty.
Suggestions
for teachers to
increase
interaction’

Summary of students’ responses













Ask questions in the lecture /ppt presentation
that can increase students’ participation (7
similar responses)
Use a mix of learning tools, more visuals and
audio and provide feedback (5 similar
responses)
Appoint the students to answer the questions
not only on voluntary basis (4 similar
responses)
The cameras should be turned on, and this
should lead to a great interaction because
every student would be obliged to interact
instead of just joining the Google Meet (3
similar responses)
The classroom atmosphere should be
positive, and this would encourage interaction
among students
(3 similar responses)
Ask students to show and present their ideas,
presentations, video links, and encourage
discussions (2 similar responses)
Variety of shorter, quicker exercises so that
students don't have to spend as much time
answering (2 similar responses)
Posting discussion boards or questions on
Google Classroom for students to answer (1
response)
Make the students feel more comfortable,
let’s say quizzes like Kahoot would be helpful
(1 response)-

Table 3: Students’ responses to the open-ended question
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ANALYSIS OF THE REFLECTION PAPERS
The analysis of the students’ reflections shed light on students’
satisfaction with the online teaching and their engagement in
interaction during classes. There were 12 reflections out of which 4 were
presented in the paper. They were prompted with some questions such
as: ‘’What are your overall impressions of online teaching’’, ‘’What do
you think about interaction opportunities that your are given by the
teachers?”, and ‘’What do your teachers do to encourage student
interaction during online classes?’. The following are some excerpts
taken from the students’ reflections.
Reflection 1 (First year student)
On March 11th 2020, an email was sent to the entire academic staff
including students, announcing that the government had decided we
would be off for two weeks with lectures because the early infected
individuals with COVID-19 were detected. At the beginning, we were
shocked and hoped that things will get to normality after two weeks.
However, we did not only follow the entire semester via online
applications, but we also were not allowed to take the exams at SEEU’s
campus classes.
For me, interaction is a vast component and a very important
ingredient of a qualitative constructed curriculum, however, I consider it
not very complicated to be applied in the online teaching system. The
reason is that the teacher can create numerous criteria and penalties
which might influence students’ performance either with a positive or
negative attitude.
The three main factors that impact students’ interaction during
online learning-teaching is listening to the instructions provided,
speaking to participate and writing as in follow-up tasks. I would say that
teachers together with students have managed quite well to provide and
create another form of teaching that was not introduced and made
common to educational systems around the world before.
Reflection 2 (second year student)
Online studies proved to be interesting with its own positive and
negative sides. The positives were that we the students felt more
comfortable now that we were at home, a place that we typically
associate with safety, unlike the classroom in which we may become
more stressed and nervous. Another positive aspect was that we could
use our computers for research while in the classroom we would use our
phones, which may not work due to the wi-fi capacity of the school.
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For me interaction is a very important part of learning and the
teachers used different methods to make us participate in the classes. It
is sometimes just questions and answers, sometimes presentations and
the feedback in the end and often the teachers engaged in different
activities and then we have to read our responses. The most motivated
students always raise their hand to respond to teachers’ questions but
those most introverted ones need to be called upon so they can
participate. Generally, it is going well with a few obstacles.
Problems occurred when the Internet connection was having
troubles, or if there was a blackout. The students may also not pay so
much attention and even leave their rooms to do something else since
the teacher couldn’t see their face. And while it may have been
comfortable to have classes from home, there is also the chance that we
may not focus so much while in such a comfortable setting. Using
computers for cheating is also a problem and this should be prevented.
Reflection 3 (third year student)
Students’ interaction during online classes
The interaction during our online classes was of course a lot
different from face-to-face learning. However, I was pleasantly satisfied
with most of the professors’ approaches regarding this matter. Most of
the teachers encouraged us to participate by calling out our names
during discussions. In my opinion, this was a great method due to the
fact that in face-to-face learning you can raise a hand and you feel more
comfortable in participating, but in online classes, it can be difficult to
concentrate and follow the lecture. When professors called out my
name, I felt acknowledged and wanted to share my answers or opinion
on the topic we were discussing. The activities that had videos, quizzes,
and questions at the end or during made it easier for me to follow the
lecture and I could remember the material better.
The level of motivation was certainly lower because you are at the
comfort of your home and can follow the lesson from bed or a
comfortable chair. Also, you don’t have to wake up that early since there
is no need to travel to the university. That had pros and cons because I
got more sleep, but it took me a long time to concentrate during the
starting 20 minutes of the first lecture. However, if you establish a
routine and avoid the bed, sit at a desk or table, and pretend that you
are in class, it can be almost as if you are actually there. At least that
worked for me.
One suggestion that I think professors should consider is calling out
students by their names. The option “raise your hand” on Google
classroom that they added recently is excellent for this reason, but even
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if no one is raising their hand, calling out students by their name will
motivate them to follow the lesson actively and get rid of the fear to
share their thoughts. Also, if teachers are presenting the topic and talk
with no pauses or without asking students to participate it is easy for us
to lose focus and our thoughts can wander off.
Reflection 4: (student of 3+1 year)
From my point of view, the university did an amazing job switching
to online learning. If I am not mistaken, this was done within just few
days. I think the university was able to adjust quickly due to the amazing
technical team. The studies are structured much better than I expected.
I don’t really see a difference between the online and offline structures.
The students were encouraged by professors to participate individually
with activities such as: answering the questions that are asked by the
professor, working on assignments and essays and also students were
asked to give presentations. The professors knew how to use the
different tools accordingly and the classes were, therefore, interactive
and pleasant to attend.
Some of the exams had to be done in a written form. The camera
was switched on the whole time so that the professor could see what we
were doing. I think it was fair. I am generally good with IT skills;
therefore, it was very helpful for me to receive clear instructions on what
to do. The only suggestion that I have for my teachers is to involve all
students and call them by name. In this case the classroom interaction
will increase and we will learn more from each other.
Analyzing the samples of students’ reflections on classroom
interaction and online teaching, it can be seen that teachers use
different activities which can promote online interaction. The most-used
activities reported were: questions and answers, presentations and
students’ feedback, comprehension questions, different assignments
and essays, discussion and analysis of different videos, and quizzes. The
reflections revealed that students prefer to be called out by names in
order for them to share their answers or their opinion with the class.
DISCUSSION OF CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS
During phase 3 of the research, there were 5 observations
conducted with teachers during online teaching. The researchers used a
specific observation sheet (See Appendix 1) which focused on
interaction activities used by different teachers in order to accomplish
interaction in online classes. In addition, online observations were a
good way to help the researchers see how teaching has changed in
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Lecturers

comparison to face-to-face learning and how do the teachers managed
to make their teaching interactive in online conditions.

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

Interactive
Interactive
activities at the activities
begging of the at the end
class
of
the
class
Brainstorming
Question
questions
and
answer
method
Question and Online
answer method quiz

Comprehension Question
questions
and
answer
method
Review of the Student
previous lesson feedback
on
the
lessons
Comprehension Question
questions
and
answer
method

Interactive
activities
during the
class

Studentstudent
interaction
activities
Students’
presentations
feedback

Discussion
and
analysis of
the Online
Video
Students’
assignments

Discussion Students’
and
presentations
analysis of feedback
the Online
Video
Discussion
of online
reading
article

Table 4: Interactive activities observed

Analyzing Table 4, we can see that the most-used interactive
activity was Question and answer method were the students were asked
by the lecturers to respond to the questions related to the lesson. In this
regard, it is worth to emphasize that teachers also, provided feedback
to student responses. Whenever, the student gave an incorrect answer,
the lecturers redirected the students to the correct answer (in 3 cases
observed) or help the students to provide the correct answer (in one
case, L5).
Regarding the second-most used interactive activity used by the
teachers was Discussion and analysis of the Online Video as used by 3
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lecturers. This method is completely new and applied in online
environment with the aim to develop and strengthen students’ critical
thinking skills. The videos chosen were relevant to the lesson and they
were always used during the lesson to engage students in learning. After
they watched the video, they analyzed and discussed them with their
peers and the student-student interaction was high during this activity.
Then, two other activities used by two lectures at different stages
of learning. Namely, Comprehension questions were used by two
lecturers at the beginning of the class and they aimed to clarify some
concepts to the students.
Students’ online presentations were also a new Method used
during online teaching because previously the students gave their
presentations in the class. Two lecturers used online presentations and
the students were free to choose their topic which was related to the
course syllabus. After a presentation, there was a ten minute feedback
sessions were the students discussed the most important aspect of the
presentations and also there were always questions for the presenters.
Finally, A review of the previous lesson and Brainstorming activities
were used by one lecturer at the begging of the online class. Both these
methods were applicable in face-to-face teaching but are easily used in
the online environment as well. Also, Students’ feedback to the lesson
was not something new but it is certainly helpful for teachers to revise
and reflect on their teaching.
In conclusion, it can be stated that generally students have positive
experiences with online learning and the negative sides of it mentioned
were the internet connection and not socializing with their classmates.
It is known that socialization at the University is very important for
students because it is the process which begins in childhood at home
with one’s family and continues in all levels of education. In this way
students become more mature and more responsible for their actions.
When it comes to interaction in online classes, the students have
listed several activities which teachers can implement in teaching and
they are all aware if the importance of interaction for their language
development.
Finally, classroom observations have provided some insight on
practical application of interactive activities which teachers used to
accomplish interaction in online classes. Some activities are used before
during face=to=face teaching (Question and answer method, Review of
the previous lesson and Brainstorming), but some of them are applicable
mainly in online teaching (Discussion and analysis of the Online Video
and Students’ Online presentations).
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CONCLUSION
The focus of this paper was to find out and discuss interaction
activities used in online setting during the COVID -19 Pandemic in North
Macedonia. Also, an attempt was made to get some practical
suggestions for increasing online interaction and finally, to see if the
students are satisfied with the level of their interaction during different
activities used by the teachers. The data collected from students’
questionnaires, reflections and online observations reveled some useful
results which can help teachers to increase students’ interaction and
engagement in their online classes.
Regarding the first research question: What are students’ opinions
about interaction during the online classes?, the findings obtained from
questionnaire and reflections of the students, showed that students
perceived interaction as a very important element of the qualitative
teaching. They reported that they prefer to interact with their
professors during English classes because it leads to better language
learning. Additionally, they are externally motivated because interaction
and class participation are part of their overall assessment. Most
importantly, student hold positive attitude towards classroom
interaction because it helps them to be better in learning a language and
they were pleasantly satisfied with most of the professors’ approaches
regarding this matter as well as the professors’ preparedness to
teaching online. They suggested that the teachers should create a
friendly atmosphere because it can help them to engage more. Similarly,
in a study conducted by Mishra et.al (2020, p.6)’’ Students’ perceptions
reflected that teachers should create friend- ship and enlighten the
environment of the groups’’.
Regarding the second research question: How are the students
satisfied with the kind of activities the teacher varied during the online
lessons and what do they prefer to have?, the collected data from
student reflections shows that most of the students are satisfied with
the online classes in particular with the level of engagement in
interaction. This includes most of the professors who used different
activities to engage students in different online activities. However, the
students believe that the option “raise your hand” on Google classroom
that they added recently is excellent for this reason but when no one
raises the hand to participate in discussion, calling out students by their
name will motivate them to follow the lesson actively and get rid of the
fear to share their thoughts. They have also provided some practical
suggestions for teachers and what they would prefer to have. These
activities include: Asking questions during lectures (7 similar
responses), Using a mix of learning tools, more visuals and audio and
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provide feedback (5 similar responses), Appointing the students to
answer the questions not only on voluntary basis (4 similar responses),
To leave the camera on because this should lead to a great interaction
because every student would be obliged to interact instead of just
joining the Google Meet (3 similar responses), Set up
simple/appropriate case scenarios (encourages problem solving, critical
thinking activities (3 similar responses), etc.
Regarding the third research question: ‘’ Which activities do the
teachers use in order to accomplish interaction in online classes?, the
data obtained from classroom observations showed that teachers in fact
used different interaction activities at all stages of learning, at the
beginning of the class, during the class and at the end of the class. The
most-used interaction activity observed was the Question and answer
Method as used by 4 lecturers. In most cases observed, the lecturers
managed very well in an effective way built an admirable amount of
interaction into the class, particularly given the constraints of the Google
Meet. One lecturer also made efforts to call directly upon students who
were being ‘quiet’ but this should be practiced more often by all
lecturers who use this activity in the online class. Another element,
which has changed from face-to-face learning into online learning
conditions, was Discussion and analysis of the Online Video as used by 3
lecturers. The students were sent a link of the Video, they watched it
during the class and then discussed at and analyzed it very well. The
teachers acted mainly as a facilitator because students discussed it with
their peers.
Also, students’ presentations were something new because the
teachers had to train the students first how to share the screen and
present it online. The evaluation rubric was adapted to online learning
as well. Perhaps, this was a good opportunity for the students who will
become future teachers of English to see how are the online
presentations done and be ready for the challenges that they might face
in their future teaching career.
Based on the above-mentioned data the study recommends that all
professors should use appropriate and varied online activities and tasks
which can promote students’ engagement in interaction and make the
needed modifications to the course content and classroom activities. In
order to ensure high level of interaction, teachers should include all
students by calling out their names and keep them involved during the
online classes. Due to poor internet connection, the professors should
consider recording the meetings and send the link to the students so
they can watch them whenever suitable for them. Perhaps the most
important element to be considered is to provide continued training or
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seminars for professors where they can discuss the implementation of
different interactive activities which can help in achieving high level of
interaction in the online classes
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INTERAKTION DER STUDIERENDEN IM ONLINE-UNTERRICHT WÄHREND DER
COVID-19-PANDEMIE IN NORDMAZEDONIEN
Das Ziel dieser Studie ist es, die durchgeführten Interaktionsaktivitäten von
Studierenden in Zeiten der COVID-19-Pandemie im Online-Lehre zu
analysieren. Der Begriff Interaktion ist im Bereich des Zweitspracherwerbs
weitgehend anerkannt im Sinne der Interaktionshypothese von Long (1985), die
belegt, dass die Sprachkompetenz stark erhöht wird, wenn es im
Fremdsprachenunterricht eine Interaktion im Klassenzimmer gibt. Für die
Interaktion im Onlineunterricht müssen die Lehrenden eine hohe Interaktivität
der Studierenden fördern und eine unterstützende und freundliche Umgebung
schaffen. Der erste Schritt dazu wäre die Bereitstellung eines Lehrplans, der die
Erwartungen des Kurses im Allgemeinen klar und einfach beschreibt und
spezifische Richtlinien für jede Aufgabe, Anweisungen und Fristen festhält
(Durrington et al., 2006).
Infolgedessen bleibt dieses Thema eine Herausforderung für die
Lehrkräfte, von denen erwartet wird, dass sie ihren Präsenzunterricht in eine
Onlineplattform umstellen, damit eine Interaktion der Studierenden als
zentrales Element im Unterricht beibehalten wird. Selbstverständlich erfordert
diese Aufgabe zusätzliche Zeit, Vorbereitung und technische Unterstützung.
Eine angemessene Personalentwicklung und die Motivation der Studierenden
sind entscheidend, um sicherzustellen, dass die Fakultät effektive Onlinekurse
gestalten und die Fähigkeit zur Verbesserung der Interaktion zwischen den
Studierenden entwickeln kann.
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Für diese Studie wurden Fragebögen für die Studierenden,
Studentenreflexionen im Klassenzimmer und Beobachtungen der Online-Lehre
verwendet. Die Studie wurde an der South East European University (SEEU) in
Nordmazedonien mit Beteiligung von 80 Studierenden des Hauptfaches
Englische Sprache und Literatur und fünf EFL-Lehrenden durchgeführt.
Die Ergebnisse der Studie zeigen, dass die befragten Studierenden die
Interaktion als ein sehr wichtiges Element des qualitativen Unterrichts
wahrnehmen und den Lehrenden nützliche Anregungen gegeben haben, ihr
Engagement in Interaktionsaktivitäten zu erhöhen. Angesichts der
Einschränkungen im Online-Unterricht wurde in allen beobachteten OnlineKlassen eine beispielhafte Interaktion durch Frage-und-Antwort-Methode,
Verständnistechnik und Diskussion und Analyse von Online-Videos erreicht,
wobei die Studierenden sowohl mit den Lehrenden als auch ihren
Mitstudierenden interagierten.
Schlüsselwörter:
COVID-19 Pandemie

Online-Lehre,

Interaktion,

Universitätsstudierende,
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JUŽNOSLOVANSKÝCH LITERATÚRACH PO ROKU 1989.
BRATISLAVA: UNIVERZITA KOMENSKÉHO 2021, 216 S.
ISBN 978-80-223-5141-6.
Zvonko Kovač, Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, zkovac@ffzg.hr
Recenzija
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Ne preobilna, ali usmjerena prema relevantnim problemima
suvremene književne historiografije, bogata najvažnijim teorijama i
njihovim autorima, iscrpna u donošenju najvažnije literature, knjiga
Zvonka Taneskog Poetika dislokácie, ne odnosi se samo na razdoblje
migracija u južnoslavenskim književnostima nakon 1989. godine, nego je
svojevrsna sinteza svih važnijih pristupa modernizirane komparatistike,
koja je imala svoj najraniji i najsnažniji teorijski obrat upravo u Bratislavi,
u projektima Dionýza Ďurišina i njegovih kolega. Zato mislim da se autor
nije mogao naći na inspirativnijem mjestu za svoju knjigu, i to se posebno
ističe. Poput nas u Zagrebu te u Novom Sadu, recepcija Đurišinove
teorije o međuknjiževnim zajednicama, pa i plodna suradnja s autorom,
započela je još osamdesetih godina, a moguća poveznica prema
Taneskom mogla je biti i skopska komparatistika s Milanom Đurčinovim,
kao jednom od njegovih vjernih suradnika; u najuži krug spada i Ivan
Dorovský veoma zauzeti stručnjak za makedonska pitanja i balkansku
slavistiku, što također u knjizi nije zaboravljeno. Ukratko, već na prvo
pogled je jasno da Zvonko Taneski vuče svoje korijene iz njihove plodne
suradnje, dodajući nove i nove teorije i argumente za obranu svoje ideje
o književnim slučajevima koji su najčešće izvan interesa nacionalne
književne historiografije, kao i izvan zanimanja tradicionalne
komparatistike.
Posebne „međuknjiževne zajednice“, kakvom je moguće smatrati
i ansambl južnoslavenskih književnosti, kroz duga povijesna razdoblja
imale su različite oblike zajedničkoga kulturnog polja, posebno u obje
Jugoslavije, no nakon 1989. godine izgledalo nam je da će se književna
komunikacije zatvoriti u nacionalne okvire, jer su za reprezentaciju novih
državica na Balkanu bila pogodnije nacionalne povijesti kulture i
književnosti. Međutim, ni rad na razdvajanju pojedinih južnoslavenskih
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jezika, ni teško ratno razdoblje i duga poratna tranzicija, nije zaustavila
„međuknjiževne procese“, kako među južnoslavenskim narodima tako i
one koje su pojedini preseljeni pisci stvarali izvan granica svojim
matičnih država i zemalja. Dugo se u teoriji razmišlja o najpogodnijem
metodološkom, a onda i terminološkom rješenju za taj fenomen, unutar
komparatistike kao u unutar slavistike, od interslavenske književne
komparatistike do raznih koncepcija interkulturne ili transkulturne
znanosti o književnosti, a sada imamo pred sobom nov termin: poetika
dislokacije, koji podjednako upućuje na pojavu u empirijskom smisli kao
i na teorijskom planu. Idealno zamišljena poetika dislokacije trebala bi
obuhvatiti sve one dvopripadne ili višepripadne autore koji se ne mogu
bez ostatka svrstati u jednu nacionalnu književnost, ne samo što često
djeluju u dvije ili tri različite kulturne sredine, nego i zato što ni sami ne
žele pripadati jednoj književnosti, odnosno zato što se njihova
dislociranost, nepripadnost nekom čvrstom mjestu, osjeća i kao dio
njihove poetike, njihove međuknjiževne ili interkulturne situacije
(drugačije teme, promjena jezika, intenzivnija recepcija, prisutnost u
dvije ili više sredina, i sl.). Zvonko Taneski s razvijenom svijesti o promjeni
interesa izdavača i samih pisaca u pravcu te dvostruko dislocirane,
neutemeljene pozicije pisca, baš nakon 1989. godine u jugoistočnoj i
istočnoj Europi, s pravom afirmira kako društveni kontekst tako i same
autore, odnosno tekstove, koji time tvore neku novu dislociranu
poetiku, zajedničku za više književnih i međuknjiževnih zajednica.
Dislocirani pisci i njihovi tekstovi, kao i mi (intencijski ili fizički) dislocirani
stručnjaci za književnost, kao da stvaramo novo polje diverziteta
europske kulture, nešto slično naslijeđu Češke i Slovačke,
južnoslavenskih naroda u dugom trajanju (ne samo za obje Jugoslavije),
istočnoslavenskih kultura itd. Posebno se, dakako takva teorijska
paradigma može primijeniti za brojne slučajeve iseljeničke ili
emigranstke književnosti, književnosti djece ekonomskih iseljenika
druge generacije, određene depatrijacijske književnosti, koja i na
Zapadu, pored svojih pisaca, već ima svoje izdavače i svoje čitatelje, pa i
svoje proučavatelje. Iako sam sklon te pisce i tu književnost obuhvatiti
pojmovima interkulturni pisci i interkulturna književnost, a disciplinu
koja ih obrađuje interkulturnom povijesti književnosti, držim da je
termin dislokacijska poetika osvježavajući i možda točniji jer sugerira
određenu marginalnost takvih pisaca i interesa književne kritike i
znanosti za njih. (Osobno bih se možda odlučio za poetiku dislociranosti,
jer dislokacija kao stari termin za druge pojave nekako ima negativan
prizvuk; ali to nije zapravo bitno).
Bitno je što knjiga donosi pregled gotovo sve relevantije literature
o temi, što uključuje i autopoetička promišljanja autora (npr. Dubravke
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Ugrešić), što povezuje starija istraživanja s novijim fenomenima i što
pored naglaska na južnoslavenske migracijske procese (pri čemu je
osuda našega raspada često neposredna, ali i posredna, isticanjem
čehoslovačke „baršunaste revolucije“), a ne zaboravlja i veze sa
slovačkim kulturnim krugom, pa nalazimo dobro obrađene „veze i
odnose“ slovačke s južnoslavenskim kulturama; za slavističke studije kod
nas ili u Bratislavi to sigurno mnogo znači. Pri čemu se, što je za
koncepciju knjige od presudne važnosti, naglasak u recepciji
južnoslavenskih pisaca u Slovačkoj stavlja na autore „dislocirane
poetike“, na svojevrsne međuknjiževne pisce od Danila Kiša i Mirka
Kovača do Lidije Dimkovske i Tene Štivičić. Svjestan zadatka koji je pred
nama, autor otvara istraživanje i određenim popisom zadataka, kao što
su: prepoznavanje i karakterizacija ključnih motiva vezanih uz
migrantske teme ili poetiku dislokacije; usporedba stavova s realnošću
migracija-dislokacija ‒ pokušaj preliminarne procjene;
pitanje
migracijsko-dislokacijskog identiteta pripovjedača, likova/protagonista
u prozi ili drami te glasa lirskoga subjekta; pitanje odnosa izabranih
književnika (sklonih poetici dislokacije i motivima migracija) iz
prevedenog korpusa prema domaćoj nacionalnoj kulturnoj tradiciji, itd.
Ukratko, nakon svestrane bibliografske obrade, od utemeljitelja
nove teorije međuknjiževnoga procesa na račun stare komparatistike do
svojevrsnog „transkulturnog obrata“ u metodologiji proučavanja
književnosti, problemskoga naglaska na koncepciju dislocirane poetike i
s projekcijom na novi tip istraživanja recepcije južnoslavenskih pisaca u
Slovačkoj, knjiga završava zaključkom u kojem se naglašava da se u
jugoslavenskim zemljama pogođenim ratom obnavlja i nekadašnja
politička uloga književnosti kao nositeljice nacionalnog identiteta, ali je
istodobno spor oko kulturnih vrijednosti između liberalnog humanizma
i desničarskog ekstremizma stvorio paradoksalnu situaciju, naime robni
karakter kulturnog proizvoda postao je dio procesa interkulturalne
transmisije i time pomalo izvan kontrole nacionalne identitetske
strategije, kojima smo još uvijek prečesto zabavljeni. Zato ovakva
istraživanja i nakon raspada starih višenacionalnih društava i
međuknjiževnih zajednica još više imaju smisla i zato ih valja podržati,
koliko god su ona u začetku i možda još nedovoljno teorijski razrađena.

.
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Der hier zu rezensierende Sammelband präsentiert die Ergebnisse
des XXVIII. „JungslavistInnen-Treffens“, das im September 2019 an der
Universität Hamburg stattfand. Dieser junge Kreis von Forschern aus
dem deutschsprachigen Traum trifft sich regelmäßig und man kann aus
der Reihe „Specimina philologiae Slavicae“ (Verlag Peter Lang) ablesen,
dass schon etliche Bände publiziert wurden. Es ist erfreulich, dass die
Slavistik in Deutschland über solch eine selbstorganisierte Infrastruktur
verfügt.
Kommen wir nun zu den Artikeln, die sich über ein weitreichendes
sprachwissenschaftliches Spektrum erstrecken. Sprachhistorische und
gegenwärtige Standpunkte der Slavistik sind im Buch nachzulesen. Es
sind also aktuelle Forschungsergebnisse von elf slavistischen
Nachwuchswissenschaftlern in Deutschland abgedruckt.
Im Folgenden werde ich kurz die Inhalte der Texte vorstellen. Ich
werde zudem meine Einschätzung zu den Arbeiten vor einem
sprachwissenschaftlichen Hintergrund abgeben und die Frage
reflektieren, welchen Beitrag diese Publikation zur Slavistik leistet.
Beginnen möchte ich mit dem ersten Text von Ruben Biewald. Er
trägt den Titel „Stil oder Grammatik? Methodische Überlegungen zu
einer Untersuchung der ukrainischen Bibelübersetzung“ (S. 9-21). Der
Autor erklärt, dass die Übersetzung der Bibel ins Ukrainische im 19.
Jahrhundert nicht nur der Verständlichkeit des Texts dienen, sondern
einen Beitrag zur Schaffung einer neuen ukrainischen Schrifttradition
leisten sollte. Eine Übersetzung des Bibeltexts konnte dabei nicht ohne
Anschluss an die bisherige Schrifttradition gelingen, und so erfolgte die
Übersetzung ausgerichtet der mündlichen ukrainischen Sprache.
Autoren wie Kuliš und Puljuj und ihre Veröffentlichungen Anfang des 19.
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Jahrhunderts markierten den Beginn der Herausbildung eines eigenen
konfessionellen Stils im Ukrainischen, was etwa anhand der Funktionen
der Partizipien und deren Übersetzungstypologie in die jeweiligen
modernen ostslavischen Sprachen gezeigt wird. Das ist bemerkenswert,
jedoch ist die Rolle der Bibelsprache und ihr Einfluss auf die
Konsolidierung moderner Schriftsprachen besonders im orthodoxen
Kulturraum natürlich ein weit verbreitetes Phänomen.
Der nächste Beitrag (S. 23-50) stammt von Christina Clasmeier und
lautet „Zur Wortfolge polnischer Adjektiv-Substantiv-Konstruktionen in
der Sprachverarbeitung – ein Satzwiederholungsexperiment“. Die
Autorin stellt dar, dass in polnischen Nominalphrasen das attributive
Adjektiv sowohl vor als auch nach dem Substantiv positioniert sein kann,
wenngleich die Reihenfolge nicht willkürlich ist. Doch worin besteht
dann die Regelmäßigkeit? Auf diese Frage versucht sie eine Antwort zu
geben, indem sie Probanden mit einer sogenannten Sentence
Repetition Task konfrontiert und die Ergebnisse systematisiert. Diese
experimentelle Herangehensweise ist sicher interessant, hat aber den
Nachteil, dass dadurch keine Beweise erbracht werden können, so dass
die Ergebnisse vor allem von den Probanden abhängen und deshalb
variabel sein dürften.
Der Text des Mitherausgebers Martin Henzelmann widmet sich
dem Thema „Das Bunjewatzische in Serbien nach 1990: Innovationen
und Kontroversen“ (S. 51-75). Darin werden die Schritte besprochen, die
die bunjewatzische Minderheit in der serbischen Vojvodina
unternommen hat, um ihrer Sprache einen schriftlichen Ausdruck zu
verleihen. Dass die Varietäten, die die Bunjewatzen sprechen, praktisch
alle Merkmale mit den Sprachen teilt, die früher unter dem Terminus
„Serbokroatisch“ subsummiert wurden, hindert sie offenbar nicht an
ihren Aktivitäten. Man mag rätseln, ob diese nun als Wunschdenken
oder als Genugtuung klassifiziert werden sollten. Ungeachtet dessen
bearbeitet der Mitherausgeber ein originelles Thema, welches die Frage
nach Sprache und Identität, aber auch nach eigenem Anspruch und
fremder Beanspruchung der Minderheit stellt. In der internationalen
Slavistik ist die Problematik noch sehr wenig präsent und sollte
zusätzliche Beachtung finden.
Nicolas Jansen ist der Autor des umfangreichsten Textes dieses
Sammelbandes. Auf den Seiten 77 bis 139 analysiert er „Das Ende des
Alec Holowka: Ein Todesfall aus russisch- und englischsprachiger
medialer Perspektive“. Besagter Holowka dürfte in der Slavistik kaum
jemandem bekannt gewesen sein, denn es handelte sich um einen
Entwickler von Computerspielen, der unter merkwürdigen Umständen
sein Leben ließ. Jansen untersucht eine Diskussion, die sich durch Zoë
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Quinn – sie entstammt ebenfalls der Spielentwicklerszene – entfachte.
Sie warf Holowka schweres Fehlverhalten vor. Die daraus resultierenden
Kommentare in Foren werden zu einem eigenen und sehr
umfangreichen Korpus mit russischen und englischen Daten in
akribischer Arbeit zusammengestellt. Es wird auf dieser Grundlage
kontrastiv untersucht, welche metasprachlichen Komponenten in der
Beurteilung des Sachverhalts auffällig sind.
Interessant ist auch der Artikel, den Irenäus Kulik auf den Seiten
141 bis 159 vorstellt. Er untersucht „Populäre Musik als
sprachwissenschaftliche Quellengattung? Das Beispiel Schlesisch“.
Seiner Einschätzung nach ist populäre Musik noch keine hinreichende
Quelle sprachwissenschaftlicher Untersuchungen. Dieser Ansicht kann
man mit Hinblick auf sein Beispiel – Heavy Metal (sic!) – sicher
uneingeschränkt folgen, noch dazu, wenn es um das Schlesische geht.
Der Autor stellt ein eigenes Korpus zusammen und beleuchtet die darin
vorkommende Graphemik, Lexik, Phonologie, Morphologie und Syntax,
die allesamt Eigentümlichkeiten des Schlesischen aufweisen. Auch zu
diesem Text ist zu sagen, dass er einen innovativen Ansatz verfolgt und
mit belegbaren Daten arbeitet.
Alisa Müller (S. 161-188) stellt anschließend die Frage: „Haben das
Russische und das Belarussische in der Linguistic Landscape von Minsk
unterschiedliche Funktionen?“ In der Linguistic Landscape konzentriert
man sich sehr häufig auf die Verbreitung unterschiedlicher Sprachen im
öffentlichen Raum. Die Autorin wagt darüber hinaus den Versuch einer
funktionalen Klassifizierung des Weißrussischen und des Russischen
anhand von Aufschriften, die sie auf einem zentralen Boulevard in Minsk
identifizierte, so dass auch sie ein eigenes Korpus erstellt und Empirie
verwertet. In ganz Weißrussland finden wir zwar bekanntlich nahezu alle
Aufschriften in russischer oder belarussischer Sprache, was Müller hier
vorstellt ist aber sehr wichtig, denn wir wissen auch, dass es sich um eine
themenabhängige und nicht willkürliche Verwendung der beiden
Sprachen im öffentlichen Raum handelt.
Hagen Pitsch untersucht „Die Aorist/Imperfekt-Distinktion im
Bulgarischen: Form, Bedeutung, Markiertheit“ (S. 189-208). Seine Studie
hinterfragt die Signifikanz des bulgarischen Aorists und des Imperfekts.
Er orientiert sich bei seiner Analyse an vorherigen Studien, die freilich
sehr zahlreich sind, und stellt heraus, dass das Imperfekt eine offene
Zeitspanne für weitreichende und irreale Situationen markiert. Der
Aorist dient demnach als unmarkierte Zeitform der einfachen
Vergangenheit. Gegen diese These ist nichts einzuwenden, weil exakt
darin der praktische Zweck des bulgarischen Aorists zu sehen ist, und sie
ist bei Weitem nicht neu und wurde in der Bulgaristik schon
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ausschweifend diskutiert. Ich verweise nur auf die Grammatiktradition
an unserer Universität, die maßgeblich von Professor Ivan Kucarov
geprägt wurde. Dieser beschreibt in seiner über 600 Seiten starken
„Theoretischen Grammatik der bulgarischen Sprache“ ganz eindeutig,
dass die eigentliche und vor allem die einzige echte Vergangenheitsform
des Bulgarischen der Aorist ist (Куцаров 2007: 244-246).
Die Mitherausgeberin Nelli Ritter beschreibt anschließend
„Leseindikatoren im Russischen und Deutschen: Eine Eye-TrackingStudie
mit
Herkunftssprecher/innen
und
lebensweltlich
Monolingualen“ (S. 209-228). Ihr Aufsatz thematisiert die Resultate ihrer
Forschungen zu Lesekompetenzen im Deutschen und im Russischen. An
der dokumentierten Untersuchung beteiligten sich demnach deutschrussisch bilinguale Sprecher im Alter zwischen 15 und 16 Jahren und
gleichaltrige monolinguale Personen. Im Ergebnis zeigen die beiden
Gruppen untereinander gravierende Kompetenzunterschiede. Ritter
stellt selbst erhobene Daten vor und wertet sie kritisch aus. Das Thema
und die gewinnbringende Interpretation sind sehr sinnvoll, um die
Lesekompetenzen
und
die
Bedürfnisse
unterschiedlicher
Sprechergruppen zu beschreiben und fundiert zu erforschen.
Durchdacht wirkt auch der Ansatz, die in Deutschland weit verbreitete
deutsch-russische Zweisprachigkeit in den Fokus zu rücken, schließlich
handelt es sich nun einmal um eine Ressource, welche man sich vor
allem in der Slavistik zu eigen machen kann.
Ksenija Vossmiller hinterfragt in ihrem Artikel „Quo vadis,
Studierende der Herkunftssprache Russisch?“ auf den Seiten 229 bis 242
die Bedeutung von Studenten mit Migrationshintergrund. Über diese
Gruppe ist im Hinblick auf die Wahrnehmung ihrer russischen
Herkunftssprache kaum etwas bekannt, und erst recht ist es selten, dass
eine Unterteilung in Herkunftssprecher und andere, die zwecks
Spracherwerbes eine deutsche Universität aufsuchen, überhaupt
stattfindet. Sie attestiert daher der Beschäftigung mit der
Herkunftssprache ein wichtiges Potential, wobei gerade in Deutschland
auch ein recht hoher Assimilationsdruck an die deutsche Sprache
existiert, so dass zu hoffen bleibt, dass diese Konstellation nicht auf
lange Sicht zu einem Sprachverlust führt.
Valeria Wagner schreibt „Zum Altersdiskurs: Bezeichnungen von
Älteren in Deutschland, Russland und bei russischsprachigen
Migrant/innen im Vergleich“ (S. 243-266). Hier geht es um den Diskurs,
der sich mit der Frage nach dem Alter von Menschen und den
dazugehörigen Eigenschaften befasst. Die Autorin hinterfragt, wie
dieser Lebensabschnitt in Zeitungen der russischen, der deutschen und
der russlanddeutschen Gemeinschaft benannt wird. Um dem
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nachzugehen, stellt sie einen aus über 1300 Zeitungsartikeln
bestehenden Korpus zusammen. Dieser Umfang zeigt nicht nur, wie
relevant die Fragestellung ist, sondern auch, wie man sie in ein
kontrastives Licht rücken kann.
Der letzte Aufsatz stammt von Veronika Wald und trägt den Titel
„Verbvalenzstrukturen des Russischen und des Deutschen bei RussischHerkunftssprechern in Deutschland“ (S. 267-290). Es werden die
Valenzstrukturen untersucht, die die Autorin eigenen Angaben zu Folge
bei bilingualen Sprechern des Deutschen und des Russischen in der BRD
beobachten konnte. Besonders interessiert sie dabei, welche
Valenzabweichungen der Verben sich im Sprachgebrauch experimentell
beobachten lassen und worauf diese zurückzuführen sind. Der Beitrag
zeigt, dass es interessante Valenzstrukturen gibt, die durch den deutschrussisch geprägten sprachlichen Alltag der Teilnehmer zu erklären sind.
Man könnte gewiss noch stärker betonen, dass sie das Ergebnis eines
alltäglichen Sprachkontakts und daher zu erwarten sind. Das Phänomen
wird aber gut von Wald beschrieben und nachvollziehbar begründet.
Am Ende möchte ich einige persönliche Bemerkungen anführen.
Der vorliegende Band zeigt, dass deutsche Nachwuchswissenschaftler
darum bemüht sind, sich systematisch zu organisieren und ihre Themen
in der Slavistik zu präsentieren. Vor allem ist dies daran erkennbar, dass
die Organisatoren finanzielle Unterstützung von der „Hamburgischen
Wissenschaftlichen Stiftung“ (HWS) und der „Deutsch-bulgarischen
Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Beziehungen zwischen Deutschland und
Bulgarien e.V.“ (DBG) erhielten und auf diese Weise ihr Werk in einem
prestigereichen Verlag publizieren konnten (wovon wir im einleitenden
Vorwort erfahren). Auch inhaltlich wecken die Beiträge das Interesse
des Betrachters, denn sie sind anspruchsvoll geschrieben und
thematisieren unterschiedliche slawische Sprachen. Außerdem
verfolgen sie originelle Ansätze, die sie innovativ mit den neuesten
Erkenntnissen aus dem Bereich der Slavistik verbinden. Die jungen
Slavisten machen sich große Mühe bei der Erstellung eigener Korpora,
sie sammeln Daten, konzipieren originelle empirische Studien, stellen
eigene Theorien auf und setzen sich kritisch mit vorhandenem Wissen
auseinander. Den Herausgebern ist es gelungen, interessantes Material
zusammenzustellen und der Wissenschaft zugänglich zu machen. Der
Sammelband kann aufgrund seiner überzeugenden Inhalte ohne jeden
Zweifel der wissenschaftlichen Öffentlichkeit empfohlen werden und
setzt wertvolle Akzente im Rahmen der slavistischen Linguistik, die ein
hohes Potential für die Zukunft erkennen lassen.
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UPUTSTVO AUTORIMA
Poštovani autori,
Prilikom pisanja i predaje rada molimo da se rukovodite sljedećim
uputstvima.
– Radovi se predaju u elektronskoj formi u Word formatu i to: za oblast
nauka o književnost i kulturi na adresu foliaredakcija@gmail.com;
za oblast nauka o jeziku na adresu: folialiguistics@gmail.com
– Obim članka bez izuzetka treba da bude ograničen do maksimalno
7000 riječi uključujući naslov, ime i prezime i naziv institucije autora,
spisak bibliografskih referenci, apstrakt na jeziku rada, kao i naslov
rada, rezime i ključne riječi na svjetskom jeziku različitom od jezika
na kojem je rad, odnosno obavezno na engleskom ukoliko rad nije
na engleskom.
– VAŽNO! Zbog bolje međunarodne vidljivosti ohrabrujemo autore da
pišu na engleskom jezku. Ukoliko članak nije na engleskom jeziku,
mora postojati prošireni rezime rada na engleskom i to obima
između 2000-2500 riječi. U tom slučaju rad sa svim elementima
može biti dužine do 8000 riječi.
– Na početku rada daje se apstrakt (do 300 riječi) i do 10 ključnih riječi
na jeziku na kojem je pisan rad.
– Kada je u pitanju formatiranje teksta, molimo pošaljite rad u formatu
B5, odnosno 6.9'' x 8.9'' ili 176 x 250 mm. Ukoliko se koristite slikama
ili tabelama, vodite računa da se uklope u isti format.
– Grafičke sadržaje uključite u tekst kao integrisanu sliku.
– Cijeli tekst treba da bude uređen bez proreda. Vrsta slova je Calibri
11.
– Za formatiranje teksta korisitite jednostavnu opciju „Normal“ koju
nudi Word program, uključujući naslove i podnaslove.
– Podnaslovi treba da budu odvojeni jednim redom od prethodnog
teksta, napisani crnim fontom (bold).
– Isticanje u tekstu vrši se isključivo upotrebom kurziva (italics), a
nikako crnim fontom (bold), navodnicima, podvlačenjem, s p a c i o
n i r a n j e m, verzalom (ALL CAPS) i slično.
– Koristite navodnike određene normom jezika na kome je napisan
rad. Molimo da u radu ne miješate različite tipove navodnika.
Najčešće se upotrebljavaju dupli navodnici, dok se polunavodnici
('m') koriste jedino unutar navodnika.
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– Citat koji je duži od tri reda vašeg kucanog teksta upišite kao posebni
pasus, uvučen i odvojen jednim praznim redom od teksta koji slijedi.
U tom slučaju ne koriste se navodnici.
– Citati unutar rada ne smiju preći obim od 20% rada.
– Izostavljanje originalnog teksta unutar citata, odnosno elipsa,
označava se sa tri tačke unutar uglastih zagrada: […].
– Iako to vaš kompjuterski program ponekad ne radi, molimo vas da
pravite razliku između crte (–), koja razdvaja dva dijela rečenice, i
crtice (-), koja spaja dvije riječi u polusloženicu.
– Bibliografske reference navoditi po MLA obrascu (MLA Citation
Style).
Detaljnije uputstvo nalazi se na adresi www.folia.ac.me.

Uređivački odbor
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Dear authors,
While writing and preparing your papers for submission, please respect
the following instructions:
– Submit your papers electronically in Word format; for Literary and
Cultural Studies to the following address: foliaredakcija@gmail.com
– and
for
Language
Studies
to
following
address:
folialiguistics@gmail.com
– The length of the article must not exceed 7000 words, including the
title, author’s name and affiliation, the list of references, the
abstract and the keywords in the language of the article, as well as
the title, summary and keywords in one of the world languages
(English, German, French, Russian, Italian).
– IMPORTANT! Because of the better international visibility, we
encourage the authors to send their articles in English. However, if the
article is not in Engslish, it has to have title, keywords and the
significantly longer summary in English – between 2000-2500 words.
In that case the length of the article with all mentioned elements and
the longer summary can be up to 8000 words.
– An Abstract (up to 300 words) and up to 10 keywords should precede
the paper and be in the language in which the paper is written.
– Formatting of text, please make sure it fits into the B5, that is 6.9'' x
8.9'' or 176 x 250 mm format of the journal.
– The whole text should be single-spaced. The preferable font is Calibri
11.
– For further formatting (including titles and subtitles), please use the
option “Normal” your Word provides under the title “Style”.
– Subtitles should be separated by one empty line from the text
preceding it. They should be written in bold letters.
– Graphics, tables, illustrations, pictures should be sent as part of the
papers and as integral images, making sure they fit into the B5,
176x250mm, format of the journal.
– Emphasis is provided exclusively by the use of italics, and NOT by bold
letters, “double quotation marks,” ‘single quotation marks,’ or
underlining, s p a c i n g, ALL CAPS, etc.
– Use quotations marks consistently and as required by the norms of
the language in which the paper is written. In most of cases those are
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–

–
–
–
–

double quotations marks (“ ”). Use single quotations marks (‘m’) only
within quotations.
Quotations longer than three lines of your typed paper should be
inserted as a separate paragraph and separated by one empty line
from the text following it. When these quotations (paragraphs) are
inserted like this do not use quotation marks.
The quotations within the text must not exceed 20% of the article.
Avoiding parts of original text within quotation, or ellipses, should be
marked by the following sign: […].
Do not confuse dash ( – ), which separates two parts of sentence, with
hyphen ( - ), which connects two words.
Use MLA citation style for bibliographical references.
For more details, please visit www.folia.ac.me.
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